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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an. account of Government sponsored 
work. Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any 
person acting on behalf of the Commission: 
A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, 

with respect tn the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of 
the information contained in this report, or that the use of any 
information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this 
report may not infringe privatel;y owned rights,· or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for dam
ages resulting from the use of any informatiotz, apparatus, 
method, or process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or em
ployee of such contractor, to the extent that such employee or 
contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor 
prepares, disseminates, or provides access to, any information 
pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission, or 
his em(Jlovment with such contractor . 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The objective of the FFTF backup design was to provide the capability for replacing the 

reference FFTF dis{lersed core ~esign at any point in its evolution with an open lattice vertical 
core, and associated handling system, instrumentation,. control ro4 and head configuration making 

use of the reference design vessel, hot cell, coolant system, etc. Contract BDR-341 and its 

attached Statement of Work between Paci,fic Northwest Laboratories and the General Electric 

Company authorized that the backup design be developed with ~ufficient design detai!s and design 

.specifications to establish its feasibility when coupled with the required engineering development 

program. Layout drawings were to be completed in sufficient design detail to obtain cost esti

mates, establish feasibility, and allow development of shop fabrication drawings from the basic 

information contained. 

The General Electric Company was advised by Pacific Northwest Laboratories in 

October 1968, that a new refere:-tce FFTF concept had be.en selected. PNL requested that all 

design activity on the GE backup design be terminated anc"! the com~Jleted work be summarized 

in a Final Design Report. In addition, PNL requested that a document describing the develop
ment programs to support the bacl:ui.J design concept be prepared. Reports which describe the GE 

work and complement this backup design summary report are: 

1. GEAP-4470 - An Engineering Review of the Fast Flux Test Facility-Phase I; 

J. H. Field {May 1966). 

2.. GEAP-5290 - Fast Flux Test Facility Functional Requirements; C. N. Spalaris 

(Octobe::- "1966). 

3. GEAP-5422 - Fast Flux Test Facility Phase II Study-A Conceptual Design of the Fast 
Flux Test Facility Reactor System; W. J. Clabaugh (December 1966). 

4. GEAP-5551 -. The Selection of a Pipe Loop System for the Fast Flux Test Facility; 

W. W. Kendall and G. B. Kruger (October 1967). 

5. GEAP-5552 - Conceptual Design of the Backup Rea<;tor System for the Fast Flux Test 
Facility; D. R. Riley (August 1967). 

6. GEAP-5660 - Sodium Temperature Response to Transients in the Fast Flux Test 

Facility Conceptual Backup Design and Description of Dynamics Model; 

A. B. Reynolcts and P. C. Vaughan (SeptP.mhP.r 1968). 

7. GEAP-5550 - Fast Fl~ Test Facility Backup Design Project-First Quarterly Report, 

May-August 1967. 

8. GEAP-5614 - Fast Flux Test Facility Backup Design Project-second Quarterly Report, 

September-November 1967. 
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9. GEAP-5641 - Fast Flux Test Facility Backup Design Project-Third Quarterly Report, 
December-February 1968. 

10. GEAP-5650 - Fast Flux Test Facility Backup Design Project-Fourth Quarterly Report, 
March-May 1968. 

11. GEAP-5684 - Fast Flux Test Facility Backup Design Project-Fifth Quarterly Report, 
June-August 1968. 

12. GEAP-5715 - Fast Flux Test Facility Backup Design Development Report; P.R. Pluta 
(January 1969). 

13. GEAP- 5721 - Fast Flux Test Facility Backup Design Interface Definition, Discussion 

of System Requirements; G. Kruger. W. W. Kendall and D. Mitome 
(January 1969). 

1. 2 DESIGN SUMMARY 

A pictorial of the backup design concept is shown in Figure 1-1. The major features of this 

design follow: 

1. open lattice, vertical core 

2. peak neutron flux in excess of 1 x 1016 

3. fuel pins 0. 210 inch in diameter 

4. .primary control by means of reflector control rods around the core .periphery; 

drives have a 10-inch offset from rods 

5, six <;:losed loop test locations in the core 

6. twelve open loop test locations in the core 

7. torsion bar .core clamping system 

8. open head refueling thl'ough a large refueling plug to increas~ plant availability 

9. refueling by direct access of fuel grapple to increase plant availability 

10. most control rods cqnnected during refueling 

11. an annular plug (around the refueling plug} that may be removed for vertical access 

to the control rods and reflector to increase plant availability and testing eapability 

12. driver fuel transported to storage in the refueling cell in natural convection cooled 

finned transfer thimbles 

13.. the head is cooled to provide a minimum cover thickness and ambient temperature 

base for mounting service equipment 

14. the head, cell and containment are designed to accommodate a DBA which releases 

1500 MW -sec of available work 
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FINNCD TRANSFER THIMBL E 

FIGURE 1-1. FFTF BACKUP DESIGN 
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15. instrumentation capability for all in-core locations. 

16. a refueling cell above the core with argon atmosphere designed for manned suited 
access during full power operation 

17. three primary coolant loops 

18. elevated coolant loops are recommended to enhance· safety and provide redundant 
natural circulation decay heat removal during normal as well as accident conditions. 
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SECTION II 

SUMMARY OF BACKUP DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 

.2.1 REACTOR 

Type open lattice, vertical 

Power 400 MWt 

Coolant. sodium 

2. 1. ~ Test Loops 

Closed loops 6 

Closed loop c.hannels 7 

Double· channel central closed ioop 1 

Open loops 12 

Total closed and open loops 18 

2, 1. 2 Nuclear 

Peak neutron flux at beginning of an 
equilibrium fuel cycle without fuel 

shuffling 0. 95 x 1016 

Peak neutron flux at beginning of an 
equilibrium fuel cycle with fuel shuffling 1. Olx 1016 

Peak neutron flux at the end of an 
equilibrium fuel cycle without fuel 

shuffling 

Number of enrichment zones 

Fissile enrichment (Pu239 + P~241) 
Zone 1 

Zone 2 

Average discharge exposure 

Full power days operation during cycle 

·T dk . U-238 Doppler Coefficient, 

Beginning of cycle 

End of cycle 

dT 

2-1 

0. 92 X 1016 

2 

20.67 

29.02 

57, 000 MWd/Te 

60 

-0.0047 

-0.0054 
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Control Requirements 

Primary reflector control 6. 5% Ak/k 
In-core backup control 2. 9% Ak/k 

Control Available 

Primary reflector control >6. 5% Ak/k 

In-core backup control >2. 9% Ak/k 

Delayed neutron fraction· f3 eff 0.0028 

2.1. 3 Driver Fuel 

Number of driver channels 

Zone 1 63 

Zone 2 42 

Total 105 

Fuel Pu02-uo2 . 

Cladding Type 316 stainless steel 

Pins per channel 127 

Pin outside diameter 0. 21 inch 

Cladding thickness 0. 015 inch 

Pin, P/D 1.286 

Spacer wire wrap 

Wire wrap diameter 0. 060 inch 

Wire wrap pitch 12 inches 

Pellet density 94 ± 2. 5% TD 

Pellet cold smeared density 89% TD 

Active fuel length 36 inches 

End reflector length 6 inches 

Axial shield length 36 inches 

Gas plenum length 30 inches 

Swelling 1% AD/D at 84,000 MWd/Te 

2. 1. 4 Driver Fuel Channel 

Material Incoloy 800 

Shape hexagonal 

Channel wall thickness 0. 100 inch 

Distance across flats 3. 360 inches 

Clearance between channels 0. 022 inch 
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2. 1. 5 Thermal Hydraulic 

Coolant flow 

Inlet temperature 

Nominal outlet temperature 

Core t.P (nominal plenum to plenum) 

Average pin power 

Peak calculated pin power (120% 

overpower) 

Maximum allowable pin power (120% 

overpower) 

Average heat flux 

Total zone 1 power peaking factor 

Maximum allowed cladding temper

ature (120% overpower) 

Peak velocity within channel 

Heat generation fraction 

Fuel 

Structural 

All others 

2. 1. 6 Reflector Control 

Number 

Material 
Volume fraction B4C 

·J B 4 C rods per bundle 

' Rod outside diameter 

2. 1. 7 In-Core Backup Coritrol 

Number 

Number. of in-core channels 

Material 

Rods per bundle 

2. 1. 8 Total In-Core Channels 

In-core control 

Closed loops 

Open loops 

Driver fuel 

Zone 1 

Zone 2 

Total 

15. 1 X 106 lb/h 

700°F 

1000°F 

108 psi 

8. 24 kW/ft 

17.3 kW/ft 

18.0 kW/ft 

. 0. 5 X 106 Btu/h-ft2 

1. 77 

1215 °F 

32. 5 ft/sec 

0.91 

o. 04 

0.05 

38 

35% enriched B4c 
0.292 

37 

0. 406 inch 

3 

3 
enriched B 4 C 

19 

3 

7 

12 

63 

42 

127 
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2. 1. 9 Radial Reflector 

Material 

2. 1. 10 Cover Gas 

Type 

Pressure, operating 

2. 1. 11 Head . 

Refueling 

Plugs 

Temperature 

2. 2 REFUELING CELL 

2. 2. 1 Size 

Length 

Width 

Height 

2. 2. 2 Fuel Handling 

Means of removal from core 

Means of transfer 

Fuel storage 

2. 2. 3 Refueling Cell Atmosphere 

Atmosphere 

Design temperature, accident 

Design operating temperature 

2. 2. 4 Major Equipment 

GEAP-5722 

Nickel 

argon 

± 0. 5 in. water gage 

open head-direct 

r~fueling plug and ·annular control plug 

cooled 

84 feet 

30 feet 

78 feet 

grapple 

ciosed, finned thimble, natural circulation 

in-cell, natural circulation pools 

argon 

Bridge crane mounted telescoping tube 
hoists with fuel grapple mechanisms 2 

Bridge crane mounted general 
purpose manipulators 

Master slave manipulators 

Traveling hoist 

Bridge crane 

2-4 

.2 

3 

100 tons 

5/20 ton 



Decay and storage tanks 

Transfer thimbles 
( 

2. 2. 5 Radiation Levels 

Oper,ating floor . 

Refueling cell floor 

GEAP-5722. 

7 

50 

0.5 mR/h 

50 mR/h 
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SECTION III 

NUCLEAR CHARACTERISTICS 

3.1 BACKGROUND 

The FFTF Backup Design consists of 127 total in-core hexagonal channels of which 105 are· 

driver fuel locations. ·Two radial core zones with different fissile enrichments are used to flatten 
the power distribution. Twelve in-core positions are assumed to be open loops containing 75% of 
the fuel content of a driver bundle. A double channel closed loop is assumed at the core center 
with 5 single channel closed loops located near the core periphery.· The backup safety system 

occupies 3 in-core locations with the primary control system located in the first row of channels 

outside the core. The core arrangement is shown in' Figure 3-1 and is described in Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1 also includes a description of a driver fuel bundle. 

3 .1. 1 Geometrical and Analytical Models Used in Nuclear .Calculations 

. The geometric model assumed. in nuclear analysis calculations is described. in Figure 3-2. 
This represents the reactor at full power condition (400 MWt). The reactor is assumed to be 

symmetrical about the core midplane .. ·For simplicity and because of axial symmetry, it .was 
assumed that only the core was influenced by temperature, i.e., expanded or contracted due to 

temperature changes. 

Appendix A contains all data necessary to describe the various reactor regions indicated in 
Figure 3-2. Included in Appendix A are the following: 

• material density, temperatures, and expansion coefficients 

• material volume fractions for all bundle types 
• region compositions by bundle type 
• material volume fractions for all region compositions 

The :RTRYN computer cocte1 (multi-group, two-dimensional synthesis diffusion theory) was 

·used in all nuclear analysis calculations. 

3 .1. 2 Cross Sections 

SiXty group fuel cross sections were generated for the two enrichment zones in the FFTF 
Backup Design. U-238, Pu-239, and Pu-240 were self shielded for each enrichment zone. These 

cross sections were generated from the General Electric BAS03 fuel cross section data. Nickel 
cross sections were obt::~ineci for the ENDF /B cross section library and appropriately self shielded 

by the END RUN code for the radial nickel reflector. 

The sixty group cross sections were condensed to 16 energy groups for use in 2-D synthesis 
calculations. The condensation was performed in several reactor regions and several reactor 

conditions (control in, control out, and sodium voided} to include spatial variations in the neutron 

energy spectrum. The energy structure of the 16 group cross section set (listed in Table 3-2} · 

was established using a flux, adjoint flux, and t:.a cap in U-238 (due to Doppler) weighting as 

described in Reference 2. 
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TABLE 3-l 

CORE ARRANGEMENT AND DESCRIPTION 

OF A DRIVER FUEL BUNDLE 

Core Thermal Power 

Core Height 

Core Composition 

Secondary Control 

Closed Loops 

Open Loops 

Driver Fuel 

Enrichment Zone l 

Enrichment Zone 2 

Total 

Driver Fuel 

No. Fuel Pins Per Bundle 

Fuel Pin o.d. 

Fuel Pin Cladding Thickness 

P/D 
Channel Wall Thickness 

B'Undle Size (flat to flat) 

Cell Size * 

400 MW. 

36 inches 

3 channels 

T channels 

12 channels 

63 channels 

42 channels 

127 channels 

127 

0. 21 inch 
·· 0. 015 inch 

1.286 

0.100 inch 

3. 360 inches 

3. 382 inche.s 

* A gap between channel walls of 0 .. 022 inches is expected to exist in the 
core when the reactor is at full power. This 0. 02? inch gap is also assumed 
at the cold condition. 

TABLE 3-2 

ENERGY STRUCTURE OF FFTF. BACKUP DESIGN 

16 GROUP CROSS SECTION FILE 

GROUP EL UL ~u 

1 ·2.2 MeV 1.:, 1.~ 

2 0.825 2.5 1.0 

3 0.5 3.0 0.5 

4 0.3 3,5 0.5 

5 0.18 4.0 0.5 

6 0.11 4.5 0.5 

7 61. KeV 5.1 0.6 

8 25.0 6.0 0.9 

9 5.5 7.50 1.5 

10 2.0 8.50 1.0 

11 1.3 8. 97. 0.'47 

12 1.0 9.20 0.23 

13 630.0 eV 9. 67 0.47 

14 502.0 ~L 90 0.23 

15 ·150. 0 11.10 1.200 

16 THERMAL 
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3. 1. 3 Energy Produced per Fission 

. The calculated energy production per fission in the FFTF Backup Design is 215 MeV. The 

contributions are listed in Table 3-3. For a given reactor power level, the neutron flux is in
versely proportional to the MeV /fission. 

It was assumed in calculating maximum neutron flux for the 400 MWt power level that all 
energy (includuig gamma energy) is abs.orbed within the vessel and is, therefore, carried away 

by sodium. It was further assumed that of the neutrons leaking beyond the reflector 90% wer.e 
absorbed in boron and 10%, in steel. 

Values for energy production per event were obtained from ANL-5800, Reactor Physics 
Constants, Second Edition, 1963. 

TABLE 3-3 
ENERGY PRODUCED PER FISSION 

SOURCE. 

Kinetic energy of fission fragments 

Kinet~c energy of neutrons 
Beta (fission products) 

Gamma (other than inelastic scattering 
gammas) . - . 

Prompt fission 
Fission products 
n, y reactions 

Alpha (n, a reactions in boron) 

·Total 

3. 2 FUEL CYCLE 

MeV /Fission 

171.3 

5.8 
9:o 

7.8 
7.2 

12.8 
1.0 

214.9 

\ 

Fuel cycle analysis assumes that an equilibrium fuel cycle has been achieved. A peak fuel 
burnup of 80, 000 MWd/Te is assumed for the FFTF Backup Design·with the average discharge 

burnup of ..... 57, 000 MWd/Te. The refueling interval is 60 full power days with a burnup reactivity 
of 2. 35% ~k/k. The region dependent batch loading (i.e., one per the fraction of fuel replaced 
at each reload) and isotopic fuel atom fractions for the two enric~ment zones are listed in 
Table 3-4. 

3. 3 POWER AND FLUX DISTRIBUTION · 

The peak linear power density allowable is 18. 0 kW /ft including an overpower allowance 

of 1. 2 •. Since the, peak power density in both zones 1 and 2 is at its highest at the beginning of an 
equilibrium burnup cycle (b.o.c.), when the greatest amount of peripheral control is inserted, 

the zoned core must be designed such the the b. o. c. condition satisfies the peak linear power 

density li.mit. This limit has l::ieen met in the present zoned core design assuming that no fuel 
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TABLE 3-4 

REGION DEPENDENT BATCH LOADING 

'(Refer to Figure 3-2 for location pf regions.) 

Zone 1 Zone 2 

Region 1 4.00 
2 4.74 "' 3 5.54 4.04 
4* 5.27 

*The 12 open loops are included in the refueling scheme 
for region 4. 

FUEL ISOTOPIC ATOM FRACTIONS 

Initial Clean Bundle: 

U-238 
Pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu-241 

Discharged· Bundle 
(Average for Zone): 

U-238 
·pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu-241 
Pu-242 
F.P.P. 

Beginning of Equilibrium 
Burnup Cycle 

(Average for Zone): 
u~238 · 
Pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu-241 
Pu-242 
F.P.P. 

End of Equilibrium 
Burnilp Cycle 

(Average for Zone): 

U-238 
Pu-239 
Pu-240 
Pu-241 
Pu-242 
F.·P.P. 

Zone 1 

0.7651 
0.2043 
0.0282 
0.0024 

1.0000 

0.7269 
0.1722 
0.0370 
0.0031 
0.0002 
0.0606 

1.0000 

0.7506 
0.1914 
0.0318 
0.0026 
0.0001 
0.0235 
1.0000 

0.7420 
0.1842 
0.0338 
0.0028 
0.0001 
0.0371 

1.0000 

3-6 

Zone 2 

. 0. 6702 
0.2869 
0.0396 
0.0033 

1.0000 

0.6436 
0.2387 
0;0493 
0.0040 
0.0002 
0.0642 

1.0000 

0.6599 
0.2669 
0.0438 
0.0036 
0.0001 
0.0257 

1.0000 

0.6546 
0.2574 
0.0457 
0.0037 
0.0001 
0.0385 

1.0000 
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bundle is moved from its initiai loaded location. The shuffling of :partially .burnea ~fuellto:the 'cone 
center would, of .course, reduce the peak linear power density . 

.The radial power distribution at the beginning and end of an .eqtiilibnium bur-nup ;cycle iis 

shown in Figur-e 3-3. The plutonium enrichment is distributed )between the two enr-ichment :zones 
such that the peak linear power density in a fresh, newly loaded Iuel:bundle is the :same •in1each 

zone at the beginning of an equilibrium fuel cycle. This is the limiting power.density .condition. 
The power peaking factors for-the beginning of cycle condition are listed in'Table.'3-5. 

TABLE 3-5 
·POWER PEAKING FACTORS AT BEGINNING OF;CYCLE 

Radial 

Axial 

New to Average 
Fabrication 
·Experiment Compensation 

Total 

Average Linear Power Density 
Peak .Linear P.ower Density 
Over ·Power Factor 
·Peak ·Linear Power Density including 

Over Power Factor 
Peak Linear Power .Density Allowable 

*Value Basea on 91 %-·of total energy absorbed .in fuel. 

ZONE 1 

1 .. 30 

·1 :21 
1.. 06 . 

1.035 
'1.025 
1;77 

8.<16 * kW/ft 
1'4.4 kW/ft 

1.2 

17.3 kW/ft 
18.0 kW/ft 

' 

.ZONE ·2 

.1."28 

•1.,21 

1. 08 
.1.•035• 

. .....;1 /00 

It is the intention that zone 1 and zone .2 fuel bun~les can be· interchanged at :the boundary 
between the two zones to compensate for experimental reactivity changes. Interchanging t2 fuel 
bundles causes a reactivity change of ~1.0% tik/k. When 12 zone 2 .. fuel bundles are.replaced 
with zone 1 fuel, the power density near the core center increases about 2. 5%. Hence, the 
1. 025 experimental compensation power peaking factor. 

The peak linear power density including the 1. 2 overpower factor is calculated to be 

17.3 kW/ft while the ma.Ximum allowable value is 18.0·kW/ft. Since the:calculated peak linear 
power density -is not yet limiting, this allows for possible -uncertainties .in analytical techriiques .. 

The radial neutron flux distribution in the core is shown in Figure 3-4 for'the b~ginning·and 

end of r..yC'.lP. r.onditions, The peak ·neutron flux is 0. 95 x 1 o16 at beginning of ·c-ycle and 
0.92 x 1o16 at·the end of cycle. These values assume that no fuel shuffling occurs. 

The aXial neutron flux in the central closed 'loop .at the end of cycle is shown in .Figure 3-'5. 
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3. 4 REACTIVITY EFFECTS AND COEFFICIENTS 

3. 4.1 Temperature Ticactivity Effects 

The U-238 Doppler coefficient, T ~~· has been calculated at beginning and end of cycle 
conditions and listed in Table 3-6. The calculations used the 16 group cross section file 

described in Section 3. 1. 

TABLE 3-6 

U-238 DOPPLER COEFFICIENT 

Reactor Condition 

Beginning of cycle, 

2. 3 5% ~k/k control inserted 
End of cycle , no control 

End of cycle, no control, 

sodium voided in core 

Beginning of cycle, 2. 35% ~k/k 

control inserted with sodium 

voided in core 

T dk/dT 
-0.0047 

-0.0054 

-0.0034 

~-G. 0027 (estimated) 

Calculations have been performed for the FF':'F zoned core design to evaluate the reactivity 
effect of changing the reactor condition from cold re:iueling temperature (400 ° F isothermal) to 

full power (400 MWt). The total temperature reactivity effect was calculated to be -1. 35% ~k/k, 
cold refueling to full power operation. 

In addition, the reactivity effect from 700 ° F isothermal b f_ull power was· calculated. The 

results of these calculations are shown in Table 3-7. The material temperatures assumed and the 

corresponding average linear expansions at each temperature state are giVen in Table 3-8. 

TABLE 3-7 

TEMPERATURE REACTIVITY EFFECT FOR THE FFTF BACKUP ZONED CORE 

AT THE END OF AN EQUILIBRIUM BURNUP CYCLE ASSUMING NO CONTROL INSERTED 

Case 

400° F Isothe1·mal 

-400 MWt 

700° F Isothermal 

-400 MWl 

400° F Isothermal 

- 700° F Isothermal 

Expansion and 
Density Effects 

-0.77% ~k/k 

-0.56% ~/k 

-0.21% ~k/k 

3-11 

Doppler 
Effect 

-0.58% ~k/k 

-0.41% Ak/k 

-0.17% ~k/k 

Total 

-1.35% ~k/k 

-0.97% ~k/k 

-0.38% ~k/k 



Fuel: 

Average centerline temp. 

(for axial fuel expansion) 

Average fuel temp. 

{for Doppler effect) 

Fuel cladding, aver-age temp. 

Channels, average temp. 

Sodium, average temp. 

TABLE 3-8 

ASSUMED MATERIAL TEMPERATURES AND AVERAGE LINEAR EXPANSION 

(1 + a t- T from Room Temperature) 

400° F Isothermal 700° F Isothermal 

Temperature Temperature (1+ a 6 T) 

1. 0010 1.0022 

40Q° F 700°F 

400°!<' 1. 00316 700° F 1.00G26 

400°.F 1. OQ290 700° F 1. 00573 

400° F p @400° F 700°F p @700° F 

:::0. 906 gm/cc · :::0. 863 gm/cc 

400 MWt· 

Temperature (1+ a !!- T) 

1.0200 

0 
2000° F t:r:l 

> 
'tl 
I 

CTI 

950° F 1. 00893 
~ 
to.) 
to.)_ 

800°F 1.00672 

850° F p (a)850° F 

:::0. 841 gm/cc 
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The calculations were performed assuming fuel compositions for the end of an equilibrium 
burnup cycle. Th~ total temperature reactivity effect (expansion and density changes plus 

Doppler) at the beginning of the burnup cycle is nearly equal to the end of cycle temperature 
·effect. 

, The axial fuel expansion reactivity effect at the hot operating condition was found to be 

~= ·:-o. 29, where h is fuel height. Other individual temperature reactivity effects were not 
calculated. 

3.4. 2 Delayed Neutron Fraction 

The effective delayed neutron fraction, f3eff' in the· FFTF Backup Design is 0. 0028 .. The 
two enrichment zone FFTF Backup Design has a f3eff substantially lower than the 0. 003 previously 
quoted for the one zone design. This reduction in {3 eff is primarily due to the increased plutonium

enrichment and, hence, higher fraction of fissions in plutonium for the tw0-zone design. ~ eff was 
calculated for both the beginning and end of an equilibrium fuel cycle, Calculations indicate that 

f3 eff is essentially constant during the fuel cycle. 

The delayed neutron fraction, {3k' was calculated for each core region using the one group 
cross sections and material balance from BISYN output and delayed neutron fractions from 
Keepin (3). A delayed neutron spectrum was obtained from Keepin and delayed neutron chi values, 

Xd i' determined for the FFTF 16-energy group cross section set where ~xd· i '= 1. A BISYN 
' . 1 ' perturbation was made where X was perturbed in each region k and energy group i by the amount 

o xk, i = {3kXd, i' yielding the value of {3 eff' 

3.4.3 Maximum Fuel Bundle Worth 

The maximum worth of a single fuel bundle has been calculated for the FFTF Backup Design. 
A fresh fuel bundle is inserted into a sodium filled hole at the center of the core with the core at 
beginning of cycle conditions. The worth of a zone 1 fuel bundle is $2. 3, and the wodh of a zone 2 

fuel bundle is $3. 7 at this location for f3 eff = 0. 0028. 

3. 5 REACTIVITY CONTROL 

3. 5.1 Control Requirements 

The requirements of the primary control system and the Backup Safety System are listed 
in Table 3-9. It .is assumed that both the primary and backup systems must control the temper

ature reactivity effect, some undefined accident, and provide a shutdown margin. In defining the 

rP.quirements the combined effect of shutdown margin and accident are assumed to be 1% llk/k. 
The primary control system must also control a 2. 35% llk/k burnup reactivity and provide a 

0. 5% llk/k allowance for experiment uncertainty. 

Since uncertainties exist in the calculated control requirements and the calculated worth of 
the control system, a 25% contingency is added to the control requirements to allow for uncertain
t1es. Thus the control requirement for the primary and backup control systems are 6. 5% llk/k 

and 2. 9% llk/k. 
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TABLE 3-9 
CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 

Primary 

Temperature Effect 1.35% 
Burnup 2:35% 
Experimental Allowance 0.5% 
Shutdown and Accident 1.0% 

Total 5.2% 

25% contingency 1.3% 

Total 6. 5% .6k/k 

Reflector Control Strength 

Backup 

1.35% 

1.0% 

2.35% 

o. 59% 

2. 9% .6k/k 

The reflector control strength calculations are based on a control system with the material 

composition described in Appendix A (29v/oB4C). Of the 42 reflector locations adjacent to the 
radial core boundary, 38 contain reflector control. The other four are located in the area of the 
refueling cask and are not available as reflector control locations. The two dimensional synthesis 
calculations assume all 42 locations are used and the calculated control strength is reduced by 

. . 10 
38/42 to obtain the worth of the control system. The ·worths of a natural B4C and B4 C control 
system are 5. 4% .6k/k and 9. 4% .6k/k, respectively. The influence of B10 enrichment on the 
refleCtor control strength is seen in Figu:ce 3-6 for two different reflector control designs. As 
indicated in Figure 3-6, boron containing ~35% B10 is required in the primary control sy~tem 

' to satisfy the control requirements of 6. 5% t.k/k. 

3. 5. :i Boron Burnup and Helium Generation in Reflector Control Strength 

The reactivity loss due ·~o boron-10 burnup i.n the reflector control system is ~20¢' a year 
assuming 75% operating efficiency. This results in the destruction of 4. 20 x 1025 boron-10 atoms 

(~2% of all B10 atoms in the reflector control system) ~nd the creation of an equivalent amount 
of He atoms or ~1565 liters of He at standard c~nditions (0 °C and one atmosphere pressure). 

Calculations indicate that a neutron capture rate in B 10 of 3. 6 x 1018 captures a second 
is required at the beginning of. an equilibrium fuel cycle to control the burnup reactivity. It is 

assumed that the capture rate decreases linearly to zero at the end of cycle. Since the burnup 

cycle is ~60 full power days, the total number of captures in B10 is 

3. 60 x 1016. capt/sec x 5.184 x 106 sec/60 days = 9. 34 x 1024 .capt/cycle 

2 

If an operating efficiency of 75% is assumed, "the fuel cycle length is 80 calendar days with 
~4. 5 cycles year. Thus the total number of B 10 atoms destroyed per year is 4. 2 x 1 o25 atoms. 

Using B4C with the boron enriched to 35% B10, the totai B10 inventory for the reflector control 
system is 2.09 x 1027 atoms. Thus the fraction of B10 destroyed per year is 
. 25 
= 4 · 2 x 10 = 2. O%. This is equivalent to a reduction in the reflector control strength of about 20¢'. 
2.09 X 1027 . 
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The destruction of a B 10 atom, by the n, a reaction, results in the creation of a He 4 atom 
and a Li7 atom. So for every B

10 
atom destroyed, a He atom is created. In one year's time 

(assume 75% operating efficiency) 4. 20 x 1025 atoms of helium are created or ~1565 liters of 

He at standard conditions (0° C and one atmosphere pressure). 

3. 6 OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY 

A significant advantage of the zoned core is that it offers much more operational flexibility 

than an unzoned core. Some of the options available to the reactor operator are the following: 

Fuel shuffling to increase the peak neutron flux. By not loading new fuel bundles into the 

first two rows of zone 1 driver fuel (~17 bundles), it is possible to increase the peak neutron flux 

by ~6%. Fuel shuffling requires· that partially burned fuel from other zone 1 locations be loaded 
into the first two rows instead of fresh bundles. This means that the enrichment at the peak power 

density location is lower and, hence, a higher flux is required to reach the peak linear power 
density limit. Fuel shuffling in zone 2 is also.a possibility. 

Compensation of experimental reactivity by fuel loading. It is possible to compensate for 
changes in the experimental reactivity by changing the number of zone 2 bundles. For example, 

the addition of 12 zone 2 bundles (and removal of. 12 zone 1 bundles) increases the, core reactivity 
by ~1% Ak/k. Conversly, the removal of 12 zone 2 bundles (and addition of 12 zone 1 bundles) 
decreases the core reactivity by ~1% t.k/k. Examination of Figure 3-3 shows that the addition of 
12 zone 2 bundles will not significantly change the peak power density of zone 2. .This is possible 
since the bundles can be added in the same row as the bundles in which the peak power density 

for zone 2 occurs. 

Relatively simple adjustments in the zoned fuel loading are possible to correct for errors in 

operational reactivity or power distribution predictions. 

3. 7 INITIAL LOADING 

The nuclear design of the FFTF Backup Design assumes that the reactor has achieved an 

equilibrium fuel cycle. Many different methods and strategies are possible to approach the 
equilibrium cycle from the initial loading. The preliminary analysis of one possible strategy 

is outlined below. 

This strategy uses fuel (i.e., fissile enrichment) which is designed for the equilibrium 

fuel cycle. The core reactivity is determined by the number of zone 2 ~uel bundles loaded in 
the core. For example, if 18 zone 2 fuel bundles are loaded at the core periphery in the 

initial loading, an uncontrolled keff of 1. 025 results, i.e. , a burnup reactivity of 2. 5% t.k/k is 
possible. As the fission product inventory in the core increases with burnup or the number of 

expex;iments increase, the number of zone 2 fuel bundles are Increased to maintain criticality. 
This allows the reactor operator a certain degree of flexibility in approaching the equilibrium 

fuel cycle. 
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This strategy has several disadvantages, however. The power peaking is such that 400 MWt 
probably cannot be achieved with the initial loading previously described (18 zone 2 fuel bundles). 
This may not be much of a disadvantage since the. reactor will probably operate-at reduced power 

·for some time after start up. Another disadvantage is that the reflector control strength is re

duced for the initial loading. With only 18 zone 2 fuel bundles loaded, the reflector control strength 
is ~6. O% Ak/k instead of the 6. 5% Ak/k achieved with the equilibrium fuel cycle. The reflector 
control strength can be increased for the initial loading by using dummy bundles and, thereby, 
increasing the number of zone 2 fuel bundles loaded. 
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SECTION IV 

CORE 

4.1 CORE DESIGN 

The core is composed of 127 hexagon channels on 3. 390 inch center-to-center pitch a:s 

shown in Figure 3-1. Each core element is contained within a hexagonal structure 3. 360 inches 

across flats with a nominal 0. 022-inch 'clearance. between channels. Three channel positions 

contain in-core safety rods, 105 positions contain driver fuel elements, 7 positio~s are used 

for 6 closed loops (center loop occupies 2 core positions), and open loops occupy 12 positions. 

Surrounding the core are 38 combination shim-safety rods, each with nickel reflector 

followers. The next 2 rows radially outward contain 102 stationary reflector rods. The re

maining hexagon positions contain 198 shield elements and 54 core clamping mechanisms. 

Axial reflectors are located above and below the core and are an integral part of the fuel 

elements . 

. Driver fuel elements are composed of 127 fuel rods on a triangular pitch of 0. 270-inch 

wi.th wire wrap spacers on each fuel rod. Coolant inlet temperature is 700 °F and the outlet 

temperature is 1000 °F .. The fuel elements are 9rificed to provide a uniform outlet temperature 
across the core. Two zones of enrichment in the core are used to achieve 'radial power 

flattening. 

4. 1. 1 Driver Fuel Description 

The driver fuel element consists of an assembly of fuel, reflector, and shielding in a 

hexagon channel. A drawing of the fuel element is shown in Fi~re 4-1. A tabulation of design 

data is presented in Table 4 -1. 

The basis for the FFTF Backup Design fuei element assembly is intended to agree wilh 

those used for the PNL, FFTF Reference Design except for those parameters dictated by nuclear 

design considerations. The FFTF Backup Fuel Element Design was to rely heavily on the tech

nical data derived from the PNL, FFTF Development Program. Constant updating of the desig~ 

was to occur as new data became available. 

4. 1.2 Nose Piece 

The nbse pfece extends through the upper and lower core support plates. The region 

between the two plates is the high pressure inlet plenum. Coolant flows into the nose piece 

radially through multiple holes. The nose pieceperforms the following functions: 

~ it locates the channel within the core 

~ it provides orificing 

• it acts as a coarse screen to help prevent total channel flow blockage 

• it. provides hydraulic hold down for the fuel element assembly 
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TABLE 4-1 

DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE FFTF BACKUP 

DESIGN FUEL ELEMENT ASSEMBLY 

. Parameter 

General 

Reactor Power 

Heat Generation Fraction 

Fuel 

Structural 

Everything Else 

Coolant 

Flow Direction 

Plenum-to-Plenum Pressure Drop 

Inlet Temperature 

Outlet Temperature 

"Nominal 

Local Hot-Channel 

Fuel Element Pitch, Center-to-Center at 70 °F 

Zoned Core 

Fuel Subassembly 

Channel (cooling c;iuct) 
Material 

Size 
Wall Thickness 

Orifice 

Fuel Bundle 

Number of Fuel Pins per Bundle 

Acti~e Fuel. Length 

Pin Pitch 

P/D 
Nominal Pin Separation 

Separation Method 

Wire Wrap Pitch 

Peak Velocity in the Fuel Pin Region 

Fixed Support 

Fuel Pin Gas Plenum 

End Reflectors (each) 

Channel Pitch 

4-2 

Backup Design 

400 MW (does not.include closed loops) 

0.91 

0.04 

·0.05 

Na 

Up 

< 120 psi 

700°F 

1000°F 
1060°F 

3. 382 (0. 022 in. between channels) 

2 zones 

Incoloy 800 
Hexagon, 3. 360 :1: 0. 005 in. across flats 

0. 100 in. 

Individual channels orificed to achieve 
1000 °F bulk temperature outlet 

127 

36 in. 

0. 270·in. 

1. 283 

0. 060 in. 

Wire wrap 
12 in. (tentative) 

32.5 ft/sec 

Bottom 

"' 30 in. 
6. 0 in. 
3. 390 in. 
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TABLE 4-1 (Continued) 

.Parameter 

Fuel Pin Cladding 

Material 

Cladding o. d. 

Cladding i. d. 

Wall Thickness 
Length 

Fabrication 
Condition 

Filler Gas 

Fuel Pellet 

Fuel Composition 

Oxygen/Uranium Plus Plutonium Ratio 

Pellet Density 

Pellet Diameter 
Pellet Length 

Fuel Column .Length 

Cold Smeared Density 

Fuel Operating Conditions 

Cladding.Internal Surface Temperature 

Nominal 
Maximum 

Fission Gas Release 
Internal Pressure 

Stress Limit 

Maximum- Burnup 

Swelling 

Thermo-Hydraulics 

Pin Linear Power 

Average 

Maximum, New Fuel 

Maximum Allowed (OPF +local 
peaking factor) 

Heat F'lux 

Average 

Maximum 

Maximum with OPF 

4-3 

'Backup Design 

'Type 316 Stainless Steel 

0. 210 in. nominal 

0. 180 ± 0. 001 in. 

o. 015 ± 0. 001 iQ.. 

80 in. 
Seamless 
Fully annealed 

Helium at 1 atm. 

Mixed oxide, ~ 21 to 29 vol. % fissile 
plutonium (239 .and 241 .Pu) 23. 5 to 33 
vol. %total plutonium (12% 240 Pu); 
the remainder 'is uo2 

1. 97 to 1. 98 
94 ± 2-1/2% TD . 

0. 175 ·± :0, 001 in. 
~ 0. 20 in. 

36 in. 
89% TD 

700 o to 1050 °F 

.1215°F at 120% power 

.100% al all burnup levels 
· · 760 psi at ·76; 000 'MWd/Te average expo

sure for peak pin and an end-of-life 
effe~tive wall thickness of 0."010 in. 
6,950 psi at 1200 °F (Based on allowable 
limit, ASME Code, Section I) 

80,000 MWd/Te 

1% ~D/D at 84, 000 MWd/Te (tentative) 

8. 24 kW/ft 

13.6 kW/ft 

18 kW/ft 

0. 5 X 106 Btu/h-ft2 

0. 917 X 106 Btu/h-'rt2 

1. 1 x. 10° Blu/h-n2 
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TABLE 4-1 {Continued) 

Parameter 

Thermo-Hydraulics (Continued) 

Power Peaking Factors 

Nuclear 
Axial 
Radial 

New Fuel per Average Fuel 

_Engineering 
Local Peaking Factor 
Enrichment, Density, and 
Pin Tolerances 

Local Peaking Due to Experiments 

Overpower Factor (OPF) 

Fuel Melting Range 
Zero Burnup 

With Burnup (estimated) 

Fuel Thermal Conductivity, Jkd 8 

Fuel to Cladding Heat Transfer Coefficient 

4. 1. 3 Channel 

1.21 

1. 3 total 
1. 06 

1.1 

1.035 

1. 025 
1. 20 

5200°F 

Backup Design 

4850 °F at ·8o, ooo MWd/Te 

18.7 W/cm at 1100°C 

54.3 W/cm at 2700°C 

1500 Btu/h-ft2- °F 

The channel is a hexagon tube with 0. l-inch thick walls. It serves two functions: first 
it is the structural member for the fuel element; second it serves as the coolant duct. 

Th~ channel material is Incoloy 800. The use of Incoloy 800 allows thinner walls as com
pared to 304 stainless steel tubing due to its greater strength (design stress at 1200°F = 

28, 500 psi) and its high nickel content which enhances the Doppler effect. Extrapolating from 
data at 3 x 1021 nvt, it appears it will also possess relatively high residual ductility at FFTF 

. 23 
exposures of "':' 10 nvt. 

4.1. 4 Lower Shield and Reflector Rods 

The six 0. 875 o. d. rods in the lower section of the fuel element are combination shield

reflector rods. Bare nickel rods are shown for the reference design lower reflector but austen

itic steel cladding· could be used if future corrosion studies warrant it. High nickel allows are 

also candidates for reflector material. 

. . 
The shield rods are solid 304 stainless steel tubing rods. A combination of stainless steel 

next to the reflector followed by a few inches of stainless steel clad B4C is an alternate 
design if additional shielding. should be required to decrease fluence in the core support plate. 
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4. 1. 5 Fuel Rods • 

The fuel rods are 79. 5-inches long. Fuel pellets occupy the lower 36 inches. Above and 

below the fuel column is a 0. 2-inch long depleted uo2 insulator pellet. The upper insulation is 

followed by a 6-inch long nickel reflector. Above the reflector is a 30-inch long gas plenum. 

The gas space contains a short spring and a spring support tube to prevent fuel pellet movement 

during handling prior to irradiation, 

A fuel pin diameter of 0. 21 inch was selected for the FFTF Backup Core Design. The 
0. 21-inch diameter fuel pin yields higher neutron flux and reflector control strength than the 

larger fuel pin diameter, while maintaining an adequate Doppler coefficient. A parameter study 

performed on 0. 21-inch and 0. 25~inch fuel pin designs indicates that the 0. 21-inch design has 

the following: / 

• . A peak neutron flux ~ 14% higher than the 0. 25 inch design 

• Reflector control strength ~ 140% of lhe 0. 25 inch design 

• The Doppler coefficient IT :I , 0. 0007 less than the 0. 25 inch design. 

4.1. 6 Fuel Rods Spacing 

Fuel rod spacing is provided by a 0. 060-inch diameter wire-wrap on each fuel rod. Analysis 

has indicated that the greater flow around the bundle edges might cause undesirable thermal bowing 

and stress. However,· since its effects had not yet been fully assessed no design change was made 

· to the bundle assembly. 

4. 1. 7 Fuel Pellets 

Fuel pellets are Pu02- uo2 prepared by cold-pressing and sintering coprecipitated powder. 

Fuel composition for the two-zone core is discussed in Section 3. 3. The fuel pellets have a 94% 

TD and are U. 17t>-inch In lllameter by approximately 0. 20~inr.h in length, 

4. 1. 8 Upper Axial Shield Rods 

The six upper axial shield rods are solid 304 stainless steel tubing, 0. 875-inch in diameter 

by 36-inches in length, This design gives a 1 x 10 16 fast neutron fluence at the.top of the fuel 

element over lh~ life of the plant. Removing thP. neutron shielding and placing it in the top head 

was considered. Fast neutron fluence would be increased by a factor of 30, 000 at the top of the 

fuel elP.ment to 3 x iu20 nvt. 

4. L 9 Top Extension 

A 12-inch long cast section extends above the neutron shield region which accommodates 

the fuel elemP.nt grapple during fuel insertion and removal and also provides a flow tube for the 

fuel element in~trumentation package, which is susp·ended from the refueling h~ad. 
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4. 2 CONTROL ROD DESIGN 

4. 2. 1 Reflector Control Rod 

A concentrated analysis effort was undertaken to develop a detailed design criteria for 

the dual purpose shim-safety rods for the primary control system. Extensive kinetic studies 

were in process at the time of contract redirection to develop the design requirements relating 
to the offset design. The results of this analysis are given in above in this section. Nuclear 
and mechanical design considerations had established a reference design with the following 
volume percent composition: 

.Material. 

Stainless Steel Tubing 

Incoloy 800 

Volume% 

29.2 

32.8 

26.6 

1L4 

The chosen reference design is a 37 rod bundle with B4 C cladding in 0. 406-inch o. d., 

0. 042-inch wall austenitic stainless steel tubing. Tantalum was considered, but because of 
its lower worth it was not chosen for the reference design poison. 

The main features of the design include an outer channel similar to the fuel channel 
(3. 36-in. flat-to-flat with a 0. l-inch wall), a movable hexagon carriage (2. 71-inch flat-to-flat 

with a 0. l-inch thick wall), the B4C·rod bundl~ contained within the carriage and a30-inch to 

36-inch long follower reflector region. The detailed design was to be· accomplished within the 
co min~ contract year. A scope design ir;; shown in FigurP. n- 1 (rlisrnss~rl f\1lly in S!ilction 5) whioh, 
although not reflecting the current reference dimensions or snubbing features resulting from 

the current analysis, shows the salient features of the design. 

4. 2. 2 In-Core Safety Rod 

Three in-core safety rods are used as backup control in case the primary control fails. 
The drives for this system are separate and independent from the primary control drive system. 
As with the reflector control design, the current effort had been aimed at determining the 

design criteria. Detailed design was to be completed later in the contract period. Tal;>le 4-2 

shows the design criteria selected for the in-core safety rods. 

The major features of the as-scoped design are an outer stationary hexagon channel,. an 

inner movable hexagon carriage, a bundle of 19 B4c rods, a follower section composed of 1/3 

steel and 2/3 sodium, and a remote disconnect between the drive extension and carriage 

to permit removing the backup safety control drives with the refueling plug. 

One of the major analytical and mechanical problems reqJ.aining is the design of an orificing 

arrangement that will minimize the amount of coolant bypassing the core, especially when the rod 

is in the· full out position. 
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TABLE 4-2 

DESIGN CRITERIA AND DATA FOR THE IN-CORE SAFETY RODS. 

B4c (natural) v/o 

Calculated % o k/k 

Average Heat Generation 

Peak Heat Generation 

Poison Column Length 

Channel Geometry 

Channel Size - o. d .. 

Channel Size - i. d. 

Carriage Geometry 

Carriage Size - o. d. 

Carriage Size - i. d. 

G~p between Channel and Caniage 

B 4 C Rods per Bundle 

B4C Rod Diameter 

B4c Rod Wall Thickness 

Inlet Temperature 

Outlet Temperature 

Cladding o. d. Temperature 

Cladding i. d. Temperature 

B4c Center Line Temperature 

Coolant Flow 

Bypass Flow (no orificing) 

4. 3 RADIAL REFLECTOR ELEMENTS (FIXED) 

35 

2.8 

62 W/gm 

75 W/gm 

36 in. 

Hexagon tube 

3. 36 in. 

3. 16 in. 

Hexagon tube 

2. 96 in. 

2. 56 in. 

0.1 in; 

19 

0. 535 in. 

0. 025 in. 

700°F 

1000°F 

860°F 

885°F 

1450 °F 

12, 300 lbm/h 

12, 000 lbm/h 

Two rows of channels beyond the row of primary control rods contain 102 radial reflector 

elements as shown in Figure ·3-1. Each reflector element fits into a fuel element type channel. 

The nickel section of the reflector element is approximately 4 feet in lenith and extends .6 inches 

above and 6 inches below the reaCtor core. The channel_above and below the nickel section con

tains tubes filled with B 4 C shielding. Coolant is su~plied.fro~ the reflector element nose piece 

which extends. into the high pressu;re plenum below the_ core support plate. The fuel channel 

holddown system is also used to hold the reflector· elements in place against the upward flowing 

sodium. 

4. 4 PROBLEM AND INTERFACE AREAS IN THE CORE REQUIRING ADDITIONAL EFFORT 

The redirection of the work effort was premature relative to. the completion of work planned 

As a result, many areas remain to be integrated. Some of these special areas follow: 
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a. Core Elevation 

Consideration was being given to raising the core elevation to accommodate 
possible length requirements for a control rod deceleration device at the 
bottom of the reflector control channels. Several possibilities exist for 
raising the core elevation: 

(1) Recent analysis shows that the upper axial· reflector region can be decreased 
6 inches (from the reference 12-inch height). 

(2) The upper axial shield could be relocated in the top head. 

(3) The upper axial shield could be a combination of stainless steel tubing and 
B4C to reduce its length. 

(4) A combination of a, b, or c. 

b. Fuel Element Tolerances 

Both fabrication and material property tolerances consistent with state-.of-the-art 
testing methods requires further consideration. 

c. Structural Material Swelling 

The effect of cladding and channel material swelling upon the core design tolerances 
needs to be further assessed. 

4. 5 CORE SUPPORT AND CLAMPING DESIGN 

The major function of the core support and clamping sys·~em is to provide primary structure 

for support of the reactor internals. The detailed design of the mair. components of the core 
support vessel interface structure will depend on the design of the reference pressure vessel. 
The detail design of the pressure vessel must include the necessary features to allow for an 
efficient means of removing the reference core support structure at any point in time, including 
after initial operation. 

4. 5. 1 Core Support and Inlet Plenum 

A proposed design for the interface between the core support structure for the backup 

design and the reference pressure ve·ssel has been established and is shown in Ffgurc 4-2. The 

inlet plenum for the backup design consists of two perforated plates w!lich would be bolted to the 

reference design core structure replacing the two perforated plates that form the inlet plenum 

for the reference design. Core bypass leakage that might occur at the junction of the perforated 

plates and the reference structure will be controlled by metallic seals at each of the junctions. 
The seals will be compressed by the plate hold-down bolts. The upper plate is bolted directly 

· to the reference structure while the lower piate is held down by a set of special fasteners located 

just inside the circle of bolts that fasten the upper plate to the :-eference structure. 

·The upper plate of the inlet plenum as shown in Figli.re 4-3 has an outside diameter of 

70 inches, a thickness of 6 inches and is perforated with 127 2. 390-inch diameter holes on.a 
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3. 39-inch equilateral triangular spacing. The lower plate of the inlet plenuf!.l~as shown in 

Figure 4-4, has an outside diameter of 59 inches, a thickness of 6 inches and is perforated 

with 127 2. 265-inch diameter holes on the same pitch and pattern as the upper plate. The align

ment of the hole patterns between the upper and lower grid plates .is very important since the 

nose piece of the fuel assemblies must penetrate both plates to be properly installed. The hole 

pattern alignment will be controlled by machining the holes in both plates at the same time while 

they are clamped together. During reactor shutdown conditions, the upper grid plate will support 

the dead weight of the entire core which includes the driver fuel bundles, closed. loops, open loops, 
and control rod shrouds. During. operating conditions the core components will be held down to 

the upper grid plate against the hydraulic forces .by a combination of their w.eight and utilization 

of the hydraulic holddown effect created by the high pressure within the inlet plenum acting over 

the· projected area of the lower .end of the assemblies. As the coolant pressure within the inlet 

plenum increases, the load on the upper grid plate will change from a downward force to a net 

upward force at a point when the hydrostatic force from the inlet. plenum pr.essure exceeds the 

weight of the core components. · The pressure difference across the upper grid plate during 

operating conditions will produce a load on the plate which will exceed the dead weight load on 

the plate and is the most important factor in the determination of the thickness of. the plate. Also 

tl"!e lower grid plate will be subjected to the same hydrostatic pressure and must be of a strength 

equal to that of the upper grid plate. At installation, the hole patterns of the two plates will be 

kept in alignment. by the use of several specially sized keys that will extend through the upper 
plate and into the holes of the lower plate, holding them i-n proper position until the bolts are 

fastened,. after which the keys would be removed. 

The lower end of the fuel assemblies and other core components will extend. through the 
upper plate into and through the lower plate forming a seal at each of the plates as shown in 

·Figure 4-2. A piston ring type of seal will be used to reduce the amo.unt of. core bypass flow 

that will occur at the penetration into the high pressure plenum. The coolant . .pressure difference 

between the inside and outside of the lower end of the fuel assembly acting over the cross-sectional 

area of the lower end will produce a force which will in addition to the weight of the fuel assembly 
be sufficient to keep the fuel assembly .seated on the upper grid plate. The coolant pressure in 
the region just beneath the lower plate of the inlet plenum is maintained at a low value relative 

to the pressure within the inlet plenum by means of tubes connecting this region to the area above 

the inlet plenum. These tubes pass through the outer edge of the inlet plenum as shown on 

Figure 4-2. The bolted-in grid plate in the reference design would have the advantage of 

providing a relatively simple means of replacing the upper grid plate at any time over the life 

of the plant·should this become necessary because of radiation damage or other reasons. Actual 

rP.mnv~l nr inst.allat.inn of the grid plates could be accomplished by remote means and would 

require only the rotation of the .two sets of screws ~nd a means to grapple the two plates. The 

proposed joint between the reference and vertical core structure would be located at a radius 

great enough to allow for a chang·e of the core size of the reference core as well as the vertical 

core. 

Figure 4-5 shows a conceptual design of the structure that provides support for the reflector 

and shielding material which surrounds the core as well as providing a rigid structure to back up 

the core clamping system. 

( ... : 
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4. 5. 2 Core Clamping 

The core clamping system which has been established for the FFTF backup design utilizes 

a torsion rod type of clamping mechanism similar to the type installed in the SEFOR reactor. 
The clamping device is shown in Figure 4-6. In the proposed system a clamping device would 
be installed within each of a set of reflector assemblies which form a complete ring around the 
fuel assemblies. The locations of the 54 clamping devices are shown in the plan view of 
Figure 4-2. The ring of clamping devices is located radially beyond the outside diameter of 
the reflector plug. The clamping devices are actuated by an actuating tool that is inserted 

through access holes located in the reactor outer head. 

The clamping devices are connected by roller chains, as shown in Figure 4-6, in groups 

of three so 18 access holes are necessary to actuate the 54 clamping mechanisms required to 
form the complete ring of clamping force around the reactor core. The actuating tool rotates 

the torsion rods of the clamping mechanisms to some determined torque value by means of the 
helical drive socket, sprockets, and roller chains at the top of the clamp assembly. The torque 
is then locked in the torsion rods by means of a 1';plined connection. The reaction to the torque 

stored within the torsion rods .is used to force the hexagonal channel, in which the clamping 
mechanism is installed, radially inward. The tightening process is repeated at 18 locations 

around the periphery of the core creating a complete ring of radially inward directed force 
which will hold the fuel assemblies in a compact rigid array. The lower transition piece of 

the clamp assemblies is designed to allow a small amount of relative motion in any direction 
between the clamping device and the grid plate which supports it. Relative motion between the 
clamping mechanism and the clamp support plate is provided to ensure that the core can be 
tightly compacted by the core clamps without causing bending of the clamping assemblies. Dif

ferential thermal expansion between the core and surroun<;i~n.g ref.lector region is ar.commoclatP.r! 
by rotation of the torsion rod of the clamps which functions as a torsional spring. The above 
method of clamping the core has the major advantages of not interfering with refueling or 
experiment handling since the clamping mechanisms are located outside of the core. Also, the 
core can be tightened before startup since no temperature changes or hydraulic pressure are 
required for clamp actuation. 

4. 6 CLOSED LOOP DESIGN 

The closed loops are designed to provide an isolated test region within the reactor core· 

complete with an independent coolant system and means for installation and removal of the test 

hardware without removal of the vessel refueling plug. There are a total of six closed loops 
proposed for installation within the FFTF core. Five of the six closed loops are of the re
entrant or counterflow type, as shown in Figure 4-7, and are located at the same radial posi

tion within the core, approximately 13.5 -inches from the core center. The sixth closed loop, 
shown in Figure 4-8, is to be installed at the center of the core. It differs from the other five 
closed loops in occupying two adjacent hexagonal channel positions in the core. One of the 
hexagonal channels is used for the inlet flow to the test region and the other is used to house 

the test region, thus allowing for a larger diameter test assembly and more coolant flow than 
can be accommodated in the five re-entrant type closed loops. Both types of closed loops are 
connected to the coolant inlet and outlet l~nes by means of remotely operable couplings. The 
remotely operable couplings and the inlet and outlet coolant lines are shown in Figure 4-9. 
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The couplings are locate.d at an elevation just below the refueling plug and at a radial 

P.osition above the reflector-control channels which surround the fuel assemblies. The remotely 

.operable couplings are accessible when the refueling plug has been removed since they are located 

within the refueling plug opening. The upper end of both types of closed loops is essentially iden

tical above the elevation of the point of attachment of the closed loops to the inlet and outlet piping 
crossing over the core. Shielding will be provided as .a part of the closed loop over the length 

of closed loop that passes through the refueling plug: The lower end of the closed loops will be 

similar to the nose piece of the driver fuel elements and will extend through the upper 'and lower 

perforated plates which form the inlet plenum to take advantage of the hyd_raulic holddown effect. 

Differential expansion of the closed loops with respect to the refueling plug will be accommodated 

by having the closed.loops connected to the refueling plug by means of a bellows which will allow 

the required axial motion of the closed loop relative to the refueling plug. 

The lower end of the closed loops is designed similar to that of a driver fuel element that 

can be installed in a closed loop position if 'it is desired to operate the reactor with less than six 
closed loops installed. 

4. 6. 1 Re-Entrant Type Closed Loop 

The re-entrant or single ;hexagonal position type closed loop is shown in Figure 4-7. The 

overall length of the single closed loop is approximately 33 feet extending from 1 inch below the 

lower grid plate of the inlet plenum to 8-3/4 inches above top surface of the refueling plug when 
installed in th_e reactor. The extreme lower end_ of the closed loop will be designed similar to 

the lower end of the driver fuel assembly so that special holes in the upper and lower grid plates 
of the inlet-plenum will not be required for the closed loops; also, the closed loop-s will be able 

to take advantage of the hydraulic holddown effect created by the high pressure within the inlet 

plenum acting over the projected area of the lower end of the closed loop. Another advantage of 
designing the .lower· end of the closed loop similar to that of the driver fuel assemblies is the 

possibility that a typical driver fuel assembly could be installed in a closed loop position if it 

was desired to operate the reactor without some of the closed loops installed. The lower end of 

the Closed loop contains a number of holes thaJ allow some of the reactor inlet coolant to flow 
.up through the hexagonal channel shroud in whkh Utt:! closed loop is installed. This core bypass 

:flow ·will provide. cooling along the outside surface of the outer tube of the closed loop, thereby 

eliminating a high thermal gradient across the outer tube since the inside surface is in contact 

with the inlet flow of the closed loop which will be near the same temperature as the reactor 

inlet flow. T~e above flow paths are indicated by the arrows in Figure 4-7. Orificing of this 

bypass cooling flow will be provided by an orifice located at the lower end of the hexagonal 

shroud surrounding the closed loop as im;licated in Figure 4-7. The lower end of the closed loop 

shroud is designed to allow a small amount of relative motion in any direction between the closed 

loop shroud and the core support plalt:!. Relative motion between the closed loop shrouds and the 

core support plate is provided to ensure that the core can be tightly compacted by the co.re clamps. 

without causing bending of the closed loop shrouds. A melt down cup made of tantalum or other 

suitable material is installed in the closed loop beneath. the ~est region to serve as a container for 

the test material in the event of a melt down or other .dam~ge. to the test region. 

··:. 
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The test region itself is suspended within the core by means of a hanger rod or handle which 
~xtends from the top of the closed loop above the refueling plug. The test region may be removed 

. from the core by m.eans of the handle after removal of several bolts and a cap at the top of the 
closed loop. 

.. 
The inlet coolant flow to the closed loop enters the closed loop at an elevation 21 inches 

below the underside of the refueling plug and then flows downward through an outer annular path 
to the bottom of the ~losed loop as shown by the arrows in Figure 4-7. At the bottom of the 
closed loop the coolant turns 180 degrees and flows vertically upward through the test region to 
the outlet pipe located 8 inches above the inlet pipe. The level of the outlet coolant within the 
closed loop is controlled by a cover gas pressure to maintain the level within the closed loop at 
the same level as the coolant level in the reactor. The tube which keeps the cooler inlet flow 
separated from the hot outlet flow within the closed loop will be constructed of several concentric 
tubes in layers to reduce the thermal stress in this part. The instrumentation leads from the 
test region are routed through the tube or handle which supports the test region. A seal is pro
vided within the handle just above the test region to prevent the coolant from entering the handle. 
The instrumentation leads from the test region terminate at the upper end of the handle in a 
plug-in type of electrical connector that can be separated to allow removal of the loop internals. 
Additional shielding will be included as a part of the closed loop over the elevation that corre
sponds to thickness of the refueling plug. The couplings which connect the closed loop to the 
coolant inlet and outlet lines are remotely operable by rotation ·of two screws that hold the two 
halves of each coupling together. Rotation of the two .screws also causes the joint to separate · 
in a horizontal direction through a cam and follower to free the closed loop from the piping and 
allow removal. Figure 4-9 shows a typical re-entrant type closed loop connected to the external 
coolant lines with the reactor refueling plug in place and also in the disconnected condition ready 
for removal, with the refueling plug removed. 

4. 6. 2 Center of Core Closed Loop 

The center of the core closed loop as shown in Figure 4-8, differs from the re-entrant 
type by occuping two hexagonal channel positions in the core. One of the hexagonal channels is 
used for the inlet flow and the other is used to house the test region, thus allowing for a larger 
diameter test assembly and more coolant flow th:m can be accommodated in the re~entrant type 
closed loops .. The portion of the center closed loop above the couplings to the coolant inlet and 
outlet lines and the couplings themselves are identical to the re-entrant type· closed loop and the 
description given for this portion of the re-entrant loop applies also to the center loop. The 

· flow path through the center loop is indicated by the arrows shown in Figure 4-8. The lower end 
of the center loop terminates in two nose pieces which are similar to the lower ends of a driver 
fuel assembly and which penetrate holes of the same spacing and size as the driver fuel assemblies 
to preserve the uriifor~ pattern of holes in the upper grid plate and allow the installation of two 
driver fuel assemblies in place of the center closed loop if it was desired to operate the reactor 
without the center closed loop. As in the case of the re-entrant closed loop, the center closed 
loop utilizes the hydraulic holddown effect of the high pressure within the inlet plenum. Bypass 
inlet coolant is allowed to flow from the inlet plenum through an orifice into the double-hexagonal 
shroud surrounding the center closed. loop. This bypass coolant will be used to reduce thermal 
gradients in the structure of the closed loop. Other features of the center loop are similar to 
those described above for the re-entrant type closed loop. 
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4. 6. 3 Closed Loop Experiment Handling 

A conceptual design has been established for a method and equipment for removing and 

replacing the test region of a closed loop while the closed loop remains in the reactor connected 

to the external piping. Figure 4-10 shows in sequence the steps required in the closed loop 

experiment removal scheme using the proposed equipment. In the proposed system, the instru- · 

mentation lines and the inert gas lines are first disconnected from the top of the closed loop and 

the expansion seal cap is then removed. Next, the handling machine is bolted to the top flange of 
the closed loop as shown in stage 1 of Figure 4-10. The handle of the test region is grappled, and 
the test region is withdrawn from the closed loop by a cable operated lifting mechanism. An 

enlarged view of the grapple and of the lifting mechanism is also shown on Figure .4-10. As the 

experiment i.s raised within the closed loop and into the handling- machine,. the sodium level wUhin 
the handling machine is also raised by creating a vacuum at the top of the machine, thus keeping 

the test section under sodium at all times. Stage 2 of Figure 4-10 shows the experiment raised 

to a sufficient height that a finned pot or thimble cim be rotated into a position directly beneath the 
suspended experiment. in stage 3· the experiment is lowered into the finned pot. At this point 
the vacuum above the experiment is released allowing the sodium within the handling machine to 

. flow back into the closed loop except for that trapped in the finned pot surrounding the experiment. 
The handling machine can now be unfastened from the closed loop flange, as shown in stage 4, and 
moved away to carry the experiment to its destination. 

4. 7 OPEN LOOP DESIGN 

The design provides for 12 open loop assemblies located around the'periphery of the core 
region in a flux of 0. 65-0.75 n/cm2-sec. The plan view locations in the inner shield plug are 

discussed in Section 7. The open loop assemblies are straight and descend vertically into the 

core below. The instrumentatiop leads are routed out of the vessel through this vertical pipe 
stalk that penetrates the central refueling plug: Refer to Figures 4-11 and 4-12. 

The vessel head penetration design for the open loop which had been proposed initially is 
shown in Figure 4-13. The penetration design allows the refueling plug· to be lifted vertically with 

llu~ slallonary open loop stalks slipping through the penetration. The sealing cap is first removed 
.using a remote tool that engages the spur gear shown. When the open loop is installed in place, 

·the sealing cap is tightened on its thread to draw a tight contact seal at the bottom side of the 
vessel head. The intended function of the contact seal was to prevent sodium vapor deposits 
from clogging the annular clearance between the head guide tube and the open loop assembly. 

A bellows seal just below the contact seal provides for thermal expansion of the open loop stalk 
with respect to Un~ n:l.fueling plug. The reference design is shown in Figure 4-14. 

After the above penetration design was proposed more investigation into vessel penetrations 
has been made, and this information has indicated that the sodium vapor deposits in the annulus 
of· a guide .tube not sealed at the bottom are probably· not a problem. At Argonne Laboratory the 

shaft seal vessel penetrations for the EBR-IT control drives and the FARET test model have per

f~rmed successfully with no sodium vapor deposit problems, and those designs have a bellows 
seal at the top of the head with a.n annulus gap· extending through the head. The annulus gap 

·recommended should be. in the order of 1/4 inch; Because of the proven success of these pene
trations, a design for the open loops using.the ·concept of a bellows seal top side of the head with 

. . . . 
an a,nnular gap extending through the head should be given serious consideration. 
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A cable connection is provided at the top of the sta).k. An array of 19 paired leads, each 

·pair in an 1/8-inch diameter sheath, was selected as the number of instrument leads for each 
. open loop. This selection was based on the number of wires that would be accommodated by a · 

connector that would fit into the size of the cross-sectional area available for each open loop 
penetration. This selection also was· reasonable for the amount of instrumentation provided. 

The limiting factor in the number of instrumentation leads that can be provided is in the number 

of pins possible for a connector size that will fit through the hole that can be provided in the 

vessel structure. As the ve~sel head is raised for refueling and the open loop assemblies remain 
stationary, the connector must slip through the vessel hole. The density of leads in the connector 

is much lower than the density of leads in sheaths bundled together. 

The basic parameters to be measured are assembly outlet temperature, flow, and inlet 
· temperature. The number of paired leads allocated for each of these is listed below: 

• 
• 
• 

Outlet Temperature 

Flowmeter 

Inlet Temperature 

5 (thermocouples) 

1 

3 (thermocouples) 

This leaves a remainder of 10 paired leads to be utilized for additional instrumentation 
requirements as needed for the particular experiment design. Additional discussion of instru
.mentation is given in Section 6 and Appendix F. 

4. 8 CORE THERMAL HYDRAULICS 

4. 8. 1 Thermal Hydraulic Constraints 

The main constraints from thermal hydraulic considerations are as follows: 

• Peak centerline fuel temperature does not exceed the safety limits of Table 10-1. 
This is interpreted that there shall be no fuel melting at the local hot spot at 120% 

core power: i.e., the fuel centerline temperature shall be !S 5200 °F. 

• Peak cladding temperature - local hot spot on the cladding inside diameter shall 
be< 1200°F. 

• Core pressure drop plenum-to-plenum shall be approximately 100 psi. 

A detailed fuel management program has not been completed, but the reference scheme 
assumed that the core would be orificed. A tolerance on orificing is incorporated in the hot 
channel flow factor in which the flow per channel is considered to be up to 10% below the normal 
flow to give a nominal temperature ·rise of 300 °F acros~ the bundle. The allowable peak power 

density in the fuel is calculated to be 17. 8 kW per foot based upon centerline melting at the core 
hot spot at 120% core power. This along with the pressure drop constraint was used as the basis 

for a parameter study to determine the relationship between pin diameter, pin spacing, anci pin 
length from which the core geometry was established to optimize neutron flux at the test locations. 

The reference core parameters selected are given in Table 4-1. 
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4. 8. 2 Allowable Peak Power Generation in Fuel Pin 

The peak cladding temperatures in the fuel are estimated and presented in the following 

·discussion. A detailed method of analysis of circumferential temperature in the cladding for 

edge pins :ln the bundle is presented in Appendix B. 

The peak power generation which occurs at the centerline and mid-height of the core is 

computed on the basis that the peak fuel centerline temperatur~ is less than 5200°F at 120% full 

power. The local bulk coolant temperature is computed assuming the peak power generating pin 

has a power peaking factor of 1. 035 to cover tolerance variations on enrichment, density, and 

diameter, and the local coolant channet has a hot channel flow factor of l. 12 to cover reductions 

of local flow due to ~eo~etric tolerances and inlet·orifice tolerances. The bulk core .t.T is 
300°F. The resulting coolant temperature rise through the hot channel at overpower is 
1. 12 X 1. 035 X 1. 2 X 300 = 416 °F' .. 

i 

Coolant temperature at the mid-plane of the hot channel is 700 +. 416/2 = 908 °F. 

The peak allowable power generation is calculated using the parameters shown in Table 4-3. 

TABLE 4-3 

THERMAL .HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS 

USED TO CALCULATE PEAK ALLOWABLE POWER GENERATION 

Fuel centerline temperature 

Coolant temperature 

Coolant to cladding ~eat transfer coefficient 
Cladding to fuel heat transfer coefficient 

Thermal conductivity of fuel 

Thermal conductivity of cladding 
Axial power peaking factor 

Local power peaking factor 

Fluw-hot channel factor 

Pin u.d. 

Cladding thickness · 

Bulk coolant inlet temperature 

Bulk coolant outlet temperature 

Allowable power generation in fuel pin 

5200°F 

908°F 

27, 700 Btu· per h/ft2 per 0 .F 

l, 500 Btu per h/ft2 per °F 
See Figure c -4 

12 Btu per h/ft per oF 
1. 21. 

1. 035 

1, 12 ' 
0.210 

0.015 
700°F 

1000°F 

17.8 kW/ft 

·In··sizing the· core the allowable generation rate used was 17.3 kW/ft which provides for an 

approximately 5% variation to cover errors in an::~lytical te.chniques ~d adjustments to basic 

property data used in the analysis. The core has been sized on the basis of generation 400 MW 

with 91% of this generated in the fuel and 4% in channel·structure. The remaining 5% is assumed 

to be generated in the radial reflector and carried away by leakage flow between channels in the 

core. This selected design is an array of 127 bundles. {127 pins .. p~r bundle). of which 105 are fuel 

bundles and 12 are open loops containing 75% as much fuel.as a f.ull:bundle. 

':\ ! t • ~ •• 
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4. 8. 3 Coolant Flow and Pressure Drop 

The total coolant flow to give a 300° ~T at 400 MW total power is 15.02 x 106 lb/h. 

Coolant flow through the b~ndles is 14.27 x 106 lb/h. Normal coolant flow through the 

hottest bundles -is (average coolant flow) x (radial power factor): i.e., 1i·
1
2
7
7 x 106 x 1. 30 = 

15. 9 X 104 lb/h. 

For the reference geometry of 127 pins, 0. 21-inch pin diameter and 0. 060-inch wire diameter, 

the total flow area is 4.20 square inches. The average velocity in the bundle= 29.2 ft/sec. Maxi

mum velocity along channel wall = 32.5 ft/sec. The resulting pressure drop is 9. 2 psi per foot 

along the fuel pins giving 60 psi frictio·nal drop along the 6. 5-foot-long fuel pin. The analytical 

method· used in calculating the pressure drop through wire wrapped fuel pin bundles is described 

in ASME paper No. 68-WAHT-35-"CalCulation of Rod Bundle Pressure Loss" by W. A. Sangster. 

The overall pressure drop through the hot bundle is 108 psi assuming sharp corners at section 

changes. Rounding these will reduce the pressure drop at these ~ocations. The detailed pressure 

drop profile is shown in Figure 4-15. 

4. 8. 4 Peak Cladding Temperature 

A reference of 1200°F has been selected for the local hot spot at the i. d. of the cladding 

under steady ·state operation. It is assumed that in controlling the re?-ctor to operate at 100% 

po·wer and that due to tolerances on instrumentation and heat balances, the reactor could in 

actuality be above this power level. The design reference of 110% is selected for the steady state· 
peak cladding temperature evaluation. With a hot channel flow factor of 1. 12 and local power 

peaking factor of 1. 0~5, the hot channel ~Tat 110% power is 1.1 x 1.12 x 1.035 x 300 = 383°F 

and the corresponding .coolant outlet temperature is 1083 oF. The fuel rod power at the outlet is 

0. 654 x power at core midplane. 

1.1 For the hottest fuel rod this is ·0. 654 x x 17. 8 = 10. 6 kW /ft. 
L2 

The temperature difference between coolant and cladding o. d. with h = 27,000 Btu per h/ft2 

- oF = 2. 0 7 o F/kW per ft. 

The temperature rise·through the 0.015-inch cladding with k = 12 Btu/h-ft2 is 6.43°F/kW 

per ft. 

Excluding circumferential variations, the temperature at the cladding i. d. 

1083 + 10.6 (2. 07 + 6. 43) 

1083 + 90 
1173°F 

The circumferential variation around the cladding caused by the non axisymmetric geometry 

of cooling in a hexagonal array of pins is estimated as 5. 0°F/kW per ft for internai pins in the 

bundle. This is based upon a model assuming slug flow and no mixing. The variation on edge pins 

in the bundle will be greater, but since these are over cooled on the outside sectors, the peak 

cladding temperature. will not be limi~ing. 
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POSITION 
1 -OUTSIDE ENTRANCE 
2 -AT CORE SUPPORT PLATE 
3- AT TRANSITION PIECE 
4- AT SHIELD SPACER 
5 -AFTER SHIELD SPACER 
6 -AT SECOND SHIELD SPACER 

. 7- AFTER SECOND SHIELD SPACER 
8 -·AFTER FUEL SPACER 
9- AT END OF FUEL PINS 

10- AFTER THIRD SHIELD SPACER 
11 ...,.... AT TRANSITION PIECE 
12- AFTER TRANSITION PIECE 

. 13 - UPPER PLENUM . 

.1P1_2 = 12.00 psi 

.1P2_3 = 0.228 psi 

~p3 ..:.4 = 2.860 psi . 

.1~ 4_5 = 1.295 psi 

.1P5.;..6 = 6.8BO psi 

.1P6_7 = 1.295 psi 

.1P7_8 = 1.935 psi 

.1P8_9 = 60.00 psi_ 

.1P9_10 = 3.930 psi 

.1P10_11;::9.750 psi 

.1p11= 12=3.285 psi 

L\P12_13=4.580 psi 
. . \. 

L\P TOTAL = &1-13 = 108 psi 

.·., .. ;··: ! . 
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.._ __ CORE SUPPORT PLATE 
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FIGURE 4-15 .. ··PRESSURE DROP IN FUEL BUNDLE 
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Circumferential variation= 5.0 x 10.6 = 53.0°F. 

Peak cladding temperature= 1173 + 53.0 = 1226°F at 110% power. 

For fuel pip.s in channels at the inner edge of the outer zo~e the contributions from local 
power generatio~,is approximately .the same as at the center of the core, but a variation due to 
the steep radial gradient will cause an increase in the coolant and cladding temperature. 

Assuming no mixing between inter-fuel flow streams in the bundle, the hot stream in this 
channel will be approximately 25°F above the mean stream in the channel. This will result in a 
calculated peak cladding temperature of 1225 oF. This can be reduced to the 1200° F limit by ad

justment of the inlet orifice and still meet the pressure drop limit. 

For bundles at the edge of the core, the reduction in the local power density offsets the 

radial gradient effect such that orificing to a nominal 1000°F outlet te~perature at 100% power is 
satisfactory. For fuel rods at the inner edge of the outer bundle: 

Coolant Temperature 

~T Coolant to Cladding at 6. 5 kW/ft 
~ T through Cladding 

Circumferential Gradient 
Radial Gradient 

4. 8. 5 Thermal Hydraulic Parameter Study 

1083°F 
13°F 

42~F 

32°F 
23°F 

U95°F 

In order to permit an evaluation of the effect on nuclear characteristics of variations in 
core geometry parameters, a study was performed in which the pressure drop versus pitch to 

diameter r~tio was determined for two pin sizes, two core heights, and two Cladding thicknesses. 
A plenum to plenum pressure drop of 100 psi was selecte·d as a reference and the resulting 
geometries defined the input to the physics studies. The reference core was selected as a result 
of the parameter ·study. Appendix C gives the results of this study. 

4. 9 HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS ON SPENT FUEL THIMBLE 
i 

The feasibility of removing spent driver fuel shortly after reactor shutdown from the core 

to decay storage tanks located in the refueling cell was investigated and ~stablished. 

This transfer is accomplished with the use of a sodium filled transfer thimble. ·The analysis 
presented indicates that adequate cooling can be provided by natural circulation alone, resulting 
in a cooling method which is entirely independent of external equipment and will provide safe 

transfers, eveh during abnormalities which may delay the transfer sequence: 

The decay heat load has been conservatively calculated as 25 kW. This is the level of the 
hottest fuel channel 24 hours after shutdown with a 30% increase for margin (refer to Figure 4-16). 
A plan view schematic of the f~ned transfer thimble is given in Figure 4-17. A digital computer 

code was written based on modeling the transfer cask into 16 axial nodes with a heat balance made 
on each node (refer to Figure 4-18). The'rriethods of internal heat transfer in the ·cask are 
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(A more detailed representa
tion is given in Figure 12-4) 

FIGURE 4-17. SPENT FUEL TRANSFER CASK-FINNED SURFACE GEOMETRY 
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. . . 
assumed to be by mass transfer axially and by ·conduction radially. The heat is dissipated by 

vertical fins to an argon atmosphere at 190°F. The following assumptions, material properties, 

and equations were used: 

Assumptions and Model 

• The decay heat rate. is conserva.tively 25 kW 25 hours after shutdown. 

• Two natural circulation loops of sodium are set up in. the cask as shown in Figure 4-18. 

Material Properties 

• Thermal conductivity of stainless steel =. 12 Btu per h-ft- oF. . 

• Heat transfer coefficient of stainless steel to ar&'on g~s = 1 Btu per h-ft2- oF. 

Equations . 

Heat transferred through one fin is given by the following: 

Q = 2 o KNLT tanh (Nw + Pfu) 

where: 

5 = 

K 

N 

L 

0. 1 in., 1/2 thickness of fin . 
12 Btu per h/ft- °F, thermal conductivity of fin 
3.16 n-1, ~ ( h = 1 Btu per h/ft2. °F) 

Ko 
16 ft, length of fin · 

To· T s - T 
00

, temperature difference between base of fin and ·argon atmosphere 

·w 2 in., width of fin 

Nu 6. 95 (1o-4), ~ 

The oplimutn fin spacing ie given by the followin~: 

bopt 

L 

where: 

bopt -

L 

Pr = 

Grb = 
opt 

p 

ll 

50 

Gr Pr 
bopt 

optimm11 fin opucing 

16 ft, len~h of fin 

0. 654, Prandtl number of argon· 
p2 {3g6.T(b )3 

opt 

ll2 
. Grashof number . 

0. 05 lb/ft3, . density of argon:. 

0. 0955lb;h-ft, viscosity of argon.,: · .... , 
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0.1243 Btu/lb- °F, specific heat of argon 

32. 3 ft/ sec, acceleration due to gravity 

670 - 100 = 570° F, average temperature difference 
1. 92 (1o-3) n-1, coefficient of thermal expansion 

Radiation is initially neglected in the analysis because of the low emissivity anticipated due 

. to sodium wetting of the outer surface. The splitting of the downward flow in the natural circu

lation loop requires the two slightly different configurations· of axial nodes as shown in Hgure 4-18. 

For a 0. 2-inch thick and 16 foot' long fin, the optimum fin spacing is •~o. 87 inch center to 

center. A 21 fin design provides ~o. 896 inch centers for the fins. 

Table 4-4 shows the temperature distribution in the 21 fin.transfer thimble. Total heat loss 

is 25 kWt. The natural circulation flow up through the fuel bundle is 1100 lb/h, up through the 

annulus is 1100 lb/h, and down next to the wall is 2200 lb/h. Steady state equilibrium conditions 

are assumed. 

TABLE 4-4 

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN FINNED TRANSFER THIMBLE 

Distance 
Up Thimble 

(ft) 
Temperature °F 

(bundle) 
Tem(aerature oF Temperature oF 

annulus) (next to wall) 

0 770 0 770 
1 774 0 787 
2 786 0 813 
3 808 0 848 
4 838 0 893 
~ !i'lH I 950 950 
() 976 957 969 
7 1041 989 984 
8 1086· 991 975 
9 1042 971 952 

10 1007 945 930 
11 977 926 914 
12 953 911 902 
13 934 902 896 
14 920 889 895 
15 911 900 899 
16 908 906 909 

The calculations are based upon holding the cask in the. ambient argon until steady state 

conditions are attained. During the normal refueling procedure, the temperature rise of the cask 

and fuel·channel is anticipated to be of the order of 200° F. ·Neglecting surface heat losses and 

heat capacity of the fuel channel the initial temperature rise based upon the time required to bring 

the sodium and cask up to temperature is 14 °F per minute. Under normal refuleing conditions the 

transfer will be completed well before equilibrium conditions are attained (15 to 20 minutes). 

For the off-normal conditions, in which the cask would be held in the argon atmosphere for 

a prolonged period, consideration must be given to both the fuel temperature and cask temperature 

limits and also the sodium vapor generation. To cover this situation, the cask may have to be . 

handled in a manner which controls sodiu~ vapor generation. This will most probably introduce 
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forced convective cooling of the cask surface. Calculations to date have been directed toward 
computing the temperature levels in the cask and fuel assuming natural .circulation. Cooling of the 

surface may be required to answer safeguard questions in which cooling may be lost. It may be 
·possible to answer this question in other ways, but a cask with such capability appears desirable. 
A 21 fin arrangement appears to meet this requirement with ample margin against sodium boiling. 

Further analytical evaluation is required to obtain an optimum cask configuration .. 

The analysis to date has assumed 16 feet length available for fins, however, it is possible 

to increase the length by several feet to obtain significantly more external heat transfer surface. 

Proof testing of the eventual design will be desirable to assure that the design of this key 
hardware item is completely adequate. Closer fin spacing with means of tripping the boundary 

layer is an alternate to be evaluated if a greater margin of safety is desired or if the experiment 
does not confirm the p1·esent analysis. 
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SECTION V 

CONTROL ROD DRIVES 

5.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF DRIVES 

The primary control is a reflector control system with control rod positions filling the next 

row out from the core except for two locations next to the refueling transfer pot (refer to 

Figure 5-1). A single control rod drive mechanism :operates a pair of adjacent control rods; 

20 drives operate 40 reflector ·control rods. This configuration results in a close center to center 

drive mechanism spacing of 6. 780 inches. 

The back-up safety control system consists of 3 in-core control rod locations with the drive 

mechanisms mounted on the inner shield plug. Section VII describes the head design and arrange

ment' of plugs and penetrations in detail. These drives will be uncoupled and removed prior to the 

removal of the inner shield plug. The same control rod driv.e mechanism design is proposed for 

both primary reflector and back-up safety systems. 

A major objective of the reactor design is to be able to achieve the refueling of the core 

without uncoupling and removal of the refleaor control drives. This also leaves the reflector con
trol drives operable during refueling which reduces the safeguard hazard of \mcoupled control rods, 

and provides a method if needed for determining the degree of subcriticality. An inner shield plug 

with a diameter that encloses the outer periphery of the core permits access during refueling to 

the fuel assemblies iqJ.mediately adjacent to the reflector control channels; The drive mechanisms 

are mounted on the outboard edge of the hole occupied by the inner shield plug and from that loca

tion require an offset between the axis of the drive mechanisms and the axis of the reflector con
trol rods in their hexagonal guide channels. An offset of 10. 0 inches has been used in the design 
(refer to Figure 5-l). 

The main element of the primary reflector control drive is a vertically mounted double shaft 

pneumatic. cylinder. Connected to the lower shaft of the pneumatic cylinder is an extension rod 

shaft which extends down into the reactor and carries the load of the reflector control rod pair. 

The upper shaft of the pneumatic cylinder extends up into a·cylindrical housing mounted in line 

with the pneumatic' cylinder. An attachment to the upper shaft engages slots in the cylindrical , 
. housing to achieve an antirotation feature that- is required to prevent disengagement of the rotary 

breech-block coupling between the extension· shaft and the reflector contr.ol rod. The coupling is 

engaged or disengaged by 45-degree rotation of the drive and extension shaft; thus to prevent un

coupling; the antirotation feature of the drive shaft is required. The control rod assembly is 

prevented from rotation in its guide channel by being captured within the limits of the hexagonal 

channel. 

Mounted at the top of the cylindrical housing is a gear motor which drives a lead screw that 

positions a stop nut at any desired position along the full stroke length of the drive. This nut pro

vides a stop for the cylinder. Gas pressure is applied to the lower end of the pneumatic cylinder 

which carries the load of the control rod and holds the control rod and piston assembly firmly in 

contact with the stop nut en.gaged on the lead screw: The position of the control rod is then de

termined by posHion~ng the stop nut with the lead screw. ·. 
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A contr()l rod scram is produced by pressurizing the top side 'of the pneumatic cylinder 
from a remote accumulator. The support pressure on the lower side of the piston is simultane
ously vented • 

. The stroke length of the drive consists of thre·e components. 

' • With the control rod in its normally down position, the poison rod section of the con-
trol rod matches end for end the core section height which is 36 inches. 

· • An additional 4 inches of stroke is added so that the poison rod section can be removed 
from the core and provide a 4-inch gap between the top of the core and the bottom of 
the poison rod to reduce the burn-up in the poison rod. Therefore, the basic stroke 
consis~s of 40 inches. 

• The control rod in the down position rests on a spring assembly which provides the 
final cushion of the scram stroke following an initial dashpot cushion. A maximum 
6-inch deflection is allocated for the spring cushion stroke. Therefore, the total 
drive stroke including cushion overtravel is 46 inches. 

5. 2 MAJOR DESIGN FEATURES 

A. ·The control rod drive mechanisms of the primary reflector control system remain 
operable and connected to the control rods during refueling. 

B. The primary reflector control drives are combination shim and scram drives. The 
.same dri:ve design is proposed for the back-up safety system, being used as a two 
.(losition scram drive. 

C. The control rods scram downward on signal from any position in the stroke under all 
operating conditions. 

D. An electrical power failure results in scram. 

E. No energy is required to· be applied to the system t6 obtain a scram. 

F. No delatching ·is required to initiate a scram. Pressure reversal in pneumatic cy
linder changes force direc.tion to cause the separation of control rod drive line from 
support structure. 

G. Position indication system follows scram motion. 

H. A positive holddown force is maintained on the control rod after scram. 

I. A coupling is provided for the drive assembly. to be disconnected at the control rod 
assembly. 

J. A disconnect :jqint for maintenance disassembly .is provided between the extension shaft 
and the drive mechanism. · 
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5. 3 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DRIVES 

5. 3. 1 ·Outline of Description Approach 

To present the detailed description of the control drive system the following sequence of 
presentation will be followed. The discussion will start with the drive mechanism mounting at 

the top of the head, proceed upward through the components to the top of the drive, then return 

to the shaft seal vessel penetration below the top of the head and proceed downward through the 

control rod. 

5. 3. 2 Drive Mounting Flange 

The drive mechanism is clamped to· the vessel head by a captive four sided flange with four 

bolts which thread into the vessel head. Refer to section C-c of Figure 5-2. The flange clamps 

the drive securely to the vessel head and provides the antirotation required to keep the control 

rod coupling engaged. Loosening the flange and rotating the drive mechanism disengages the con

trol rod coupling. 

5. 3. 3 Pneumatic Cylinder and Control Valves 

The pneumatic cylinder is the main force generating element of the drive mechanism. It is 

a double rod cylinder mounted vertically above the top of the vessel head with its lower end attached 

to the mounting flange described in the above section. For normal operation, gas pressure is 

applied to the lower side of the cylinder piston. This pressure can)ift the weight of the reflector 

control rod and the, assembly of its driveline parts upward and into contact with a stop-nut located 

in a housing mounted above the pneumatic cylinder. Positioning tli.e .control rod is achieved by 

positioning the adjustable. stop-nut which_ can override the pneumatic cylinder lifting force for 

downward positioning. Fot> scram operation, high pre~sure gas is applied to the upper side of the 

. cylinder piston and at the same time the gas pressure on the lower side of the piston is vented. 

The estimated lifting pressure r_equi~e~ is 140 'psi based on lifttng a control rod and drive

line assembly weight of 750 pounds, a net piston area of 8. 39 sq. inches (3. 5-inch bore, 1. 25-inch 
shaft), and approxi.mately 50% added for margin. . 

The stroke length required for the cylinder 'is the sum of the drive stroke length plus the 

final spring cushion overtravel. The values for these quantities were a 40-inch stroke and 6-inch 

maximum overtravel totaling 46-inch pneumatic piston travel. 

The design as shown in Figure 5-2 has the packing seal of the pneumatic cylinder also pro-
. ' . 

viding the shaft seal for the vessel penetr_ation. This would be the desirable approach provided 

the seal de~eiopment progra~ for d_rive shaft pe~etration~ confi;m.~d a seal useable in this manner. 

Less frictional drag on the drive shaft is the advantage of using one seal. However, independent 

sealing for the vessel· and pneumatic cylinder might be required. Argon would be the working gas 

of the pneumatic cyll.nder. 
. .... 

No cushion would be requiredas part of tne pneumatic cylinder since the scram stroke is 
- . . . ~ . . : : :. '· . 

cushioned within the_ vessel. 
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. Control valves for the pneumatic cylinder have tentatively been selected as a possible 
choice. The valves have a large capacity coefficient to provide rapid exhaust and input during 

scram. Computations on the required flow rates during scram were not completed, and these 
·valves are not known to ·meet the ·scram requirements; however, they are large capacity valves 

and were considered a promising candidate. The valves are electrical solenoid controlled. Two 

valves would be used connected electrically in parallel, one for the cylinder inlet ~d one for the 
exhaust. The basic description is given in Table 5-1. 

TABLE 5-1 

CONTROL DRIVE VALVE CHARACTERISTICS 

Vendor: 

Valve Series 

Valve Size: 

Parker-Hannifin Corp. 
Hannifin Pneumatic Division 
Des Plaines, lllinois 

H2000 

Inlet: 1-1/4 inch NO, (normally open) 
Exhaust: 1-1/4 inch NC, (normally closed) 

Valve Capacity Coefficients: Inlet: Cy 17.24 
19.74 

Pipe Size: 

Approximate Size: 

Porting: 

Pressure: 

Solenoid: 

Exhaust: Cy 

.1-:1/4 inch 

4 x 5 inch base, 7-1/2 inch high 

3-way 2-position 

15 to 150 psi 

115/120 volt, 50/60 cycle, continuously rated 

The design for mounting the valves and providing the supply piping to the cylinder was not 

completed. The concept that was considered would mount the valves on a framework structure 

above the electric motor. The 1-.1/4 inch ports of the valves that connect with the pneumatic 
cylinder would be initially ducted into a small manifold which would branch into several 1/2 to 
3/4 inch tubes that .would route the gas down the side of the drive in parallel flow to the pneumatic 
cylinder. · Several inlet ports at each end of the cylinder would be required. 

Both valves for normal opera~ion are eledrically energized so that a power failure results 

in switching to the scram. mo~e. 

· 5. 3. 4 Upper Housing 

The upper housing is a cylindrical shaped unit which is bolted by a rabbet mounting in-line 

to the upper end of the pneumatic cylinder and as a structure provides the. antirotation function 

for the drive shaft. It also houses the positioning lead screw with stop-nut and the position 

indication system. 

5. 3. 5 Drive Shaft Antirotation 

The antirotation feature of the driye· shaft is required to prevent the coupling to the control 

rod from disengaging .. The antirotation is provided by an attachment to the end of the upper shaft 
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of the pneumatic cylinder. The attachment is referred to as a cylinder rod head in Figure 5-2, 

section B-B. The cylinder rod head has two protrusions shown as cam followers which engage 

long slots cut in the wall of the upper housing structure. 

5. 3. 6 Lead Screw and Stop-Nut 

A lead screw is located.on the centerline of the drive mechanism and housed within the 

upper housing. The lead screw is supported by a thrust bearing at the upper end of the housing, 
and driven by a gear motor mounted at the upper end of the ~ppe~ housing. Th~ stop-nut limits 
the upward motion of the pneumatic <1Ylinder, and the leadscrew driving the stop-nut pos.itions .• 
the control rod by overriding the pneftmatic cylinder lifting force for downward positioning or in-
creasing the limit for upward position\ng. 

Approximately 500 pounds is the planned axial load required to move the rod downward. No 

design detail has been devoted to the s~rew design and Figure 5-2 only diagrammatically shows a 
lead screw and threaded member. Serious consideration should be given to incorporating a ball 

screw into the design. The column loading requirem~nts for the lead screw can be approximated 
from the technical handbook of a ball screw manufactured a·s follows. A· factor of lOx applied to. 
the nominal 500 pound load to cover column loading contingencies results in a 5000 pound design 
load. At 5000 pounds with with a 40-inch column (for 40~inch ~troke) a 0. 875-inch diameter screw 
is required. The tentative pitch had been selected at 6 threads ·per inch. 

Some method is required of sensing the contact between the stop-nut and ~he cylinder rod 
head at the end of the pneumatic cylinder. The s~n~ed .contact signal would be used to interlock 
with the application of gas lift pressure of the pneumatic cylinder to prevent a rod jump and final 

impact if contact was not initially made with the stop-nut, and the signal would also be used to 
initiate the motor drive follow up of the stop-nut immediately after scram. The proposed position 
indic::ttion. system can measure the separation between the stop-nut and cylinder rod head; however, 

when the separation becomes small, the accuracies of position measurement will result in a 
tolerance zone where actual contact or some small separation ·is not knuwn. If this tolerance zone 
is too large (its magnitude has not been determined at this point), a more precise measurement of 

contact, such as a switch may be required. 

5. 3. 7 Position Indication System 

The proposed position indication Rystem utilizes two long lead screw rods with flats ground 

for the full stroke l~ugth on two sides. The tlats. take the shape of a long lead helix with several 
revolutions or helix cycles within the stroke length. These heiix rods are positioned axially within 
the antirotation housing between the housing wall and the upper shaft of the pneumatic cylinder. 

Refer to F1gure 5-2, section B-B, and elevation views at section A-A. 

A helix rod is located on each side of the housing ·at 90° to the centerline between the anti~ 
rotation slots. Directly connected to the upper end. of each helix rod is an angular transducer. 
Engaging the flats on the helix rods are sliders which as a result.of their axial travel along the 

rod cause it to rotate. One s~ider pai:f is attached to the upper emd of the pneumatic piston shaft, 
and the other slider pair to the stop-nut. The sliders are pivo'ted''to allow for slight misalignments 

between the helix rods, lead screw, and piston shaft. With this system the position of the reflec-

tor control rod is measured through a direct linkage, and t~~ separation between the stop nut and 
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the upper end of the piston shaft can be measured by the difference between the two transducers. 
Because of the long lead helix, the sliders do not require disengagement during scram. 

The number of helix cycles within the stroke length would have to be determined in the final 

design. The more helix cyles used, the more sensitive are the helix rods to axial control rod 
motion. Too many turns result in the sliders not being able to force the helix to follow their 

alignment during the scram stroke. For discussion purposes, 10 helix cycles could be a reasona
ble choice for the 46-inch stroke (40-inch basic plus 6-inch cushion overtravel); this choice re

sults in an approximate 1600 rpm angular velocity of the helix rod for a control rod scram speed 
of 10ft/sec. A major contribution to the error of the mechanical system would be the small 
amount of rotation of the main drive shaft due to the clearance with the cam followers in the anti
rotation slots; see section B-B of Figure 5-2. This ;rotation directly rotates the helix rod and 

results as an error. A clearance gap of o: 060 inch jn the antirotation slots results in approxi
mately ±1 degree rotation of the main drive shaft and therefore ±1 degree error on the helix rod. 

For a 10 turn helix rod this results in :1:0. 013-inch error in axial position. Another source of 
error would be any deviation of the helix flats true position shape as a result of manufacturing 
error, or also any deviation of perfect alignment between the helix flats and the slider surfaces. 
The deviation from true position or misalignment of ±0. 003 inch would result in :1:0. 006-inch 

error in axial position. Allowing some contingency for other errors, it appears reasonable that 

a mecha~ical system could be developed in which the mechanical error would be within approxi
mately ±0. 040-inch error in axial position. Some of the contribution to the mechanical error 
would be systematic error which would be reduced through calibration. In addition the electrical 
error of the annular transducer and read out must be considered, and for this function there is a 
wide variety of systems available with a wide range of accuracies. A straight forward :1:0. 1% full. 
scale resistance potentiometer would result in ±0. 046-inch axial error. 

5. 3. 8 Gear Reducer 

The lead screw is rotated by coupling it to a motor driven gear reducer. Power transmis

sion components with characteristics as follows had been tentatively selected; these components 

result in approximately a 1. 5 minute 40-inch stroke travel time: 

• Motor, 3450 rpm 
• Gear reducer, 21: 1 ratio 
• Lead screw, 6 threads per inch. 

The basic gear reducer tentatively selected is manufactured by the Ferguson Machine Co., 

St. Louis, Missouri. HR-16-I is the model number with a 21:1 ratio. The input shaft is in-line 

·with the. output. 

5.3. 9 Motor 

The motor is mounted in-line with the gear reducer through .a transition plate to form a 

gear motor combination. The motor tentatively selected is manufactured by the specialty Motor 

Department of the General Electric Co., Fort Wayne, Indiana. The basic specifications follow: 

• No. 19 Motor Frame 

• 220 volts - 3 phase 
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· • 3450 rpm, 2-pole 

o 0. 5 horsepower 

• Starting torque 300% of full-load 

· • 3.86-inch maximum outside diameter. 

5. 3. 10 Shaft Seal Vessel Penetration 

The control rod shaft ·seal penetrating the vessel is one of the more difficult developmental 

assemblies required in the control rod drive system. Selection of a shaft seal design to be· used 

should be made only after testing and evaluation of a development prototype. At this point in the 

FFTF backup design work, a reference seal configuration has not been selected; however, 

several concepts can be proposed which appear promising and warrant further investigation and 

development work. A description of these concepts follows. 

5. 3. 10. 1 Flow Seal 

This is the seal concept which has been given in earlier backup design descriptions. It is 

an assembly which extends through a guide tube in the vessel head, beginning just below the 

pneumatic cylinder of the drive mechanism. This proposed shaft seal has a constant stream of 

fresh argon flowing through a labyrinth shaft seal into the ·vessel cover gas (refer to Figure 5-3). 

The function of the flowing argon is to maintain an .argon region. free of sodium vapor for one 

stroke length around the shaft that would enter a pac~ing seal, thus keeping ~he shaft free of 

sodium deposits. The flow of argon would also prevent the escape of radioa~tive argon cover gas. 

The packing seal would preferably be located within the pneumatic cylinder as indicated in section 

C above. The packing seal and labyrinth would be, spaced at least one stroke length apart. (46-

inch full stroke; 40-inch basic plus 6-inch overtrav,el.) The labyrinth: would function to reduce the 

argon flow required.· 

The level of the sodium pool in the vessel of the FFTF backup design ·is located near the 

lower side of the vessel head which is approximately 4-feet thick. Therefore, if the packing seal 

is located in the pneumatic cylinder and just a few inches above the top surface of the head, the 

sodium pool level would be close to the location of the labyrinth seal. With such a configuration 

(refer to Figure 5-3), a portion of the shaft that is wetted by .the sodium pool would pass into the 

labyrinth seal. Information obtained at· Argonne National Laborator_y has indicated that passing a 

shaft which contacts the sodium pool through a seal or bushing should generally be avoided due to 

the deposits that form on the portion of the shaft wetted by the pool. To overcome this potential 

problem, the tube that houses the labyrinth seal is extended down into the sodium pool several 

feet, and the argon flow gas forces the s9dium level to the lower end of the tube. The guide tube 
which is.part of the vessel head is ·extended 2 to 3. feet bel.ow the lower end of the labyrinth housing 

tube so that it catches the bubbles emitted from the labyrinth housing tube. The bubbles are ducted 

upward within the guide tube to a level above the vessel sodium pool, then· ducted into the vessel · 

cover gas, thus preventing the bubbles from entering the vessel sodium system. 

This seal concept was discussed at Argonne National Laboratory, .and the following comments . ' . '·: ... 
were received: 

. ' 
The flow of argon, ·although of high.purity, would conUt.in small amoupts of oxygen.which 

would form sodium oxide deposits, and for long periods of operation the accumulated amounts 
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could cause problems·. Also, some method of sodium vapor migration and deposition, either 

diffusion or some other phenomenon, will cause the plugging of 1/4 inch and even larger pipes 
that carry a continuous high velocity of pure argon supply into a sodium cover gas region. This 

phenomenon of the plugging has been observed in the pipelines of experimental equipment several 
feet from the entrance of the pipe into the cover gas region. Thus keeping the sodium vapor laden 

argon downstream of the labyrinth seal may not be assured. 

Although the above comments tend to de-emphasize the usefulness of the concept they are 

based on conditions and configurations which are not the same as those of the flow seal and may 
not be directly applicable to the flow seal <:onfiguration. Also, the magnitude of the questionable 
effects may not be great enough to make a design of the concept unworkable. Further investiga
tion of this concept is recommended in a parallel effort with other seal concepts. 

5. 3. 10. 2 Refluxing Vapor Trap Seal 

The concept for this shaft seal penetration is somewhat similar to the flow seal in that a 

region of one stroke length below a packing seal is maintained relatively free of sodium vapor to 
keep the shaft free of sodium deposits. However, 'in place of the labyrinth seal a refluxing vapor· 

trap assembly is used to achieve the blockage of sodium vapor, and no argon flow is .required. 

Argonne has constructed a refluxing vapor trap which has performed successfully and which 
is based on a principle that has possibilities of being used in a shaft seal. The vapor trap has 
been used to remove sodium vapor from a flow of argon through the trap, and 99. 8% sodium vapor 
removal has been measured. The vapor trap has also been demonstrated to be effective in block
ing sodium vapor passage in non-flow applications. The trap is constructed with a series of 
baffels which have a decreasing temperature gradient through the series with the inlet side at the 
high temperature and the outlet at the lower temperature and maintained at a point above but close 
to the freezing point of sodium. Sodium vapor condenses on the baffles and returns by gravity back 
to the sodium pool. 

The proposed concept for a shaft seal using the vapor trap principle is shown in Figure 5-4. 
To maintain the mounting of the drive mechanism as low and close to the vessel head as possible, 
and to maintain the packing seal one stroke length from the vapor trap, the vapor trap assembly 
would have to be located in the high temperature region of the vessel. Thus, it would be required 
to maintain the upper end of the vapor trap baffles at near the freezing point of sodium insulation 

and cooling coils. The sodium pool level of the vessel must also be lowered in a similar manner 

as described in the flow seal section above. No argon flow or bubbles would be present, however, 
other than to allow for the small leakage past the packing seal. The upper side of the packing seal 

would be· maintained at a pressure higher than the vapor trap side so that any small leakage flow is 

into the vessel. 

This seal concept was also discussed at Argonne and was considered to have a good degree 

of promise. A packing type of seal, without any vapor trap protection, intended for a grapple 
shaft application has been constructed at Argonne, tested, and proved very successful. This 

co~iguration provided only a few inches of clearance between the sodium wetted portion of the 
shaft and the packing seal. .Successful operation of this type of seal indicates good possibilities 

also for the proposed shaft seal. 
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5. 3. 10. 3 Bellows Seal 

The main control rod shaft ·seals for both EBR-II, FARET prototype testing, and FERMI 

h;lVe had very good in-service results using welded edge metal bellows. With the design con

figurations used, no problems caused by exc~ssive sodium vapor deposition have.resulted. The 

control rod stroke requirements for the FFTF backup design are more demanding on a bellows 

assembly than these examples in that the bellows would have to follow a longer scram stroke, 

and operate in a higher temperature environment. The long operational success of EBR-11, 

FARET, and Fermi bellows. indicates, however, that a good possibility of developing a success

ful bellows assembly ·for the FFTF backup control rod seal might be feasible and should be con
sidered as a possible alternate to other seal designs. 

A bellows seal configuration would be attractive for the FFTF backup design if it .could 

follow the scram stroke and be located below the top of the vessel head, thus perm·itting the drive 

mechanism to be mounted just above the head. This would place the bellows in the hot region of 
the reactor. The level of the vessel sodium pool could be lowered within the guide tube by a 

source of external argon pressure similar to the method proposed for the flow and. vapor trap 
seals. 

5. 3. 11 Extension Shaft Disconnect 

The extension shaft links the drive mechanism to the reflector control rod. A differential 

. screw type disconnect joint is provided at.the end of the pneumatic cylinder shaft to. allow the long 

extension shaft to be removed from the drive mechanism, thus facilitating handling and 
maintenance. 

5. 3. 12 Extension Shaft 

The extension shaft consists .of a 1. 50-inch diameter solid shaft through the shaft seal 

vessel penetration, then expanding into a tubular section between the shaft seal and control rod 

coupling. Early design work was based on a configuration that used an extension shaft essentially 

unguided for a distance near the bottom of the vessel head to the control rod coupling. :This was 

the result of a short length shaft seal assembly. The current design concept provides an addi

tional guide bushing along the shaft length as a result of the .current shaft seal proposals which 

use a long housing and guide tube to depress the sodium pool level relative to the extension shaft. 

Column buckling calculations were made for the previous configuration, but have not been made 

on the current configuration. An improvement.in the column loading is expected, however, be• 
cause of the additional guidance provided. 

The lower end of the extension shaft ends with the male portion of the control rod coupling 

which is described in the following section, 

5. 3. 13 Control Rod Coupling and Offset 

The offset between the axis of the control rod mechanism .and the control rods is achieved 

at the connection of the drive extension shaft .to· the control rod, The offset is provided by a rigid 

bracket structure attached to the top end of the control rod assembly. Since two control rods are 

·carried by one drive mechanism, the brackets require a configuration to permit the assembly of 
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two adjacent control rods with the single extension sh3.ft. This is achieved with an assembly that 

resembles a hinge. The extension shaft is similar to. a hinge pin and the bracket structures fit 

together in a manner similar to· the leaves of a hinge. The extension shaft or hinge pin is secured 

in the assembly by means of a rotary breech-block type of coupling. A 45° rotation of the drive 

mechanism and extension shaft is required to engage or disengage the interlocking teeth of the 

coupling (refer to section E-E of Figure 5-2). To prevent the coupling from disengaging, the 

antirotation feature of the drive shaft- is required. 

The effect of this offset on the control drive system has been a significant portion of the 

analysis work. •Refer to sections 5.11-5.17 for a description of the analysis. 

5. 3. 14 Control Rod 

The description of the control rod is covered in section 5. 5. 

5. 3. 15 Dashpot.Cushion 

The paired control rods and drive line assembly are decelerated at the end of the scram 

stroke by a dashpot assembly in the lower end of each of the two pair~d control rod guide channels. 

Constructed into the guide channel, as shown diagrammatica~ly in Figure 5-5, is a fixed dashpot 

chamber. There are no outlets to the chamber other than the large diameter at the top of the 

chamber. ·A tapered dashram is constructed onto· the bottom end of the control rod which enters 

into the dashpot chamber for the cushion stroke. The outlet to the sodium inside the chamber can 

only exhaust through the annular orifice formed between the dashpot and tapered.dashram. The 

taper decreases the exit area, thus incre~sing the pressure in the dashpot which in turn provides 
the decelerating force. Analysis of this dashpot configuration using a 12-inch cushion stroke has 

been performed and reported in subsection 5.11, and the significant·results presented in Figure 

5-13 (page 5-39) which shows the final velocity of the control rod as a function of the final annular 

orifice gap. The maximum allowable final radial gap was determined to be 0. 008-inch, or in 

terms of diametral gap, 0. 016- inch. This comes from results in Figure 5-13 (page 5-39) and by 

limiting the final dashram velocity to 4ft/sec as determined by analysis for the final spring 

cushion:. The control rod is finally stopped by contacting a spr.ing cushion. 

The :Fermi reactors safety rods usc a dashpot cushion of a similar configuration, and lhe 

Fermi design was investigated to determine the performance, minimum gap clearances used, and 

materials .. Satisfactory and trouble free performance was reported for the Fermi cushions; 774 

scheduled and unscheduled scrams have been performed within the reactor with no problems being 

experienced. Based on the maximum diameter of the taper and using the tolerances given for the 

diameters, the FERMI cushion at the point of lowest clearance has a minimum diametral gap of 

0. 004 inch and a maximum of 0. 008 inch. This compares with the diametral gap of 0. 016 inch 

considered usable for the FFTF calculations. No special materials were used on the mating sur

faces; both the dashram and dashpot were constructed from 304 stainless steel. 

Between the two systems, the weight of rod being stopped is quite different however, the 

FERMI rod being 35 pounds versus approximately 350 for FFTF backup. To compensate for this 

difference the FFTF backup design proposes a. longer cushion stroke, a.larger dashpot-dashram 

diameter, and the final velocity of the dashpot cushion completely brought to rest by a final spring 

assembly. 
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5. 3.16 Final Spring Cushion 

A spring cushion is proposed to finally stop the controlrod after the terminal velocity of 
·the dash pot cushion has been reached. Because of the weight of the control rod assembly and the 
minimum annular gap of the dashpot, a possible maximum dashpot terminal velocity of .4ft/sec 

could result. Optim~ation of the final design would hopefully reduce this value, but this contin
gency is being. allowed for at this point in design. 

An attractive location for placing the final cushion spring is in the hexagonal reflector 

channel adjac;:ent to the two paired control rods and on the side away from the core. Investigative 

calculations for a spring to provide the final stop have shown." that for a spring fitting into a single 
hexagonal channel location, a helical coil spring is limited by force to a deceleration rate of 

approximately 3-1/4 g. Belleville spring washers have been considered and found to be possible 
candidates but fairly stiff-in practical stacked heights and offer deceleration of approximately 6 g. 

To provide the flexibility to cover the range of decelerations as. may be required for the 
final design selection, it may be necessary to use more than a single reflector hexagonal channel 

as locations for the springs. A cluster of three reflector channels are available for this purpose · 
which are located directly under the offset from control rod to drive extension shaft •. 

The analysis of subsection 5. 15 indicates that a 6 ~ deceleration is the upper limit for the 

final spring cushion. In considering, the spring requirer?ents for the final spring cushion, Figure 
5-15 (page 5-43) was developed to show the spring deflection (travel after impact) _and spring con
stant at various final dashpot velocities for selected deceleration rates. · The basis for this curve 

is to equate the compression work on the spring to the kinetic energy of the control rod assembly 
at spring contact, plus the potential energy obtained from the control rod assembly weight and 
the additia.nal scram force traveling through the spring stroke. The control rod assembly weight 

and the additional scram force were taken at 750 pounds and 300 pounds, respectively. At this 

point in design a maximum spring cushion stroke of 6 inches is being allotted~ 

5. 3. 17 Space Requirements for Cushion System 

Figure 5-5 shows the space allotment required to accommodate the dashpot and spring 
cushions. The result of 70 inches between the core bottom and.the upper grid plate is based on a 

dashpot stroke of 12 inches, the maximum spring cushion stroke of 6 inches, and a 7 inch con
tingency for control- rod orificing. A method ?f orificing the control rod bypass flow is required 

so that the bypass flow is reduced when the control rod is in the full down or up position •. The 
· 70-inch dimension was not incorporat~d in the other design areas, but would have. to be resolved. 

5. 4 . MAJOR ADDITIONAL WORK AREAS NOT COMPLETED IN CONTROL ROD DRIVE. DESIGN 

• Dynamic Scram Ana,lysis: 

The .performance of the pneumatic cylinder during scram needs to be analyzed. 

• Shaft Seal Vessel Penetration Design and Development:. 

The evaluation of several co~cepts should be pursued in a: parallel effort. 
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• Final Spring Cushion Design. 

• Remote Handling Methods for Installing and Removing Drives and Control Rods. 

• Location and Mounting of Scram High Pressure Argon Tank. 

5. 5 GENERAL REFLECTOR CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

The reflector control system (refer to section 5. 1 through 5. 3 for details) is .~omprised of 
38 control elements (2 singles and 18 pairs) driven by head mounted pneumatically actuated drive 

mechanisms. A long push rod connects the pneumatic piston to an extension on the control ele
ment(s) through a joint located just above the core bundle. To accommodate the small refueling 
plug, the drive mechanisms are mounted such that their vertical axes are offset radially from 

the vertical axes of the control elements, _ This requirement of an offset in the drive line is met 
by placing a coupling beam between the push rod_ and control element extension shaft(s) at the 

joint above the cor~ bundle. The control element is a bundle of 37 stainless cladding B4C pins 
with a sealed gas plenum formed by the cladding tubing being longer than the poison. These pins 
are mounted as a hexagonal array inside a stainless steel hexagonal wrapper tube. A nickel re-
flector section hangs below the poison region with axial cooling holes passing through it. The 
coolant flowing through the nickel feeds ~he tube bundle. A tapered piston op. the lower end of the 
nickel reflector acts as a damper at the end of the scram stroke by mating concentrically with an 
orifice in the lower end of the fixed structure. A clearance is maintained between the wrapper 
tube to minimize viscous resistance during scram ·and to avoid binding due to flexure, thermal 
distortion, and mechanical tolerances. Wear pads are located on the reflector segment and above 
the bundle section to maintain a clearance and guide the control rod. These also provide reac- _' 
tions to the bending moment applied by virtue of the offset in the drive line. The contrpl rod ex
tension above the poison pin bundle section is tapered to increase the clearan:ce between it and 
the fixed channel wall at the top of the core bundle, where flexural deflection is a maximum. 

Requirements on the system follow: 

a.. An adequate volume fraction of poison (B4C) should be provided without going to ex-
--cessive B 10 enrichment such that the destgn objective control worth of $20.00 is 

_achieved. 

b. Cooling of the poison pins when adjacent to the core shall maintain temperature limits 

on the poison and cladding. 

c. Bypass cooling around the rods should not be excessive; 3% of core flow is desirable; 

10% may be acceptable. 

d. Hydraulic forces across the rod at full flow shall be such that rod ejection in the event 
of a mechanical failure in the drive will- not occur, i. e. , hydraulic forces to be well 

below the weight of the rods. 

e. 'T'he rate of insertion during scram must meet the response requirements from safety 
considerations. An acceleration rate of approximately 32 ft/sec2 over the first 
24 .inches has been. tentatively established. 
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f. Rate of deceleration and final velocity must minimize bounce back at the end of 

scram stroke, and positive holddown in addition to weight is desirable. 

g. Mechanical integrity and freedom from binding must be maintained under all 
conditions. 

The following design parameter interactions were considered in establishing the reference 

design: 

a. Volume fractio~ of poison and s 10 enrichment (results shown in Figures 5-6 and 5-7). 

1. Increase in clearance between w~apper and channel, decreases volume %poison. 

2. Increase in ;wrapper thickness decreases volume %poison. 
3. Increase in cladding thickness decreases volume %poison. 

b. s4c Cladding: Increase in plenum length increases flexil;>ility of control _element 

under bending loads and thus adds to clearance required around wrapper. 

c. Plenum Length: Increase in plenum le_ngth increases flexibility of control element 
under bending loads and thus adds to .clearance ,required around wrapper. 

d. Magnitude of Offset: Increase in offset limits maximum forces that can be applied 
during scram acceleration and deceler,ation for a given clearance around the wrapper. 

e. Clearance Around Wrapper: 

1. Percentage of bypass flow increases as this gap is increased for rods not in 

full up or full down position where flow cnn be restricted. 

2. Decrease in this clearance increases viscous resistance during acceleration 
phase of the scram requiring increased load on the drive line at reduced inser

tion rate. 

The following analyses have been conducted to support selection of the design configuration: · 

a. Reflector worth versus geometry variables 

1. Thermal analysis of_ control elements 
2. Hydraulic analysis of control elements 

b. Stress 'analysis of poison cladding: 

c. Thermal stress analysis of nickel segment. 
d. Dynamics analysis during scram. 

e. Hydraulic analysis during scram deceleration. 

f. Elastic stability of drive .line. 
g. Allowable load at offset from stress and deflection limitations. 

h.· Allowable impaCt veloCity at end of scram. 
i. Analysis of pneuma:tic ·cylinder 'duririg scram. 
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5. 6 THERMAL ANALYSIS OF CONTROL ELEMENTS 

Thermal calculations were performed in support of the de.sign of the B4c control rod. 

·Figure 5-8 is the calculated B4C centerline temperatur~ (at the .axial midplane) for three heating 

rates with~ cladding thickness of 30 mils. For temperatures greater than.1500°F, constant 

conductivity is assumed. 

Figure 5-9 adjusts Figure 5-8 curves for selection of cladding thicknesses other than 

30 mils. Corrections are for 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 inch B4C o.d. geometries. 

Figure 5-10 illustrates the maximum cladding temperature for 0. 4, · 0. 5 and 0. 6 inch B4c 
diameter rods with several cladding thicknesses. The cladding temperature was calcU:lated at 

the proper axial location where the maximum temperatures occur and the local conditions have 

been integrated into the calculations. 

The assumptions used in the calculations are listed in Table 5-2. 

TABLE 5-2 

PARAMETERS SELECTED FOR 

CALCULATION OF B4C CONTROL ROD TEMPERATURES 

Sodium temperature at inlet 

Sodium temperature at axial midplane 

Sodium temperature at control rod outlet 

Film coefficient - sodium to cladding 

Film coefficient - cladding to B4C · .. 

Thermal conductivity of stainless ~;led 

Density of B4c 
Density of stainless steel 

700°F 

850°F 

1000°F 

20, 000 Bt~/h-ft2 - oF 

1200 Btu/h-ft2- oF 

12. 4 Dtujh .. ft oF 

1. 9 gm/cc 

7. 91 gm/cc 

Heat gei1eration of stainless steel due to (Y, n) 7. 5 watts/gm 

5. 7 HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS OF CONTROL ROD COOLING FLOW 

· r.oola:nt suppliec;i to the lower end of the rod will split into two paths: (1) thr·ough· the rod and 

(2) through the annulus surrounding the rod. The flow split between annulus and ·rod is about 3 to 

1 for a 0.1-inch annulus and about 22 to 1 for an annulus of 0.225-inch. Flexural analysis of the 

·rod indicates the annular gap required is 0.225 inch. Since required flow through the rod to cool 

the B4C is about 8000 lbm/h, the bypass flow in the annulus would be about 7 x 106 lb~/h through 

all 38 control elements. Nominal flow through the core is 14.3 X 106 lbm/h at full power; hence, 

it can be seen the bypass flow without some mqdifications is excessive. 

Placing restrictions on the annulus to reduce this introduces the problem of high. viscous 

resistance during scram action. The approach, taken is to design restrictions into the 'annulus 

which are effective when the control rod is in the 'full.,.up, or fuli-down position, but wliich are in

effective during the scram travel. This can be done by having lands on the. extension ·rod which 

ma.te with liulds ori the channei. in thP. extreme positions but are not mated fo.r the rod \ri the inter-. . 
mediate position. Operation of the eont.rolrods·shouid be such that only two pairs· are in the 
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intermediate position during power operation as shown in Figure 5-11. This would result in 

bypass flow in annuli around the rods being :limited to about 0. 9 x 106 lbm/h or about 6% of total 

sodium flow through the core bundles. 

A.further hydraulic consideration is the safety Fequirement that tne hydraulic loads across 

the rod do not have the capacity to eject the rod in the event of a failure or malfunction in the drive 

mechanism or drive line. The weight _of a single control element is approximately 250 pounds and 

the cross-section area is approximately 7. 0 sq. in. A pressure drop across the rod of 35 psi 

could eject the rod if resistance from the drive line is accidentally los~. 

The flow rate required through the poison section of one control element is approximately 

8, 000 lbm/h for a 300° F temperature rise assuming the average h~at generation is 40 W/gm. 

This is considered a conservatively high estimate of heating rate .. Any reduction in the actual 

~eating rate will lower the temperature level ·of the B4C and :cladding. 

For a flow rate of 8, 000 lb/h, the friction pressure drop· through the poison pins is 2. 0 psi/ 

ft, giving 10 psi through the 5-foot lori.g bundle. The pressure required at the bottom of the rod 

is controlled by the above 8, 000 lbm/h flow requirement and the flow spiit between the rod and 
the annulus. The critical configuration from B4C cooling considerations requires the rod to be 

in a slightly withdrawn position such that there is no restriction in the annulus and heat generation 

in the rod to be near its maximum. The. over-all pressure drop is the sum of the pressure drop 
through the nickel reflector, the poison section, and the extension rod. The total flow required 

is controlled by the flow in the annulus which must have the same pressure drop as through the 

internal path. For a 0. 225-inch annulus, the flow rate to give 2.:0 psi/ft (10 psi along 5 ft pins) 

is 180, 000 lb /h. For this flow rate, the pressure drop alorig the nickel section is approxi-m . . . . 
mately 8 psi, and the pressure drop along the extension shaft is approximately 5 psi. This re-

sults in a total of approximately 2 5 psi ;which is below that which would have the potential to 

overcome the weight of the rod. The ·calculated results are summarized in Table 5-3. 

TABLE 5-3 

SUMMARY OF CONTROL BUNDLE BYPASS FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 

Restricted 
Open Annulu~ Annulus 

Yluw iu B4C vim; 0, 000 lbm/h 13dOO lbn/h 

6-p-Nickel (AB)* .8 psi 0. 1 psi 

6.p B4C (BC) 10 psi 21.3 psi 

6.p Extension (CD) 2 psi 3. 5 psi 
(DE) 3 psi 0.1 

Bypass Flow 180, 000 lbm/h ~zero 

Total Ap 25 psi 25 psi 

*Refer to Figure 5-11 for definition of symbols. 
Total flow, assuming four elements are -in intermediate position 

4 X 180, 000 + 4 X 8, 000 + 34 X 13, 400 
720, 000 + 32, 000 + 465, 000 
1. 217 x 106 lbm/h · 

Core Flow is 14.3 x·1o6 lbm/h 

Ratio Control Rod Flow: Core Flow 8. 5% 
Excess Control Rod Flow = 4 x 180, 000 + 34 x 5, 400 

· = 0. 903 x 106 lbm/h 

Ratio of Excess Control Rod Flow: Core Flow = 6. 3% 
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5. 8 STRESS ANALYSIS OF B4C CLADDING 

Evaluation of rate of b~rnup of control reactivity i?dicat~s that this is relativ,ely low (3% 

. of total reactivity) per full P?Wer year; hence; gas pressure buildup in the ·poison pins is ex

pected to control the residence time ·of the control rods in the reactor. A 15-inch long gas plenum 

has been selected as a reference. It is desirable from structural rigidity of the control blade 

considerations to keep this as small as possible. 

Nomenclature 

He 
p 

He 
p 

Helium generation rate in maximum pin (atoms per gm/sec) 

Length of pin adjacent to core (em) 

Density of B4C (2.0 gm/cm3) 

Cross ~ecliuu area of B4C (cm2). 

gHQBABp B (atoms/sec) 
· area of plenu!ll (cm2) . 

length of plenum _(em) . 

( 3 Volume of plenum APQPcm.). 
.. ... · 

Fraction of helium, generated released to the plenum 

Helium releaseq to plenum 

' . 23 
Avogadros No = 6. 02 x 10 

T Time at exposure (days) 

Accordingly, ;. .. 

. ' 

·a Q 
p p cc 

. 6: o~' x. 1023 

,22,400 
2.68 0 1019- atoms at STP 

cc 

Pressure at 1000°F = ( 1000 + 400 ) x 14.7 
520 

The pressure due tci gas release is 

p QB pD T 8.64 >< 104 X 41. 2 psi ·at 1000°F 1 
r gH Q ~.68 X tolD 

p 
. . .··: 

For a rod fully inserted continuously for one year, gH . has been estimated at 5. 0 x 10
13 

· av 
atoms per gm/ sec ' 

2 gm/cc T = 365 days for one year exposure 
., 

. ; ··: ··.: 
p 2920 psi for 25% gas release after 365 days exposure over the full length of rod. 
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Stress in cladding 

For 304 stainless steel 

Hoop Stress (average) 

For reference pin d = 

Allowable Pmax= 

0.404 
2t s c 

t (d-tc) 

GEAP-5722 

f I • Q 

14, 000 psi.at 1100. F 

0. 9 SYiel.d = 12, 600 psi 

(d-tc) 
p 

tc 
12,600 X 2 X 0.042 

0.362 

cladding thickness 
= pin o.d. 

0.042 

2920 psi . . 

Comparing allowable pressure to pressure generated, the reference selected can accom

modate 25% gas release in a pin ~hich remains fully inserted for 400 full power days. The de

tailed schedule of control rod change out has not been· specified. When rods are used to balance 
out reactivity changes due to temperature, they 'accumulate very little burnup. When used to 
balance fuel burn up reactivity, rods accumulate burnup at approximately half the fully inserted 

rate. The refere!lce selected has ample flexibility to establish a rod change schedule. Detailed 
evaluation and analysis will probably per!Dit a thinner cladding, shorter plenum, or higher gas 

release to be accommodated. 

5. 9 NICKEL REFLECTOR SEGMENT- THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS 

The nickel segment when adjacent to the core has an internal !1eat generation rate of 4 W/gm 

(or 3. 44 x 106 Btu/h-ft3). · 

Since fiow around the periphery may be choked off to minimize bypass flow through the con
trol drive channels and since.the flow to the B4.c region must be directed into the center of the 
element, assume cooling is provided by flow in internal passages in the nickel segment and (con

servatively) neglect cooling on the outer surface. 

To minimize the volume of nickel to be removed, a symmetrical array of seven cooling 

holes was selected (diameter of 3/8 inch 'was selected as a reference for this analysis. The final 
selection depends upon detailed pressure drop requirements.) as shown in Figure 5-12. 

The region around each hole was considered as an equivalent thick-walled hollow cylinder 

of 0.65 inch o.d. and 0.375 inch i.d. 

The maximum hoop stress is at the inner diameter and is given by: 

K Ea d 

2 (1-v) 2kp 
in b _ ~ + 1) = K Ea. 

a a . 2 (1-v) 

where, 

a ea. Hoop stress at i'. d. 

K · Constant 
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Modulus of elasticity = 27 x 106 psi 

Coefficient of linear expansion = 8 x 10-6 per °F 

Poissons ratio = 0. 3 

Internal heating rate = 3. 44 x 106 Btu/h-ft3 

Thermal conductivity = 29 Btu/h-ft- °F 

Inner radius = 0. 188 

Outer radius = 0. 325 
Density ·= 0. 3 lb/in. 3 

Temperature 

Find.K from Glasstone* 

1000 E 0! Qa2 for b 10 
16 K (1- 11) a 

With above equation gives K = 1. 38 

b/a 1. 73 . . ' 

a ea 27 X 10
6 

X 8 X 10-
6 

X 1. 38' X 0.188
2 

(2 X 1, 732 .~n 1, 73 + l-1. 732) = 2000 psi , 
2x0.7x4 

Allowable number of fatigue cycles is infinite for such a low stress. 

The thermal stress calculation was also made for a single central hole, and it was deter
mined the hole would have to be in the r~nge of. 1. 5.;..inch diameter to keep the thermal stress 

below the range where fatigue failure would be a potential..failure mode. The seven hole con

figuration is considered to provide a more desirable temperature distribution. 
. ~ .. . 

5.10 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS DUR'ING SCRAM 

From safety considerations, a scram ac"celeration· .. of 32 ft/sec2 over the first 2 feet of rod 

travel was selected as a reference. The analysis has assumed a constant downward force is 

supplied by tp.e pne~rnatic control system in addition to the control rod weight. A constant force 
of 500 pounds from the pneumatic cylinder has been selected as a reference value sufficiently 

high to meet the 32 ft/sec2 requirement and provide a positive hold down. · 

. . 
The equation of motion for the control elements and push rod is: 

.. F S + W- FB- FR 
X 

W/g 

where: 

F S Net downward force from pneumatic cylinder 

W Weight of moving assembly 

* "Introduction to Nuclear Engineering" - S. Glasstone, 1951. 

,. 
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F B Buoyancy force 

F R Viscous resistance of sodium in the annulus. 

X 
(1 + F S - F B - F R) 

w 
g; . 

Assuming control system must scram against full flow: 

F R 25 psi x 7 in. 2 x 2 elements c= 350 lb when rod velocity is zero and flow rate 

per element- = 180, 000 lbm/h in the annulus. 

Consi.de:r a rod velocity of 10ft/sec. The displaced flow is: 

7 

144 
ft2 

X 10 _!!__ X 3600 
sec 

~2 
~X 52 

hr 

Since this is small compared to 180,000 lbm/h, the value 6~ FR can be taken as essentially 
constant at 350 pounds. 

The buoyance force F B is approximately: 

PNa 
---X W 

Psteel 

0 · 03 
X 750 

0.3 

For X _ 32 ft/sec 

75 lb. 

F S = F B + FR = 350 + 75 = 425 lb . 

Select 150 pounds :1; 50 pounds as net seram force required from pneumatic cylinder. 

5.11 HYDRAULIC ANALY~J.~ JJI.JHING SCRAM DECELERATION 

The last 12 inches of the 36 inch travel of the control rod is used to slow the rod down so 

that the maximum deceleration does not cause excessive inertia loads on the offset and drive line, 

and the tendency for bnnnr.P.hack is minimizec;l, Following evaluation of dash pot devices located 

(a) at lhe bottom of the control rod, . (b) at the top of the push rod, (c) under the offset arm, and 

(d) combinations of (a), (b), and (c), a dashpot at the bottom of each rod was selected. This is 

comprised of a tapered piston on the bottom of the reflector segment which penetrates a circular 

orifice in the top of a closed ended cylinder. It was considered a requirement to·scram with a 

low pressure in the inlet plenum. Since this source of resistance was not considered to be always 

·available, the· closed end cylinder became necessary to provide sufficient resistance. At a low 

inlet pressure, the acceleration of the moving assembly over the first two feet is: 

... 
X 

Fs+W-F8 -FR 
g 

w 
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For F 8 = 500 lb and F:R = zero 

X [
5oo + 750.;. 75 _ <~o)J x 32 •3 

750 
50.5 

At the end of the 2 feet acceleration, the velocity is V = J 2as = J 2 X 50.2 x2 = 14.4 fps. 

Assuming a constant deceleration over the 1-foot slowing length, the deceleration is: 

= 
2 v 

28 

14.42 

2 X 1 
101 ft/sec2 

At full flow FR.= 350 lb and F8 500 lb 

X [
500 + 750- 75- 350] X 32 . 2 

750 

· V max = J 2 x 35 x 2 ~ 12 fps . 

A constant deceleration over last 1 foot gives: 

V
2 

= 70 ft/sec2 
28 

1.18 g 

35 

Detailed analyses were not performed using the above values. Estimates are made from 
analyses which were conducted using a velocity of 10 ft/sec at the end of the 2-foot acceleration 
phase of the stroke with a scram force of zero and 300 pounds acting on the drive line from the 

pneumatic cylinder. In these analyses, linear tapers were assumed and the effects of eccen
tricity also were included. The results of these analyses are given in Tables 5-4 and 5-5. For 

' . these cases, the peak deceleration of the moving assembly was calculated to be 3. 16 g and 
· 3.4 g for concentric and eccentric cases. These correspond to 2.0 and 2.2 times th~ average 
deceleration of 1. 54 g for 10 fps to approximately ·zero in 12 inches. 

By using a s'haping along the piston other than a straight taper, the peak deceleration can 
be brought closer to the average .. This has not been pursued in detail. 

.The maximum design load at the offset is 1000 pounds for a 10 inch offset. During scram 
deceleration, this is made up of the pneumatic scram load plus the inertia load ·of the upper push 

rod. 

Fo 
' '1 

F 8 + NW, 

Fo = Force at offset 

. Fs = Scram force 
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TABLE 5-4·-

CONTROL ROD DECELERATION USING 

THE CONTROL ROD CHANNEL HYDRAULIC PISTON 

Maximum 

Piston Maximum . Force on Initial Final 
Diameter Area Initial Gap Final Gap Force~ Offset Piston Piston 
of Piston 

(in. 2) 
Clearance Clearance (One Piston) (Total) Velocity Velocity 

(in.) (in.) (in.) (lb) (lb) (ft/sec) (ft/sec) 

2.0 3.14 0.050 0.030 660 280 10 9.8 

3.0 7.07 0.050 0.030 ·930' 395 10 4.2 

2.0 3.14 0.030 0.030 520 220 10 8.4 
2.0 3.14 0.025 0.015 860 370 10 4.6 

2.5 4.91 0.020 0.005 2640 1130 10 0.73 
2.5 4.91 0.030 0.005 . 1280 550 10 ,0. 79 
2.5 4.91 0.030 0.003 1310 560 10 0.45 

2.5 4.91 0.035 0.003 1200 510 10 0.46 

2.5 4.91 0.035 0.003 700 300 .6 0.46 
2.5 4.91 0.035 0.003 900 385 8 0.46 

2.5 4.91 0.035 0.003 1600 680. 12 0.46 

TABLE 5-5 

CONTROL ROD CHANNEt .. HYDRAULIC 

CBSHION WITH ECCEN'l'HlCl'TY ANn TOLERANCE EFFECTE; 

Maximum Maximum 
Hydraulic Force M::~ximum Hydraulic Force Maximum 

Initial Final on Two Control Force on Final .. · on Two Control Force on Final 
Gap Gap Rods Offset Velocity Rods Offset Velocity 
(in.) (in.) (lb) (lb) (ft/sec) (lb) (lb) (ft/sec) 

Concentric Case· Eccentric Case 

Scram Force = 0 

0.035 0.003 . 2220 475 0.61 23RO 510 0.90 
0.035 0.005 . 2140 460 1. 08 2250 405 1. 73 
0.035 0.007 2060 440 1. 59 2140 460 2.64 

Scram Force = 3UO lb 

0.033 0.003 2550 780 0.82 2940 865 1.19 
0.033 0.005 2440 760 1. 45 2705 835 2.?.0 
o:u33 0.007 2340 740 2.10 2650 805 3.28 

.0.035 0.003 2610 795 0. 84. 3100 900 1. 22 
0.035 0.005 250o. 770 . 1 ~ 47 2950 870 2.30 
0.035 0.007 2395 750 2.15 .. 2650 845 3.43 

0.037 0.003 2685 810 0.84 '3260 935 1. 26 
0.037 0.005 2580 790 1. 50 3110 900 2.40 
0. 037 . 0. 007 2470 765 2.21 3140 910 3.59 
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Maximum deceleration in g's 

wt of assembly above the· offset 

For F 
0 

= 1000 lb 500 lb 150 lb N 1000-500 

150 
3.3 g . 

Comparing this to the decelerations quoted above, it can be seen that the rod can be slowed 
from 10ft/sec without overloading the offset. By shaping the piston it is reasonable to expect 
slowing from 12 ft/sec to be attained. Further consideration is required for the case where no 
pressure exists in the lower plenum. The exhaust orifice(s) of the pneumatic cylinder may be 

designed and located to reduce the net· scram force after the 2 feet of acceleration travel. 

It is apparent from the analyses conducted that the velocity at the end of the '12-inch decel
eration is independent of the velocity at the start of deceleration and depends entirely on the final 

clearance between piston and orifice. 

Figure 5-13 indicates the relationship between velocity and final clearance. The minimum 

gap that can be provided which does not introduce problems is an item in the design for which ex.., 
perimental evaluation is required. It is considered unlikely that the velocity can be reduced to 

the point where an impact can be tolerated (see section 5. 17) so a spring energy absorber is 
mount.ed in the adjacent channels under the offset beam ·to bring the rod to final rest. 

Appendix D presents the formulation of the deceleration analysis. The acceptability of the 
above analysis depends upon an evaluation on the pneumatic cylinder showing the net force on the 
piston during the scram phase can be.maintained reasonably constant between 400 and 500 pounds 
and during the deceleration phase can be decreased slightly. 

5.12. ELASTIC STABILITY OF DRIVE LINE 

The drive line is loaded as a column during scram. The column is comprised of two 
sections, AB and BD, of different cross sections (see Figur.e 5-14), AB being a 2 inch to 3 inch 

pipe and BD being a 1-1/4 inch to 1-3/4 inch solid shaft. The upper section (BD) is re~:;trai.ned 
at the gas ·seal (c) against lateral movement by the cylinder EC which is cantilevered down from 

the top head. 

Assuming EC. is sufficiently rigid, the column can be considered as a pin-ended strut at A 
and C. To maximize the critical buckling load, the small diameter section BC should be as short 

. as possible, i.e., the stroke length of the drive plus clearance. For calculational purposes this 

is tak~n· as 50 inches. It may be as short as 40 inches in the actual design. The seal C must be 

above the normal sodium level which is about 70 inches below the top of the head. EC has been 

selected as 50 inches. 

The vapor seal located at C in this evaluatibn can b~ moved down about 50 inches by rede
sign resulting in AB being shorter and CD being longer by this amount. Since additional supports 

will also be provided for section CD, the overall buckling resistance will be increased if the same 
sizes (cross sectional) are maintained. Re-evaluation of this change will permit a reduction in 

size and weight of section AB. · 
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FIGURE 5-14. DRIVE LINE MODEL USED FOR STABILITY ANALYSIS 
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The c~i.tic~l buckling load was computed using the conventional. Rayleighs Method. A 

deflection shape was as~umed and the critical load found when the change in external work done 

by the load for a small increment in deflection exceeded the change in internal strain energy for 

·the deflection increment. 

Assuming a sinusoidal deflection shape, i.e ..• y 

where, 

X 

L 

maximum deflection 

distance frum one end 

length of the strut 

resulted in the following expression for critical load: 

1r
2 EI 1 

Per 
1 ---

L2 L1 L2I1 1 I1-I2 27r~1 
-+ + sin --
L L I2 27r I2 L 

y .sin ''TrX 

L 

Table 5-6 shows the critical load for various size rods for AB and BC with L1 . . ' . 6 .. 
L2 = 50 inches. E is assumed constant at 20 x 10 psi. 

TABLE 5-6 

150 inches and 

CRITICAL LOAD AS A FUNCTION OF ASSUMED DRIVE GEOMETRY · 
(Nomenclature.defined In Figure 5-14) 

Section 1 Section 2 I1 ~ l'cr 

2. 2fi in. o. d. - 1. 75 in. i. d, 1. 25 in. diam. 0.8 0.12 2,140 
1.5 in. 0,8 0.~5 :i,740 
1. 75 in. 0.8 0.4.6 6,900 

3. 0 in. o.d. -2.5 in. i. d. 1. 25 in. 2.05 0.12 2,400 
1. 5 in. 2.05 o. 25 4,600 
1. 75 ih. 2;05 0.46 7,580 

3.0 in. o.d. -2.0in. i. d. 1. 25 in. 3.2 0.12 3,100 
1. 5 in. 3.2 0.25 6,100 
1. 75 in. 3.2 0.46 10,300 

The above procedure was repeated for Y. 

for X> L1 with results within 10% of those tabulated .. 

Since Rayleigh's Method, which is approximate, under-predicts buckling loads, the above 

values are cOMlP.rvative. 
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As discussed below, the design sera~ load will be in the 300 to ::oo pound range. A 3-inch 

o. d. to 2. 5-inch i. d. pipe for Section AB and 1. 5-inch diameter sh:;tft for BC will result in a 

margin of safety in the 7 to 10 range. This has been tentatively selected as a balance between . . . . ... 

drive line weight and drive line stiffness. 

5. 13 RIGIDITY REQUIREMENT ON SEAL SUPPORT TUBE EC 

Give the point C in Figure 5-14 an arbitrary lateral deflectjon o . 
' 

Let the reaction of C of the cantilever EC on the strut be H1 , 

From equilibrium of the strut H = Po , 
L 

For adequate restraint at C, H 1 must be >H or deflection of C relative toE due to H must 
HL1 be less than -- , . 

p 

For the cantilever EC : 

For: P 

L 

L2 

E. 

I required 

or 
3 .. p L2 

I > 

5000 lb (critical lo~d for strut) 
200 inches 

50 inches 

. 25x 106 psi 

- 5000 X 503· •, 4 4 0.0 in. 

3 X 25 X 106 
X 200 

Current reference for EC is a cylinder 3 in. o. d., 2. 5-in. i. d. 

I = 2. 06 

For initially straight rod, I is ample. 

5 • .14 STABILITY OF DRIVE LINE UNDER AXIAL LOAD PLUS INERTIA LOADS 

Formul~e for Stress and Strain, by R. J. Roark, gives the required relationship on this 

~ubj~ct following tlte schematic shown in Figure 5-15.: 

P' + 0. 5p' L 
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FIGURE~~ 15. AXIAL L"OAD FORCE"MODEL 

Under deceleration Ng: 

pL = WN 

P' + 0. 5WN' ( n~~-I) 
For: .. 3-in. o.d., 2-1/2-iJi.ch i.rl., for Secti6n·1 

--+ 

1. 5-inch· diam for Section 2 

Area of 3-inch o:d. section = -n-(1.52 -·1.252) = 2.16 in. 2 

w = 2.16 x 0. 3 = 0;65 lb/in. 
150 in.--+ 150 x·u.6::> = 97.51bs. 

1, 5 in. diam area =. 1. 76. in. 2 x 0."3 = 0. 53 lb/in. 
50 in. x 0. 53 26. 5 lbs . · · 

Total 97. ·5 + 26. 5 · = 124 lbs . 

Use 200 potin ds to include shaft and piston above top support point. 

P .= Fs + 0.5WN' 

· + lOON' 
Fs . 
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Using a safety factor of 5 for instability 

p = 4600 
5 

= 920, 300 + 100 N' = 920, N"' 920- 300 ~6g 
100 

Maximum deceleration of drive should be limited to 6g from stability considerations. 

5.15 ALLOWABLE LOAD AT OFFSET FROM STRESS ~ND DEFLECTION LIMITATIONS 

This analysis was made to determine the optimum location of bearing pads on the control 

rod and the beam stiffness and clearance required between rod and channel. The allowable bend
ing moment on the drive at the offset, because of pneumatic scram actuation forces in the 
mechanism and inertia loads during deceleration, establishes the maximum offset that can be 
accepted. The following analysis indicates from stress and deflection considerations that 

5000 in. -lb per control rod or 10, 000 in. -lb per assembly of two rods is both practical and 

feasible. 

Three locations of F (Figure 5-16:. AF at 45 ~·, 60 in., and 75 in.) were considered 
along with 3 degrees of taper of FA (2. 76-inch diameter with Fat 2. 76 1n., 2. 26 in., and 1. 76 in. 

diameter at A). Two wall thicknesses, 0.1 inch and 0.2 inch, for the wrapper around the poison 

pins were considered, 

Table 5-7 shows the allowable offset moment at the top of one control rod based upon limit
ing the deflection to the available clearance. In the poison carriage region J"G, an allowance for 
tolerance and thermal bow of 0. 116 inch was taken off the nominal gap, and at the top, point. A, 
0. 050 inch allowance for tolerance and alignment was used. 

Table 5-8 shows the allowable bending moment for various control rod configurations as a 

function of section modulus. 

In addition to· the above clearance limitations, the allowable moment from stress limits was 

considered. The allowable moment from stress considerations is shown in_ Table 5-9 for various 
rod configurations •. 

An."allowable-bending stress of _5000 psi was selected as a cons~rvative value to permit 

accommodation of stress risers and thermal stresses which have been neglected. The yield 
strength of 304 stainless steel at 1200°F is 15, 000 psi, and lncoloy is 20, 000 psi. 

5. f6 ALLOWABLE IMPACT VELOCITY OF CONTROL ROD 

From the evaluation of the hydraulic damper (section 5. 11), it is seen that the clearance 

limitations on the damper result in a minimum-velocity in the range of 2 to 4ft/sec. To bring the 
rod to fl.~al rest without a s~dden i~pact whichwould result in damaging dynamic loads, a spring 
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TABLE 5-7 

ALLOWABLE MOMENT FROM DEFLECTION- CLEARANCE COMPATIBILITY 

** ** 
tca~r GapJG o* MAlloviable JG DiameterF Diameter A Clearance A o*** MAllowable FA 

FJ flex JG (in. -lb.) AF Allowable A · (in. -lb.) --

0 0.1 0.15 0.034 3550 '75 2.76 2.76 0.2 0.15 1300 
0 0.2 0~15 0.034 6300 '75 2.76 2.76 0.2 0.15 . 1800 .. --

:· 0 0.1 0.15 0.034 3550 '75 2.76 2.26 0.45 0.40 2670 
0 0.2 0.15 0.034 6300 '75 2.76 2.26 0.45 0.4 3250 

.. 0 0.1 0.15 0.034 3550 '7~~ . 
~ . . 2. 76 1. 76 0.7 0.65 2800 

0 0.2 0.15 0.034 6300 '75 2.76 1. 76 0.7 0.65 3180 
15 0.1 0.15 0.034 2520 60 2.76 2.76 0.2 0.15 1920 
15 0.2 0.15 0.034 4250 60 2.76 2.76 .0. 2 . 0.15 2340 
15 0.1 0.15 0.034 2520 60 2.76 2.26 0.45 0.4 3900 0 -- trJ 

01 15 0.2. 0.15 0.034 4250 60 2.76 2.26 0.45 0.4 4650 > 
I ~ 
~ 15 0.1 0.15 0.034 2520 60 2.76 ·1.26 0.7 0.65 4250 I 
0) 01 -- -.;J 

15 0.2 0.15 0.034 4250 60 2.76 1.26 0.7 0.65 4670 l\:1 
l\:1 

30 0.1 0.15 0.034 2020 45 2.-76 2.76 0.2 0.15 2580 
30 0.2 0.15 0.034 3100 45 2. 76 . 2.76 0.2 0.15 3560 
30 0.1 o.i5 0.034 2020 45 2.76 2.26 0.45 0.40 6350 
30 0.2 0.15 0.034 3100 45 2.76 2.26 0.45 0.40 7000 
.30 0.1 0.15 0.034 2020 45 2.76 1. 76 0.7 0.65 7000 
30 0.2 . 0.15 0.034 3100 45 2.76 1. 76 0.7 0.65 7580 
15 0.1 0.2 0.084 6200 
15 0.2 0.2 0.084 10500 
30 0.1 0.2 0.084 5000 
30 0.2 0.2 0.084 7700 
30 0.1 0.25 0.134 10000 

* Gap--0.116 in. (tolerance+ thermal bow =0.070+ 0.046 =0.116 in.) 
** Per rod. 
*** Use clearance A = 0. 050 in. 
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cushion is provided. This is located under the offset beam near the center of gravity ·of the 

moving assembly to avoid large moments on the offset. This location is also attract·ive since 

space is available in the reflector positions outboard of the control positions. 

The analytical method to determine the spring characteristics and travel requirements is 

to equate the kinetic and potential energy of the moving assembiy at impact to the potential ehergy 

and spring strain energy at the maximum deflection position (zero velocity condition). The assem

bly weight and scram force were taken as 750 pounds and 300 pounds, respectively.. The restraint 

on the system is that the maximum deceleration does not cause excessive inertia loads :on the 

drive line. Stability. of the push rod is considered the limiting item and paragraph 5. 14 shows 

that 6g is a conservative maximum deceleration that can be tolerated. 

TABLE 5-8 

SECTION MODULUS AND ALLOWABLE BENDING MOMENT 

FOR VARIOUS CONTROL ROD CONFIGURATIONS 

Confi~uration 1/C M (in. -lb.~ 

2. 76 in. diam shaft .2.06 10,000 

2.26 in. ,diam shaft 1.13 5,700 

1. 76 in. diam shaft 0. 535 2, 700 

Hexago.nal carriage H = 2. 76 in. , t = 0. 1 ·in. 0.72 3,600 

Hexagonal carriage H = 2. 76 in. , t = 0. 2 in. 1. 28 6,400 

TABLE 5-9 

ALLOWABLE MOMENT !'ROM STRESS LIMITS 

TCarr 
M M ( M 

FJ Jallowable. F allowable = Aallowable) 
(inches) (inches) (in. -lb.) (in .• -lb.) 

0 0.1 3600 
0.2 '6400 

15 0.1 3600 
0.2 6400 

30· 0.1 3600 
0.2 6400 

The following reference configuration is selected: 

AF = 45 
FJ = 30 
Gap around poison pin carriage 0. 225 
Diameter at F 2. 76 inches 
Diameter at A 2. 26 inches 
Carriage thickness 0. 1 inch 

Moment Capacity . 5, 550 in. -lb./rod. 
10, 000 in.lb/drive 
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5. 16. 1 Analysis for Allowable Impact 

Equating kinetic plus potential energy at impact to potential plus spring energy at the bottom 
of the spring stroke gives: 

1 w v2 + Fs s + ·ws 
2 g 

where, 

W wt of moving assembly (lb) 

V Velocity of impact (in. /sec) 

Fs Scram force (lb) 

S Maximum compression of spring (in.) 

K Spring constant (lb/in.) 

Rewriting: 

2 (F s + W) wv2 · 
S-2 ---=0 

K Kg 

The maximum deceleration o~curs at the end of travel and from Newton's Law is: 

From these twp equations, Figure 5-:-17 is generated relating allowable decelera~ion, spring 

constant, and maximum travel for a system with W = 750 pounds and F S ,;, 300 pounds. 

5.16. 2 Height of Control Rod Rebound · 

v2 
Assuming a perfectly elastic spring, the height of rebound is 

2g 

For no down force on top of control drive line, 

h 1. 7 in. for V 3· ft/sec 

3 in. for V 4ft/sec 

These are sufficiently small that reactor safety is not compromised. 

5. 17 ANALYSIS OF PNEUMATIC CYLINDER DURING SCRAM 

The function of the pneumatic cylinder in the control drive mechanism is to move the control 

rods up and down by pneumatic forces on_the piston which. is attached to the drive line. Shim con

trol is effected by having a pressure on the· \mderside of the. piston which reacts the weight of the 
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moving assembly and holds it against ~ adjustable stop. Scram is effected by connecting the 

upper end of the cylinder to a high pressure gas source and venting the volume below the piston. 

For shim operation, the force on the underside of the piston must be greater than the buoyant 

weight of the rod plus an allowable for friction. It is assumed that shim control is required at low 

primary sodium flow, i.e., the lift due to pressure drop across the control section is neglected 

in setting the pressure on the lower side of the piston. Since the r-ressure on top of the piston is 

0 psig during shim, pressure on underside of piston of 100 psig actir.g on 3. 4 ~q. in. gives a 

force of 840 pounds to counteract 675 pou:1ds of buoyant we~ght plus frictional resistance .. 

During scram, a net pneumatic forct! on the piston of 400 to 500 pounds downwards is re

quired during the first two feet of t:-avel. It is desi~able to reduce this during the last one foot 

of. travel so that the forces on the offset are de:creased. · Th= .force on the piston and the velocity 

response of the piston are controlled ty pressure of ga& &ource conr.ected to top of piston, re

sistance of line between gas source and upper c7linder, and resistance of vent line connected to 

lower end of cylinder. The mathematical formulation of the problem is presented in Appendix E. 

This has been set up for computer solution using the DYNASA::l codt:!, but had not been debugged 

at the termination of the Backup Design effort. 
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SECTION VI 

DRIVER FUEL INSTRUMENTATION FACILITIES 

6. 1 GENERAL .DESCRIPTION 

Instrumentation to each fuel position is required for continuous surveillance of reactor 

operating conditions. Protec~ion of the core integrity, and prevention or detection of unsafe 

operation or malfunction is considered the overriding objective of the core instrumentation. 

Another important objective is to be able to determine the characteristics of the reactor under 

operating conditions so test conditions may be more accurately assessed. These objectives are 

met by supplying each fuel position with an instrument package to continuously monitor flow and 

temperature at the channel outlet and to detect fuel failures. Reactor operation is dependent on 

the sensor output and it is essential that they be designed for reliability and ease of maintenance. 

The instrumentation for the driver fuel assemblies is designed to be an integral part of 

the refueling plug. The instrumentation is built in modules that can be attached and removed from 

the instrument str.ucture. The fe.ature allows for'the convenient replacement of defective 

instrumentation. 

The modules .are intended to be fabricated and tested to ensure they are working properly 

before being brought into the refueling cell. The structure of the modules provides .protection 

to the sensors and leads during its assembly to the refueling plug. 

The modules consist of a connector, head penetration, instrument lead support, and sensor 
package. The main lead support tube extends through the head to a few feet above fuel element 

handles. At this elevation, a series of small tubes fan out to the various core positions. The 

instrumentation to positions beneath the closed loop piping must be moved .before the refueling 

plug can be raised. The modules with instrumentation to these posi~ions are designed to allow 

the required movement with minimum handling problems. 

Sample lines are included in the refueling plug structure. These lines extend from the fuel 

element handles to a foot or so into the refueling ptu·g and terminate around the ,periphery. These 
sample lines are not mechanically connected at either end and add no complication~; to the plug 

handling. Reactor pressure drives the sodium with sufficient force to jump the gap to the 

corresponding line in the annular plug. 

~epair work or modifications to. the refueling plug and instrumentation is done with the 

plug in tne refueling cell storage position. This area will be accessi·ble for both remote and 

manual operations.· It may prove desirable to 'have two refu·eling plugs to .minimize shutdown 

time. Maintenance or repair work to the plug not in use would be done a:t the convenience of the 

operating personnel during the next operating cycle .. 

6. 1. 1 Instrumentation 

Protection of the core integrity _and prevention or detection of unsaie operation or mal

function is considered. the overriding objective of the driver fuel instrumentation. Nearly all of 
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the instrumentation considered for the driver fuel can·be construed to contribute to this 

objective, some more effectively than others. There are other objectives which must be 
· considered, such as determining the characteristics of the reactor under operating conditions 

so that test conditions can be more accurately assessed, but these functions can, in general, 
be served by the types of instrumentation used for reactor safety. 

Protection of the core integrity is defined as preventing a fuel meltdown in one fuel assembly 
from propagating to an adjacent assembly. A conservative approach to meet this requirement is 

to prevent sodium boiling and be able to shut the reaCtor down before the sodium boils in the 

event there is a loss of coolant flow. Generally it will be sufficient to measure the temperature 

at the outlet of a fuel element to sense an over temperature and then shut down the reactor 

before the sodium boils. It is questionable that for a sudden flow loss of 70% or more that the 

outlet thermocouples will see the. increased temperature in sufficient time to prevent boiling. 
A fast responding flow meter would be required to detect the loss of flow and shut the reactor 
down for this case. 

During a startup it -is desirable to monitor both flow and temperature to detect abnormal 
conditions. At this time any mishap that occurred during the shutdown would most likely 

be detected. 

6. 1. 2 Driver Fuel Instrumentation Package 

Instrumentation sensors to be included in each channel are: 

• Temperature (required) 
• Flow (rP.C}UirP.d) 

• Acoustic (optional) 

6. 2 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT 

It is anticipated that the temperature sensors will be commercially available thermocouples. 

The-system response is expected to have a system response time ::s 0. 7 second. Attachment 

·methods will be investigated to achieve the desired accuracy and response time. 

The choice of four thermocouples per instrument package is based on the results of the 

availability study, given below. A majority logic integrated circuit will be connected to three 
of the four couples in each channel for scram purposes, the fourth being utilized as a redundant 
spare .. The study considers only thermocouples sinc·e sufficient information is not available on 

. . 
other type sensors. The study is based on assumptions applicable at the t~me and should be 
reviewed to determine if they are still appl~cable with the current design. The assumption of 
300 hours to replace a thermocouple appears excessive with the current instrument replacement 
scheme, although it would be very difficult to.estimate a time for this operation. 

A general discussion of thermocouple characteristics is given in Appendix F. 
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6. 3 AVAILABILITY-DRIVER FUEL INSTRUMENTATION 

Eight schemes for core temperature sensing have bean conceived, ranging from a scheme 

with no redundancy whatever to an elaborate scheme. u~ing four thermocouples per channel and 

extensive failure-detecting circuitry. The unavailability of each scheme has been predicted, and 

on this basis the arrangement called "Scheme D" is recommended. In brief, this scheme uses 

four therm.ocouples per channel, with three of them actively connected and one as a spare. One 

thermocouple from each channel is connected to each of three "or" circuits, and then the three 

"or"s are connected to two-out-of-three majority logic to provide the scram signal. 

6. 3. 1 Assumptions 

Results of this study should be viewed in light of the assumptions used. They are listed below. 

1. It is necessary to iris~rument each driver fuel channel. . A. thermocouple in one channel 

is not used to sense overheating, in .an adjacent channel. 

2. Integrated electronic circuits will be used throughout.· All electronics will be located 

in a nonradioactive environment, with suitable air conditioning and access for repair. 

3. The failure rate of an integrated-:-circuit .c~ip is assumed to be 0. 3 per million hours, 

based upon experience.with semi-conductor devices in "benign",environments. 

4. The failure rate of thermocouple joints is 0. 1 per million hours, and the failure rate 
. of thermocouple leads is also 0 .. 1 per million hours. This is based upon sodium-cooled 

reactor history, adjusted for design in~provements .. 

5. Fuel channel meltdowns occur at the rate of 0. 002 meltdowns per channel. per year 

(reactor ~xperience). 

6. Mean repair times, including timet<? diagnose failure and to restart the reactor, 

· a:re as follows: 

False scram-8 hours 

Replace thermocouple-:-300 hours 

Repair after channel ~eltdown-4 months longer than repair of plugging. 

7 .. At intervals of 1 year, all thermocouples and electronics will be rigorously tested, 

and any failures not detected during operation will be repaired. 

8. All electronic circuits have two equally likely failure modes: false output (leading 

to false scram), and J:Dalfunction (inability to scram when requested): 

9. All thermocouple and lead failures result in an abnormally high or low output that 

. can be sensed as a failure. 
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6. 3. 2 Schemes for Core Temperature Sensing 

Schematic representations of the eight 

basic schemes, A through F, are shown 

generally and respectively. in Figures 6-1 

through 6-7. 

6. 3. 2. 1 Scheme A 

PRE-AMPLIFIER 

THERMOCOUPLE 

DIFFERENTIAL 
AMPLIFIER 

FIGURE 6-1. CORE TEMPERATURE SENSING
GENERAL 

Each channel is provided with one thermocouple. As with all schemes each thermocouple 

output is fed to a temperature-stabilized preamplifier and thence to a differential amplifier, which 

compares the thermocouple output to a reference temperature limit (see Figure 6-8). Whenever 

any thermocouple output exceeds the temperature limit, its differential amplifier changes to the 

alarm state. 

Assuming 120 channels to be instrumented, there will be 120 amplifier outputs. These are 

connected to a 120-input "or" circuit, which outputs a scram signal whenever any one of its inputs 

. is in the alarm state. As an optional feature, the preamplifier or differential amplifier outputs 
may be connected to individual recorders. 

Scheme A is the simplest way to instrument every channel, and thus it is the cheapest from 

the standpoint of capital cost. However, it incorporates no redundancy, and it is susceptible to 
both false-output failures and malfunctions. 

6. 3. 2. 2 Scheme B 

In this scheme, each channel is provided with three thermocouples. Each thermocouple out

put is fed through a temperature-stabilized preamplifier, and then compared with a reference in a 

differential amplifier.. For each channel, the three amplifier outputs are connected to a· two-out

of-three majority ·gate (see diagram for Scheme B, Figure 6-3). 

For 120 channels, there will thus be 120 majority gates. The outputs of these majority 

gates are shown .connected to a 120~input "or" circuit, which .provides a scram signal whenever 

any on~ of the 120 majority gates indicates an alarm. 

Scheme B is the .most straightforward eXtension ·of Scheme A. This protects against failures 

in thermocouples or in thermocouple' amplifiers. It does not, however;· protect against failures 

in the 120 majority gates or in the.120-input "or" .. A ·second problem is that one thermocouple or 

amplifier failure .in each channel will go undetected until the. yearly inspection. 

6. 3. 2. 3 Scheme C . 

The scheme is a rearrangem·ent of the electronic logic of Scheme B. As with B, each channel . . . ' 

is provided with three thermocouples and associated amplifiers. There are three 120-input "or" 
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circuits; one of the amplifier outputs from each of the 120 channels is connected to each "or" 
(see the schematic diagram, Figure 6-4, for Scheme C). The outputs of the three ,;or"s are 

connect~d to ·a two-out-of-threP majority gate, which provides the scram signal. 

In Scheme B, there are 120 majority gates and one 120-input "or", none of which are 

protected by redundance. In Scheme C, by comparison, the only circuit not protected by 
redundancy is one majority gate. Scheme C requires three 120-input "or"s while Scheme B 
requires only one of them, but in c they are protected by redundancy. 

·Scheme C should be less expensive. Its "or" 'circuits and majority gate require an . 
estimated 46 integrated-circuit chips, while the corresponding circuits in Scheme B·wm 
require about 105 chips. 

6. 3. 2. 4.· Scheme D 

This is a variation of Scheme C, the difference be.ing that a spare thermocouple is provided 
in each channel for Scheme D. 

. . 

It is a~sumed that operating policy \Vill be to shut d()wn the reactor for repair whenever a 
thermocouple failure is known to exist. · With Schemes B, C, and D, a single thermocouple failure 
in any channel will not l;le known until a second failure occurs in the same channel. The ·second 

failure may be either another thermocouple failure ·or a thermocouple amplifier failure. Because 
amplifier failures will probably be more likely than. thermocouple failures (see assumed failure . . . . . . . . . . 
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rates), it is appealing to have a spare thermocouple in each channel. Thus, the time to replace 

a bad thermocouple is reduced greatly, from the estimated 300 hours tq allow for de.cay and 

. lift the cover, to an estimated 8 hours for changing leads externally. 

6. 3. 2. 5 Scheme E 

This is a different variation of Scheme C, where failure detection is provided. 

Referring to the diagram for Scheme E, Figure 6-6, note that it uses three 120-input 

"high-temperature or" circuits. These are identical to the 120-input "or"s of Scheme C, and it . 

will be noted that they are connected to a two-out-of-three majority gate as in Scheme C. The 

added equipment in Scheme E consists of three 120-input "low-temperature or" circuits, plus a 

6-input "or" which provides failure annunciation. Whenever any one of the 360 thermocouple . 

amplifier outputs is faulty, either high or low, it will be sensed by one of the six 120-input "or"s. 

Scheme E will anno.unce failure in any thermocouple or any thermocouple amplifier. 

Presumabiy such a failure can be repaired with a short downtime, or perhaps with no downtime 

at all if its repair can be deferre<funtil refueling (there would still be two good sensors in the 

affected channel). This scheme does not detect malfunction-type failures in the "or" circuits or 

the major~ty gate, but most of the electronics is in the thermocouple amplifiers. 

6. 3. 2. 6 Scheme F 

This is an extension of Scheme E, designed to provide protection against malfunction-type 

failures in the 120-input "or" gates which feed the majority gate. 

Referring to the diagram for Scheme F, Figure 6-7, note that three more 120-input "high

temperature or" gates have been added. Each thermocouple amplifier output feeds two "high

temperature or" circuits, as well as one "low-temperature or." There are three sets of 

. "high-temperature or" gates with common inputs (two gates per set), and the diagram shows the 

outputs· from the two gates of each set fed to a two-input "or." The three 2-input "or"s provide 

· the signals for the two-out-of-three majority gate, which in turn provideS the scram signal. 

. . 
·With this scheme, any three of the "high-temperature or" gates can fail without subverting 

lht:! scram function .. It is. true that only one failure can he tolerated in the 2-input "or"s, but 

these are much simpler than the 120-input "high-temperature or" gates. 

Scheme F has the most complicated electronic logic of all schemes (except H, which is 

similar to F). It requires about 138 integrated-circuit chips fo~ the logic ("or" gates and the 

. majority gate). This is reiatively small,· even so, when it is considered that about 720 chips will 

be needed for the thermocouple amplifiers of all schemes except Scheme A . 

. 6. 3. 2. 7 Scheme G 

No diagram for· Scheme G is given in thP. appendix; it is a straightforward variation of 

Scheme E. ·The only difference is that Scheme·G has a spare thermocouple 1n each chauuel, 

similar to Scheme I) .. 
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6. 3. 2. 8 Scheme H 

This scheme alsci lacks a diagram because it is a straightforward variation of Scheme F. 

Scheme H uses a spare thermocouple in each channel; otherwise it is identical to F. 

6. 3. 3 Amount of Electronic Circuits 

To predict failure rates for the various schemes, it was necessary to estimate the amount 

of electronic circuits in each. The following first-order estimates for the circuits required 

were made. 

Majority Gate (three inputs) 

This will be presumed mechanized as three "and" gates with "wired or" outputs. Three

fourths of one integrated-:circuit chip will be required. 

Thermocouple Amplifiers 

Each thermocouple must be provided with a temperature-stabilizedpreamplifier, a 

differential amplifier to compare with reference, and fan-out circuitry. The preamplifie:r: 
corresponds to two transistor stages plus temperature-controlling circuitry, all of which occupies 
one IC chip. The differential amplifier corresponds to 8 or 10 transistors, and it also occupies 
one IC chip. The fan-out circuitry corresponds to two transistors, occupying only 1/6 IC chip. 
Thus, each thermocouple will require a total of 2-1/6 IC chips. 

This estimate assumes use of chromel-constantin in thermocouple junctions, which have a 
sensitivity of 80 microvolts per degree C at a temperature of 450 °C. Thermocouples with 
different sensitivities would require re-examination of .the amplifier stabilization circuitry. 

"Or" Gates 

A 16~-input "or" can be constructed from a 4-input "nand" circuit (1i2 IC chip), an inverter 

(1/6 chip), _and a 12-input input expander (1 chip). Thus, a 120-input "or•i will require · 

8 x (f + 1/2 + 1/6) chips, plus 1 chip to combine the ei~ht outputs; a total of 15 chips. 

Estimates have also been made of the amount of discrete-circuit hardware· needed. . . 

Assuming failure rates of A = 0. 3 .·per million hours per chip or per active element group 

(discrete), the following results are obtained: 

Circuit 

Thermocou.pie preamplifiers and amplifiers. 

120-input "or" gate 
3-input majority gate 

. .· . . . . 

. 6 
.. (per 10 h) 
·A ·discrete 

4,0 
.25. 0 

1;8 

(per' 106 h) 
·A integrated 

0.6 

4.5 
.. 0. 3 

It is seen that the predictions for integrated circuits are, in general, about six times better. 
I . 

than for discrete circuits. 
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6. 3. 4 Formulas for Unavailability 

Unavailability is a dimensionless quantity, defined as the ratio of expected downtime per 

period to total desired operating time per period: 

U = E(downtime) 
T 

Using this definition, it may be readily shown that a suitable approximation for non- · 
redundant systems is 

where i\ is the system failure rate and ll is its mean repair time. This also applies to the 

"i"th system component: 

ui~\lli' 

and the system unavailability may be closely approximated by the sum of t~e component 

unavailabilities: 

Suitable approximations can also be derived for redundant systems. For example, with 

two-out-of-three majority logic the unavailability is 

where T1 is the interval between inspections (assuming that single failures are not detected until 
periodic inspection). If a system is a se.rial combination of re<;Iun~ant subsystems, the 

unavailabilities of the subsystems may be directly summed to approximate the system 

'.1T1fiV::I.ilability. 

For the imavailability f.ormulas used for the eight schemes following, the following numen

clatur.e will be used. 

U FS = unavailability becaus~ of false scrams 

. U:TR ~ unavailability because of lltei·mu~.:uuple replacement 

UND =unavailability because of nondetected failures and subsequent channel plugging 

ll FS ll TR. 1.1. ND = respective mean repair times · 

N = 120 =number· of channels 

i\ · F. = failure rate Jor false~output m.· ode of thermocoup. le preamplifiers and amplifiers amp, 

· i\ M = fallure ratefol," malfunction (no output) mode of thermocouple preamplifiers 
amp, . . and amplifiers . : . · .. · . . . 
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A.. or, F and A. or, M = failure rates for 120-input "or" gates 

A. TC F and A. TC M. = failure rates for thermocouples 
' ' 

A. lead F and A. lead M = failure rates for thermocouple leads* 
' ' . 

A. ML F and A. ML M =failure rates for 3-input majority gates 
. ' ' . 

A. 
2 

F and A. 2 M = failure rates for 2-input "or" gates 
' ' 

A. H F and A. Hor M = failure rates for high-temperature "or" gates (same as A. F 
or, ' and A. . or, 

or, M) 

A. Lor F and A. Lor M =failure rates for low-temperature "or" gates (also same as 
' ' A. · and A. ) or,F or,M · 

A. plug = channel plugging rate 

T I = inspection interval 

Scheme A: 

UFS ;, (NA.. ~mp, F + A. or, F) Jl FS 

UTR. = N (A. TC, F + A. lead, F) Jl TR 

UND = N (A. amp, M + A. or, M + A. TC, M + A lead, M) A. plug ~ T I 

Scheme B: 

2 
U FS = (3N A. amp, F T I + N A. M~, F + ;\. or, F) Jl FS 

U'rR =.3N A. TC, F (A. TC, F + A. amp, F) Jl TR TI 
. 2 2 

UND = (3 A. amp, M + 3 A TC, M + A ML, M + A or, M) (N A plug Jl ND TI) 

Scheme C: 

[ )
2 , 

UFS ~ 3 (N A. amp, F + A. or, F TI + A. ML,FJ Jl FS 
. . . ' 

UTRas _for Scheme B 

.UND~[ 3 A.·~mp,M2 TI+ 3 A.or,M
2

TI+ NA.ML,M+ 3 XTC,M2 T~· NAplugllNDT.I 

SchemeD: 
. 2 . ' 

U FS = [ 3 N A TC, F (A. TC, F +. A. amp, F)'l'I + 3 (N A.. amp, F + A. or, Fj '!'(~ A. .ML, F ] Jl FS 

U = ~' 2' (' . ' .) N T 3 
TR 4 1\ TC ,F 1\ amp, F 1\ TC, .F + 1\ amp, F Jl TR I 

UND as for Scheme C 

*X lead F and A l~ad, M are· iriciuded with .x· TC l F and A TC, M except for Scheme A. 
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Scheme E: 

UFS as for Scheme C 

UTR = 3N A TC (A TC + A amp) IJ. TR Tl' 

where A 'i'C = A TC F + A TC, M = total TC failure rate and similar for A amp' since any failure 
is now detected. ' 

UNn=[ 3 (Aamp,M
2

+ ATC,M2)A2,M~I+ AHor,M
2

+._3 (Aamp,M
2

+ ATC,M
2

) · 

2 2] 2 A Lor, M TI . N A plug IJ.,ND TI 

Scheme F: 

2 
UF::) = 3 (N A amp, F + 2 A or, F + A 2, F) IJ. FS TI 

UTR as for Scheme E 

4 ' 4 
UND = 3N A Hor, M A plug IJ. Nb TI: 

Schemes G and H: 

UFS as for Schemes E and F, respectively, with an additional term 

3N A TC ( A TC + ~ amp ) IJ. FS T I . 

. 9 2_ ( ) 3 
UTR = 4 N A TC A amp. A TC+ A amp IJ. TR TI 

UND as for Schemes E and F, respectively. 

6. 3. 5 Consequence Analysis 

The preceding formulas were derived by considering the possible paths to each type of 

system failure. The "consequence analyses" will not be discussed in detail, but two .examples 
will be· shown. 

Figu~e ·6-8 shows· the consequence analysis tree for the~mocouple failures. This·is 

general and applies to any scheme, because it has branches where failures are detected or not, 

and where spare thermocouples are available or not. This figure shows how thermocouple 

failure can lead to any of the three types of unavailability (false alarm, shutdown to replace 
·thermocouple, or ·shutdown to repair core) .. 

Figure 6-9 shows, for the specific case of Scheme D, the fault tree leading to the event 
"shutdown to. replclc.e _thermocouple." This tr·ee was used to deriv'e the e~ression for UTR of 

. -Scheme D. Note that the upper half of this tree is traversed with probability 

_,.--.! ATC, F Aamp, F T1
2; ihe. factor ~f 1/2 .arise~ because a specific order is req~ired for the 

"and"ed events. Likewise,. the lower·half of' this tree is traversed with probability 

3 . 2 
2 ATC, F (A TC, F.+ A an1p, !'') Tl 
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FIGURE 6-9. PATHS TO THERMOCOUPLE REPLACE
MENT IN SCHEME D 

6. 3. 6 Results-Driver Fuel Instrumentation Availability 

By inserting assumed numerical values in the preceding formulas, the unavailabilities for 

the various schemes were calculated. Results are shown in Table 6-1. 

The followin~ conclusions may be drawn: 

1: Any of ·the redundant schemes is better than Scheme A, the nonredundant scheme. · 

2. Scheme C is a much better way of applying redundance than Scheme B. Because C 
is slightly less complex, B sh6uld r~ceive no further consideration. 

3. Schemes D through H, whiCh are more .coinpiex than. Scheme C, offer little improve-. . ' . . . ' . . ·. 
i:nent, if any. 

On the· basis of these results, one would select Scheme C. However, there. remains a 
lingering doubt that the thermocouple failure rate ~ay be higher than assumed he~e. To 
·satisfy this doubt, ·one might consider SchemeD, which differs from Scheme C only in adding 

a spare. the~mocouple to. each channel. 
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TABLE 6-1 

PLANT UNAVAILABILITIES OF VARIOUS INSTRUMENTATION SCHEMES 

UTC, FS UE FS 
! 

UTC ND 
! 

UE .ND 
! 

UTC, TR 

300 70 210 3600 
160 0.6 1700" 38 
340 0.6 200 38 

1.0 340 0.6 200 6 X 10-5 

340 0.002 93 150 
470 0.002 0.04 150 

4.0 340 0.002 93 0.0014 

4.0 470 0.002 O.b4 0.0014 

·.;' 

- Unavailability due to false ·scrams caused by thermocouple failures 
(excludes case of immediate thermocou,ple replacement) 

UTotal 

4200 

1900 

580 

540 

580 

620 

440 

470 

., ·., .: ·~.' . 
Unavailability due to false scrams caused: by:eleCtronics .failures 

UTC,ND 

UE ND 
' 

UTC,TR 

UTotal · 

. . ·. :. . . .· ·. 
Unavailability due to nondetected thermocouple failures and subsequent 
channel plugging 

Unavailability due to nondetected electronics failures and subsequent 
channel plugging · 

Unavailability due to thermocouple failures which are detected and 
immediately replaced 

Total unavailability for each scheme 

All unavailabilities are to be multiplied by 10- 6. 

6. 4 . FLOW MEASUREMENT 

There will be one fluid flow sensor per channel. The flow sensor will be a go-no-go gage 

·sensing a los~ of flow to 70% or 80% of rated channel flow. Simplicity and reliability of operation 

will be stressed in the design. The capabilities of a variety of flow sensors ·are evaluated in 
Appendix F. · ·. 

6. 5 ACOUSTIC SENSOR 

The primary purpose of the aconstk sensor is to detect liquid boiling in the channel and, 

perhaps, cracking of the fuel cladding .. Estimates are .made of the required acoustic sensitivity, 

frequency range, and directionality in Appendix F. The.characteristics of the Backup Design 

Fast Flux Test Reactor as a sou.rce of flow· noise and other background noise· must be determined. 

Environmental effects of the liquid sodium, high temperature, and the neutron density will be 
. . 

considered and factored irito the selection of candidate sensor. 

6. 6 INSTRUMENT MODULES 

Figure 67 10' shows typical examples of i~dividual instrument modules and Figure 6-11 shows 

how they are includP.d with the instrument support structure. Two styles of modules are used to 
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~upply instrumentation to the entire core. The majority of the core positions can be accommodated 

. by the module,s shown in group 1. The core positions obstructed by the closed loop pipes are 

accommodated in a slightly different manner by the modules shown in group 2. The current 

design shows 14 instrument modules used, although other numbers and configurations might be 

considered. The number of modules is based on core a:rangement, refueling plug penetration 

arrangement, and the number of channels to be reached by each module. Eight of the modules 

each supply instrumentation to 10 to 12 core positions, and one module is associated with the 

positions obstructed by each closed loop. 

The modules accommodating 10 to 12 core positions consist of a multi-contact connector 

and a·central support tube extending through the head to an elevation slightly abOve the fuel 

elements. At the bottom of the central support tube, a series of smaller tubes fan out to the 

fuel positions. A sensor package is connected to the end of the tubes. Sheathed instrument 

leads are routed along the small tubes to the central support tube which carries the leads 

·through the refueling plug to the connector accessible from the refueiing cell. The sheaths are 
brazed to ·a tube sheet in the support tube at an elevation near the bottom of the refueling plug. 

This brazed section forms the penetration seal for the instrument leads and a barrier for the 

shielding material abOve this section. 

It is.anticipated that. each instrument package will have from 12 to 15 leads requiring a 

connector with up to 180 contacts. The connector visualized for this p\lrpose uses spring loaded 

contact buttons rather than the conventional pin and socket type. It is felt that the contact 

button type will result in an equally effective but more rugged connector. The ruggedness is 

of particular importance because of the remote handling requirements. 
. ~ 

Fi~re 6-11 shows the com~inaHon shielding sto·p and sealing surface for this type instru-
. . 

ment unit. The reduced diameter of center support tubes corresponds with a reduction of the 

head penetration diameter forming a step. A metal o..:ring on the step makes the seal between 

the sodium and the refueling cell. The sealing force is appiied by the tightening handle which 

extends through the connector at the top of the module. Rotation of the tightening handle causes 

the tightening latch to expand and move axially to bear against the penetration nozzle as shown 

.in Figure 6-il. The tighteniilg latch sp.pports the weight of the instrument module.and forces the· 

·seal-against the step in the head. The lower end of the modules are held firmly against support 

structure by the guide piris and clamping device as shown in Figure 6-11. The lower clamping 

device is for the purpose of reducing vibrational problems but is designed to support the weight 
· of the module. 

· Figure 6-10 shows an example of an instrument module for the fuel positions obstructed 

by the closed loop· piping. These modules must allow the instrume!lt packages to be moved from 

. under the closed loop pipes before the refueling plug can be raised. The instrumentation to 

the positions obstructed by the peripheral closed ·loops are simply raised abOut 2 feet and rotated 

. to the position shown in section c·-c of Figure ·6-11.. The 2_ foot lift raises the instrumentation 

out of the fuel.assemblies and abOve the tight network of ·support tubes, sample lines, and 

structural members. 

·To allow the instrument modul.e to ·be raised, the shielding step is arranged with the large . . . 

diameter on t~l>. The shielct step is m~de from tw~ half cylinders that are attached to the module 
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after it has been installed through the head penetration. The instrument module rests on the 

s.hield step with the latch fingers providing sufficient downward force to keep it in place. A 

·radial seal in the top half of the connector provides the pressure barrier between the sodium and 

refueling cell. The seal in this position prevents the possibility of damaging it when the module 
is being installed. 

Because of the number of fuel elerrients involved, it is not practical to use the rotational 

method for the instrumentat"ion to the positions obstructed by the central closed loop. The 

instrument module must be raised about 2 feet to avoid obstructions when it moves. In the 

raised position the module can be tilted moving the instrument package from beneath the pipes. 

The tilting action is guided by a cam slot on the refueling plug structure and a cam follower on 

the instrument module (Figure 6-:11). The axial arrangement of the shielding step is such that 

the 2-foot vertical lift results in a radial clearance between the module and ht!ad J,Jeuetration. 

This clearance establishes the arigle the module can tilt. About a 1/2-inch clearance will result 

in the required movement for the instrument packages: 

6. 7 FEDAL SYSTEM 

Figure 6-11 shows the arrangement of sodium sample lines in the instrument support 

structure. With the refueling plug in place on the vessel, these lines will protrude to inside 
the fuel element handles. The sample lines extend to about a foot into the refueling plug and 

terminate around its periphery. No ·mechanical connector is made between these sample lines 

and the corresponding lines in the annular plug. Sodium is forced through the tubes with sufficient 
velocity to jump the gap between the two plugs. A pressure drop in the neighborhood of 5 psi is 

required to .maintain the necessary flow for monitoring for delayed neutrons. A flow restrictor 

in the tops of the fuel elements may be required to develop the pressure drop requir"ed. 

Section F-F of Figure 6-11 shows how sample lines are provided to positions directly 

beneath the body of the instrument modules. A sample line attached to the structure would prevent 

the instrument module froin being installed or removed. The section view shows how a short 

section of the sample line is included with the instrument module and is used as a guide pin. 

When the instrument unit is installed, the hollow guide-pin mates with its socket to complete the 

sample line. 

6. 8 INSTRUMENT MODULE EXCHANGE 

Exchanging defective instrumentation is a inaj~r design consideration for the instrumentation 

scheme.. The ability to replace instrumentation in a minimum time and with minimum complica

tions will help in maintaining a high plant operating factor. 

The instrument modules are designed to be replaced when the refueling plug is hanging in 

the· cell storage position. If two I:Jlugs are utilized,. the repair work can be done at the convenience 

of the operator during the ·next operating cycle. The storage position will be accessible with 

remote handling equipment at several elevations. Man access to this region is also possible, 

if required. 

The eight larger· instrument modules are attached to the support structure at both top and 

bottom. The t~p connection is loosened by a rotary motion ~uch as an impact wrench. With the 
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top connection loosened, the entire weight is. supported by the lower connection. A grapple 
·attached to the module supports the weight when the lower connecti?n is loosened. The module 
is then free to be lowered from the structure into. a transport device_. The grapple must be 
small enough in diameter to pass through the head penetration. · 

Installing a new module is done in the reverse order of that described above. A module 

is positioned beneath the refueling plug in line with a head penetration. The grapple is atta,ched 
to the module, pulling it into position, and the connections to the refueling plug are made. 

The instrument modules to positions obstructed by the closed loop pipes are exchanged 

in a slightly different manner. With the top half of the connector removed, there is.n?thing 
physically connecting the module to the refueling plug. The module is raised, the shielding 

step removed, and the module lowered 0\;1-t of the refueling plug .. In the lowered position, 

two necked-down sections of support tube will be aligned with the support collars and allow the 
module to be moved laterally. New modules are installed in reverse of the above procedure. 
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SECTION VII 

HEAD DESIGN FOR THE FFTF BACKUP REACTOR 

7. 1 INTRODUCTION AND FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

The objective of the conceptual design of the head for the FFTF Backup reactor is to de

scribe a replacement head (or cover) compatible with service activities for the invessel experi
ments, the vertical reactor core, and the access for the open vessel refueling system of the 
Backup design. The design compatibility with the vessel for the reference dispersed core 

reactor design and numerous control and instrumentation leads was to be developed as the 
reference design became more firm. The reference vessel was assumed to be 15 feet 6 inches 
in inside diameter with the full opening flange face located at the Refueling Cell floor level. 

C and I connectors and utility connections to the head were assumed to be modified, if necessary, 
from the reference design when the head was installed. 

The present design is the result of many engineering design compromises. From the 

beginning provisions were made for all experimental facility leads and coolant system connec
tions, driver fuel instrumentation (including the FEDAL system conduits), control and safety 
extension rods and access ports to penetrate the head in addition tci access ports for refueling 
and other inc ore activities. As anticipated, this approach initially produced many difficult 
design decisions, but as the design developed,· all penetration requirements were met. Any 
deletion or rerouting of these conduits outside of the head would simplify the head design. 

The arrangemEmt of the vari_ous penetrations was an attempt to group facilities so they 

could be properly shielded .for immediately-after-shutdown manned access to the top of the head 
for emergency maintenance. They were also grouped radially from the center of the head with 
respect to frequency of removal. The most frequently moved facilities were· located in the 

central refueling plug. 

· The structural requirements for the head were determined primarily by the design concept 

that the head and its pertinences should be designed to remain intact during the Design Basis 

Accident (DBA). The energy imparted to the head would be absorbed in stretch hold-down 
bolts. At this time, it was assumed that some reaction products, cover gas, and sodium would 
be.·released to the inerted refueling cell during the DBA. The impact to the head was estimated 

to be about 3% of the 1500 MW-sec DBA (45 Mw-sec) which would give the head an initial ac
celeration of 50 to 100 g (depending on the mass of the head). The stiffness of the structure to 

accommodate this impact is much greater than wouldnormally be.required to support the plugs 

and the head attachments such as the control drives and C and I lead connectors. 
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To summarize, the vessel head functional requirements include provisions for: 

a. Rapid access to driver fuel, instrumentation, and incore experimental facilities. 

b. Adequate biological shielding for personnel access immediately after shut down to 

the top of the head. 

c. ·Containment of primary sodium coolant and vapor (except during a DBA). 

j 

d. Adequate structure to support test facilities, the control drives and to minimize DBA 

effects of impact energy, internal pressure, and sodium (wa~er) hammer effects on 
the head. 

e. Acc·ess to all invessel reactor and experimental facility component parts. 

' f. Cooling (and !leating) the head structure, vessel flange and numerous head. 

penetrations. 

g. Adjustment of the head location to realign the center of the head and the core after 

the plant has been operated. 

The conceptual design and supporting analyses presented in the following sections indicate 
· the feasibility of providing a head design that will provide the preceding functional requirements. 
This design consists of three major concentri~ally nested components plus numerous individual 
penetrations for the experimental, control, and instrumentation system leads. The three major 

components are the box-girder fabricated-ring head (20 feet o. d. , 7 foot i. d. ~ 150tons), the 
solid-plate annular reflector plug (7 foot o.d., 4ft 5 in. i.d. ~ 15 tons), and the solid-plate 
refueling plug (4 ft 4 in. o. d. ~ e tons). Each of the.se· head structures have about 30 inches of 

thermal insulation and the head has a s?dium (water) ham~er resistant structure attached below 
the insulation. 

TwQ variations of the head design were being considered at the time of the premature 
· termination of this conceptual design. Although both designs utilized many identical components, 

the major difference was the cross-section of the head structure. The "reference" design is 

deeper at the annular reflector plug interface .and then tapers to a thinner structure above th~ 
vessel flange while the alternate design is a flat box girder ring. The advantage of the alternate 
design is structural design simplicity while the reference design permits the top of the reflector 

and refueling plugs to be about 20 inches closer to the core. Many design trade offs in the plug 

penetrations are insufficiently detailed at this time to conclude which of the head designs are 

preferable, but it a:ppears that both are feasible and suitable for continued design. 

7. 2 HEAD DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

The vessel head for the FFTF Backup Design consists of three concentric nested annular 
and disk ·structures. With the exception of the_ primary coolant system and auxiliaries, all · 
sodium· and .electrical conduits, access ports, and control drive extension rods that service the 

experiments and core, penetrate the head .. These conduits and rods are sealed in the head 
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region to prevent leakage of sodium vapor into the refueling cell. Most of the seals are applica
tions of mechanical and freeze (or vapor trap) type seals. 

Forty-eight stretch bolts are located at the periphery of the head and are :anchored ·in the 
building structural frame (and/ or the vessel foundation). All head penetration gear -and ·the two 
plugs are mechanically fastened to the head structure. This ·provides an integral cover for the 
vessel during a DBA. (Reaction products, vapor and sOdium leakage .are permitted orily during 
the DBA). 

To provide as thin (less thick) and as light a ·head as possible, cooling coils .are installed 

about 3 feet above the .high temperature sodium pool and .below the steel·head structure. ·Thus, 
the structural steel operates at a temperature where its physical properties are high. Other 

advantages .of the cool head structure inClude minimum vessel foundation allowances for tem

perature, a cool base to mount control drives, and many connectors for 'the leads penetrating 
the head, and to provide cooling for the sodium vapor freeze seals. The shape temperature 

.. gradient between the pool and the structure is controlled by the installation of thermal-insulation. 

Biological shielding is provided by adding steel shot to fill the ·spaces within the ·head 
structures and by adding high density materials or mechanica:l steps ·and filler pieces to atten

uate the radiation in streaming paths. The principal source of radiation is the .activated sod~um 

coolant in the pool below the head. The core radiation leakage is partially -attenuated by the 
material between the core and the sodium surface. In this 18 foot space, the attenuation is 
provided by the reflector, fission gas storage portion ·of the fuel pins, ~ feet of steelshielding, 
assembly handles, plus 11 feet of ·sodium. Initial shielding calculations indicate 'tha:t this source 

and the sodium pool source can be attenuated to tolerable levels by 2 feet of steel or the equiva
lent in the head. 

The refueling plug has many design requirements since it provides the driver Iue'l instru
mentation structure which extends about 15 feet below the plug structure as well as the .other 
plug requirements. Because of the inherent fragile nature of the driver fue'l instrumentation 
packages at the lower extremity ·of the plug, the necessity of locating the instrument packages 
within the. fuel subassemb~y handles and a relatively close fit of the plug for shielding .and vapor 

· sealing, .a mechanical guidance system is proposed. ln addition to locating a:nd guiding the 

plug, this system also protects the contr,ol drive units (which remain .operative -during refueling) 
from mechaci.cal damage. This system. is described in more detail later in lhis section. 

The head design is described in the following six drawings which implement the following 

analysis sections. Significant items in each figure are noted ·below. 

7. 2. 1 Figure 7-1.: Plan View of the Top of the Head 

• This drawing applies to both the reference .and alternate head designs. 

• Six branch piping and sodium fuel leak detector line shield ·covers and pipe routing. 
The six shields weigh almost as much as .the head. At preserit they ar·e supported 

by the head. 
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• Dotted lines indicate typical locations of the closed loop branch piping and the 

FEDAL system sodium sample lines. The branch piping is separated below the 

reflector plug to implement pipe support·when the reactor tube is disconnected. 

Shield holddown structures are not shown, but are required. 

• The number and diversity of mechanical operators and instrumentation leads that 
penetrate the central refueling plug ( ~ 4 ft diam) and the annular reflector plug 
(~ 7 ft diam). 

• Twelve plug access holes in the reflector plug for core tightening and general access. 

• Six access holes .(larger than necessary for clamping) in the head for core tightening 
and auxiliary purposes such as invessellighting and viewing. 

• The twelve largest circles near the branch piping shields represent sp;ring hangers 
for the piping and do not penetrate the head. 

• The equally spaced holddown bolt location near the periphery of the head. Closed 

loop piping shields are removed for covered bolt maintenance. 

-. The circumferential broken line at about .3/4 of the head diameter indicates the 
· vessel diameter. 

7. 2. 2 Figure 7-2: Elevation B-B of the Reference Head- Sodium Sample Lines 

• · Nonuniform cross-section of the head structure is apparent; 

• · tuur luch!:!s uf cumpartmentized wall type insulation and 11 inches or lead sntelding 
are shown around the branch and FEDAL system piping.· 

•. Note location and route of FEDAL system sodium sample lines from the driver fuel 
elements. Fluid jump connectors are used in both plug interfaces. All lines are 

.'disconnected when the plugs are removed. 

e ·The refueling and reflector plug structures are solid steel. The cooling ducts near 

the bottom of lhe structure are recessed therein. The 18-inch ·thickness is required 

for bulk shielding requirements.· Structurally the refueling. plug requires only about· 

8 inches of steel. The surface of the plugs are below (~ 3-1/2 hi.) the flange datum 

level.· 

' . . . . . . . . . . . 

• The shear rings that transmit DBA impact energy from the plugs to the head are 
shown on either side of the .control drive rod penetration near th~ upper plate. They 

~re located as high as possible for· convenient access or maintenance .. 
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7. 2. 3 Figure 7-3: Elevation of the Alternate Head 

• Uniform cross-section, flat head structure 

• Additional insulation or energy absorption material between head structure and the 

cooling .coils. 

• Elevation of the top of the plug is above ("' 18 in.) the vessel flange level. 

7. 2. 4 Figure 7-4: Reference Head Structure 

• Structural details of the reference head. 

• Additional details of the closed loop branch piping and FEDAL system sodium line 

penetrations and mechanical seals. 

• Below the head structure are four layers of metallic thermal insulation (and/ or 

energy absorbing) material and below this is the sodium (water) hammer attenuator. 

The coolant to structure temperature gradient occurs across the insulation layers. 

7. 2. 5 Figure 7-5: Head Penetrations 

• Typical elevation cross-section of each type of plug penetration. Alternate head 

penetrations are similar except for length. 

• Typical plan cross-section of each type of plug penetration indicates relative size 

and attempts to adequately shield the streaming paths. 

7.2.6 Figure 7-6: Plug Cooling Coils 

• Elevation of this figure is at (-) 18 in. for both the reference and the alternate head 
tir::~win~R. 

• This section shows a conceptual layout of the plug cooling coils. A redundant system 

is shown in each plug. Head cooling is not shown yet. 

• Plug penetration sizes and locations are not apparent. 

• Location of the two branch pipes for each closed loop and the sample lines are shown 

at ::~hout mid-radius of the head. Note proximity of vessel and head circumferences. 

Clearance shown allows 1 inch head adju:slment to recenter core and head. 

7. 3 STRUCTURAL DESIGN 

7. 3. 1 Loading 

A number of configurations have been investigated on the closure for the pressure vessel 

(heads and plugs). The investigations were limited to the thermal and structural analyses 
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required to demonstrate feasibility and are not to be construed as complete or final. In some 

cases, the investigation is very preliminary in nature , carried only far enough to indicate a 

conclusion on feasibility. 

The loading on the heads from the design basis accident is so severe that it dwarfs the 

other sources of loading, and the feasibility primarily is determined from resistance to the 

loading from the DBA. The design basis accident has been determined as the explosive release 

of 1500 MW-sec of energy. Of this release it is estimated that 3% of the energy (45 MW-sec) 

will reach the head (refer to Section XI for details). If this energy is delivered as impulsive 

loading to the estimated head weight of 530, 000 lbs (including shielding weight), the instantaneous 

velocity of the head, by an energy balance , would be 63.5 fps: 

E = 45 MW-sec = 33. 17 (10) 6 ft lb (or 398 X 106 in. lb) = _! W v2 
2 g 

5 
=.!. 5.3(10} (V)2 

2 32. 2 

v = 33. 17(10) 6 (2) (32 . 2) 
5. 3 (10)5 

~ 63 . 5 fps 

The weight of the head has been estimated from the shielding required for the vessel 

content ("' 2 feet thickness of steel), plug the shielding required for the piping to the closed loop 

test positions (~ 11 inches thickness of lead). The respectiveweights are 320, 000 pounds for 

the steel and 210,000 pounds for the lead for a total weight of 530 , 000 pounds for the head and 

appurtenances. The diameters and other geometrical features are shown in Figures 7-1, 7-2, 

and 7-4. 

The loads occasioned by nonuniform distribution of both impulse and mass will occasion 

loads between separate components of the head which must be transmitted by deformable shear 

ties in order to absorb energy and balance the energy distribution within the head. Develop

ment and firmer design preferably based on experimental model information must precede the 

final concept for these shear elements. The principal loading for the head will be deceleration 

from the initial velocity by the stretch bolts used to absorb the energy of the impulse. For 

preliminary design, these bolts have been estimated as forty-eight 3-1/2 inch diameter upset 

bolts with a shank area of 9. 62 sq . in., an ultimate strength of 60 , 000 psi, a yield strength of 

30, 000 psi, and a elongation of 40%. Using the ultimate strength of the bolt to achieve maximum 

deceleration, the ultimate bolt load is computed to be: 

B = a uA = 60,000 (9. 62) = 577 , 200 pounds each. 

5 
from F =rna, 48 (577, 200) = 5· 3 (10) a, 

g 

= 48 (577' 200) g = 52 3 g 
a 530 000 · · 

' 
or 

A loading of 53g has been used to design the head, the plugs, component hold downs , and 

stresses as compared to the yield strength of 30,000 psi, for adequacy. Therefore, the prin

cipal loading is the deceleration loading amounting to 660 psi equivalent on the outer head and 

375 psi on the inner disk and intermediate ring. This loading is considered common to all 

concepts. 
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Using ·average between yield and ultimate strength for the plastic work of the bolts, and 
equating the plastic work to the energy of the head, results in elongation of the bolts: 

or 

LEO'A=E 

e L E 
a A 

398 {10)6 

(60, 000 ; 30, 000) {9. 62) {48) 
19. 15 in. 

Using an elongation of 20%, the stretch length of the bolt must equal: 

19.15 
0.20 

96 inches. 

7. 3. 2 Reference Design 

The reference design is shown in Figures 7-1 and 7-2 and consists of three major com
ponents: the refueling plug, the annular reflector plug, and the head. The three components 

must be connected by deformable shear members in order to balance the energy distribution 

between the differing mass-to-impulse rati.os for uniform initial velocity. This feature has not 
been investigated thoroughly. The refueiing plug and annular plug have been analyzed as edge

supported, flat, pierced, solid plates. by conventional means. The requirement for shielding 
mass does ·not permit weight reduction and this represents a simple and straightforward 

structure. These two elements are common to all the alternates reviewed and will be assumed 
unchanged with alternate schemes. 

The head is a fabricated box girder plate of variable depth, with radial and circumferential 
shear webs, that supports the other components as well as furnishing the major· area of closure. 
A computer program wa:s available that is suitable for the solution of solid axisymmetrical 

plates of variable thickness and loading. Approximating the head by a solid plate of the same 
section modulus and same radial geometr'y with the same loading will result in equivalent 

stresses and moments in the two plates, even though the deflection will not be similar. The 
ohcnr e:tresses will also b~;> nil';similar. These difference~;; will not affect the moment distribu

tion of the equivalence, thus the principal moments and the principal stresses other than shear 
should equate equal between the plates. 

It is therefore possible to analyze the head structure- for the moments obtained from the 
. equivalent solid plate. Figures 7-7 and 7-8 show the solid plate equivalent of the reference 

design with graphs of moment, shear; and effective stress versus radius for. the equivalent 
plate.· Analysis indicates that the structure does not exceed yield stress for these moments, 
and because of the _greater. thickness, should have deflections smaller than the equivalent solid 

. plate. 

Radial. and circumferential shear webs have been added and sized to distribute the shear 
loading shown on Figure 7-8 without exceeding the shearing stress which would cause yielding 

in the material {304 SS). In computing the webs, the radial we tis are sized to carry the shear 
load for their tributary area minus the contribution made by nonparallel flanges, if any. The 

circumferential webs must distribute the.shear-load in radial webs that are discontinuous, the 
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shears being carried by nonparallel flange material where a change of slope occurs andby any 

nonuniform loading. In addition, they must resist the vertical component of flange load as a 
.column at any point where the slope of the flange material changes. The stresses in the flange 
·plates caused by ~ocal bending as a result of distributing load to the shear webs have been added 
to the primary bending stresses prior to comparison of the combined stress with yield stress of 

the material. 

The refueling plug and the annular reflector plug were analyzed as edge-supported solid 

but pierced plates. The stresses were computed from the minimum geometry (ligament width 
divided by pitch of holes) as though a uniform pattern existed, and the required thickness was 

less than the minimum required for shielding. Thus, there was no incentive for reducing the 

weight of these elements. -, ... 

7. 3. 3 FlafPlate Head 

A design employing a flat fabricated box-girder plate head is shown in Figure 7-3. The 

inner components would be unchanged from the reference design. Figures 7-9 and 7-10 show 
the solid ptate equivalent with graphs of moment 'and deflection versus radius. The translation 

from this solid equivalent to the fabricated plate was accomplished in a manner similar to that 

employed for the reference design.. In this concept, local additional shear members to dis
tribute the bolt loads would be required as shown on Figure 7-3. 

7. 3~ 4 Additional Head Concepts 

There were additional concepts investigated to attempt optimization of geometry, but these 
are of principal interest only to illu~trate that the moments seek to follow the rigidity of the 
plate. As a portion of the plate is increased in stiffness (thickness), the moment for this section 
also increases. The solid plate equivalents are shown in Figures 7-11 to 7-16 with the moment 
diagrams and illustrate the relationship between stiffness and relative moment of a section. 

7. 3. 5 Dished Head Design 

For a conventional spherically dished head (with the radius equal to the diameter of the 

vessel), the thickness of head required is approximately 4 inches with about a 12-inch thick 
flange. The plug elevation with this concept must necessarily be raised above the flange of the 
vessel. For a reversed dished head (concave side up), the thickness required is approximately 

.15 ·inches to resist the compressive loading. 

7. 3. 6 · Conclusion of Loading Analyses 

The head configuration choice is not clear between the reference design and the alternate 

concept. Each have desirable features as well as disadvantages, and the final choice will prob
abiy have to probe deeper than structural. advantage. The dished head .would be economical of 

material for concave side down (toward pseudo-pressure) but· has the disadvantage of increasing 

the overall height. The reversed dish does not offer any clear structural advantage. It seems 

that the choice is limited to the first two concepts. 
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7. 4 THERMAL ANALYSIS AND COOLING REQUIREMENTS 

The objective in the design of the vessel head cooling system is to cool the shield and 

provide a reasonable temperature gradient in the structure, a temperature gradient such that 

. the reactor vessel wall and components penetrating the biological shielding would not undergo . 
adverse thermal stresses, and, in addition, that would reduce the head surface temperature to 
such a low level to permit access to the area above the head during reactor. operation. 

The heat source was divided into (a) conduction from the components submerged in the 
sodium pool, {b) gamma heat generation from the attenuation of the Na24 activity, and (c) the 
bulk heat transfer by radiation and convection through the head insulation. A summary of the 

heat loads ofthe reference design is presented in Table 7'-1. The table itemizes the major com

ponents constituting the reactor head. Table 7-1 does not include the heat load from the FEDAL' 
system .sodium sample lines. Preliminary calculations assuming convection and radiation heat 
transfer from the sample lines to the honeycomb panel indicate that the heat load is of such 

.magnitude that insulation.of the lines to·,minimize the transferred heat will be required. 

TABLE 7-1 

SUMMARY OF HEAD HEAT· LOADS 

Cooling Reg,uirements 
Component Btu/h kW 

Refueling Plug. 12,500 3.66 

Reflector Plug 
.:.j 

19,000 5.57 

Reactor Head and Vessel 102, BOO 30. 1 

Total 1. 343 x'1o5 39.4 
·,'e· 

T.he detailed analysis of the heat conducted from the sodium through the various components 
penetrating. ~he head is summarized in Table 7- 2. 

7. 4. 1 Internal Heat Generation. 

. The heat generation in the head structure due to gamma heating from the Na24 activity has 
been estimated to be represente~ by the following equation: p =6. 0x10~4e - 0· 733x {W/gm), 

where x = t~ickness of steel above' the ·sodiu~ in in'ches. The to.tal heat generated is·a small 
fraction· of the conducted heat trarisfe'r' . 

. 7. 4. 2 Heat Transfer in Honeycomb Insulation Panels 

The a~ount of heat transmitted through the honeycomb insulation panels was estimated by 

using the standard heat-conduction 'equation for steady state analysis of 
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TABLE 7-2 

·HEAT TAANSFER ANALYSIS FOR FFTF HEAD 

. Penetz:ation . Cross-Sectional · .Number Heat Load .. Heat Load 
or Characteristic Area Height of {each) ~total) % 

Type Dimension Size. (in.) Each (in. 2) (in.) Components Btu/h kW Btu/h kW . Total 

Refueling Plug 

Plug Wall 3/8 in. thick 53 in. 62.5 30 1 1985 0.581 1985 0.581 1.5 
diam 

Closed Loop 

Outer Tube 3 in. o.d. x 1/8 in. 1. 13 30 6 54 0.0158 354 0.095 0.2 
thick. 

·Inner Tube 1 in .. o. d. x 3/32 in. 0.2675 30 6 
thick 

Thermocou·ples 1/8 in o.d. x o. 010 0.0722 30 180 0 
in. thic)! (20 T/C) t>::1 

-:J > I Open Loop ~ (,) 
I 

N 
Outer Tube 1-3/4 in. o.d. c:.n 1. 179 30 12 66.1 0.01935 794 0.2325 0.6 -:J 

1-3/8 in. i. d. N 
N 

Inner Cylinder. 1-3/8 in. o. d. . 0. 919 30 12 
5/8 in. i. d. 

Thermocouples 1/8 in .. o. d. X 0.0687 30 228 
0. 010 in. (19 T/C) 

In-Core S~fety Rod 1.50o.d. 1. 767 30 3 54.2 0.0159 162.8 0.0477 0.1 
Internal Heat Gen. 53 in. diam 2205 1 949 0. 278 949 0 .. 278 0.7 
Bulk Heat Transf. 53 in. o. d. 2205 30 1 

Polished Surface . 7060 2.07 
Oxidized Surface 7250 2.125' 7250 2'.125 5.4 

Instrument Package 

Support Tube 5 in. ·sch 40 4.30 30 3 131.4 0.0385 394.2 0.116 0.3 
Support Tube 4 in. Sch 40 3. 17 30 5 96.9 0.0284 484.3 0.142 0.4 
Support Tube 2 in. Sch 40 1. 074 30 1 32.8 0.0096 32.8 0.0096 

Support Tube 1-1/4 in. Sch 40. 0.668 30 5 20.4 0.006 . 102.1 0.030 0.1 
Thermocouple 0. 125 in. diam x 0.00361 30 630 o. 110 3.22X10- 5 69.6 0.0204 

0.010 



TABLE 7-2, (Continued) 

Penetration Cross-Sectional Number Heat Load Heat Load 
or · Characteristic . Area Height of ~each) Jtotal) % 

TyEe Dimension Size (in~) •. Each {in. 2) ~ Com12onents Btu7h kW Btu h . kW Total 

Reflector Plug 

Ph;;g Wall 

Olter· 3/8 in. x 84 in. o. d. 99 30 1 3030 0.889 3030 0.889 

·inner 3/8 in. x 53 in. i. d. 62.5 30 1 1910 o, 56 1910 0.56 3.7 4940 T.45 
Control Rods 1.5 in. o.d. 1. 767 30 20 53.8 0.0159 1078 0.318 0.8 

Reflector Access 
Plugs 5 in .. o .. d. x 1/4in. 1. 9144 30· 12 58.5 0. 0171 702 0.206 0.5 

thick 

Internal Heat Gen. i. d. 53 in. o.d. 84 in. "3335.6 1 1302 0.382 1302 0.382 1.0 

Bulk Heat Transf. i. d. 53 in. o.d. 84 in. 3335~ ~ . 1 > 
Polished Surface 10800 3.16 10800 3.16 I'd 

-.1 trl 
I 

·Oxidized Surface· 1097-0 3. 21 10970 3. 21 8.2 
.tj 

C..:> I 
C..:> (.11 

-.1 

Reactor Head N 
N 

Walls 

.·Outer 1.36 in. o. d. 292 30 1 8920 2.61 89.20 2.61 
0. 5 in. thick 

Inner. 84 in. i. d. 99 30 1 3030 0.889 3030 0.889 8.9 
3/8 in. thick· 11950 3.50 

Internal Heat Gen. 184 in. o.d. 21049 1 82.23 2.41 8223 2. 41 6.1 
84 in. i. d. 

Bulk Heat Transf. · 184 in. o. d. 21049 1 
84 in. i. d. · 

Polif:!hed Surface 67540 19.8 67540 19.8 

Oxidized Surface . 69300 20.3 69300 20.3 51.5 

Vessel 

Wall 186 in. i. d. 438.2 30 1 13400 3.93 13400 3.93 10.0 
3/4 in. thick 
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where: 

.., 
Ke effective thermal conductivity 

L = thickness of the honeycomb core 

AT f · = temperature difference across the panel face. 

The effective thermal conductivity includes conduction and radiation modes of heat transfer. 

The determination of the effective thermal conductivity in honeycomb panels is complicated 

by the fact that the heat transferred by radiation is a nonlinear function of temperature, and all 

of the modes of heat transfer are interrelated. Conduction heat transfer occurs th~ough the gas 

filled spaces and honeycomb wall material. Radiation occurs between all cell surfaces and must 

be considered in an ·analysis. Convective. heat transfer occurs in the gas spaces within the panel 

cells and between sections of the panel. Fortunately, the amount of heat flux transferred by the 

argon gas by conduction and convection is estimated to· be a small fraction of the heat transferred 

and may be considered independently of the heat transmitted by the other modes. 

The faces of the honeycomb panels are constructed of thin metal sheets; therefore, the 

temperature drop through sheets is so small that the thermal resistance can be neglected. In 

addition, since the side walls of the honeycomb core are also normally thin {assuming hollow 

cores}, .a one-dimensional analysis is permissible. To simplify the analysis further, the fol

.lowing assumptions were made: {a} The emissivities throughout the· panel are equal; {b) The 

bonding material contributes a negligible amount to the effective thermal conductivity since a 

diffusion-bonding process is to be used; {c) The core conductivity, K , is evaluated at a mean 

temperature. The effective thermal conductivity of a honeycomb panei {4) is expressed as 

. . Kc A ( Tm\ (AT~)2 
Ke = AF +. Ka + 1. 78 l/J L 1000} 1000 

+ 7. 12 l/J L ( 1~~0) 
3 

i:3tu/h-ft-
0
R 

Kc · = Thermal conductivity of the core {Btu/h- ft-
0
R} 

Ka = l'hernml conductivity of the arg~n {Btu/h-ft-
0
R} 

A . = Crosi:f-sectional area of conduction path _through core material {rt2} . 

A:F - Are~ of the face {ft~ 

L Core height {ft} 

.Tm - Mean temperature (
0

R} 

AT F G:hange in temperature ~f the face rR} . 
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The function l/J is a function of honeycomb core geometry and the internal panel emissivity 
and absorptivity. If the absorptivity .is assumed equal to the emissivity, then l/J may be defined 
as varying with emissivity, e, and with the ratio of core height to cell size, cp • The term cp is 

·then defined as L/d for a cylindrical cell which closely approximates a hexagonal cell. The 
relationship is defined(4) as 

0 69 E 1. 63('"+1)-0.89 
l/J = 0. 664 ( cp + 0. 3f . 'i' 

The selection of the honeycomb panel size and core material were predicated on the com
patibility of materials,. operating temperatures, and behavior due to a design basis accident. 

HoneycoJl}b panel of 321 stainless steel with hexagonal size of 3/8 inch and 0. 005 inch in material 

thickness that is capable of withstanding 500 psi crushable pressure was selected as a represent
ative structure for preliminary calculation. The dimensions of the honeycomb and its corre

~:~ponding crush resistance is determined from head bolt loading considerations due to the design 

basis accident. It is currently felt that the crush pressure should be greater than the burst 
pressure of the reactor vessel and less than the· failure load of the head hold-down bolts. 

The calculated effective thermal conductivity for two hexagonal sizes and two thicknesses 

of the parent core material are illustrated in Figure 7-17. The effects of emissivity on the ef

fective thermal conductivity is also included in this figure. Fortunately, the conductivity is not · 

very sensitive to the emissivity. 

Figure 7-18 shows the effect .of sodium vapor deposit on the effective thermal conductivity 
as a function of film thickness assuming pure sodium. The increased effective conductivity value 
indicate that enclosure of the panel to prevent vapor deposit should be considered. Experimental 
verification of the amount of ~odium deposition should be determined and means of minimizing 
this effect should be determined. 

7. 5 · BIOLOGICAL SHIELD DESIGN 

7. 5. 1 Shielding Requirements for the Top Shield Plug 

The principal source of radiation to be attenuated by the top shield plug comes from the 
Na24 gamma activity in the primary coolant pool below the plug. The dose rate at the surface of 
this pool is 2. 5 x 108 mR/h. Core and ~odium gamma attenuation are shown. in Figure 7-19. 

The dose rate due to neutron flux from the core is shown in Figures 7-20 and 8-4 to be about 

. 1 x 10 7 nv (or 1 X 105 mRem/h), which neglects geometric attenuation. The presently conceived 

top head design will attenuate the gamma dose rate to less than 10 mR/h. As shown by Figure 
7-20, the neut1·on mass attenuation of the top head reduces the total neutron flux to about 300 nv, 

or 1 mRem/h. The contribution, however, of radiation streaming through the many penetrations 

. in the top head can increase the dose rate considerably in some areas. The results of a prelim
inary study to determine the dose rate at the upper surface of the top head caused by radiation 

streaming was described in GEAP-5684, the Fifth Quarterly Report. Some changes in the head 

design were. made since this rad~ation streaming study was completed. Hence, the results from 

an evaluation of the revised top head design are summarized in the following paragraphs. 
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7. 5. 2 Radiation Streaming through Annular Gaps in the Refueling, Reflector, and Main Heads 

No significant changes were made in the design of the top head which affect the radiation 

·streaming through the annular gaps at the following interfaces : 

• Refueling Plug - Reflector Plug 

. • Reflector Plug - Main Head 

As illustrated by Figures 7-2 and 7-3, however, the design was modified to reduce radia

tion streaming at the vessel waU, main head interface. The results of calculations to estimate 
the dose rate from radiation streaming at these three annular interfaces are shown in Table 7-3. 
Steel shot, preferably borated, is required in the void spaces of the main head in order to 

attenuate both the neutron and gamma flux. The density of the void spaces should be equal to, or 

exceed, 0. 6 times the normal density of iron or steel or such that all head components have an 
equivalent of 24 inches of steel. 

In summary, Table 7-3 indicates that the dose rate at no point on the upper surface of the 

top head is expected to exceed 300 mRem/h, nor is the average dose rate expected to exceed 
50 mRein/h to personnel performing maintenance operations to equipment in the refueling cell 

during full power operation. 

7. 5. 3 Radiation Streaming through Gaps in the Top Head Penetrations for Instrument Leads, 
Closed Loops, Open Loops, and Control Rods · 

Hand calculations were performed to estimate the dose rate at the exit of each specific type 
of top head penetration. Table 7-4 illustrates the results of these estimates. This table indi
cates that the peak dose rate and average dose rate in the vicinity of the top head is not expected 

to exceed design criteria (300 mRem/h and 50 mRem/h, respectively). However, design margins 

are less than a desired factor of 10. Further analysis is required to assure that the criteria 
will be met. The following paragraphs describe the results of this evaluation for each specific 
trpe of top head penetration. 

7. 5. 4 Instrument Lead Penetration 

.. An evaluation-of the shielding required around the instrument sheath tubes indicates that 

a material having about 1/2 th~ density of iron (preferably borated) is required to limit the dose 

rate to less than 50 mRem/h at the exit of the top head penetration. The geometry assumed for 

this evaluationis illustrated by Figure 7-21. 

7. 5. 5 Closed and Open Loop Pen~trations 

Referring to Figures· 4-8 and 4-11, it is apparent that the shielding design of the open loop 

is iess complete than for the closed loop ... Accordi!lgly, only the shielding for the. closed loop 
was evaluated. It was assumed that the test loop sodium .would never rise above the pool sodium 

level. For both loop types, steel shot- (preferably borated). fills ·the space around the instrument 
' . 

leads. For. the closed loop, an additional shielding annulus (like a pipe) must be welded to the 
nominal 3-inch o. d. closed loop pipe at the vertical height in the top head where the nominal 

. . . . ~ . 
. •.,. 
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TABLE 7-3 

DOSE RATES AT THE UPPER SURFACE OF THE TOP HEAD: 

RADIATION STREAMING THROUGH ANNULAR PLUG GAPS 

Streaming Path 

Refueling Head - Reflector Head 

Annular Duct 

Reflector Head - Main Head 

Annular Duct 

Main Head - Vessel Wall 

Annular Duct 

Dimensions 

50-in. diam, 

*0. l-in. annular 

slot (1 step) 

84-in. diam, 

*0. 15-in. annular 

slot (1 step) 

190-in. diam, 

*1.0-in. annular 
slot (1 main step)' 

Dose Rate 

Na24 (Peak) Neutron Flux (Peak) 

40 mR/h < 25 mRem/h 

80 mR/h · <50 mRem/h 

< 10 mR/h 10 mRem/h 

* Since the plug could be offset to one side, the slot thickness was assumed to be 2 times 
the given thickness for the calculations. 

TABLE 7-4 

DOSE RATES AT THE UPPER SURFACE OF THE TOP HEAD: 

RADIATION STREAMING THROUGH SPECIFIC TYPES OF TOP HEAD PENETRATIONS 

Type of Penetration 

Instrument Lead 

Closed and Open Loops 

. Control Rod 

Dimensions 

4-l/4 in. i. d. tube, 

filled with 72 instrument 

sheath tubes and a material 

having a densit:r<of about 

0. 5 times the d,emsity of iron, 

Dose Rate 
Na24 (Peak) Neutron Flux (Peak) 

preferably borated. 25 mR/h < 50 mRerri/h 

Refer to Figures 4-8 and 

4-11. Modify closed loop 

as described in RP.ction 

7. 5. 5. 

Refe1." to Figure~5-3 . 

Modify as desc~ibed in 
Section 7. 5. 6. · .. 

. ~: . . 
. ·., 
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4. 5-:inch o. d. penetration. enlarges to a 6-inch o. d. penetration. With this modifi_cation, the 

peak gamma and neutron flux levels calculated at the upper surface of the top head are as follows: 

Gamma Dose Rate:. 

Neutron Dose Rate: 
216 mR/h 
8. 6 mRem/h 

To provide an additional design margin, it is also recommended that a borated stainless 
steel collar surround the pipe which extends above the upper surface of the top head. 

Estimates have been made on the shielding required for the closed loop coolant piping that 

penetrates and is located above the head. These sources result from (a) activation of the sodium 

and (b) possible fission product release into the sodium. Limits on the sodium activity can be 

made ranging from a low of 0. 05 Ci/cm3 to a high of 0·. 5 ci/cm3. Assuming a log mean average 
of 0.16 Ci/cm3, shielding calculations show that an 11-inchthick lead shield will attenuate the 
dose rate from the 3 pipes having a 2-inch o. d. to a level of 15 mR/h. The contribution from 
fission products is less ·than from the Na 24 activity (except for several days after reactor 
shutdown). Hence, the dose contribution from fission products is believed to be negligible 
outside of this shield. 

7. 5. 6 Control Rod Penetrations 

Refer to Figure 7-21. Assuming that the outer surface of the tube which holds the labryinth 
seal is .modified and that a shielding annulus is installed inside the assembly outer tube, peak 
gamma and neutron dose rates: at the upper surface of the top head were calculated to be: 

· Gamma Dose Rate: 

Neutron Dose Rate: 

7. 6 PLUG GUIDANCE CONCEPTS 

31.2 mR/h 
1. 3 mRem/h 

A mechanical guidance system is provided for locating and orienting the annular reflector 
plug and t~e refueling plug. This system is utilized du:dng both removal and replacement of the 
plugs. The following system description and step .by step operating procedures are specifically 
for the refueling plug but in most cases also apply to the annular plug. The two plugs are nested 

such that th~ reflector plug has to be in place b~fore the refueling plug is returned to the head. 
No hardship should ·result from this sequencing because of the anticipated monthly removal 

. frequency for .the refueling plug and the annual or less frequent removal of the annular reflector 
·plug. The refueling plug should be removed anyway when the reflector plug is replaced so that 
mechanical assistance can be provided for relatching (and checking) the reflector control exten-

. sion rods. The annular head structure would only be removed for complete core structure 
modification or the most thorough vessel inspection or both. Location and orientation of the 
head would occur so infrequently that special procedures and fixtures would be required for 

each transfer and are very dependent on the operation to be performed. Thus, no guidance 
·concepts for the· head have been included .. The overhead bridge crane in the refueling cell can 

lift the head structure. 
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7. 6. 1 System Description 

The plug guidance system con5ists of a segmented centering ring supported about ll.feet 

above the plugs by three vertical members (see Figure 7-22). After assembling the vertical 
members in "T" slots in the head structure and completing the segmented ring, the assembly 

is guyed by three cables fastened to the ring and to the periphery of the head. This structure 
protects the twenty reflector control drive units and provides a visual guide to the location of 

o the plug as it is lowered. Each of the vertical supports has a guide bar that can be moved 

radially. After the plug is lowered far enough, these guide bars are moved inward until they 

engage the slot in the (empty) closed loop guide tubes. Dimensional and guide load sensors will 

permit centering of the (instrument structure and) refueling plug. 

As the plug is lowered further, engagement between the instrument structure guide tubes 

and the open and closed loop stalks will be made. All experimental stalks should have guide 

tubes. Remote visual observation will be provided and minor location adjustments can be made 

by the movable guides and/or the plug guides located near the reflector plug opening. Remote 
manipulators will be able to adjust the location of individual stalks. As the plug is lowered, all 

of the stalks (18) will guide the instrument rack toward the proper location in the fuel subassembiy 
handles. The plug structure will be located during the last 40 to 60 inches of travel by the plug 
guides located near the lower end of the guide structure. 

Initial consideration has indicated that the annular reflector plug guidance system will 
consist of head mounted centering guides similar to the lower refueling· plug guides. Final 
positioning will be provided by taper pins in the head and mating rings on the plug .. 

7. 6. 2 Procedural Steps for Removing and Installing Head Plugs 

NOTE: Downtime would probably be reduced if procedure 7. 6. 2. 2a described below were 

performed before the guide structure was assembled. .If it is assembled, start with procedures 
7. 6. 2. 2. 

7. 6. 2. 1 Guide Structure Assembly 

a. .Remove each guide post from storage and position in the "T" slots, in the head,- as 
shown: 

b. Tie the 3 posts together at the top by means of th~ segmented guard ring. 

c.. Engage the sway cable hooks with the rings on the head and actuate the load binders 
to center and tighten. 

d. Connect power leads (electrical. or pneumatic) to each post. 

. . : . . . 

e. install or check any plug position indicators or visual aids." 
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7. 6. 2. 2 Refueling Plug Removal 

a. Prepare the .top of tlie plug for removal (remove instrument and electrical leads; 
unlock shear rings; etc. ) 

b. Check the guide structure assembly per paragraph 7. 6. 2. 1. 

c. Make sure the guides are retracted. 

d. Locate crane load block or lifting sling or both in center of guard ring. 

e. Lower and attach lifting sling to plug. 

f. Lift the plug 3 inches and stop. Check that disconnects have released. 

g. Lift the plug until the slots in the closed loop sleeves are·high enough to be engaged 
by the retractable guides (about 14 feet). The closed and open loop stalks will guide 
the instrument structure.· . 

h. Engage the guides with the slots and continue lifting until plug is completely free. 

i. Move the plug to the storage position. 

j. The plug guide structure may. be removed by reversing the procedures in paragraph 
7. 6. 2. 1. It is normally desirable to leave the structure assembled for refueling 

· operations to protect the control drives. 

7. 6. 2. 3 Refueling Plug Reinstallation · 

a. Install or check the g\.lide structure a~sembly per paragraph 7. 6. 2. 1. 

b. Center the plug over guide structure and orient it radially in line with the retractable 
.guides. 

c. Lower· the refueling plug until the guides engage the (empty) slots in the closed loop 
sleeves. 

d. Adjust the retractable guides until the plug is centered. 

e. Lower.the plug until the bottom of the instrument support structure is within a few 

inches of the top of the closed and open loops. 
. ' . . 

f. Carefully lower the plug until all the loops are engaged. Visual observation of loop 

engagement is possible through mirrors, TV·cameras, or ·periscopes in there

fueling cell. 

g. Continue lowe~ing until the .retractable guides reach the end of the closed loop sleeve 

slots. 
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h. Retract the guides. If the plug moves laterally, recenter the plug. 

i. Slowly lower the plug past the spring loaded final guides and into position in the 

annular reflector plug. (Observation of instrument packages entering the top of 

the fuel handles can be. made after the sodium is lowered to the inspection level 
with temporary, inverted periscopes through the head.) 

j. Loc~ plug in place with the shear rings and reconnect instrument, control, plug, and 
test loop leads. 

7. 7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON HEAD DESIGN 

a. It is possible to provide a cold vessel flange and head structure for the backup FFTF. 

b. The conceptual design provides integrity of the head during a DBA. This design 

anticipates release of some reaction products, cover gas; and sodium to the inert 
gas filled refueling cell under the severe DBA conditions. Distortion or vertical 

movement of the head structure during operation is small compared with thermal 

expansion differences of the vessel, test facilities, and control rod extension pieces. 

c. Accessibility to three concentric regions o(the vessel are provided by a nested cover 
and two plugs: the head, the annular reflector plug, and the refueling plug. The 

anticipated interval between head and plug· removals are 60, 18, and 1 months 

respectively. 

d. ·Cooling is provided in the three head components at about 3 feet above the sodium 

level. The required cooling capacity is from 1. 71 x 105 to 3. 41 x 105 Btu/h (50 to 
100 kW thermal), which.is supplied by a circulating NaK system. The temperature 
of the structure above the coils is less than 200"F, the freezing point of sodium. 
A slightly higher temperature may be required for plug removal. 

e. Biological shielding is provided in the cool structural region to attenuate the gamma 

.radiation from the activated sodium coolant. The design dosage in accessible re~ionS. 

of the head is 50 mRem/h. 

f. All 12 leads. from each driver fuel assembly instrument package are continuous from 

the package to the plug connector and are frequently supported by the instrument 

structure. 

g. All open loop (12) and closed loop (6) electrical leads penetrate the refueling plug 
vertically above the test facility~ Connectors are provided above the plug surface. 

ciosed loop facilities to remove the test fuel and contact instrumentation without 
removing the refueling plug are provided as part of the closed loop stalk that· 

penetrates the plug. 
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h. Closed loop coolant pipes and driver fuel FEDAL system sodium piping are located 

in the instrument structure below the refueling plug and are routed radially outward 

under the plugs and penetrate the head region. At this larger radius there is ade
quate space to biologically shield these radioactive pipes. 

i. Reflec.tor control rod drives are attached to the annular reflector plug. The exten

sion pieces between the drives a~d the control rods penetrate the annular plug. 

j. It is recommended that the design of this vessel cover with or without open vessel 
refueling features be pursued based on the practical conceptual design results to 
date. In order to proceed with the preliminary design, the following components 
or parts would have to be defined-in more detail. 

• Design of the plug penetrations and their oper.ational requirements. 

• Resolution of the amount and requirements of energy absorbing material (or 
. thermal insulation), if any, to be applied between the head structure and the 
sodium. 

• More sophisticated definition and analysis of the DBA and its effects on the 
head structure. Preferably experimental model data. 

• More information on the reactor vessel, foundation, and surrounding structures. 

•. 
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SECTION Vill 

SHIELDING AND RADiATION LEVELS 

8. 1 INTRODUCTION 

Basic shielding criteria are summarized in the following statements: 

a. The shielding design will be sufficient to limit personnel radiation dosages and 

dose rates to the levels specified in 10 CFR 20. 

b. Limited personnel access into the refueling cell will be possible at any time all top 

head shield plugs are in place. During full power operation, the average dose rate 

for personnel working in the vicinity of the top head will not exceed 50 mRem/h. 

At no location in the refueling cell will the dose rate exceed 300 mRem/h. 

c. The fast neutron fluence limit at the ·reactor vessel is: 

nvt (E > 0."1 MeV)= 5 x 1020 
n. 

(The preliminary nature of the fast neutron fluerice limit should be emphasized since 

the mechanism for fast neutron damage" is not well known; ri"Or is there a sufficiently 

large amoup.t of fast neutron irradiation experimental results for austenitic stainless . . . . . . 
steels that a specific damage limit can be determined. The above limit is con-
sidered to represent a low safety risk.) 

d. The heat generation !oad from the reactor vessel shell, including heat generation in 

the shield, will not exceed 500 kW. This load assumes heat generation axially below 
the reactor vessel, as well as radially external to the reactor vessel. 

Subsequent paragraphs illustrate the results of bulk shielding analyses completed in the 

radial and upper and lower axial directions from the core. A limited number of :slrea.ming 

. calculations were completed for penetra~ions in the top head. The net result of this preliminary 

shielding analysis is an indication that the FFTF backup shield design as described represents 

a feasible means of meeting shielding criteria.. 

8. 2 PRIMARY SHIELDING 

The neutron shielding immediately surrounding the core and reflector consists pre

dominantly of sta~less steel cooled by sodium. Neutron shielding within the vessel is required 

to protect the vessel, grid plate, and other critical core components from excessive fast 

neutron irradiation damage. The geometry of .the F.FTF Backup reactor core, shielding and 

vessel is illustrated by the elevation schematic, Figure 8-1. The compositions and thicknesses 

of the primary shielding and other regions surrounding the core in the radial direction are 

given in Table 0-1. The ohiclding above the core anci helow the core is listed in Tables 8-2 

and 8-:3. 
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8. 2. 1 Fast Neutron Flue nee 

Figures 8-2, 8-3, and 8-4 illustrate the calculated fast neutron fluence in the radial, 
·upper axial, and lower axial directions. In the radial direction, Figure 8-2 indicates that the 

fast neutron fluence (En > 0.1 MeV) at the reactor vessel will be about 3 x 1019 nvt, or more 

than a factor of 10 under the des~gn limit. ~n the upper axial direction, Figure 8-3 shows 

that the design limit is not exceeded above the fuel handles. Below the fuel handles, the 

materials are changed with fuel bundle changes. In the lower axial direction, Figure 8-4 shows 

that the higher energy (E > 1 MeV) fluence at the lower grid plate was calculated to be about 

9 x 1019 nvt. By ratioin; theE > 0.1 MeV neutron fluence to the En > 1 MeV fluence, using n . 
Figure 8-3, the fast neutron fluence (En > 0.1 MeV) at the grid plate is predicted to be 

3 x 1021 nvt. This is a factor of 6 in excess of the design limit. However, as noted before, 

this fast neutron fluence limit is ·preliminary. There is considerable experimental data which 

indicates no significant losses in stainless steel ductility for fast neutron (En > 1 MeV) fluences 
exceeding 1 x 1021 nvt. Figure 8-4 shows that the calculated fluence at the grid plate is more 

than a factor of 10 under this level. Hence, significant radiation damage to the grid plate, with 

the materials listed in Table 8-3 separating the core and grid plate, is not expected. 

REGION 

Core 

Reflector 

Support Structure 

Neutron·Shield 

Sodium Annulus 

Reactor Vessel 

Blast s·hield 

Thermal Insulation 

Concrete Retainer 

Cone rete (Magnetite) 

TABLE 8-1 

MATERIAL COMPOSITIONS 

FOR THE RADIAL SHIELD 

MATERIAL, 
VOLUME FRACTION 

WIDTH 

55.8 em 

18.72 em 

10.0 em 

45.72 em 

121.92 em 

1. 90 em 

10.16 em 

15.24 em 

1.90 em 

Fuel 
Na 
SS-304 
1-800 

Na 
Ni 
SS-304 
1-800 

Na 
SS-304 

Na 
SS-304 

Na 

SS-304 

.Fe 

SS-304· 

Fe 

Cone. 

8-3 

AND DENSITY 

0.303@ 9.85 ·mr 3 

0.468@ 0.8512 
0. 127 @l 7 . 9 3 
0.102@ 8.02 

0.22 @ 0.8512 gm/cm3 

0.60 @I 8. 90 l 0.06 @ 7.93 
0.12 @ 8.02 

U.bO @ 0.8!'112 gm~cm 
3 

0.50 @ 7.93 

0.30 @ 0. 8512 gmlcm
3 

0.70 @ 7.93 

1.0 @ 0. 8512 gm/cm 
3 

1.0 @ 7.93 gm/cm3 

1.0 @'7.70 gm/cm3 

1.0 @ 0. 793 3 gm/cm· 

.1. 0 @ 7.7 gm/cm3 

1.0 @' 3. 5 gin/cm3 
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1 Core 

2 Reflector 
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8 Top Shield 
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TABLE 8-2 

MATERIAL COMPOSITIONS 

FOR THE UPPER AXIAL SHIELD 

WIDTH 

45.72 em 

30.48 em 

76. 20 cni 

91.44'cm 

30.48 em 

· 335.28 em 

15.24 em 

121.92 em 

Fuel 
Na 
SS-304 
I-800 

Na 
Ni 
SS-304 
I-800 

Na 
SS-304 
I-800 
Void 

Na 
ss..:3o4 
I-800 

Na 
SS-304 

Na· 

MATERIAL, 
VOLUME FRACTION 

AND DENSITY 

0.303@9.85 
0.468@ 0.8512 
0.127 @7.93 
0.102@ 8.02 

0.499@ 0.8512 
·0.359@ 8.90 
0.079@ 7. 93 
0.113@8.02 

0.499@ 0.8512 
0.079@ 7.93 
0.113@8.02 
0.359 @I 0.0 

0.498@ 0.8512 
. 0.389@ 7.93 
0.113@8.02 

0.800@ 0.8512 
0. 200@ 7.93 

1.0 @I o:8512 

gm(cm
3

. 

gnycm3 

gm/cm3 

SS-304 1. 0 @ 3. 9B5 ~m/cm3 

(equivalent to 24 inches of steel) . 

TABLE 8-3 

MATERIAL COMPOSITIONS 

FOR THE LOWER AXIAL SHIELD 

WIDTH 

45.72 em 

30.48 em 

50.16 em 

10.78 em 

100.00 em 

Fuel 
Na 
ss:..3o4 
I-800 

Na 
Ni 
SS-304 

'I-800 

Na 
SS-304 
I-800 

Na 
· SS-304 

Na 
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MATERIAL, 
VOLUME FRACTION 

AND DENSITY 

0.303@ 9.85 
0.468@ 0.8512 
0.127@ 7.93 

. 0.102@ 8.02 

0.468@ 0.8512 
0.359@8.90 
0.060@7.93 
0.11~@8.02 

0.468@ 0.8512 
0.419@ 7.93 
0.113@8.02 

0.500@ 0.8512 
0. 500@ 7. 93 

1.00 @0.8512 

. 3 
gm/em 

. l 
gm(em

3 

gm/em3 
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8. 3 TOTAL NEUTRON FLUX AND THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX 

The radiation level in spaces with personnel access is due both to gamma and neutron 
radiation. For the Backup core, the shielding in the upper axial direction is designed to limit 
the average dose rate to personnel working in the vicinity of the top head to 50 mRem/h. In the 
radial and lower axial directions, the Backup core shielding is designed to limit fast neutron 
irradiation damage and the heat load external to the reactor vessel shell. In the latter two 
dimensions, external to the vessel shell, the Backup design will use the shielding provided for 
the reference design. 

Figure 8-5 illustrates the total and thermal neutron flux levels in the radial direction. 
These results are included for reference purposes. ' 

Figure 7-20 indicates that shield compositions in the upper axial direction (Table 8-2) 
will attenuate the· neutron ·flux to 250 nv, or about 1 mRem/h, at the upper surface of the top 
head. Since this calculation neglects geometric attenuation, this level is at least a factor of 
10 less than would occur if geometric attenuation were included. It must be noted, however, 
that this calculated neutron flux level does not include the contribution from streaming paths. 

The latter was considered in Section 7. 5. 

8.4 GAMMA DOSE RATE 

As noted for neutron attenuation, ·the gamma .shielding radially eXternal to and axially 
below the reactor vessel is being designed for the reference concept. The Backup core and 
reactor internals must be designed to utilize the reference design shielding in these two 
dimensions. The principal concern is to assure that the heat generation load external to the 
vessel does not exceed 500 kW as discussed in Section 8. 8. However, in the upper axial 
direction, gamma shielding mu::;t be designed specifically for the Backup concept. 

Figures 8-6 and 7-19 illustrate the calculated ~mma dose rate in the radial and upper 
axial dimensions. ·The radial distribution is included for reference purposes and is used in 
determining the heat load external to the reactor vessel. Figure 7-19 indicates that the 

· gamma. dose rate at the upper surface of the top head is determined by Na 24 decay activity in 

the primary sodium coolant. Neglecting streaming contributions, the gamma dose rate at the 
~pper surface of the top head will be less than 10 mR/h. 

8 .. 5 REFUELING CELL SHIELD DESIGN 

Referring to Section 8. 2 it should be noted that the refueling cell utilizes open head refueling 
in an inert gas atmosphere. Personnel access either durin~ power operation or after shutdown 

. requires "suiting up. " Since the radiation sources are different during power operation than 
after shutdown-especially during refueiing_.:the shielding requirements duri.itg power operation 
are discussed independently from those after shutdown in the following.paragraphs. 
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. 8. 5.1 Radiation Levels in the Refueling Cell During Full Power Operation 

The design criterion for the top head and upper axial shielding permits limited personnel 

·access into the refueling celi at any time that all top head shield plugs are in place. {This 

assumes that no spent fuel or other highly radioactive sources are in the cell, unless adequately 

fihielded.) During full power operation, the average dose rate for personnel working in the 

vicinity of the top head will not exceed 50 mRem/h. At no location will the dose rate exceed 
3.00 mRem/h. 

During full power operation, the principal radioactive sources and their calculated dose 
rates averaged over the surface of the top pead are: 

Neutron flux (except streaming) 

Neutron flux (streaming) 

Gamma dose rate (~xcept streaming) 

Gamma dose rate (streaming) 

TOTAL 

1 mRem/h 

~15 mRem/h 

10 mR/h 
~15 mR/h 

<50 mRem/h 

The above numbers were obtained from Sections 8. 2, 7. 5, and 8. 7. It is seen that the 

peak radiation level in the vicinity of the top head is not expected to exceed design criteria. 

8. 5. 2 Radiation Levels in the Refueling Cell After Shutdown 

With the reactor shutdown and all top head shield plugs in place, the principal radiation 
source at shutdown will be the u5-hour llalf-life Na24 decay acti~ity in the primary sodium 

coolant. Th~ average radiation level over the surface of the top head will decay at the rate 

of a factor ·Of 3 per day until it is no longer significant. As not~d in Section 7. 5, the peak 

radiation level from this source is not expected to exceed 25 mR/h, averaged over the upper 
surface of the top head. 

With the top shield plug removed, the dose rate in the refueling cell will be due to either 

the Na24 'decay activity or the Na 22 decay activity in the primary sodium coolant. As noted in 
24 . . . . 

Section 8. 7, the peak Na dose rate at the surface of the pool was calculated to be 

240,000 R/h, whereas the Na22 dose rate win be only about 10 R/h. However, because of its 

very long half~life {2 . .6 years), the Na 22 .activity remains essentially constant during reactor 
. . 24 

shutdown periods. In 9 to 10 days following reactor shutdown, the Na dose rate decays to a 

lo~er level than that due to Na22 . With the head removed and assuming a 10-day decay time 

followin~ a long (3 days o~ more) period ~f operation, the scattered radiation level from Na 22 

decay.inside the refueling cell is expected to be in the range of 10 to 100 mR/h, unless looking 

directly into the sodium pool. 

Of course, the largest radiation source in,the refueling cell will come from the irradiated 

fuel assemblies during refueling operations. A gross calculation indicates a dose. rate of 

10 7 R/h near a fuel assembly, decre4sing to 100, 000 (or 105) R/h ten feet away. Personnel 

· access irito·the cell during refueling· operations is ciearly.prohibited. . ' . . 
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During refueling op~rations a peak dose rate of 4 mR/h in the operations room was cal

culated for an unshielded fuel assembly located 4 feet from a 4-foot thickness magnetite con:-. 

crete refueling cell wall. This is a peak value and occurs only directly opposite an FFTF fuel 

· al:!sembly which has generated 4. 5 MWt over a long irradiation period. A decay time of 1 day 
is assumed. It is expected that refueling operations will contribute a dose rate of less than . 

0. 5 mRem/h averaged over the working space in the operations room if 4-foot thickness 

magnetite concrete walls (or gamma equivalent) are used for the refueling cells. Of course, 
these wall thicknesses may be decreased in the upper levels of this cell where slanted radiation 
paths provide greater radiation attenuation. 

8. 6 PRIMARY HEAT EXCHANGER AND PUMP CELL 

The principal radiation source in the primary heat exchanger and pump cells is the Na 24 

activity in the primary coolant. As noted in Section 8. 7, this 15-hour half-life activity is 

estimated to reach 2. 6 x 109 disintegrations/cm3 -sec (or 0. 071 Ci/cm3) during 400 MWt FFTF 
operation. The thicknesses of gamma shielding materials (equivalent to 450 gm/cm2) required 
to assure a dose rate of less than 1 mR/h in adjacent spaces are as follows: 

Shielding Material Density Thickness 

Regular Concrete 2. 33 gm/cm3 6. 3 feet 

Magnetite Concrete 3.69 gm/cm3 4. 0 feet 

Iron 7.7 gm/cm3 2.0 feet 

The principal source of the Na.24 activity in the primary s·odium coolant is the 5-foot

diameter hemispherical part of the primary to secondary heat exchanger. During operation the 
d~se rate in this space is expected to. reach 100,000 R/h. However, after shutdown, the Na24 

will decay on a 15-hour half-life until, in about 9 days, the Na22 activity predominates. With 
the heat exchanger filled with sodium, the Na22 is expected to contribute an average dose rate 
of about 1 R/h in the working area inside the cell. At the upper and lower heads this dose rate 

will be about 5 R/h. 

With .the heat exchanger drained, (both primary and secondary sides), Na22 activity is 
expected to give a dose rate of about 0. 3 R/h 1 foot from the, surface of the heat exchanger, 
.assuming a 10:-mil thickness of prfmary coolant clings to the inner surface of all tubes. All 
of these calculations involving the primary to secondary heat exchanger assume: 

• 
• .. 
• 
• 
• 

The primary coolant is on the tube side of the heat exchanger 
There are 1040 l-inch-outside-diameter tubes (42-mil wall) 
Tubes are 20.feet in length 

Total volume of the primary coolant sodium is 7400 n3 (or 2.1 x 108 cm3) 

Heat exchanger diameter is 5 feet 
Non-radioactive secondary sodium coolant is on the shell side of the heat exchanger . 

Fission products til the primary coolant are not expected to present a radiation problem 

during normal operation. Calculations were made which assumed the complete disintegration 

of one 50-kW fuel pin followed by the homogeneous distribution of its fission products in the 
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total primary coolant system volume. Resulting dose rates from these fission products, as a 

function of time after fuel pin disintegration, will be about: 

Time After Disintegration (Irradiation) 

Dose Rate from the Heat Exchanger = 

1 day 

4. 0 R/h 

5 days 

2. 8 R/h 

10 days 

2. 2 R/h 

With the heat exchanger drained (both primary and secondary sodium), except for a 

10-mil thickness of primary coolant clinging to the inner surface of all tubes, the dose rate from 
fission products is expected to be less than 1 R/h, 10 days after fuel pin disintegration. 

The effect of radioactive mass transport has not been included in these estimates. However, 
based on the results of approximate calculations (5), it is clear that this effect cannot be neglected. 

Dose rates in the range of 0.1 to 100 R/h from the heat exchanger are possible due to deposits of 
radioactive materials transported from the core. 

8. 7 CLOSED LOOP CELLS 

The assumption_ is made for estimating closed loop cell shielding requirements that the 
experiment will be· cooled by sodium~ Hence, one of the primary radiation sources in this type 

· of cell will be the coolant activity itself,. both Na 24 and Na 22 . Because of the experimental 
nature of the fuel being. irradiated in lqops of this type, one must also assume significant 
fission product release into the coolant due to fuel cladding ruptures. Order of magnitude 
estimates (6) indicate Na24 specific activities (Ci/cm3) in the closed loop coolants to be 2 to 
5 times tliose in the main core primary coolant system. Of course, pipe sizes and heat ex

changer volumes are much smaller. For shielding purposes, dose rates exceeding 10, 000 R/h 
within the closed loop cells from Na24 ~ctivity are expected .. 

Should the fissio·n products from a single 100 kW.experimental fuel pin be homogenously 

distributed in a closed loop primary sodium coolant volume of 74 ft3, .the resulting contribution 
to U1e dose rate within the closed loop cell from fission product.s only is estimated to be 
between 1, 000 and 10,000 R/h. Hence, it is seen that fission products may make a significant 
(although not overriding) contribution to the radiation sources which must be shielded during 

closed loop operation. Compared to the core primary heat exchanger cell shield requirements, . . ' 

only a factor of 5 to 10 (reduction) exists in the closed loop cell shield walls. This is equivalent 
to a reduction of about 54 ± 10 gm/cm 2 of gamma shielding, which results .in the following 

estimated shield wn.ll thickness for the c.losed loop cells. 

Shielding Material 

Regular Concrete 

Magnetite Concrete 

Iron 

Density 

2. 33 gmicm3 

.3. 69 gm/cm3 

7. 7 gm/cm3 

Thickness 

5. 7 feet 
3. 6 feet 
1. 7 feet 

After reactor shutdown, the Na 24 acUvity will decay with its characteristic 15-hour half

life until, in about 9 days the Na 22 activity predo~inates .. The latter is expected to contribute 
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less than 1 R/h to the radiation level inside the closed loop cell. Draining the sodium would 
reduce the dose rate to an estimated 0.3 R/h. The latter is due to an assumed 10-mil thickness 

of primary loop coolant which clings to the pipes of the loop heat exchanger and other pipes 
·associated with the given loop: 

With fission products in the closed loop primary sodium cooling, however, the radiation 

level inside the closed loop cell originating from these fission products may be expected to decay 
no more than a factor of 2 in about 10 days,. If draining the system reduces a dose rate of up 

to 10, 000 R/h by no more than the factor of 3 calculated for the core primary coolant, then ·it 
would appear necessary to flush the closed loop primary system to permit personnel access to 

this space. 

8. 8 SODIUM COOLANT ACTIVATION 

As noted in the preceding discussion, activation of the sodium coolant .is the major concern 

in evaluating FFTF activation levels: The calculated dose rate at the· pool surface of the FFTF 
primary sodium is 240,000 R/h during 400 MWt operation. This dose rate is due only to the 
radioactive decay of Na24 at equilibrium conditions. Having a 15-hour half-life, equilibrium is 

effectively reached in less than 3 days. While Na 24 constitutes the major activity in. the sodium 
coolant during full-power operation, it is the lesser Na 22 activity [resulting from high-energy 
(>12. 4 MeV) neutron (n, 2n) reactions with Na 23 nuclei] which predominates 10 days after. 
reactor shutdown. Because of its very long half-life (2. 6 ·years), the Na22 activity remains 
essentially constant during reactor shutdown periods. · The calculated dose rate at the surface 
of a large pool of primary sodium coolant is expected to reach 10 R/h at equilibrium conditions 
due to Na22 activity only. A reactor operating time approaching 10 years is required to 

effectively reach equilibrium conditions. However, 50 percent o.f equilibriu~ Na 22 activity 
is reached in only one half-life, or 2. 6 years. 

In Table 8-4, the rates of Na24 and Na22 formation are indicated as a function of core 

location. 

TABLE 8-4 

CALCULATED FORMATION RATE IN FFTF PRIMARY COOLANT SODIUM 

Region 

Core 
Reflectors 

Gas Space 

Total 

Formation Rate (nuclei/sec) 

Na24 Na22 
:::..:..:..:--....,.---

0.8 X 1017 6.3 X 1013 

2.7x1o17 1.1x1o13 

2. 0 x 1017 negligible 

5.5x1o17 7.4x1013 

The above results are in quite good agreement with values quoted in Reference ·5. The 

above Na22 activity is a factor of 2 less than quoted in Reference 5. However, this is not 
a large effect, considering the expected accuracy of the Na23 (n, 2n) Na22 cross section. 
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Assuming a total primary sodium coolant volume of 7400 n3 (o~ 2/1 x 108 cm3), the above 

activation rates result in the saturated specific activities of the primary sodium coolant given 
in Table 8-5. 

TABLE 8-5 
SATURATED SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF SODIUM IN THE PRIMARY COOLANT SODIUM 

FFTF Power Level 

400 MWt 

(7400 ft
3
) 

Ci Na24/cm3 

0.071 

Ci Na22/cm3 

9.5 X 10-6 

The specific activities given in Table 8-5 result in dose rates of 240,000 R/h and 8. 8 R/h, 

respectively, for the Na24 and Na22 . The Na22 dose rate ignores the annihilation radiation of 
positron decay, which will probably incre~se the dose rate from 8. 8 R/h to about 10 R/h. 

8. 9 HEAT GENERATION OUTSIPE OF TilE REACTOR VESSEL 

The radial shielding inside the reactor vessel is required to limit the heat generation load 

in the shieldi.rig external to the reactor vessel to 500 kW or less. This load assumes heat 
generation axially below the reactor vessel, as well as radially external to the reactor vessel. 

' ' 

The shielding compositions inside the vessel are designed primarily to limit fast neutron · 
irradiation damage to the reactor vessel itself. Hence, any optimization study must consider 

both fast neutron fluence at the .vessel and the heat gei1eration load external to the vessel. 

A radial shield optimization study was completed with the results reported in Reference 7. 
The specific goals of the analysis were to minimize the fast neutron fluence at the reactor vessel 
and to minimize gamma heating external to the reactor vessel. This study showed.that, in all 
cases, where the B4C content of the 18-inch thi~kness neutron ~hield was varied from 6'0% down 
to 0%, the fast neutron fluence (E > 0.1 MeV) was well below the design limit (5 x 1020 nvt). n . 

. This study indicated, ho~e~er, that the.ga~ma heat generation rate varied from 0.278 W/cm2 

. (0% B4C) down to 0. 042W /cm2 (60% B4C), which is in .excess of the 0. 035 W /cm2 recommended 

by PNL. · The cooling system for components located externally adjacent to the reactor. vessel 

has been , however, tentatively sized by PNL in the range of 100 to 500 kW. If orie as~umes 

that this heating rate occurs over a 15-foot height, the total gamma heating rates illustrated 
by .Table 8-6 are generated. Table 8-6 shows that the gamma heat load varies from a low of 

· 26 kW to a high of 201 kW. Thus, .in all ca~es, this total heat load is well under the tentative 

limit of 500 kW. Therefore, considering the cost of B 4c, the dec~sion ~as been made t_o 
recommend elimination of B 4c from the core ra~lial ,shielding. This decision, following as it 
does the study reported in Reference 8, where it was shown to be both feasible and acceptable 
to remove all B4C from the upper axial neutron shield, .results in the. removal of all B4C from 

the Backup core shielding which is located inside the react.or vessel. 

.... 
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TABLE 8-6 

FFTF BACKUP DESIGN, 400 MW THERMAL GAMMA HEAT GENERATION RATE 

IN THE COMPONENTS LOCATED EXTERNALLY ADJACENT TO THE REACTOR VESSEL 

Neutron Shield ComEosition Gamma Heat Generation Rate 

Volume Percent MAC oo Slab* 1/r Correction* Total Heat Over 
15-Foot Height 

B4C SS-304 Na W/cm2 W/cm 2 , kW 

0 70 30 1.169 0. 278 201 
10 60 30 0.168 0.057 41 

20 50 30 0.104 0. 043 31 
40 30 30 0.072 0.036 26 
60 10 30 0.097 0.042 30 

*Includes 0.026 W/cm2 due to Na24 decay activity·. (Absorption in the reactor vessel 
was neglected.) 

8. 10 FISSION PRODUCT DECAY ENERGY 

8. 10. 1 Reference Data 

A very large amount of work has been done on· other projects to measure the decay energy 
from U-235 fission products. Essentially all of these products·result from fission reactions 

with thermal neutrons. In the FFT F core, however, fission products are formed from high 

energy, or fast, neutron (En> 0.1 MeV) reactions with Pu-239. The question being asked is, 
"How does the fission-product rlecay energy from the fast neutron fission of Pu-239 differ from 
the thermal neutron fission of U-235?" 

A preliminary study indicates that measurements of the fission product decay energy from 
the fast fission of Pu-239 are as yet quite limited. A relatively old reference notes that within 
the limits of experimental error (10 %), there is no perceptible difference between the results 
for U-235 and Pu-239 as to the dependence on time after fission, mean energy of the gamma 
radiation, ·~md total yield of gamma energy per fission. (9) It should be noted that the latter 

reference refers to. gamma energy only. Two relative recent References, 10 and 11, indicate 
very goo,d agreement when the total (gamma and beta) fission-product decay power from U-235 

· thermal neutron fission is. compared to the total fission-product decay power from Pu-239 ·fast 

neutron·fission. The latter references, however, include measurements for only relatively 

long times after fission, i.e., 40 to 150 days. Quite recently, Reference 12 was issued 

which indicates, for infinite irradiation periods, that the absorbable energy emitted by the 

fission fragments from the fast fission of Pu-239 is in the range of 0. 90 to 1. 00 times the 

absorbable energy emitted by thefission fragmentsfrom the thermal fission of U-235. 

In summary, a comparison of the limited measurements of fast-neutron-induced Pu-239 

fission product decay energy to the relatively ·extensive measu~ements of thermal neutron 
U- 235 fission-product decay energy indicates th~t differences are not large. Some experimental 
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and analytici:tl data indicate lower decay energy from Pu-239 fast fission than fi.·om U -235 thermal 
fission. In view of the consistency of the available data, the use of fission-product decay curves 

based on measurements of U-235 thermal fission is recommended for estimating the decay power 

·versus time after reactor shutdown from Pu-239 fast fission for preliminary FFTF design work. 

Figures 8-7 and 8-8 illustrate the recommended total (as,well as gamma and beta only) 
fission product decay power versus cooling time (or time after reactor shutdo~n). These 

figures assume infinite reactor operating time. ·Table 8-7 and Figures 8-9 and 8-10 illustrate 
fission product decay power versus cooling time for irradiation times varying from 1 hotir to 
infinite time. 

In using these curves, it must be noted that there are other important sources of power 

generation in the FFTF core following reactor shutdown. During the first minute after scram, 
the fission power due to delayed neutron emission exceeds fission product decay power by a 
factor of 2 or more. At times ranging from 2 hours to 30 hours after shutdown, Np-239 decay 
may contribute up to one-half of the heat generated oy fission product·d~cay (the former is 
additional to fission product decay energy). Details a.ild graphs are given in Reference 13 . 

. 8. 10. 2 Decay Heat Generation in a Fuel Bundle Following Reactor Shutdown 

During f~el bundle transfer from the FFTF core to the decay storage pool, heat ~ill be 
generated in the fuel bundle and transfer thimble b~cause of the absorption of radiation emitted 
from radioactive fission products and Np-239 decay. To evaluate fuel bundle cooling require

ments during such transfers, it is necessary to know the ·heat generation rate at the time of 
the transfer. 

For purposes of this study, it was assumed that fuel transfers would take place in the 

interval of 8 to 24 hours following reactor shutdown. It was further assumed that the full power 
irradiation period would not be less than 6 months nor greater than 16 months. (To simplify 
the evaluation, the assumption was also made that the fuel was irradiated continuously for the 
stated period, with no intermediate shutdowns or operation at reduced power leveis. This 
assumption. is conservative.) Finally, the heat generation rates are based on fission pruducl 

. decay heat measurements from the thermal neutron fission of U-235. As noted previously, a 

preliminary evaluation indicates this data may be used to estimate fission product decay heat 

rates from the fast fission of Pu-239. 

Figure 8-11 and Table 8-8 summarize the results of this evaluation, which shows a range 
of heat generation rates from a high of 22. 9 kW to a low of 15 .4 kW. The real significance 
of these.heat.generation rates is the subject of a thermal-hydraulics analysis. 

The geometry assumed in calculating the amount of gamma radiation which escapes from 
·· the bundle and thimble is a cylindricized fuel bundle and flow channel surrounded by a 1. 238-inch 

an~ulus of sodium and a 0.333-inch wall thickness of stainless steel (thimble). The cylindricized 

Juel assembly itself has an equivalent diameter· of 3·. 524 inches. 
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TABLE 8-7 
ENERGY RELEASE RATE FROM FISSION PRODUCT· DECAY 

IN A U-235- FUELED REACTOR AFTER SHUTDOWN 

MeV -sec/fission*** 
Operating Shutdown MeV/fission * ** 

its ' Time, t
0 
~ Time, ts ...:..r__ P· p Y+f3 o p Y+f3dt 

{h~ {sec) _._f3_ 

1 1 5.06 4.70 9.76 12 
102 3.90 3. 40' 7.30 110 
10 2. 12 -1.86 '3.98 500 
103 0.68 0.58 1. 25 2,260 
104 0.02 0.01 0.03 6,300 
105 9,900 

10 1 5.80 5.36 11. 16 12 
10 4.64 4.06 8.70 110 
102 2.84 2.48 5.32 800 
103 1. 32 . 1. 10 2.42 .3, 760 
104 0.40 0.30 0. 70 14,800 
105 0.046 0. 014. 0.06 32,400 
106 O.OOG 0.005 17,200 

102 1 6.08 5.68 11.76 12 
102 4.92 4.38 9.30 110 
103 3. 14 2;'78 5.92 800 
104 1. 62 1. 42 3.04 4,960 
105 .0. 66 0.,60 1. 26 19,200 
106 0. 176 b. 120 0.296 67,000 
107 0.032 .;{), 018 0.050 172,000 
10 .. 400,000 
108 , . - 460,000 

103 1 6. 34' 5.78 12. 12 12 
10 5. 18 4.48 9.63 1f0 
102 3.40 2.88 6. 28 800 
103 1. 86 1. 52 3.38 4,960 
104 0. 88: . 0. 72 1. 60 27,200 
105 0.37 0. 246 0.616 103,000 
106 0. 136 0.088 0. 224 406,000 
107 0.014 0.010 0.024 1, 542,000 

104 1 6.44 5.88 12.32 12 
102 5. 28 4.58 9.86 110 
10? 3.50 2.98 6.48 800 
10" 1. 96 1. 62 . 3. 58 4,960 
104 0.984 0. 824 1. 808 27,200 
lOG 0. 472 0.344 0.816 137,000 
106 0.220 0. 176 0.396 520,000 
107 0.044 0.056 0.100 2,180,000 
108 2, 270,000 

105 1 6.44 5.94 12.38 12 
10 5. 28 4.64 9.92 110 
102 3.50 ·3.04 6.54 800 
103 1. 98 1. 66 3.64 4,960 
104 0.994 0.872 1. 866 27' 200 
lOG 0.480 0. 394 0.874 137,000 
106 0. 226 0. 226 0.452 740,000 
107 0.050 0.098 <i. 148 . 2,840,000 
108 0.006 0. 024 0.030 8,300,000 

00 1 6.48 5.98 12.46 12 
10 5.32 4. 68 ' 10.00 110 
102 ~.44 3.08 6.62 800 
103 2.00 1. 74 3.74 4,!Hi0 
104 1. 02 0.93 1. 95 27' 200 
105 0.508 0.450 0.958 137,000 
106 0.254 0. 284 0.538 740,000 
107 0.076 0. 158 0.234 3,645,000 
108 0.030 0.080 0. 110 ·16, 105,000 

* Multiply by (MeV/fissio~)-l to obtain fraction of operating power. 
** Multiply results of (a) by power to obta1n.un1ls uf puwt::l'. 

*** Multiply by power .x (MeV7fission)-1 to obtain units of energy; i.e., power-sec. 
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TABLE 8-8 

. . 
FISSION PRODUCT AND Np-239 DECAY HEAT ABSORBED (kW) IN AN FITF FUEL 

BUNDLE AND FUEL TRANSFER THIMBLE VERSUSIRRADIATION PERIOD 

AND SHUTDOWN TIME 

Assumed Power Generation Rate in Fuel Bundle: 
3. 509 MW Thermal (Approximate Core Average) Fission Product 

Np-239 
Decay Heat F. P. Gamma Total 

Shutdown Decay Heat Generated , Total Radiation Escaping Absorption 
Irradiation Time Beta Gamma Total (Beta + Gamma) (or Leaka~e Rate) Rate 

Period (h) (kW) (kW) (kW) (kW) (kW (kW) 

8 8.63 10 .. 95 19.58 3. 92 1.49 22.01 
6 months 16 6.38 8.80 15.18 3.59 0.94 17.83 

24 5.16 7.73 12.89 3.26 0.78 15.37 

8 9.02 11.22 20.24 #- 3. 92 1. 53 22.62 
10 months 16 6. 77 9.06 15.83 3.59 0.96 18.46 

24 5.58 7.97 13.55 3.26 0.81 16.00 

8 9.26 11.30 20.56 .3.92 1. 54 22.94 
16 months 16 6.99 9.17 16.16 3.59 0.97 18.77 

24 5.79 8.08 13.87 3.26 0.82 16.32 

In making the calculations, seven energy groups of fission product decay gammas were 

considered. No beta radiationwas assumed to escape. Concerning the Np-239 decay heat 

generation, none of the beta or gamma radiation was assumed to escape. 

8. 11 SHIELDING DESIGN METHODS 

Shielding methods are summarized in Appendix G. 
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SECTION IX 

VESSEL 

9.1 VESSEL-TO-CLOSURE INTERFACE LOADING ANALYSES 

A basic premise for the conceptual studies of the vessel closure has been that the head of 

the vessel can be cooled to nearly ambient temperature of the sodium pool and the head accommo

dated by flexure in the vessel walls between the head and pool. To support this premise, some 

basic review of the problem indicates that while this .solution is not easy to accomplish, it is 
possible. 

The loadings considered in this investigation include pressure, weight, and axial thermal 

· gradie_nt in the vessel. It is tacitly assumed that radial gradients are reduced to negligible 

values by insulation or preferential cooling. It also· appears that the goal of operation at 1200°F 

is very difficult with any cyclic operation and 304 stainless steel material because of the great 

· degradation of creep properties at this ·temperature which appear to make ratcheting inevitable 

and the danger of low cycle fatigue failure prohibitive. 

The cover gas design pressure has been assumed as 30 psig, and the weight of the vessel 

and contents estimated as 820, 000 pound~ The axial ·gradients considered are those due to 

operation at steady state, scram, and he~tup. The steady state thermal gradient is estimated 

as 1000°F in the 30 inches between the top of the sodium pool and a point 3 inches below the hub 

of the flange. Computer solution of the heat transfer indicates a round-off of the abrupt change 

of slope at the sodium surface, but this has been neglected in the stress computation. 

·The scram transient originates about 10 feet below the surface of the sodium pool and the 

thermal stratification of the sodium inhibits natural convection so that conductive heat transfer 

is the principal mechanism for changing the surface temperature and the gradient in the structure. 

The scram transient does not appear to affect the temperature near the surface of the pool until 

about 2 hours after scram and then has a moderating effect upon the abrupt change of slope of the 

gradient at this location. It does not appear that this transient will be significant in this location. 

·The startup transient results in a steady rise_ in temperature of the pool with convective 

currents furnishing good mixing. The ramp above the pool will follow with considerable delay 

as conductive and radiative transfer of heat must be relied upon in this region. 

A thickness of 3/4-inch for the vessel wall was chosen as ample for the support of the 

weight of v~ssel and the internal pressure and to deform during the DBA to minimize head damage . 

. The requirement for vacuum testing can be fuifilled by internally supporting the vessel. 

The steady state temperature gradient of 1000.°F in a 30-inch length of vessel produces an 

axial thermal stress of 2f, 900 psi and, when added to the dead ioad and pressure._stresses, a 

combined stress of 25, 600 psi. This stress is limited by the ASME Code-allowable of 3 .sm to 

26, 100 psi at a temperature of l100°F. To extend the ramp sufficiently to reduce the stresses 

t~ levE)lS allowable at 1200°F appe.ars prohibitive at this time and insulation or selective cooling 

to rou11d off thq abrupt change of slope in the gractient at the surface of the sodium would appear 

required fo.r high temperature operation. 
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The startup transient will accentuate the abrupt change of slope at the level of the pool 

. surface and therefore severely limit the rate at which safe startup can be achieved. Preliminary 

investigation indicates that this limitation of the startup rate will not be severe in the early 

stages of the startup, when material properties are not degraded to a large extent, but will 

become progressively more limiting as the pool temperature rises. A startup rate of 100°F /h 
is indicated safe to a temperature of 850°F, but a 50°F/h rate between 850°F,and .. 900°F is 
marginal. Time has not permitted further investigation. Figures 9-1 to 9-5 illustrate the . 

gradients considered. 

9. 2 VESSEL HEIGHT CONSIDERATIONS 

The vessel description emphasizes the design requirements for the vessel support, flange, 
and coolant service nozzles as well as the length (or depth} of the major components within the 
vessel. It was noted that the vessel could be over 8 feet shorter if refueling of driver assemblies 
under the closed loop branch piping was performed when the involved closed loop was removed 
from the vessel. This 20% saving on vessel length appeared warranted. To fully utilize the 

advantages of the open head refueling. (and top of the reactor viewing) concept of the Backup 

Design, facilities for safely lowering the sodium level in the vessel are required. 

As the reference and Backup reactor designs are both being developed, it appears that the 

Backup Design has the same or slightly smaller vessel diameter requirements, thus diametrical 

inconsistencies can be filled up or utilized when the Backup Design is installed in the vessel. At 

this stage in conceptual development the depth of the vessel (or elevation of the core support 
plate) and other pertinent component elevations should be noted. 

Attached are two drawings indica~ing the longest (deepest) length, Figure 9-6, and the 
minimum length, Figure 9-7, vessels for the backup design. The vessel diameter, 'bottom head, 
molten fuel containment high pressure plenum (except the grid plates) and the inlet and outlet 
coolant nozzles are identical to PNL drawing SK-3.:.14332, Revision 0 on these figures. The 

"maximum" length vessel is 8 feet 9 inc he~ deeper than the minimum depth vessel. This additionaL 
depth is utilized to permit driver fuel (and grapple) movement beneath the closed loop branch 
piping and to store more sodium above the core in case of a casualty to the primary coolant 
system. The "minimum" length vessel provides the minimum of 2 feet of fuel submergence 
during refueling of the driver fuel. The shorter vessel in addition to being smaller and probably 
requiring a smaller· containment building requires shorter: 

• Extension rods on the control rod drives 
• Closed loop lead stalks and coolant system 

• Driver fuel instrument leads and structure 

• Operators for core clamping devices 

• Or less seismic restraint 

• Or improved visibility of reactor components 

For these reasons a short vessel design was pursued in the conceptual desigri period. 
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The following tentative reference elevations are noted on both drawings: 

. • Vessel flange face (elevation datum) 

• Vessel flange connection to ve.ssel (-) 1 foot 6 inches, limit of cool 

structure temperature 

• Cover gas and sodium overf.low pipes* 

• Sodium level (maximum height of outlet .temperature) 

• Inspection level drain** 

• Maximum coolant outlet nozzle· height ( 2-;foot submergence during inspection) 

• Bottom of core elevation (reference design datum) 

• Reactor support plate level (core datum) 

. ' 

* A two duct-multiple nozzle gravity. overflow and extended cover gas reservoir system 
is recommended to provide constant sodium level in the vessel. The overflow sodium 
will flow. by gravity to the drain tank. A service refill pump is required to· return the 
sodium to the vessel. Actually the nozzles should. be located at a slightly lower level 
than shown with the sodium overflowing into a wier box and then to the drain tank. 

** · The inspection level dra:in can be provided as a dip tube with the actual nozzle near the 
top of the vessel. If these lines penetrate the head, additional shielding and space will 
be required above and near the head. This drain is sized to lower the sodium level in 
the vessel to the driver fuel handle level in about 1 hour. Inspection draining and handle 
observation may be required each time the refueling plug is replaced. 

9-10 
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SECTION X 

·SYSTEM DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

10. 1 INTRODUCTION 

The FFTF backup system must be designed for stress fatigue and thermal shock resulting 

·from thermal transients. The short term (20 seconds) transient response of the sodium tempera

tures primarily between the core outlet and vessel outlet to selected mild and severe transients 

was investigated for· the FFTF backup design. 

Since the objectives of this study were limited and the analysis was applied during the 

conceptual stage of the FFTF backup design, the dynamics model that was developed is simplified 

and model development of each part of the system, such as the IHX, was considerably less than 

that required for detailed design. 

The transients analyzed were divided into two categories, designated "mild" transients 

and "severe" transients. Mild transients are associated with events for which the total design 

number of cycles is of the order of 103 during the plant lifetime. Severe transients are 

associated with low probability events, which may occur one to a few times. 

10. 1. 1 Transients Analyzed 

Mild transients studied included the following: 

• Loss-of-site !JOWer 

• Reactor overpower scram 

• Reactor high temperature scram , 

• Prima.ry pump startup in standby loop 

• Loss of primary flow in one loop without scram 

Sev~re transients analyzed included: 

• Reactor scram with all pumps running 

• Reactivity ramp of 10 V./sec without scram 

• All pumps trip without scram 

10. L 2 Parameters Varied 

The effects of several par;Lmeters on the temperature responses abovethe core and at the 

vessel outlet were studied. These parameters included (1} pump coastdown characteristics, 

(2) outlet mixing. time constant, (3} pump coastdow~ delay time, and (4) time between scram 

signal and start of rod drop. . 
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10. 2 MODEL OF TRANSIENT SYSTEM 

A schematic flow diagram of the FFTF backup system as mocked up by the dynamic model 
is shown in Figure 10-1. A short summary of the model is given in Table 10-1. (For a complete 

description of the model see GEAP-5660, Reference (14). The sodium temperatures of principal 

interest for the present studies were core outlet, channel outlet, and vessel outlet. The system 

external to the vessel was not included in the transient analyses reported, except for the fifth 

mild transient-loss of flow in one loop without scram. For all other transients, the vessel 
inlet is input to the calculations. Excluding the IHX and secondary syst~m is a satisfactory 

approximation for the first 20 seconds of all of the mild (except for the fifth) and severe transients 
analyzed. The reason for this is that, for constant flow cases, the effect of the IHX is felt only 

after the transit time of the prim~ry sodium outside the vessel, which is 17 seconds. For cases 

with pump coastdown, the effect of the IHX is felt after the transit time from the IHX to the yessel, 
which is 5 seconds at full flow but increases rapidly during the .coastdown. 

At the start of all transients which begin at full flow, the yess.el outlet was 30°F below the 
channel outlet temperature due to the assumption of 10% bypass flow which mixes with the core 
flow before leaving the vessel. 

10. 2. 1. Ptinip Coastdown Characteristics 

. \ 
The responses to two pump coastdown characteristics were examined (see Figure 10-2). 

Pump coastdown curve 1 corresponds to the FERMI pumps and represents .only the inertia of the· 
pump; it is the characteristic which is being recommended for the FFTF backup design. Curve 2 
represents the EBR-II pump which coasts down more slowly bec·ause of additional inertia added 

to the pump. The pump coastdown curves 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 10-2. The solid curves 
represent the analytical expressions used for the transient analysis, where w

0 
is the initial flow 

rate and t
0 

is the starting time of the coastdown. The dashed lines represent the coastdown 
curves for FERMI and EBR-II. 

10. 2. 2 Control Rod Scram.Curve 

For the present analysis, the control rod scram wo~~h as a function of time, t, since start 

of rod drop, t
0

, was approximated by the following equation up to a total control worth of $10: 

where 

(l = 0 

(3 = -6. 085 $/sec2 
. 3 . 
y = -187.35 $/sec .. 

Sensitivity of the results to the Shape of the scram .curve -has not been evaluated. For 

sufficient design margins, it may be important' to design for a more conservative scram curve. 
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TABLE 10-1 

SUMMARY OF FFTF BACKUP SYSTEM DYNAMICS MODEL 

INITIAL VALUES (S~EADY STATE) CALCULATED 

TRANSIENT MODEL: 

CORE 
Point Kinetics 

6 Delayed Neutron Groups 
Distinguish Between Power Production and Material Dependent Power 

Absorption Rates · · 
Fission Product Decay Power Calculated 
Doppler, Fuel Expansion, and Coolant Reactivity Feedbacks Calculated 
Scram and Reactivity Input Included 

Fuel at Average Power Density 

4 Radial Nodes 
1 Axial Node 
TemperattJ.re Dependent Thermal Conductivity 

1 Cladding Node 

1 Core Cool~t Node 

VESSEL INTERNALS 

Axial Reflector and Plenum Heat Sink 
Axial Shield Heat Sink 
Bypass Flow 
Outlet Mixing 
Inlet Mixing 

VARIABLE PURE TIME DELAYS 

IHX 

included in All Primary and Secondary Piping 

Countercurrent Flow 

Primary, Tube Wall, Secondary . 
Central Difference Approximation for Internal Points 
Backward Difference Approximation at Primary and Secondary ·Outlets 
6 Axial Nodes 

HEAT SINK 

Secondary Sodium Heat Sink 
1·Node 
Constant Sink Temperature 

FLOW OPTIONS 
Ramp Changes 
Flow Coastdowns 

'' 
... . 

., 
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10. 2. 3 Decay Heat Curve 

Fission product decay heat was approximated by an exp<;mentiallag of the prompt power 

with a 30-second time constant. 

10. 3 SUMMARY OF MILD TRANSIENTS -RESULTS 

For the 20 second period following normal scram, the pump coastdown curve 1 (similar 

to FERMI) is preferable to curve 2 (similar to EBR-II). The sodium temperature gradients 
(and, hence, thermal stresses) at the core outlet, channel outlet, and vessel outlet are signifi-

. I 

cantly steeper for curve 2 than for curve 1. These gradients are now available to the stress 
analyst to judge the relative merits of the two coastdown curves, though curve 1 looks more 
attractive than curve 2 for the first 20 seconds after a transient. No conclusion is ye~ available 

concerning the sodium temperatl,J.re overshoot before natural convection takes over or the ultimate 
feasibility of transition to natural convection for either coastdown curve. 

The sodium temperature gradient at the vessel outlet is strongly sensitive to the outlet 
mixing time constant. Although the gradient with no mixing for c.urve 1 does not appear to be 

prohibitive, sufficient reduction in the gradient is obtained for mixing the core outlet sodium with 
20% of the sodium in the tank that an effort to achieve such mixing may be warranted. 

Curve 1 leads to an initial rapid increase in sodium core outlet temperature for some 
conditions, but this rise is limited to~ 30°F which is probably acceptable. This rise practically 

disappears. for curve 2. 

Delays of the order of 1 second in starting the pump coastdown after scram produce large 

initial negative sodium temperature gradients. Hence; this. consideration indicates the desir
ability for minimizing the time delay before starting the pump coastdown. 

Little difference in temperature gradients outside the core appeared between values of 

0. 15 second and 0. 25 second for the time b~tween scram signal and start of rod drop. 

No important.differences in temperature gradients in the regions above the core were 
observed between the ~our scram situations investigated. The highest temperatures and positive 

temperature gradie'nts were reached with the high temperature scram, but these temperatures 
. and gradients do not appear excessive. The largest negative gradients occurred with the pump 
startup tn the standby loop, but again these gradients were not significantly greater than for the 
other scram· situations. 

10. 4 SUMMARY OF SEVERE TRANSIENTS-RESULTS 

The principal res~lts for each of the three severe transients analyzed are given below: 

Reactor scram with all pumps rurining_.:.the core and channel outlet temperatures drop 

~ 250 °F in 6 seconds. The vessel outlet .(for 20% mixing) drops by - 200 °F in 10 seconds . 

. . 10-6 
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Reactivity ramp of 10r//sec. w1thout scram-the core and channel outlet temp~ratures 

· increase at a rate of 17 °F /sec and· the vessel outlet increases at 13 °F /sec. The hottest fuel 

would melt early during the transient. Sodium boiling would commence at - 50. seconds. 

All pumps trip and coastdown. without scram-the core and channel outlet temperatures 

rise rapidly while the vessel outlet (for·2o% mixing) rise slowly. For caostdown curve 1 

(FERMI), sodium boiling at the core outlet starts in 8 seconds. For coastdown curve 2 (EBR-II) 

sodium boiling -starts in 30. seconds. 

10.5 SODIUM TEMPERATURE RESPONSE TO MILD TRANSIENTS, RESULTS FOR 
PARAMETER STUDY 

lO. 5. 1 Comparison of Pump Coastdown Characteristics .. 
The comparison of·pump coastdown c4rves 1 and 2 is best shown by comparison of transients 

following simultaneous flow coastdown and scram. The results from this scram condition are 

typical of all the scram conditions studied. 

We assurne both the start of coast~own and the start of control rod drop occur at time, t = 0 .. 

Total control rod worth is· 10$. 

Plots of sodium temperature versus time are shown in Figure 10-3. The solid lines are 
for coastdown curve 1; the dashed lines are for coastdown curve 2. The results at the vessel 

outlet assume an outlet mixing time constant based on 20% mixing of the core outlet sodium with 

the sodium in the tank. For no outlet mixing the temperature response at the vessel outlet would · 
be eongruent with the channel outlet t~mperature. 

Maximum negative temperature gradients at various system positions are listed in 

Table 10-2. 

TABLE 10-2 

MAXIMUM NEGA'I'IVE SODIUM .TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS 

FOR SIMULTANEOUS COASTDOWN AND SCRAM GRADIENT (°F/SEC) 

Location 

. Core Outlet 

Plenum Outlet 

Channel Outlet 

Vessel Outlet {20% Mixing) 

Coastdown Curve 1 

27 

20 

9 

1. 

Coastdown Curve 2 

87 

80 

62 
15 

The significantly lower temperature gradients for curve 1 make this coastdown character

istic more attractive than curve 2. 

(. . 
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The difference in temperature response for the two .coastdown curves can be explained 
·qualitatively. For the rapid coastdown curve 1, the outlet temperature rises initially because 

the flow drops off rapidly (to 55% in 1 second) while the power stays up for a fraction of a second. 
Even after scram and rapid power reduction, the energy content of the fuel rod is high enough, 
the fuel time constant long enough, and the flow low enough to keep the sodium outlet temperature 

up for several seconds. The sodium outlet then falls because of.the loss of power but eventually 
rises again since both the fission product decay power and the power generated from delayed 
neutrons are still high after the flow has coasted down to a small fraction of the initial value. 

· At 30 seconds, the fission product power is 2. 3% of the original power and the delayed neutron 

power is 1. 4% while the flow rate is 4% of the original value; hence, the sodium outlet temperature 

has returned to nearly its original value. (Inclusion of natural circulation would increase the 

flow rate and reduce the sodium outlet temperature at 30 seconds. ) The channel outlet lags the 

core outle~ because of the heat capacity of the axial .reflector, plenum, and shield, and the 
transit time from core outlet to channel outlet. For the coastdown curve 1, together with 20% 

mixing, the vessel outlet hardly changes temperature. 

For coastdown curve 2, the flow rate remains sufficiently high during the firs.t few seconds 
while the power is dropping rapidly. This essentially eliminates the initial rise in core outlet 

temperature which existed for curve 1. All coolant temperatures fall more rapidly for curve 2 

since the flow rate remains higher. The core outlet does not rise back to a high value as was 
the case for curve 1 because the flow rate at 30 seconds is still 13% of the original flow rate. 

10. 5. 2 Effect of Outlet Mixing 

The results plotted in Figure 10-3 show the advantage of mixing of the sodium from the 
channels with a significant frac.tion of the sodium -in the tank before leaving the vessel. The 
vessel outlet curves on !<'1gure lU-~ assumed that tfie cnannel Oiitlet soamm. mtxed wuh 2u% oi 
the tank sodium before leaving the vessel. For no mixing, the gradient at the vessel outlet 

would be equal to the gradient at the channel outlet. 

10. 5. 3 Effect of Delay in Pump Coastdown 

The effects on channel outlet temperature of delays in the pump coastdown of 1 and 2 seconds 

after initiation o.f scram (i. e. , star.t of rod drop) are shown in Figure 10-4. Since scram starts 

at t = 0 sec, the power starts to drop almost immediately. Hence, all sodium temperatures drop 
rapidly until the pump coastdown starts. Therefore, based on consideration of initial tempera

ture gradients, long delay times for pump coastdown are undesirable. 

10. 5. 4 Effect of Time Between Scram Signal and Start. of Rod Drop 

The effects on channel outlet temperature of the time delays up to 0. 25 second between the 
scram signal and start of rod motion are shown in Figure 10-5. The sodium lem.peralure response 

above the core is not very sensitive to this parameter for normal scram conditions. 
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10. 6 RESULTS FOR RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC ACCIDENTS FOLLOWED BY NORMAL SCRAM 
AND COASTOOWN CURVE 1 

10. 6. 1 Four Mild Accidents 

The sodium temperature response at the core outlet, channel outlet, and vessel outlet 

(for 20% mixing) are plotted in Figures 10-6 through 10-8 for the following four cases. All 

cases shown are compared for coastdown curve 1. The fifth mild accident studied-loss of flow 

in one loop without scram-is described in Section 10. 6. 2. 

a. Loss-of-site power: 

Coastdown starts at t = 0. 

Rods start to drop at t = 0. 15 sec. 

b. Overpower scram: 

Scram signal at 110% overpower from 10~/second ramp. 

Rods start to drop 0. 15 sec after 110% power is reached. 

Coastdown starts at the same time that rods start. 

c. High temperature scram: 

Scram signal at 30°F increase in temperature at channel outlet. 

Temperature increase is caused by instantaneous flow decrease to 80% of normal 

flow. Rods start to drop and flow coastdown starts 0. 15 second after scram signal. 

d. Pump startup in standby loop: 

Standby loop (sodium at 500°F) starts up at t = 0. Flow in standby loop increases 

stantaneously to 0. 75 w
0

. Flow in the other three loops (vessel inlet at 700°F) 

drops instantaneously to 0. 75 w
0

. Scram signal at t = 0, r-odg st::~.rt to drop and 

flow coastdown starts at t = 0. 15 second. 

Variation in sodium temperature gradients between the four scram conditions is not large. 

The high temperature scram leads to the highest sodium temperatures, with the channel outlet 
rising an additional 20°F after the 30°F over-temperature scram is initiated. The core outlet 

rises· a total of 70°F. The high temperature scram is the only case that leads to a significantly 

positive gradient at the vessel outlet, although this maximum gradient is only 3 °F /sec. 

The lowest sodium temperatures and largest negative temperature gradients result from 

the pump startup in the standby loop. The difference in gradient, however, between this and the 

· other transients shown is ·small. ~he maximum negative gradient at the vessel outlet is 

-2 °F /sec for this scram condition. 

·The first two scram conditions-loss-of-site power and overpower scram-look similar 

except·for a time delay to reach overpowe~ in the latter case. Small differences in the sequencing 
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of pump coastdown and scram and differences in the time dependence of the power between 

· the two cases account for the small differences shown in the shape of sodium temperature 
response curves. 

10. 6. 2 Loss of Flow in One Loop Without Scram 

A fifth mild accident was calculated in·which it was assumed that flow stops in one loop 
while operation continues without scram and with the other two loops in service. The flow in 

the failed loop·goes to zero linearly in 2 seonds, while the flow in the two operating loops increases 
linearly to 1. 16 normal flow in 2 seconds. 

The response to this.transient was calculated for 80 seconds with the entire FFTF Backup 

system mocked up. The IHX, heat sink, and extern.al piping time delays were included. Hence, 
temperature responses beyond the transit times of the primary and s~condary systems were 
tested accurately. 

System and temperature responses are plotted in Figures 10-9 and 10-10. 

In the early part of the transient (first 2. 5 seconds), the negative feedback from the rising 
core sodium temperature dominates the core power response and forces the core power down 

rapidly. Although the total core coolant flow has decreased, the fuel temperature (Figure 10-10) 
drops since the drop in power over compensates for the loss of heat transfer to the coolant. The 
resulting positive reactivity feedback from the fuel dominates the core power response from 2. 5 
to 4 seconds. After 4 seconds, the net effect of the positive fuel expansion and Doppler feedback 
and the negative coolant feedback is about constant at~ -3¢'. 

'l'he core inlet sodium temperature (Figure 10-9) shows the effect of time-delayed system 

responses outside of the vessel. The primary lliX outlet sodium temperature starts rising as . 

the primary loop flow increases. This rise is. first seen in the core inlet ~ter 4 seconds, which 

is the transit time from IHX outlet to core inlet. The small increase in the rate of change of 
the core inlet temperature beyond 45 seconds results from the propagation of the effect of the 

change in vessel outlet temperature all the way around the secondary sodium system. The time 

·after the start of the transient for this effect to appear at the core inlet includes the time for the 

vessel outlet to start changing temperature ( ~ 2 seconds), the time lag from the vessel outlet 

to the IHX primary inlet ( ~ 8 seconds), then the transit time through the entire secondary piping 
( ~ 30 seconds), and finally the time lag from the IHX primary outlet back to' the core ( ~ 4 seconds). 

10.7 SODIUM TEMPERATURE RESPONSE TO SEVERE TRANSIENTS 

This section describes the short term sodium temperature response of the FFTF system. 
to ·various more-severe transients. These transients are associated with low probability 

·accidents which the system must be designed to withstand should they occur one to a few times 

over the lifetime o~ the plant. 

The temperature responses· of the sodium ·at the top of the active core, at the channel outlet, 

and at the vessel outlet are presented for the four accidents listed in Section 10. ~: 1. 
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10. 7. 1 Reactor Scram with All Pumps Running 

The following events lead to th~ sodium temperature response at, the· core o.~tlet, channel 
outlet, and vessel outlet (for 20% ·mixing) shown in Figure lQ., 11: 

Scram rods start to drop at time, t = 0 ($10 scram worth inserted). Sodium cool~t 

remains at full flow. 

The negative temperature gradients are large, and equal to the values for the delayed 

coastdown following scram shown in Figure 10-4. However, the present accident is more serious 

since the tot~l drop in coolant temperature above the core and at the vessel outlet are so large. 

Figure 10-11 shows a drop of~ .250°F in 6 seconds for the core and channel outlets and a drop 

of~ 200°F over a 10 second period for the vessel outlet. 

Figure 10-12 shows the core temperatures associated with this transient. 

As stated in Section 10. 3, the inlet temperature was held constant throughout the calculation . 

. For this transient, the assumption of constant inlet is exact for 17 seconds at full flow because 

17 seconds is the transit time of the primary sodium around the system external to the ·vessel. 

10. 7. 2 Reactivity Ramp of+ $0. 10/Sec without Scram 

The second accident analyzed was a 10¢"/sec ramp reactivity insertion without ·scram, 
starting at full power and full flow. The ramp is assumed to continue throughout the duration of. 

the transient while the coolant flow is assumed to remain constant. The results are shown in 

Figures 10-13 and 10-14. 

The sodium temperature gradients at the core and channel outlets eventually reach a magni

tude of 17°F/sec, and extrapolation of Figure 10-13 indicates that sodium boiling at the core 

outlet would commence at 50 seconds. The sodium temperatur~ gradient at the vessel outlet 

(with 20% mixing and with 10% bypass flow) reaches 13 °F /sec. 

The average fuel temperature (Figure 10-14) increases significantly as it follows the rising· 

·power level. . The peak fuel would have melted during the early part of this transient. (The 

details of the peak fuel behavior are best analyzed ·by a special purpose computer code. ) The 

reactivity ramp increase is strongly dampened by the compensating negative reactivity feedbacks·. 

The net reactivity is quite small, therefore, and the power level rise is relatively slow. 

10. 7. 3 All Pumps Trip and Coast Down without Scram 

The accident in which all pumps coast down hut scram fails to occur was examined for two 

pump coastdown characteristics.. The two coastdown curves 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 10-2 
. and are cruiracteristic of the FERMI and EBR-11 pumps. The FERMI characteristics has been 

recommended for the FFTF backup design despite some advantage to the slower EBR-11 coast

down in the accident considered in this section. 

T.he results for coastdown curve 1 (FERMI) are shown in Figures 10-15 and 10-16. 

The res~lts of .curve 2 are shown in Figures 10-17 and 10-18. For both cases, the core outlet 
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and channel outlet sodium temperatures rise rapidly. For curve 1, sodium boiling (bo.iling 

point r::l 1600°F) starts at 8 seconds; for curve 2, boiling is delayed until 30 seconds. The 

. effects of sodiuni boiling on reactivity and on heat transfer for curve 1 coastdown transient 
were not taken into account. The vessel outlet temperature (for 20% mixing) does not rise 

rapidly since the mixing time consta}lt is increasing because of the flow coastdown. 
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SECTION XI 

SAFEGUARDS 

11. 1 SUMMARY 

Safeguards effort for the FFTF Backup Project is summarized in three main categories, 

general safety criterion, ·accident analysis,· and DBA .definition. Other efforts included in the 

. safeguards summary are the· subcriticality· analysi"s and the interface definitions .. In.the safety 

, and design criterion, guidelines for components· included in the original·scope of FFTF work, but 

not in the Backup phase ·are included. Criterion·are·presented for the.ptimary coolant system, 

emergency coolant, sodium fires, reactivity worth, vessel design;. and fuel. and,cladding d~mage 

limits. Accident analysis includes studies of the core and coolant transient behavior during loss 

of flow and reactivity insertion accidents, ·usirig a~sumed contr~l rocl insertion and pump coastdown 

characteristics. DBA work was limited to defining the postulated series of events which might re

sult in a catastrophic accident and to formin·g a preliminary estimate of. the explosive energy 

releas·e. 

11.2 ·CRITERION FOR SAFEGUARDS·FEATURES 

11.2. 1 Primary Coolant System 

Five accidents have been identified with the primary coolant system of the FFTF·for which 

adequate safeguards must be provided. The accidents which have been identified are: 

• Loss of site power. 

• Loss of a single coclant loop without sodium leakage. 

• Sodium leakage from a single loop. 

• Guillotine piping failure. 

• Vessel leakage. 

The consequences of these accidents should be limited by the built-in capabilities of the 

primary coolant system coupled with a reactor scram. Reactor scram following an accident will 

be initiated by at least one of the following: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Loss of main electrical power . 

Loss of coolant flow rat'e in the primary system . 

Low coolant level in the reactor vessel. 

High coolant temperature at vessP.l outlet. 

High c~olant temperature' at 'an inter.mediate:he~t exchanger ciutlet. 

High reactor power level or short reactor period . 

'With scram and a suitable ·system ~rrangement, · it will be possible to limit the accidents as 

descnbed in the followil1g paragraphs . 

... 
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11.2.1.1 Loss of Site Power . 

With the power off the main pumps, a flow coastdown must be provided to remove the power 
·produced before scram is completed and the energy stored in the fuel. The capability to remove 

decay heat is also required. No coolant boiling or cladding damage shall occur. 

11.2.1.2 Loss of a Single Coolant Loop Without Sodium Leakage 

The heat removal capacity of ~.single loop is lost by mechanical damage to the pump or 
lliX or by a failure in the secondary loop. .The capability to remove the power produced before 

scram is completed and the energy stored in the fuel with the remaining loop(s) must be provided. 

The removal of the decay heat load with one loop i.iloperative is required. No coolant boiling or 

cladding damage shall occur. 

11.2.1.3 Sodium Leakage From a Single Loop 

A low leakage rate resulting from the loss of an appendage or a small hole in the piping 

will lower the coolant level in the vessel. The sodium level should be maintained above the outlet 
nozzles unless an emergency coolant loop is provided. No siphoning of sodium from the vessel 

or blowdown expulsion should occur. The power produced·before the scram is completed and the 
energy stored in the fuel must be removed. No coolant boiling or cladding damage shall occur. 

11.2.1.4 Guillotine Piping Failure 

The consequences are the same as a small pipe break except that the coolant level will be 
lowered faster, so that more heat will be stored in the remaining coolant. No release of fuel 
from the cladding shall occur. 

11.2.1.5 Vessel Leakage 

The loss of sodium should be .limited so that the main nozzles are not uncovered. Lowering 

of sodium .level will result in more heat being stored in the coolant than occurs during the small
pipe-break accident. No fuel shall be released (rom the claddin~. 

To assure that the accidents do not exceed the recommended protection levels, the following 

design features and engineered safeguards will be incorporated into the coolant system. 

a. Provide flow coastdowri capability so that the power produced before a scram (based 

on power trip or flow rate decrease) and the energy stored in the fuel can be removed 
when one loop is inoperative. The coastdown characteristic can be obtained by inertia 
built into the pumps or by installing flywheels or pony motors; 

b. Provide capability of removing decay heat load by natural circulation in primary loops 
with one loop inoperative. If natural circulation capability cannot be provided, then 

pony motors or the equivalent must be installed. 

e. Ensure that sodium leakage ai~ywhere ~the primary coolant system,. including the 
vessel, do.es not.lower the sodiu.m level in the vessel below the main nozzles so that 
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natural circulation cooling flow can be mai11tained. The following design features 

are used to maintain sodium level; 

• Safety tank around the vessel. 

• Dip tubes on vessel outlet nozzles. 

• Equipment arranged so that leakage anywhere drains into safety _tank. 

e Sufficient sodium in vessel above nozzle dip tubes to fill ~afety tank. 

• Cooling of safety tank . 

. d. Maintain vessel cover gas pressure near 1 atmosphere during normal operation and 

during accident conditions when the sodium level is changing rapidly. A pressurized 

cover gas system is not recommended since it would tend to expel sodium at a faster 

rate in the event of a-leak in the primary coolant system. Th~;cover gas pressure 

must be sufficient, however, to provide adequate suction.pres~ure for the main pumps. 

With the pumps placed upstream of the main heat exchangers·;- l atq10sphere cover gas 

pressure should be adequate. 

11.2.2 

In the event of a guillotine piping failure in the vessel inlet line, the gas v<;llume in the 

vessel will expand rapidly. The cover _gas system should be_ callable of maintaining 
sufficient pressure so that gas is not induced into the vessel... Any gas that would be 

induced into the vessel because of the partial vacuum in the cover gas space could 

blanket the core, which would result in significant fuel damage. 

Emergency Cooling 

Review of the "General Design Criteria fo~ ~uclear Power Plant _Constructio~ Permits" 

(No. 44) led to a recommendati.on for the mipimum number of main heat transport loops in opera-. . ,. . 
tion .. Since elevated cooling loq)s have bee~ recommended so that emergency cooling·can be ob-

tained by natural circulation in the main loop~,: the number of these l.oops enters into- !he 
redundancy requirements of the emergency cooling criteria. · It was decided to recommend that 

a minimum of three main loops be capable of removing decay heat whenever the reactor is in a 

power operating mode. This would then provide a minimum of two loops capable of removing 

decay heat following loss of heat removal capability in a primary loop by any cause. · This was 
considered to meet the· redundancy requirement of Criter,ion No. 44. and provide adequate relia

bility Of emergency cooling with'out introducing th~ COmplexity and associated Safeguards I problems 

of a separate emergency cooling system. 

11.2.3 Fuel Damage Limit Criteria 

This criteria established tentative temperature limits for fuel and cladding to be used in 

Safeguards Evaluations of the FFTF Backup Core·as given in Tables_ 11-1 and 11-2. Two types of 

off-normal conditions must be c·onsidered: 

. a. Accident power transients' in which both fuel and claddiil~ temperatures may rise above 

the no:rm;~l rated power conditions. 

b. · Accidental flow transients in which cladding temperatures rise above the normal rated 

powol' oonditions.b~tt fuel tPmpP.ratures are low~.r than normal power operation. 
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TABLE 11-1 

FUEL OVERPOWER DAMAGE SEVERITY CRITERIA 

{100 MWd/kg) 
New Fuel** High Burnup Fuel** 

Fuel Tinax Area Molten* Fuel Tmax Area Molten** 
Reactor ·Power Deseription (oF) (%) (oF) (%) 

Catastrophic Threshold Danger Threshold Potential DBA initiated 70t 50t 

¢ 
by molter_ fuel injection 

·$ 
into sodh:m. 

~q, 
·~ 0 q,<§' 
~~ 
~~ ..... 
~ 

Improbable Accident Safety Limit Moderate fuel damage, 4ot 30t 
thresholdl of cladding 
rupture, some fission 
product release . 

~-~ 
(§~ 
VJ~ 
·~ 

Credible Accident Limit Design Limit No damaE:e, incipient 5200 0 4930 .0 
· (1. 2 x normal . fuel melt:ng 

S. S. power) 9o 
·.$' 
~ 
~ ~.s-
~QO 
0~ 
~ 

Normal Operation Normal Operation Normal Operation 4450 0 4200 0 

* Based on PAlO, Task C. 

** These values are to be used for current evaluations but ~re subject to reevaluation as additional test data become available. 

t- The areas molten are recommendations for a rapid power transient, i. e. , a rise and fall in overpower over a period 
of 1 second or less. · 
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TABLE 11-2 ... 

CLADDING OVERTEMPERATURE CRITERIA 

(Peak Fuel Temperature less than normal power) 

Peak Local Temperature* (Local Hot Spot) 
, at Inside Diameter of Cladding ( °F) 

Improbable 
Accident Limit 

At low fuel power-sodium 
boiling controls 

Credible Accident 
Limit 

Nor mal Ope1·ation 

No damage 

* These are ten'tative values. subject fo change as irradiated 
cladding damage test data ·becomes available. 

.. · .. , ,... . 

TransiEint's dm be considered· in the· following· categories:· 

a: 

b. 

c. 

' . . 
·A credible _accident is herein defined as ·one in which the probability of.occurrence is 
sUfficiently. high that 1t is ·desired thaJ'no· reduction irr fuel life··shall occur as a conse

quence of such an accident and the fuer temperatur·es are 'lirrtited. such that a margin 
of safety against cladding rupture exists. 

An improbable accident is one in· which the probability of occurrence is sufficiently 
low that some fuel damage may be tolerated but the-damage· is limited such that a 
catastrophic condition is not approached. 

.;J .;, ;. •i• 

A catastrophic accident 'is 'one in 'which. damage is sustained 'by the permanent struc
ture of the reactor. The' conservative upper bounct·on. such.accidents is the "Design 
Basis Accident ..... 

The following list of accidents ha.s he en identified to date: 

a. Credible 

1. Power Transients (with ·scram) 

(a) Control rod withdrawal 
(b) Single bundle meltdown 

2. Flow Transients (with scram) 1 

,. 
(a) · · t.bss ·or site power 

(b) · ·L'oss of' one primary loop - pump seizure .. · 

(c) Loss· of one secondary loop 
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(d) Small leak on one loop 
(e) Non-shut off of pumps following a scram signal 

b. . Improbable 

1. Power Transients - Control rod ejection at maximum credible rate with scram 
2. Flow Transients - Guillotine pipe failure in one.primary loop with scram 

c. Catastrophic - Loss of flow without scram 

11.2.4 Safety Vessel 

A review of the conceptual design of the.safety tank result_ed in the following conclusions. 

a. Tank should be backed up by concrete since it may have to resist high transient 
pressure during DBA - (SEFOR 20.0 psi). 

b. Should have clearance behind it to permit vapor driven off from concrete to be vented. 

c. Requirements (a) and (b) will require a slotted surface, a small gap, or both. 

d. Tank should be made ,in factory and given ASME Code Class B requirements on fabri
cation and inspection. Testing to nominal press)Jre and hydrostatic leak test prior to 
installation is recommended. 

e. ·The above, a. through d., result in a·free-standing tank with small clearance between 
tank and core wall (say 1 inch nomin~l). Flanges wm be 'required for testing and con
nection to equipment cell liners. 

f. Leaks-Accidental leaks cannot be positively precluded from causing some sodium to 
get into cavity. A pure cavity atmosphere (probably argon) is recommended so that 
corrosive products are not formed in cavity because of a le;,tk with a diaphragm seal 
at.penetrations from cavity to N2 cells. This diaphragm also minimizes probability 
.of sodium leaks in equipment cells getting into cavity and requiring cleanup. 

g. Auxiliary NaK cooling coils, vertical coils on inside of tank protected from crushing 
because of excessive expansion of blast shield. 

h . .' To ensure that the reactor vessel fails before the head, further layout work must be 
done in. locating the blast shield and sodiuin deflector •. 

11.3 ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 

A design objective is provision of test locations in the reactor cote with a peak neutron flux 
level of L 0 x 1016 n/cm2 -sec. To attain this with ceramic fuel (U02-Pu02) req)Jires that fuel be 
operated so .that its .peak temperature is close to the fuel melting point. From safety considera
tions one of the primary re<tuirements is the assuranc,e that fuel pin failure (cladding rupture) is 
highly improbable. The design consequently becomes a tra~e-off between safety requirements . 

11-6 
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and flux requirements. The nuclear and safety parameters of the Backup core have been selected 

to permit a reasonably conserv:atiye approach to· be taken to safety evaluation and still meet the 
design requirement on neutron flux. Because of time and manpower limitations, the analyses 

·conducted do not represent an exhaustive parametric study of all variables over their full range 
but provide a set of reference calculations to demonstrate the general s'afety characteristics of 

an unzoned core. A change to a two-zone core with the same fuel design criteria is not expected 
to change the results of the analysis appreciably since the only significant change is an increase 
in power density by ~ 8%. 

11. 3.1 Accident Transients 

The potential accident transients that have been identified for further consideration are 

listed in Table 11-3. 

As a partial evaluation of this list ·of accidents, the following scram-transient analyses of 

the core have been performed: 

• Reactivity insertion from single bundle· melfdown 

• Reactivity insertion from control rod "ejection" 

• Reduction of primary coolant flow· corresponding to primary coolant system failures 
and fuel channel blockage 

11.3.2 Analytical Procedure 

The analytical procedure followed uses the FORE II computer code· to generate the tempera

ture and power distribution in tl1e core during a transient. 

The following summary .is reprinted from GEAP-5273, the FORE II program manual. (15) 

"FORE II is a coupled thermal hydraulics - point kinetics digital computer code de-
. signed to calculate significant reactor parameters under steady-state conditions, or 
as functions of time during transients. The transient may result from a programmed 
reactivity insertion or a power change. Variable inlet coolant flow rate and tempera
ture are considered. The code calculates the reactor power, the individual reactivity 
feedbacks, and the temperature· of coolant, cladding, fuel, structure, and additional 
material for up to seven axial positions in three .channel types which represent radial. 
zones of the reactor. The heat of fusion accompanying· fuel melting, the liquid metal. 
voiding reactivity, and the spatial and the time variation of the fuel cladding gap co
efficient due to changes in gap size are considered. FORE II is valid only while the 
core retains its initial geometry. " 

The significant material propertiel? are specified in the input as functions uf temperature or 
pressur~, and the external eff~ct~ as a function of time by tabl~s. The feedback reactivity in
cludes contributions due to the Doppler effect, density changes, dimensional changes (including 

bowing and defor~ation)~ coolant vu~dit1g·, and conlr~l rods.' Ariy singl~ phase coolant may be .. . . . 
used. Although thP. code is biased toward fast reactors, . it can be used for a thermal spectrum 
reactor as a steady-state heat transfer code and as a transient point kinetics code. 

.. •. ' 
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TABLE 11-3 

DESIGN TRANSIENTS FOR CONSIDERATION 

Name 

Core Disassembly Transient 

Ejection· of Control Assembly with Sc.ram 
Single Fuel Assembly Meltdown 
Fuel Assembly Drop-In 

Control Assembly Withdrawal 
Moderator Addition 
.Cold Sodium Addition 

Sodium Voiding by Entrained Gas 

Sodium Fire in Closed Inner Containment 

Sodium Fire in Outer and Inner Containment. 

.. Sodium Spray Fire 

Large Leak in Primary Coolant System 
Large Leak in Secondary Coolant System 

Reductions of Primary Coolant Loop Flow 
Reductions of Secondary Coolant Loop Flow 

Reductions of Forced Air Cooler Flow 
Loss of Generated Electrical Power 
Large Leak in Closed Test Loop Primary Coolant System 

Large Leak in Closed Test Loop Secondary Coolant System 
Reductions of Closed Test Loop Primary Coolant Flow 
Reductions of Closed Test Loop Secondary Coolant Flow 
RP.t:l.udions of Cloocd Test Loop For·c~tl Alr Cooler Flow 
.Reductions of Open Test Loop Coolant Flow 

The programming language is FORTRAN IV. A computer with a 32-K storage capacity is 

required for the operation of FORE II. 

For the analyses conducted, the three channel types represented were: 

• Centralchannel including local power peaking caused by nonuniformities and tolerances 

• Central cham1el excluding local power peaking 

• Average power channel 

11. 3. 3 Fuel Damage Limits 

The~e were presented in the Table 11-1 and 11-2 in detail and can be summarized as follows: 

• Peak fuel temperature to be less than fU:el melt temper~ture except fcir ultra-low 

probability accidents such as control rod shoot-out. 

• Peak cladding temperature limit 1300°·F except for ultra-low probability events such 

as rod shoot-out and guillotin'e pipe failure. 
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Peak fuel temperature for rod shoot-out to be such that less than 40% of cross
sectional area cif a·new fuel pin becomes molten.·· · 

·11. 3. 4 Trip Setting 

1. Reactor is controlled to be ± 2% from indicated power. 

2. Tolerance on indicated power 8% 

3. Maximum actual steady state power in core for 108% ± 2% operation = 110%. 
4. Trip setting on flux monitors 110% indicated power. 

5. Trip occurs at actual power of <120%. 

11. 3. 5 Control Reactivity 

Figure 11-1 shows the delay time, control'-~orth, and insertion rate used in the analyses. · 

A control system with a 10$ scram worth ~t' 'lg acceleration and 0.150 second delay is the current 
reference for drive design. The curve- us~d· for an_alysis is conservative. to al~ow for possible 
variations between anticipated and real drive be,)iavior. 

11. 3. 6 Flow Coastdown 

Figure 11-2 shows the c.urve assumed. It is taken from the FERMI pump characteristics, 

since transient systems analyses hav~ ~dicated its suitability. 

11.3.7 Rea~tivity Transients 

Figures 11-3, 11-4, and 11-5 show the percent melti_ng at core hot spot, peak cladding 
temperature, and outlet sodium temperature as a function of ramp r'ate for an insertion of 1. 5$ 

and 0. 5$. The 1. 5$ was selected as the approximate maximum worth of the pair of elements in 
a reflector· control drive assembly, and 0. 5$ as the worth associated with a single bundle melt

down. Calculations were performed for Doppler feedback coefficient (T dk/dT) values of -0.006 
and -0. 004. The Doppler coefficient is currently estimated to be about -0.006 but because of 
uncertainties in this estimate -0.004 is selected for reference calculations. 

From these curves it can be seen that a reactivity ramp up to 2$ per second can be tolerated 
without any fuel ·m·elting and 4$ per second causes about 40% of the fuel pin to be molten at the core 

hot spot. The amount of over-temperature that can be tolerated on the cladding is difficult to de
fine with precision. The capability of cladding to withstand the fission gas pressure is decreasing 
rapidly with temperature. It is anticipated that 100°F over-tem·perature would .result in a negligi
ble cladding damage. Figure 11-4 shows the peak cladding temperature raising very rapidly with 
ramp rate, and to reduce the probability of ela.dding rupture and the consequent problem~:~ a~:~~:~uci
ated with this, such as fuel sodium interactions, the ramp rate associated with accidents such as 

rod shoot-out should be limited to 2 .. 5$/sec even though the fuel melting criteria would allow up 

to 4$/second. 

11.3.8 Rud Shoot-Out 
. I 

The control drive assembly shall be designed so that rod shoot-out is a virtually incredible 

event requiring at least two independent failures, however, the mechanism used to raise the rod 
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is a potential energy source, and also the hydraulic forces on the element are in an upward di

rection. The hydraulic forces will .be less than the .element weight due to orificing of the coolant 

at the bottom of the channels. 

For the current reference, the worth of a double reflector control rod in the most reactive 

geometrical arrangement is approximately 1. 5$, with a 3-foot stroke. 

To keep the average ramp rate at 2$/second, the· time for ejection should not l;>e less .than 

0. 75 ~econd. Assuming a constant acceleration, a <25/t2 = 6/0.752 = 10.6 ft/sec2 ~ 1/3g. The 

upward forces on the moving subassembly in the:control drive assembly must be limited to 4/3. 

times the weight of the moving assembly, for any· credible failure or malfunction. 

·11.3. s Bundle Slump 

The reactivity worth of single bundle meltdown is estimated at 50¢ for a slumping of the 
' . 

upper third of the fuel into the middle third. The rate is determined by free fall under gravity 

·resulting in an average ramp rate of 2$/second, wh.ich results in no fuel melting. A conservative 

reference point is plotted on the figures for a 4$/second ramp rate. 

11.3.10 Flow Transients 

Figure 11-6 shows the outlet temperature of a hot channel and the peak cladding hot spot 

temperature for a normal scram·Initiated at 110% power. This would cover the case of a scram 

signal from loss of site power, secondary system failures, etc. For an accidental overpower 

trip at 120% power, the dotted curves of Figure 11-6 show the temperature response of hot 

channel outlet coolant and local cladding hot spo~. The peak cladding temperature of less than 

1300°F is considered acceptable during a transient. 

Figure ~11-7 and 11-8 show the temperature respoqse of the reactor coolant to varying 

degrees of rapid blockage of a single. central .. fuel subassembly and the time for the event to be 

sensed by the channel outlet temperature instrumentation. These indicate the response time on 

outlet thermocouples need not be very fast and flux will be the fast signal for power transients. 

11. 3. 11 Safeguards During Refueling · 

A series of FORE II runs were made in which a bundle of nominal worth (2. 20$) and above 

nominal worth (3. 00$) were inserted into a just subcritical core at refueling temperature without 

scram. A range of Doppler coefficient :from -0:004 to -0.008 was used along with a core coohi.nt 

flow rate of 5% and 10%. A 1g and 1/2g drop rate was assumed, and sodium boiling occurred in 

1 to 3 seconds for all cases. The analysis was not taken to the point of a core slumping energy 

'release but since coolant boiling occurs, an explosion of some magnitude induced by the reactivity 

insertion. of sodium voiding and fuel slumping is quite probable. It is felt that the consequence to 

the' design requirements on the refueling cell would be sufficiently severe that engineered safe

guards to avoid criticality du'ring refueling is the approach which should be followed. 
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1L4' DESIGN BASiS ACCIDENT'· .;•.,: 
... J .• 

:r;-,• 

: ' .·! 

,,, Th.e reactor syste~ will be designed to limit and control' tlte consequences of low..: ·.:. 

probability nu'clear exc·drsiciris which' may result: from multiple independent failures' in; the .system. 
·-:·: 

1-":'. 

A set of design condition·s referred to ·as the design basis· accident (DBA) wil~ be:est~blished 

and the design consequence of these will be that radiological release limits specified ih. 10C FR 100 

will not be exceeded. These design conditions will identify the dynamic and static mechanical 

loadings and temperatures 'to be:applied through the system. 
~ ·/ : .. .-;· \ ': \ . 

• . t ~..: : 

Analytical studies will be made of various conditions which result in fuel melting and com

paction. Using conservaW,r~' ass~;nptions ~ith r'egard fo r·ate of change of reactivity", volume of 
' sodium in that core, fuel slumping mechanism, power and flow conditions, and Doppler reactivity 

feedback coeffici<:mt, the mechanicai"energy ~eleas~ associated with uri·controlled fu'el melting 
accidents ~ill be determi~ed. · The·dnaiyti~al procedure uses the FORE II digital computer code 

(to establish initial ~onditiori's on fu.el slumping) 'and ·a modified Bethe-Taft analysis (16) which has 

also been programmed on the digital computer. ' 

The sequence of events th~t_are postulated fdr- the DBA are the .following: 
. • ;· ••. ~ ~ . • : '·: • ~ '. 1 ' ·.• ; ' ~ ··: :' .• \ 

• Complete flow blockage results in coolant boi~ing, and the scram system does not 

operate -~: · :.i~; ;, 0i)l':.<.·;...· u _::(; .;; : ':/ \·:,.w':..{ t.t __ , !:r.;; ._i. 

·:; • -~ _ ....... l -~~.L,· ·. ~ · ! .f·~ )l . ·· ~ c~. i ':'< ...... !;r .. ·:;.: .. ~q ::·\;; 

• The positive reactivity effect because of preferential sodium voiding results in a 
power transient, and fJ.el mJlti:ng occiirs. '· :: .. '. 'J '~ {~ ;'·';I ' :·: ;· 

• The fuel melting r'esults· in core -~himping. and compactioh.'i'.': ·· .. 1 

• The reactivity insertion due lei the fuel co'mpact16n cau1es li power pulse which pro

duces high internal pressure because of partial fuel vaporization, and an explosive 

disassembly of the core occurs. : : ' •' ~ ~: 'j t ' • \: II ~ :£ .. :: 

Studies are being conducted to establish an upper bound on the energy release. The magni

tude of the release is dependent\~pon the initial condit'ioris at"fh:e. time'thaHfu:i core' begins to com

pact. The variables affecting energy release 'inelude.'c~re'-power; ave·ragei an'd peak fuel 

temperatures, amount of sodium voiding, rate and radial distribution of compaction, and the 
magni.tude of the Doppler ~oefficieht. ·The core design 'is :shlficieritly':well khown sci that various 

sets of initial conditions resulting from the sodium blockage initiating mechanism can be deter

milled U:s.i!tg the FORE compute~ code. 

The mechanical loads of the DBA, i.e., shock wave loading and the following blast pressure, 

have been assumed to date as equivale.nt t~· a.' 7·50-pouild (1500• MW -s'ec):"iiNr.t explosion, in which 

the energy partition between the shock wave and compressed explosion products is appro.ximately 

50/50. No moderation of the resulting blast pressure due to cooling by ihe heat sink~ ih the re

actor vessel'has been included. :~he TNT-equiv!llent r~tionale is.th~ basip US(;!~ for establishing 

a design eoncept. Further studies and analysis are required on potential energy transfer mech-. . ' ' . ..· .. . . 
anism of the vaporized and liquid fuel, during and following a nuclear excursion, to establish de-

sign pressure and temperature levels in the reactor, reactor cavity and equipment cells, refueling 

cell, and containment shell. 
'' 
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The estimated value of 1500 MW -sec for the DBA explosive energy release is based upon 

a series of conservative approximations to a very comple~ problem. These approximations, 
and results of previous calculations for the SEFOR plant imd the 1000 MWe conceptual studies 

conducted by GE, indicate that the 1500 MW-sec value represents a conservative upper bound on 

the explosive energy re~ease. Detailed studies on the FFTF confi~uration are being performed, 
but sufficient cases have not been completed to determine the degree of conservatism in the 

1500 MW-sec value. 

A review of explosion test data and a discussion-of the. explosive loadings and containment 

design requirements was made. To summarize, the main features recommended are: 

a. The reactor vessel wall be of minimum practical thickness,. 

b. Blast cylinders should surround the vessel wall with a gap between the vessel and the 
· cylinders to permit volume to be created by vessel deformation. This minimizes the 

' . ' •'. 

water-hammer effects on the head from vapor bubble expansion and reduces the 
equilibrium pressure in the vessel. 

c.. Internal structure should be designed such that its radial rigidity is minimized, again 
to moderate water-hammer loadings on the head. 

d. No gas gap between the impact surface on the bottom of the head. __ Variations in level 
accommodated by a porous plate forming this impact surface. 

e. The head is held down by bolts tying directly into the foundation structure. 

f. The ho!ddown bolts are sized such that t~ey do not fail under: 

1. The dyna~ic loadings of the "explosion" 

. . .. 
2. The quasi-static equilibrium pressure in the vessel following the initial 

dynamic loading. 

g. Crush· structure by provided beneath the ve~sel to absorb down-acting dynamics loads 

which would most probably fail the bottom of the vessel. 

)1. Last ditch core cooling-be provided by a meltdown pan below the crush pan. 

AppendPc H discusses the quantitative implications on the DBA on the vessel, head, and 

containment. 

11.5 S'(]BCRITICALITY ANALYSIS - SAFE;GUARDS 

11. 5. 1 Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to 'evaluate the feasibility of using neutron noi~e analysis 

techniques to measure subcritical reactivity in the FFTF backup design. Accurate knowledge of 
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the system reactivity is desirable during shutdown and refueling procedures. Traditional re

activity measuring techniques are restricted in the des.ired appli~ation by accuracy limits, 
' . 

perturbations that must be applied to the system, or the length of time required to acquire suffi-

~cient data. -Sheff ha.E__summarized the arguments for a continuous indication of shutdown · 

reactivity. <17) Neutron noise analysis techniques offer the possibility of nearly continuous reac-

. tivity measurement in f.ar. subcritic;al systems with no perturbation to the system. A "noise" 

. syste.~ is not a.: prere~~islte fo·r·' ·FFT F lic~~si~g, normal' p~ocedural'cont~ols 'being considered 
. • . . • ' ' .• !·' . j 

,.totally adequCJ.t,e to elim~a.te con;;ideration of a refueling accident.· However, the successful 

deve_l9pment of 'this techniq4e .wo~id b.e a v~luable backU:p to .P.~~7ea~ral c~ntrols·. . . 

This section summarizes the pre'liminary eval~atiori of the '!ea'sibifity ofusing noise analysis 
..... : .J ••• ~. : !.) : ·: . • . • . I .. ·. .. . . I - <, "' : 

for the FFTF backup design. This section also outlines a simplified· theory'of the inost promising 

noise analysis technique, indicates the areas that must be studied to evaluate this technique, and 

quantitatively discusses the application to the Ff'!F backup desi~n. 

11. 5. 2 Basic Theory 

The basis idea of reactivity measurement by neutron noise analysis is as follows:_ the 

neutrons released in fission events provide a noise source of known frequency distribution (Poisson) 

that is modified by the reactor transfer function to provide a neutron flux noise spectrum related 

to the reactivity. state of the system. Spectral analysis of the output signal from conventional 

neutron detectors provides t~~·ba~is for measJrem:ent of the reactivity.·· The: derivation (based 

on Reference 18) of the revelant equations for the most promising method, two-dectector two
channel cross correlatiui1, is outlined below: 

The generating function for the detector outputs, y 1 and y 2, is defined as 

0() 0() 

f (Ul' U2) = -~ J P (~1' y~) exp (U1 ~'1-~- u·2. y2);· dy1'dy2 

0 0 

(11-1) 

where p (y 1, y:).) dy 1 dy2 -~s the probabilitytha,t t,he signal.from detector 1 is within dy 1 about 

the value y 1 and the signal from detector 2 is within d y 2 about the viiue Y 2 • Thl~; g-~m~uliug 

function is useful since the time averaged.signals from.-tl)e,detectors andt~e .. time ;tveraged 

product of the signals may be expressed as simple derivatives of the generating function, evalu-

ated at U 1 = u 2 = 0; ., 

y 1 (t) 

and, 

u1 = o 
U2 =·0. 

'Y2 (t) 

• f 11-31 
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2 a f(Ul' u 2) 

atJ1 au2 ' 

'\· 

The notation indicates that the derivatives are evaluated at the point U 1 = u 2 = 0. As 

shown below, ttie de~ivativ~s o.f tlie_ generati~g ftinc~ion, f (Ul' · u 2), are directly related to the 
system rea_ctivity. TQ.us by measuring the time averaged signals, the reactivity may be measured. 
The generating function for the distribution 6(detector signals due to all: nuclear events, f (Ul' u 2), 

may be related to the generating function for signals due to the introduction of a single particle, 

a.(~ •. U 1' 'u;), to PI."~vide the following relations: · · 

'· 
T 

a a (t, lim 8
o/ 

ul' u2l 
y1 = T-oo dt (11-3) 

YfY2 

where 

so. 
F 

·,, 

...,'j" 

= yl 

Cl'2 (t, ul' u 2) 

. ' 

0 

y2 + 

au1 
u 1 = o 
.u2 =:= 0. 

: ( ~ . ; 

T 
·lim·! a··a: (t, Ui, U2) a a (t, ul' U2) 

2 F Cl'2 T-:oo '· au1 au2 0 
u 1 = o u 1 = o 
u 2 = o u 2 = o 

the neutron source rate due spontaneous fission, 

the fission rate, . ' 
the generating function for signals at time t due to the introduction of 
one particle at time zero. 

is the average number' 'of neutron pairs per fission 
' " . ' .. 

These expressions are simplified·by not~ng that 

is the expected signal from detector 1 at timet due to a unit neutron source at time zero. 

Accordingly, 
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w k t 
- 1- I n (t) g(t-r)d7 
Q v 

0 

w the detector efficiency in detections per fission 

k tl~e syf?tem. multiplica,tion _constant 

~ ... 

. · Q the pron1pt ~e'\l'tro~ life,tirile · . · · · ., ; · · 

v the a~~~ag~ n~inl:ier -~o·f ne~trohs' ~rriitt'ed. per 'iissi~ti· .. -' · 

(11-4) 

n(r) =.the neutron population at hme T d~e to''a unit so~rce at time zero, L e., the solution 
to the_point kinP.tics equation with a delta source at time zero. 

g(t-r)= the response Of the, detect~r and ~SSOCiated electronics at time t-T due to a detection . . . ·. . .. ., 

event at time r ., 

Equations 11-3 and 11-4 are manipulated to obtain more useful forms: 

... . T .. 

W F ··lim· f . ' - g1 (t) dt y1 1 T-eo 

0· 
.. '. 

T 

y2 W F lim 
2 T-eo I g2 (t) dt 

0 . ·. 
~ .. .. 

y1 y2 y1 y2 + (Fw1 w2 v(v-1) k') :>< 
(Q v)2 

The Fourier transform forms of these equations are 

. . ' 

co 
2 . 

v (v-1) k I 
2 . 

(Q .vL -~ 1T .. ,o .· 

:,1 11-23 
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where 
00 

G
1 

(w) = J eiwt g, (t)dt 

0 

00 

H(w) · = 'j eiwt n(t)dt 

b· 
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From equation 11-6 we note that spe~tral analysis oft~~ product sign~d Y1 Y2 combined with 
knowledge of the transfer ~nction pf the detector and associated eleCtronics, G( wf, will provide 
a measurement of the square modulus of the reac.t~<transfer function, H(w) . 

. In the two det~ctor tw~ ch,annel c:r;oss 'correlati~n tech~ique the signal from each detector 
is passed through a wide band amplifier and a 'tuned bandpass filter wit_h the transfer function 
B (w). The signals are then multiplied and integrated as shown in Figure 11-9. 

. DETECTOR l 
AMPU, 
FIER 

DETECTOR 2- AMPLI- 'Y
2
(t) 

FIER 

BANDPASS 
FILTER B1 (w) t----t ....... ___ __, 

BANDPASS 
FILTER B2 (w) t---~ 

FIGURE 11-9.5CHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF: TWO DETECTOR 

CHANNELl 
OUTPUT 

1---- CHANNEL 2 
OUTPUT 

. _. ..... ·--·--· .. TWO CHANNEL CROSS CORRELATION MEASUREMENT 

i . 

If the average charge at the amplifier output per detection event is q and the detectors and 
amplifiers have essentially flat responses in the frequency range of interest then G1 (w) = q1 B (w) 
and G2 (w) = q

2 
B (w). The output signal. from this system will be 

00 

X ReI B1 (w ') B2 (w' ) IH(w') 1
2 

dw' 

0 

(11-7) 

The bandpass filters are tune,d so that only signals--in a narrow frequency rai1.ge are trans

mitted, that is 

0, if w' is'not'within ~wfabout w1. (11-8) 
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The band width, 6. w, is chosen so that I H( w) I 2 is essentially constant over t:;.w and therefore 

may be taken outside the integral in equation11-7. The output signal may now be expressed as 

where 

Re (__!_ Joo B1 .(w') _B 2 (-w') dw') 
2 1T .•. •. 

0 ' 

To relate the output S( u.;, 6.w} to the system parameters we note that at sufficiently high fre

quencies, the effect of delayed neutrons may be ·ignored, and the zero power reactor transfer 
function is given by 

H(w) 

where 

Ci = 

1 , I H( w) I 2 

et + iw 

1 - k (1 - {3) 
Q 

' 1 

The r~tio of the compensated signals from the two channels is thus 

(11-9) 

s 1 (w 1, t:;.w 1> I r 1 (w 1, 6.w 1> 

s2 (w2, t:;.w2)/ r2 (w2, 6.w2) 
(11-10) 

If the w 's a~e chosen so that w/ > > 
signals is 

s1 (w1' 6.w1)/ r1 (w1' 6.w1) 

s2 (w2, ~w2)/ r2 (w2' 6.w2) 

et 2 and w '2 < < a 2, then the rat1o of the chauuel 2 

[1-k(1-f3)]~ w1Q 
(11-11) 

The restrictions ori the frequencies w1 and w2 are simply that w1 is well above the break fre

quency of the reactor transfer function and w2 is· well below this frequency. The break frequency, 

f3 ( k-1) ""o =--; 1-T 
and the dependenc.e on reactivity of this frequency are shown in Figure 11-10. The following data . 

were used to construct _Figure 11-10: f3 = 0. 0032*, Q = 3 X 10-7 ~econd. Introducing the definition, 

* This value was chosen before the wo:r:k reported in Section m for the 2 zone core was com-
pleted, giving f3 = 0. 0028. · · 
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of reactivity in dollars p @ T and noting that .f3 << 1, we obtain the desired equation for 
evaluating the two detector two channel cross correlation technique:* 

Reactivity in Dollars = p 
k - 1 f w1 

= 1 -
{3 {3 

s1 (w1, ~w1) r2 (w2, ~w2) 

S2(w2, ~w2) r1 (w1, ~w1) 
(11-12) 

Equation 11-12 provides a means for determining reactivity by a simple analog processing of the 

output of the two frequency channels shown in Figure 11-"9. 

11. 5. 3 Accuracy Limitations of Measured Rea'Ctivity 

The error in the measured reactivity obtained using the two detector two channel cross 
correlation method stems from several- sources: l· 

1. Statistical 'uncertainty due to finite sampling time · · .. ·;. 

2. Er~or in measured constants (r 1' r 2, ~) 

3. Errors due to approxi!Ilations made· in theoretical de~ivatiori such as the use of the 
poinf kinetics model ··. · 

4. Errors due to hardware such as amplifier drift or detector burnout. 

The accuracy of this technique ·does ~ot critically depend ~n the following data as do other 
familiar techniques: 

1. Accurate knowledge of source strength and distribution 

2. Spatial flux distribution . 

3. Absolute value of detector <?utput 
4. Accurate knowledge of material (i.e., control rod) worth far from opE?rating ·conditions. 

I . . . . . . ' 

qnly the accuracy limitations due to the __ finite samJ?ling tim,e and the stochastic nature of 
the process have been considered here. · · 

,, 

The s~tistical error in the measured reactivity isdependent on the ratio of the corre
lated to uncorrelated·noise. It tia~· been shown in References 19 and 20 that this ratici is given 

by the expression, 

Q(w) = 
Wv(v.-1) 

[(I _ p)2: (~')'] (11-13) 
( v {3)2 RD 

~ • j 

* ~eactivity in dollars is usually defined as p '. .. k k-{3 
1
., thus p' =. ·.

1 
+p {3 P· . and for a sub

critical system, I p'l >I pI . The use of p' rather than .p would slightly modify the error 
an;:~lysis in the following sections but would not change· the· qualiU{tiv·e,:co·n·tlusions . 
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where: 

R 

D 

-7/q2 
1 + cpy z 

cpn 
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fPy = gamma flux at detector(~) 

tPn 

z 

neutron- flux at detector ( ne;tron ) . 

em -sec 
relative gamma effectiveness in detector(· current/R/h 

2 
) 

- current/neutron/em -sec 

The factor R in Equation 11-13 accounts for the signal fluctuations due to randomness in the 

detection process. The factor D accounts for the uncorrelated noise due to gamma ray inter
action with the detector .. The relative standard deviation in the cross spectqtl density, assuming 
independent errors, (19) is 

aCSD (w, 6.w) 

S (w, 6.w) 

2[Q(w)]- 1 + 

2 

11/2 
(Q(wl]-2} 

(11-14) 

where T is the measuring time in seconds. The relat~ve standard deviation of the reactivity is 
found from Equation 11-12, again assuming Gaussian error propagation, 

l-p 
2ip I 

(11-15) 

where w 1 and w2 are the center frequencies of the t\vo bandpass filters shown in Figure 11-9. 

Equations 11-14 and 11-15 have been used to determine the achievable re~ctivity measurement 
accuracy under reasonable conditions in the FFTF backup design and to investigate the dependence 

of the accuracy limitation on the measurement system parameters. 

11. 5.4 Analysis of Statistical Uncertainty in Measured Reactivity for FFTF 
Backup Design, No Gamma Background 

: ·' 

A simple FFT F backup design schematic core arrangement and nominal dimensions are 

shown in Figure 11-11. The statistical uncertainty in the measured reactivity was determined for 

detectors moved along the axial and radial lines shown in Figure 11-11. The following assumptions 

and data were used in the analysis: 

Assumptions 

1. The two detectors are identical and are placed next to each oth.er so that the efficiencies 

are assumed to be equal. 
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The detectors assumed for this analysis could be multiple plate Boron coated detectors 

~ 1 inch in diameter and ~ 18 inches long. The type cif d~t~~tors recommended for actual use 

will depend on th~ particular size and environment limitations and sensitivity to gamma flux that 

would be determined during a development program. A development program would also con

sider the use of pulse mode detectors and multiple detectors to determine the type of detection 

system that best meets the overall. requirements in the specified en~ironment. 

The selection of channel frequencies and filter band widths indicated above does not 

represent an optimum choice but rather a reasonable estimate that will be modified as an optimum 
strategy for use of this technique is developed. 

The detector efficiency was determined using the assumed detector composition (1 gm of 

B10 in each detector) and the flux and fission d-istributions from the FFTF backup nuclear design 

and shielding analyses. The average detector efficiency as a function of radial and axial position 

is shown in Figures 11-12 and 11-13. Since B10 is a_!_ absorber the detector efficiency curves 

in Figures 11-12 and 11-1.3 do not precisely follow the Vtotal flux di~tributions due to the spatial 

variation in neutron energy spectrum. 

The statistical uncertainty in the measured reactivity obtained by using the data and assump

tions stated above is shown ~n Figures 11-14 and 11-15 to be a r"unction of detector location andre

activity. The uncertainties shown correspond to 2 a variations which represents a 95% confidence 

level. A measuring hme of 30 minutes has been used in these calculations. This measuring time 

was chosen as a nominal estimate of the minimum time available to measure reactivity while a 

fuel bundle is being removed from the core area to storage and a new fuel bundle is being trans

ferred to the core area. The system· reactivity during refueling will be between 15$ and 25$, 

assuming most control rods are inserted, and the worth of a bundle will be less than 4$ as re

ported in Section m. Thus, the information in Figures 11-14 and 11-15 indicates, with respect to 

the statistical limitations of the method, subcriticality may be adequately (i.e. , within much less 

than a fuel bundle worth) demonstrated during refueling with detectors located in the core, in 

radial reflector and support area, or in axial reflector and gas space. The actual uncertainty 
requirements will be determined by the strategy used and 'the additional information required in 

addition to the assurance of adequate subcriticality during refueling. This requirement when 

combined with the equipment uncertainty and the statistical uncertainty will define further limita

tions of the areas acceptable for detector location. 
. I 

11. 5. 5 Effect of Gamma Interference on Accuracy 

The calculations described in Section 11. 5. 4 assumed that the. detection system is essentially 

insensitive to the gamma flux due to the detector design,· compensating chambers, or shielding 

of the detector (e.g. many inches of lead). The results are therefore representative of the best 

results that could be achieved with this approach. From practical considerations such a perfect 

system has not been developed. In actual practice the gamma flux interference will degrade the 

statistical accuracy of the reactivity measurement. This occurs, because in a substantially sub

critical reactor, the gamma flux near the core results from fission product decay and is com

pletely uncorrelated with the neutron flux. Accordingly, the gamma flux contributes an uncorre

lated noise signal to the detector output. The effect of this additional uncorrelated signal is shown 

in Figure 11-16. The gamma and neutron fluxes at about 10 hours after shutdown have been esti

mated from operating condition calculations. The increase in uncertainty becomes more 
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pronounced as the system becomes more subcritical since the neutron flux is approximately 

inversely proportional to reactivity. For this example it has been assumed that the two detec

tors, each containing one gram of B10, are located at the radial reflector-support structure 

boundary (r:::: 70 em). The detectors (and required associated shielding) may be enclosed in a 

stainless steel capsule tci prevent reactions with the.sodium. This capsule could be inserted 

into a vacant channel of the outer row of reflector bundles at the start of refueling operations. 

The gamma flux from the core at the detector location is approximately 5 x 105. R/h with no de

tector shielding. The gamma flux from the radioactive sodium (assuming 50 volume percent of 

the reflector and radial core shielding region is sodium) is approximately '1. 25 x 105 R/h. With 

no detector shielding the total gamma flux at the detector is 6. 5 x 105 R/h. Each inch of lead 

shielding around the detector reduces the gamma flux by a factor of ten. Thus, the gamma flux. 

aUhe detector is approximately 6.25 x 105 R/h with no shielding, 6.25 x 104 B/h with one inch· 

of lead, and 6. 2 5 x 103 R/h with two inches of lead. . 

Two types of detectors have been considered, an "optimized"(20) detector with a relative 

gamma effectiveness in the detector, Z:::: 2 neutr~%cm2-sec (see Equation 6-13) and a "con

ventional" detector with the same gamma to neutron sensitiv.ity, .z ~ 20, as the Reuter Stokes 

RSN- 5- S Boron Triflouride detector. For each detector, a shielded and an unshielded condition 

have been calculated. The shielded condition uses the equivalent of one inch of solid lead shield-· 

ing around each detector. Note that two iilches of lead shielding on the conventional detector is 

equivalent to the optimized detector with one. inch of lead. The detector design would consider 

the ambient sodium temperature during refueling, 400--+500 oF, the gamma induced ·heating of 

lead, the melting point of lead (if lead were used), and the allowable detector temperature 

(300°C). Figure 11-16 illustrates that the gamma interference severely affects the measurement 

lincerqt.inty. In fa,ct it renders the unshielded "conventional" detector useless under the assumed 
conditions.· 

The shielded conventional detector and unshielded optimized detector lead to uncertainties 

much larger than those· with no gamma interference. However, these two systems appear to 

reliably indicate whether or not the system is .subcritical by at least the maximum bundle worth. 

Although these systems do not provide all the possible benefits of noise analysis, they do per

form the basic safeguards function, namely to assure sufficient subcriticality during refueling. 

The s"hielded optimized detector provides more information but is still considerably less 

certain than a gamma insensitive system. 
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SECTION Xll 

REFUELING CELL AND F,UEL HANDLING 

12.1 GENERAL PHILOSOPHY 

The design of the refueling cell and fuel handling methods have been based upon an open 

pool reactor, hot cell concept, similar to that used in the SEFOR reactor. The refueling method 

may be described as visual, remote-manual since refueling operations are performed remotely 

by operators having visual contact·with the upper end of the reactor vessel an~ internals. Em

phasis has been placed on the use of a number of eas.ily maintainable, general .. p~rpose hoists 

capable of handling specialized grapples; rather than the use. of one multipurpose mach~~· All 

componenl transfers and servicing which involve exposure of radioactive. materials will be carried 

out remotely while utilizing· visual confirmation of events to as great a degree; as possibl~. Shield~ 

ing applied over the reactor vessel and primary coolant lines makes direct access to the x:efueling 

cell possible to service any equipment during reactor operation. '• i-· 

12~2 REFUELING CELL ARRANGEMENT 

12. 2. 1 General Description 

The refueling cell illustrated·in F·igures 12-1 and 12-2 is~ st~el-lined concrete vault di

rectly" over the reactor vessel within the .primary containment building. It encloses a rectangular 

·volume approximately 22 feet in width, ·72 feet in length, and 78 feet in height, resulting in a total 

cell volume of approximately ·124; 000 cubic feet. The cell is connected to a!} ext,ernal peripheral 

building outside the containment building by the "·fuel transfer lock.". 

·. The refueling cell structure has. 4-foot thick reinforced wall sections utilizing a natural 

aggregate of magnetite which, in the "as cured'.' condition, less re-bar, weigh~ not less than 
· · 230 lb/ft3. This_ limits radiation exposure levels in the air zone around the cell to les.s than 

2. 5 mR/h during normal refueling operations. It is iJ:p.portant that this be maintained at all work 

deck levels where unrestricted operator access is desired. · The proposed design designates 

standard concrete "as cured" density of 145 lb/ft3 for the cell ceiling slab thi<;kness of 6 feet. 

The assumption is that a premium in material costs is justified to conserve, space by reducing 

cell wall thickness with magnetite concrete while a few additional feet in overall h~ight resulting 

from standard concrete for ceiling slabs will reduce shielding costs. 

12.2.2 Refueling Cell Containrneul Lifter 

The control of out-leakage of cell argon cover gas, sodium vapors, fission products, and 

other particulates depends upon .the integrity of a continuous steel ~embran~: within the cell and 

upon the leak tightness of any features which penetrate this liner. In-leakage""rates will also be 

· important to preserve the high-:purity inert gas atmospl)ere of the, cell. ;I'ha! porti~m which forms 

the floor. pan is 1/4-inch-thick,. 300-series stail).less steel and would con~inl1e .12 inches.up the 

cell walls as a splash pan. The balance of the waH :~.nq,ceiling surfaces, ar~ .1/4-inch-thick mild 

steel to which ha·s been applied an epoxy or mo.dified phenolic white coating .. Bare. stai11less steel 

is used on wall. areas where equipment is stored or where other operations are performed that 

wuuhl lend to chip und ·ocuff a coated surf;:~r.e. 
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General purpose viewing and manipulating equipment, as well as equipment for specific 

tasks, is provided within the refueling cell. This equipment is operated remotely from outside 
the refueling cell and the operation is viewed through dense glass windows and other supplementary 

·viewing aids. All controls and readout devices associated with this equipment are mounted in 

portable controllers outside the refueling cell. This permits the operators to move from window 
to window as necessary, thereby facilitating both operation an'd observation of the activity within 

the cell. 

12.2.3 Cell Penetrations 

A feature common to all floor, wall, and ceiling penetrations is that they are formed by 
steel cavity liners cast into the concrete and welded gas tight to the cell liner. Wall_ and ceiling 

penetrat'ion sleeves are mild steel as is the liner in these areas, while floor penetrations or wells 

with sealed bottoms are of 300-series stainless steel consistent with the stainless steel floor pan. 
Gamma radiation attenuation is provided by either high-density· inserts, shield plugs, dense glass, 
·or by indirect "S"- and "L"-path piping; All closures are to reflect -the design requirements of 
design basis accident conditions. Those which are to be used frequently will require buffer seals 
so that individual leak tests by application of either pressure or vacuum can be accomplished 
following reclosure. Infrequently opened or more permanently sealed penetrations may be leak 
tested when the total cell structure is periodically elevated in internal pressure and total out
leakage rate is monitored. 

Electric-al service and instrumentation is carried within the cell either in gutter box or in 
rigid conduit, depending on the necessity to service and, in all cases, is carried through the cell 
structure within "S"- or "L''-path piping. A final gas-tight seal coupling will. be located at the air 
side of the cell barrier where it can be serviced and monitored·for leakage. The re.moval of seal 

elements from the in-cell environment will result in a greater selection of .acceptable materials. 

Pressurized gas service for various in-cell tools and cooling systems will penetrate the _ 
cell structure as "S"- ·and "L"- path piping to avoid radiation streaming. This piping, by opera
tional procedure, shall never provide an open path between the cell interiOJ; and outside the con

tainment building. Manually operated isolation valves for each such line would be. installec;i 
immediately outside the refueling cell. All gas ·service into the refueling cell shall be argon gas 

to be compatible with the cell atmosphere. All valving and other controls which can reasonably 
be located in the air zone outside the cell will be panel mounted near the cell to reduce in-cell 

servicing. 

Multipurpose wall ports are included around three of the four cell walls to make possible 

future installation of through-wall periscopes, manipulatoz:s, or other servi~es which may· be re
quired. When not in use, these ports house concrete shield plugs and· are capped at both ends. 

12.2. 4 · ·Man-Access 

Man-access panel is provided along one wall of the refueling cell for access onto the cell 
floor by two suited persons at a time. The arrangement includes an outer gas tight chamber which 

serves as a part of the cell ·containment during suited-entry when·the reactor is operating. This 
chamber is entered via a standard oval marine hatch and normally may .contain air to support four 
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or five operators within. Two gas tight suits are mounted on the cell side of a special panel 

which contains a double-helmet assembly; This system allow& cell entry without lo'ss of cell gas. 

Breathing and cooling air is provided to and from the suits by supply and exhaust hoses. Voice 

·communication is also provided between the various operators inside and outside the cell. 

A quick-entry marine hatch is included to provide emergency ingress and egress. 

While the en~ry suits remain stored within the cell, they are protected from. radiation 

damage by being behind a section of roll-away biological shielding. · 

Tunnel suit entry provisions exist for less frequent one-man access at other levels to 

service the bridge manipulators and overhead bridge cranes. These are:·double.closures.using 

an inward-swinging, handwheel-operated seal door and an outer, removable, seal cover. The 
. . . . ' 

space between serves to house a plastic, tunnel s,uit. Also, by pressurizing this zone, a local 

leak test of the penetration may be performed. 

12. 2. 5 Dense Glass Viewing Windows 

. . . ~ . . . . . ' . f . . . 

Dense glass windows have been located along three walls to provide ·direct viewing of all 

cell areas by operators standing qn elevated work decks o1:1tside ~ ·The occurrence of events within 

the cell over a wide range of elevations and the desire to provide direct 'line-of-sight viewing from 
' . 

one window into the reactor results in window locations well above the cell floor. \The window de

sign incorporates construction det:tils cu~~ently applied to· the SEFOR cell' wlndows. Successive 
slabs of radiation-resistant. and high-density lead glass with mineral oil interfaces are housed in 
a steel tank sealed at both ends and in.serted into a stepped steel wall c·avity whiCh is welded gas 

tight to the .cell liner. The hot and cold face of the wall cavity line~ "includes a. cover glass seal. 

Under accident conditions the cold face cover glass is considered to·be the final containment 

barrier should other glass elements become damagec;:l. The windows cl~sest to the reactor head 

is oriented to optimize viewing into the reactor interior during refueling. Other windows are 

oriented for general cell vie~ing. 

12.2.6 Periscopes 

Periscopes located adjacent to refueling, inspection, and 'inaintenance windows provide 

. operators with "close-up" view~g of remotely performed' tasks as_ well as providing scanning 

capability over the lower regions of the cell. A series of magnifications between 4x and 30x are 
. . . ' . . 

available to the operator. 

12.2.7 Master-Slave Manipulators 

. . . 
Manipulators are located near viewing windows serving the decay storage tanks and head 

storage locations to facilitate inspection and maintenance tasks. Multipurpose wall ports pro

vided near other windows allow relocation of these manipulators or the addition of extra equipment, 

if necessary". 
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12.2.8 Bridge Crane Mounted Telescoping Tube Hoists 

Bridge and trolley mounted tube hoists are provided at ~ 20 and ~ 40-foot elevations. The 

lower hoist mounting is used for in-vessel and in-storage tank handling, whereas the higher hoist 

is used for the .vessel-to-tank transfer. Two tandem 2-speed motors for each positioning drive 

provide 4 speeds in each direction. The hoist rating of approximately 1 ton gives a lift capacity 

of approximately 10 times the fuel element weight. This provides adequate load indicating 

sensitivity during normal handling operations as well as surplus lift capability for unforeseen 

circumstances. 

12. 3 FUEL GRAPPLE 

-An offset fuel grapple, illustrated on Figure 12-3, is semipermanently attached to the 

telescoping tube hoist used for in-vessel fuel handling operations. Major design features of this 

grapple and associated tube hoist include the following: 

. ~. ·i 

• 
• 

•, ,·· . .. 
One ton lift capability 

· Holddown of adjacent core elements during initial ,withdrawal motion 

Rotational positioning of grapple 

Rotational positioning of grappled component 

· · ·' · e · :Position readout for all motions 

• ·Force readout for lift and hold-down operations 

The l-inch offset provided at the lower end allows manipulation of core elements adjacent 

to the experimental facility stalks. It does not, however, allow access to core elements posi

tioned under closed loop piping. Refueling these locations will be coordinated with experimental 

facility cha:ngeout since residence time in the reactor is essentially the same for the two 

components. 

The general procedure for a typical fuel handling cycle is itemized below to aid in under

standing the grapple features and motions: 

a. The grapple (tube hoist mounting) is angularly positioned. This step is particularly 

important whe~ grappling a fu¢1 element adjacent to an experimental facility. The 
holddown ring relief (outboard in the offset direction of the grapple head) allows the 

experiment to be held down while providing clearance for the stalk. 

b. The grapple head is angularly positioned to properly orient a key on the grapple head 

for engagement into a keyway in the handle of the element. The keyways in the core 

elements {all facing in the same direction) allow positive angular positioning of the 

element for insertion into the core. 

c. The tube hoist lowers the grapple into the element handle. This operation is termi

nated by load cell signal and confirmed by load and position readout. · 

d. A gearmotor and ballscrew arrangement drives the locking cam down, forcing the 

balls out into the locked position. 
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e. A second gearmotor and ballscrew combination·lifts the grapple head within the hold

down sleeve for a distance of 12 inches. This 12-inch hold-down stroke is provided 

to break free any core element sticking to adjacent elements while raisi.n~ the ele

ment from a close tolerance fit into a free condition. The hold down force is moni
tored by the load cell mounted in the fuel grapple and limit switches in~icate the full 

up and down positions of the grapple head. 

. •: 

f. The tube hoist raises the fuel element to a position just above the channel tops leaving 
the active core region submerged in primary coolant. 

g. The element is moved over and lowered into the transfer container. The hold-down 
motion is reversed near the end of the hoist downward IQotion in preparation for 
unlocking the grapple. 

' 
h. After bottoming the element out in the transfer· thimble, the. gr;tpple i~ unloc~ed and 

the hoist raised in preparation for the next handling cycle. 

·' . 
12.4 GENERAL PURPOSE BRIDGE MANIPULATORS 

Two telescoping bridge manipulators provide operators with remotely operated right and 
left hand handling capability usable in conjunction with other hoist ap.d grapple slung devices. The 

articulated arm at the end of the telescoping bridg~ and· trolley mounted boom provides tong grip 
or torque capability to use for such tasks as instrumen.tation and. experimental loop. connections. . . . ' . . 
Each of the two telescoping manipulators operates.on a separate trolley, but the two trolleys are 
mounted on a common traveling bridge at the 20-foot elevation. Articulated arm swing, tong, 

' ·.;•- ' 

motion, and rotation utilize single two-speed motors. The telescoping tube, trolley, and bridge 

drives utilize two tandem 2-speed motors to yield 4 speeds in .each direction_. The lateral coverage 
·within the cell for the tong or torque tool end of these devices. is w~ll to .wal~. yertical coverage 

is from 6 feet below the cell floor to 14 feet above ·floor level. 

12.5 5/25-TON BRIDGE CRANE 

This general purpose transport system consists of a remotely operated bridge crane and the 
associated grapples. This crane can traverse the length of the cell on rai.ls 55 feet above the cell 
floor. · It provides. general handling capabilities from within the reactor to a maximum load block 

elevation 50 feet above the cell floor, having lateral coverageto within 3 feet of the cell walls. 

"Two hoists one 5-ton and one 25-ton capacity, are to. operate from a single trolley structure on 
the bridge. Remote control for the crane, its re~ated grapples and the integral positioning and 

load·readout devices, is available to an operator outside the cell. A smaller hand held controller 
is available to suited personnel within the cell, but control here is limited to bridge, trolley, and 

hoist motions onli. 

Some of the handling tasks for this system a.re: 

• Transfer of center head and shielding, including.the fuel holddown and instrumentation 

packngc 

• ·Transfer·of experimental loops within the .cell. . 
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• Backup device for telescoping fuel lift devices 

• Handling of miscellaneous shield plugs, tools, etc., which weigh less than 25 tons 

To increase the versatility of the bridge crane and to provide backup for other in-cell 

equipment, each hoist is equipped with remotely operable grapples. Also, to more effectively 
utilize the bridge crane for light-weight objects, these grapples will be used to remotely attach 
to and make electrical connections with other specialized grapples. 

12. 6 100-TON HOIST 

A 100-ton hoist and trolley assembly is mounted ori tracks near the top of the refueling cell. 
The primary function of this hoist is to handle the large annular reactor vessel shield plug. The 

trolley moves along the length of the cell to provide cell end to end handling capability. No 
movement is required across the width ofthe cell and, therefore, no bridge motion is provided 

since both the vessel location and the annular head storage location are on the centerline down 

the length of the cell. 

12.7 SPENT FUEL TRANSFER THIMBLES 

Fuel elements are moved from the reactor vessel to the fuel storage tanks using the spent 
fuel transfer thimble illustrated in Figure 12-4. This transfer thimble is a relatively simple 
finned container designed to dissipate the decay heat load by natural circulation. This amounts 

to approximately 25 kW after a 24-ho:ur decay time following reactor shutdown. Analysis for the 
thimble_ is given in section 4. 9. 

During normal refueling operations, temperature rise of the thimble will not present a 
serious vapor generation problem. For the abnormal condition, with the thimble suspended in the 

argon atmosphere for a prolonged time, there would be large amounts of sodium vapor generated. 
However, in this situation, the normal operating temperature of the fuel wol}ld not be exceeded. 
This potential sodium vapor problem could be eliminated by introducing forced convection cooling 

of the thimble surfaces. 

The proposed method of dealing wit.h the sodium vapor problem if it becomes a serious 
concern is to use a transfer cylinder into which the thimble is withdrawn. This transfer cylinder 

would incorporate use of a blower to circulate cell gas up past the thimble and then through a re

placeable mist separator before dumping the gas back into the refueling cell. This cylinder could 
be incorporated into the spent-fuel transfer thimble handling equipment design. 

A secondary consideration is to prevent freezing the sodium in the transfer container in the 

event a fuel element with low-level decay heat is being removed from the cell. This would require 

the use of radiant heating elements in the transfer cylinder and cooling gas flow control to main

tain the desired temperature. 

12.8 FUEL STORAGE 

Below floor storage is provided for new fuel_:_spent fuel requiring decay heat removai-and 

activated equipment. New and spent fuel storage tanks will accommodate at least une core load, 
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thereby providing lmig term decay storage space plus new and spent ·fuel ·storage space sufficient 

for one refueling load. This will allow the entire refuelfug operation to proceep without addi

tional operations involved in transferring fuel in and out of the cell. 

Spent-fuel stor~ge tanks are required to permit removal of the decay heat which is gener-

ated after irradiation. Two "tanks, with internal arrangement.as illustrated in ·Figure 12-5, will 

be used for quick removal of the ·spent fuel. These tanks have . .the- capacity to hold one entire re
fuel~ng ( ':"30 elements). After reactor· startup following the .refueling outage,. elemen!sfrom these 
tanks will be transferred to the lorig-term decay tanks; ·No .. 2, .No. :-3 a.p.d No. 4 the int~rnal arrange

ment, of whi~h is also illu.strated in Figure· 12-5. ·.These tanks have the cap~city for.~ ~?tire core 
of spent fuel. 

Secondary cooling to remove the decay heat will be provided for each tank along with a shield 
plug or cap to be placed at the top of eac~ tank to. lower radiation levels in the. cell. 

Additional storage facilities w_ill be provided within the refueling cell to accommodate small 
activated 'tools and vessel inter~·als. . . 

In-vessel storage facilities will be· provided within the outer annU:lar region be.tween the 

neutron shielding and vessel wall. This storage area is .located in the primary sodium and will 
be accessible only when the outer annular shield plug has been rem_<:>veci.· .. The purpose of this 
storage area is to provi~e long-term storage for miscellaneous in-core equipment and to provide 
for. emergency storage. during c'ompl ete core disassembly,· . 

.,...----- FUEL BU NOLES --"--77£---...ti=;U. 
~::::::::;;~:::;;;,6(.__ FINNED TRANSFER POTS ---,¥----.. 

STORAGE WELLS No. 2, 3 ''10 4 
LONG-TERM DECAY WE 

B4C RODS .-----T.A 

DECAY TANKS No. 5 /\NO No. 6, 
QUICK ACCESS 

.. ,.. 
I •• • 

FIGURE 12-5. FUEL STORAGE· TANKS, .... .. . 
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12.9 OTHER CELL EQUIPMENT 

12. 9.1 Remotely Operated TV 

A TV system is utilized to supplement direct viewing by window and periscope and to pro

vide viewing of events in those locations where direct viewing is not possible. The TV camera 
mount provides pan and tilt and is situated on a motor-driven boom which may also be driven the 

length of the cell along one wall just below the bridge manipulator rails. A cart-mo\mted mobile 

monitor and control for the various remote drives is available to the operator on the elevated 
work deck outside the cell. The operator may thus position this equipment adjacent to any of the 

viewing windows. 

12 ~ 9. 2 ·Remotely Positioned Mirrors 

A further· supplement of dir,ect window viewing. is provided by convex and flat mirrors 
mounted on remotely operated pan and tilt drives. These are attached to a tripod and fitted with 
a grapple handle so that the operator can relocate the assembly using the in-cell 5/25-ton bridge 
crane. Controls are portable to ·enable the operato.r to move from one window location to the next. 

12. 9. 3 In-Cell Lighting 

Mercury-vapor lamps located around the eel~ periphery and below the bridge manipulator 
rails are to result in a minimum illumination level of 50-foot candles over the entire cell floor. 
Additional mercury-vapor lamps are required on the three remotely driven bridge structures 
to elevate illumination locally to 100ft-c. The operator is to have on-off control of each lamp 

from the elevated work deck outside the cell in order to establish lighting patterns as may be 
required and yet enable varying the lamp heat load within the cell. Wall-mounted ·units may be 

serviced remotely with a bridge manipulator .. 

Emergency lighting will be incandescent units on emergency power to provide local illumi

nation on the traveling bridge structures. The instantaneous startup characteristic of this type 
of lamp is necessary to overcome the cooldown time required to restart an interrupted mercury 

vapor lamp. 

12.9.4 ln-Cell Audio Monitoring 

In-cell sounds occurring during remote operations are to be transmitted. to operators on 
the elevated work deck outside the refueling cell. This will aid the operator in monitoring in
cell events and in the detection of potential mechanical power train failures. 

12.10 FUEL HANDLlNG 

12. 10. 1 . · Driver Fuel Handling 

Following reactor shutdown, the primary coolant temperature will be lowered to 350 -
400°F after which the center shield plug,. which includes the fuel holddown and driver fuel 
instrumentation, will be removed and placed in a storage pit in the cell floor. The primary 
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coolant may be lowered to expose the core component handles, thus enabling visual inspection 

within the vessel and confirmation of the handling equipment positioning and readout. 

During fuel handling, the primary coolant level is maintained approximately 11 feet above 

the top of the fuel handles. This ensures that the fuel region of the element will remain immersed 

in sodium during the refueling operation. The refueling will then proceed as illustrated in Figure 

12-6. Spent fuel transfer thimbles are placed, as needed during refueling in the special refueling 

position where they accept spent fuel elements to be removed from the core. A driver fuel ele

ment is removed from the core with the appropriate fuel grapple and either is moved to another 

core location or is placed in the spent fuel transfer thimble. The thimble containing the spent 

fuel is then lifted out of the core and located in one of the quick-access decay storage pools lo

cated near the reactor vessel. 

After resumption of reactor operation the fuel is transferred from the quick-access decay· 

pools to the long-term decay pools where it is removed from the transfer thimbles. After a 

suitable decay period, transfer from the reactor building takes place •. At this time the decay heat 

load allows the use of either forced-convection gas cooling or an extremely simple sodium-filled 

thimble. 

New fuel is introduced into the reactor by the reverse of the above sequence. After removal 

of the first spent fuel element, the transfer thimbles are used to bring in one new fuel element and 

remove the next spent fuel element for each transfer cycle. Heating of the new fuel elements be
fore placing them in the transfer thimbles can be done in the cell if necessary. 

Removal and insertion of fuel, if any, under vertical obstructions, such as the closed loops, 

will require special handling procedures, but the basic refueling sequence will remain unchanged. 

The use of dummy elements and/or vessel modifications to eliminate any special handling pro

cedures which are necessary due to these vertical obstructions should be considered. 

Driver refueling time has been estimated to be approximately 67 minutes per bundle. This 

estimate is based on refueling time estimates ·published in GEAP-5422 which were developed for 

a tank-type arrangement but are considered to be valid since much of the basic operations remain 
the same. 

Considering the fixed-time jobs which must precede each refueling, and using a 36-bundle 

refueling ~:>chedule, results in an approximate driver refueling time of 42 hours. 
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· 'APPENDIX A 

BAS'ic·.NUCLEAR DESIGN DATA FOR ZONED CORE 

TABLE A-1 

ASSUMED TEMPERATURES :FOR EXPANSION EFFECTS 

AND LINEAR EXPANSION FROM ROOM TEM?ERATlJRE ~: . 

Material T 
. . 

Ci 
. I/= •• 

~T 1 + Ci· Ll.T 

. (Cladding) SS-304 950°P :0.15 X.l0-6 880°F 1. 0089 .. 
(Channel) Inc 800 800°F 9. 2 x w- 6 73·o"F 1. 0067 

(Fuel) Average 2000°F 
Doppler 

Centerline 
Average 
Expansion . 

· : 3000°F R. T.-3000°F 1.0200 

.··• 

Sodium 850"F p = 0. 8417 
.: . 
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TABLE A-2 

CALCULATION OF ATOM DENSITIES 

Molecular 
PTheoretical 

Hot ~eration 
Material Weight PHot Atom Temperature Atoms Barn (em) 

Sodium 22.89 

. 8417 850°F 0. 0220383 

Fuel 270.0 11.06 9.587 

9.954 
.(90% pTheo) 

U+Pu 0.0213927 

ox 0.0427854 
Inc-;sou 8.02 '7. 861 

'52. 0 Cr 
(0·. 2075 wt %) 

0. 0188984. 

55.8 Fe 0. 0387876 
(0. 457 wt %) 

58.7 Ni 0.0270685 
(0. 3355 wt %) 

SS-304 7.93 7.721 

:52.0 Cr 0.0169978 
(0.19 wt %) 

55.8 Fe· 0.0583590 
(0. 7·0 wt %) 

58.7 Ni 0.0087176 
(0.11 wt %) 

Nickel :58.71 8.90 0.0913345 

B4C '55. 29 2. 5 

2.0 B 0. 0871766 
(80% pTheo) 

c 0.0217942 

A-2 
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TABLE A-3 

BUNDLE TYPE VOLUME FRACTIONS 

Driver Fuel 

FueL 
Na 
lnc-800 
SS-304 · 

Open Loops (75% Driver Fuel) 

Fuel 
Na· 
Inc-I:WO 
SS-304· 

Closed Loops (15% of Driver Fuel)· 

Fuel 
Na 
SS-304 

In Core Control 

Na 
SS-304 

. '. 

Axial Reflector Above Closed Loop 

Ni 
Na 
SS-304 

Axial Reflector Above Driver 

Na 
Inc-800 
SS-304 
Ni 
Void 

Axial Plenum 

Na 
lnc.,-800 
SS-304. 
Void 

Fixed Radial Reflector 

Ni 
Na 
lnc-800 

Radial Structure 

Na 
SS-304 

Movable Radial Reflector 

B4C 
Na 
SS-304 
Inc·-800 
Ni 

. . . . 
Room Temperature 

0.326 
0.406 
0. 114 
0. 154 

0.245 
0.466 
o. 174 
0. 115 

0.049 
0.464. 
0.487 

0.667 
0.333 

0.049 
0.464 
0.487 

0.406 
0. 114 
0. 154 
0. 311 
0.015 

0.424 
0.112 
0.216 
0.248 

0.70 
0. 18 
0. 12 

0.5 
0.5 

Nickel In 

0.299 

0. 114 
0.587 

A-3 

•.,·.· 

.: . 

.... 
. ' 

Hot Operating 

0. 328 
0.403 
0. 114 
0. 155 

'CL246 .,o. 464 
0. 174 
0. 116 

0.049 
0.462 

· ·o. 489 
. ..... ··- .·:· 

Control In 

0.·292 

0. 328 
0.266 
0. 114 
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TABLE A-4 · 

MATERIAL DENSITIES AND DIMENSIONS 

MATERIAL DENSITIES 

Inc.-800 

SS-304 

Fuel" 

DIMENSIONS 

Hex Area 

Height 

Axial RE~flecto~ Thickness 

Plenum Thickness 

Fixed RadiaL Reflector Thickness·. 

Radial Structure Thickness 

·cold 

8. 02. 

7.93 

9.954 

Hot 

64.77 cm 2 

93.27 em 

15. 24 em (6. in. ) 

30.0 em 

20 .. 0 cin 

20.0 em 

· A-4 

Hot 

7.86 

7.72 
9.587 

Cold 

63. 91 cm 2 

91.44 em 

·.'i 
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TABLE A-5 

VOLUME FRACTIONS BY COMPOSITIO.N* 

Composition Fuel Sodium SS-304 bic-800 . Nickel ~.£_ 

1, 2 0.328 0.403 0. 155 0. 114 

3, 4 0.229 0.448 0.247 0.076 

5, 6 0.328 . 0. 403 0. 155 0. 114 

7,' 8 0.300 0.424 0. 142 0. 134 

9, 10 0.049 0.462 0. 489. 

(nickel in) 11, 12 0.299 0. 114 0.587 

(control in) 11 0.280 0.255 0. 114 0.351 

13 0. 18 0. 12 0.70 

14 0.5 0.5 

15 0.464 o.4e7 0.049 

. 16 0.406 0. 154 0. 114 0.311 0. 015 Void 
-. 

17 0.451 0.246 0.076 0.217 0. 010 Void 

18, 19 0.406 0. 154 0.114 0. 311 0. 015 Void 

20 0.424 0.216 0. 11·2 0. 248 Void 

*Refer to Figure 3-2 for region description corresponding to. compositions listed. 
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Composition 

1, 2 

3, 4 

5, 6 

7, 8 

9; 10 

11, 12 

13 

14 

1'5 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

TABLE A-6 ·-

: ,:·-. 
··coliE: 

Driver Fuel, Driver Fuel 
Zone 2 Zone 1 

35 

16 

12 

42 

.:: 

18 

24 

NON-CORE 

Movable Reflectors 
Fix~d._RE;!fledor 

Radial Structure 

Axial Refleeto~ 

·.Axial Reflector 

Axial Reflector 

Axial Reflector 

Axial Reflector 

Plenum 

A-6 

·. ; .: ... 

_ Closed 
.- LOops 
~-. ; 

5 

2 

•i.• 

'· 

--. 

Control 

3 

2 Closed Loops 

:~;.35 Driver Fuel .. 

., 

Qpen 
Loops Total 

35 

12 36 

30 

''24 

'2 

127 

16 Driver Fuel - 5 closed loops -
3 control 

30 Driver Fuel 

36 Driver Fuel 

.,,. 

.... 



B.1 SUMMARY 

GEAP.:.5722 

APPENDIX B 

CIRCUMFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE 

DISTRIBUTION FOR CORNER AND SIDE FUEL PINS 

The theoretical background and numerical methods being used in a digital computer code 
(now in the debugging ~~itage) to be us~d in the determination of ttie circumferential temperature 

distribution for the outer row .oLfuel pins in the FFTF fuel subassembly are described. A 

detail description and users· manual is inpreparation, ·GEAP-5725. 

Emphasis is placed on the ·developmP.nf o{the velocity·:Profile around a corner· pin. The 
• . ·.• - j 

computer ·code being developed to. perform this analysis will. with slight modifications be appliable . . . .. . 

for analysis of the fuel pins along the channel wall; The geo~etry allowed in the computer model 

is restricted to a multiple fuel-~in. triangular array. The nomenclature is defined. in Section B-7. 

B. 2 INTRODUCTION 

The FITF Backup Design and the refer~nce design call for multiple fuel pins in triangular 

arrays within hexagonal channels. Figure B-1 shows a schematic plan view of a Backup Design 

bundle. 

A considerable amount of thermal hydraulic analysis has been performed on interior pins 
by considering them to be in an infinite array, notably the analysis done by Bender, Switick and 
Field. (B- 1) The circumferential velocity distribution and associated eddy diffusivities have 

been analyzed by Nijsing, Gargantini, and Eifler. (B- 2) 

In comparison, very little analytical or experimental work has been performed on the outer 

row of fuel pins. The outer row of fuel pins is of particular interest due to the nonsymmetrical 

cooling which exists. The presence of the channel on one side of the pins will disturb the velocity 

profile and will change the heat transfer through ~ircumferential heat transfer in the wall. Non

symmetrical cooling also results because, the flow area between the fuel pin and channel wall is 

normally larger than the flow area on the interior· siC!e of the fuel pins: · 

' . 
The nonsymmetrical cooling will cause a circumferential temperature· distribution in the 

fuel pin. This nonuniform temperature distribution introduces 'the foliowing possibilith~s: 

L Thermal bowing c~ occur ifthe fuel.pins are·loi:)sely.supported·. 

2. High stresses can occur at the points of support if ttle fuel pins are rigidly supported. 

3. High cfrcumferi:mtial thermal stresses maydevelop; 

The purposes for developing thrs digital code is to determine the temperature distribution 

for a corner fuel pin in a triangular array. The corner fuel pin was chosen since its temperature 

distrihution should be more severe than a fuel pin along one of the hexagonal flats. The computer 

code which is beirig developed wiii'also be applicable for analyzing a side rod by replacing the 
geometry subroutines. '·· · ·:··· · · 
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PITCH-DIAMETER RATIO OF 1.20 
PIN DIAMETER OF 0.250 in. 

FIGURE B..;..l. TYPICAL 127-PIN FUEL BUNDLE 

The temperature distribution analysis can be done in two steps. First; it will be assumed 

that momentum and energy equations arei~eparable (coolant properties will be evaluated at the 

coolant bulk temperature.). The resulting velocity distribution will be based on bulk fluid proper

ties. Secondly these result~ will be used in a general heat transfer code, such as THTD, (B-3) to 

generate the circumferential pin te.mperature profile. 

The circumferential variation of the velocity and circumferential eddy diffusivity for 

. momentum ·will be determined using a modification of the procedure of Nijsing, Gangantini, and 

Eifler. This procedure was developed for the case of a ·rod in an infinite array, but by modifying 

the_ equations to include the channel wall, it can be _used for corner or side rods. This procedure 

will yield values for the local mean velocity and average circumferential eddy diffusivity for 

momentum as .a function of circumferential position. 

The radial variation of the velocity and radial eddy diffusivity for momentum will be based 
upon an aimular model proposed by S. Levy. (B-4) By using this model with the average velocity 

I 
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equal to the local mean velocity (from circumferential analysis) and considering each circum

ferential segment as an equivalent annulus, the: radial variations can be determined. 

. - · Tlie superposition ofthe results o(these two proce'dure·s ~ill'yietd. a· complete nodal velocity 

field and each nodal position will have circumferential and radial components 'of the eddy diffu

sivity for momentum associated with it. 

The accuracy of this· approach will depend upon several factots: 

1. Number of circumferential segments: This will dir.ectly 'effect the accuracy·o'f the 

local mean velocities distribution and average circumferential diffusivities. It will 

also determine the am~urit of d:eviation·from an aimular section;. ~ffecting t~e radial 
distributions. · ,. · ' ' · ·. ~· : · ' -

2. Number of radial segments: Since the annular solution is not a nodal solution but is 

a continuous function, the number of radial segments will not have a large bearing on 

the results. It will, however, effect the heat transfer portion.·sigriificantly. 

Therefore, from an accuracy· standpoint a .large numb~r of :radial and circumferential segments 

is desirable. 

The use of an average value for the circumferential eddy diffusivity. (for each. radial posi
tion) is not expected to cause significant errors. Since the pitch-to-dia~eter ratios' under con

sideration are in the range of 1. 20 - 1. 30, the use of an annular model at each circumferential 
position is not expected to cause large ·errors. 

. :. ·' ·. . ~ .. 

The ass)lmption of superposition of the radial and circumferential solutions,. has been 

. examined. Although some inaccuracy is expected, the radial distribution is of secondary im

portance to the heat transfer analysis. The ratio of eddy diffusivities (circumferential/radial) 

should be greater than unity. Thus, heat transfer in the circumferential direct.iq~ should pre-
. • • . '• • • •·' . •· . ,I' 

dominate and the radial distribution will have only a second order effect on the circumferential 

transfer. Since the circumferential temperature distribution in the cladding ~s the desired result, 

small errors in the radial distribution can be tolerated. 

. . ~ 

The errors which result from assuming no circumferential or radial velocity components 

(unidirectionai velocity) and neglecting mixing from the spiral wire spacers should be small. 

For wire wrap pitches, of the order of twelve inches, the flow direction can be considered verti

cal without introducing .significant error. The amou11t of gross mixing should also be small. 
• • • ••• • • •• • • ,!• 

Nomenclature for the derivations appears at the end of this Section. 

. . 
B.::J VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION DERIV,ATIONS 

B. 3. 1 Assumptions 

The major assumptions ·involved in the derivation or' the velocity. distril;mtion are as follows: .. . , . 

1. Fully developed, single phase, steady-state turbulent flow. 

2. Coolant i~ incompressible. 
.I 
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3. No momentum flux across the boundaries of the channel. 

4. Temperature differentials are not severe so that material properties may be evalu
ated ·at the bulk fluid temperature and considered constant across the flow cross 

section. 

Additional assumptions will be required in the analysi~ and will be discussed as they.appear. 

B. 3 .. 2 Equation of Motion 

.. Since there is no momentum flux across the boundaries and the flow is incompressible, the 

·radial and circumferential velocities must be zero, 

(B-1) 

where u is .the time averaged velocity. 

~The equation of continuity in cylindrical coordinates is: 

.1 0. (B-2) 
r 

Application of equation (B-1) reduces equation· (B-2) to, 

0. '(B-3) 

which implies that uz is constant in the axial direction: 
~ . ' . 

. u:t. = uz (r, cfl ) (B-4) 

From the r, cfJ components of the momentum equation, 
. -

P F P .(r, cfl ). {B-5) 

Therefore, the a.,'{ial pressure gradient, aP/az, is constant across the flow section. 

The governing flow equation thus becomes the z component of the momentum equation. If 

one assumes that the molecular and turbulent momentum transport effects are additive, the 

momentum equation becomes 

(v + e mr) au 
+ + 

r ar 

where 

u uz (r, cfJ ) · 

(11 + Emp\ a 2U 

r2 a cp 2 

B-4 
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az 
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The quantities e inr and e mcp are t)le eddy diffu!3ivities of momentum- in the radial and cir

cumJerential directions, respectively. 

The solution of Equation (B-6) for a nonsymmetrical geometry is very difficult and no 
methods. have been developed at this time. The method used by Bender, Switick and Field (B-l) 

cannot be applied for the corner rod geometry (Figure B-2) due to the presence of the channel 

wall. It is therefore necessary to look for a simpler approach to th.e prpblem. 

The first and second terms in Equation (B- 6} account for the transfer of momentum normal 

to the rod surface. Near the surface the transfer mecha11ism is largely molecular in .nature and 

therefore· the molecular coefficient v is much larger than the eddy diffusivity. As the distance 

from the wall increases, the eddy diffusivity predominates. ~here fore, the radial transfer rate 

is determined primarily by the conditions in the immediate vicinity of the s).lrfac.e .. 

FUEL-PIN 

FIGURE B-2. TYPICAL CORNER FUEL PIN GEci"METRY 

B-5 
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The third term in Equation (B-6) accounts for transfer of momentum around the rod periph

ery. Peripheral transfer will occur due to the variation in flow area (and thus velocity gradients) 

around the rod. Peripheral transfer is determined by the conditions in the central portion of the 

flow where molecular diffusivities are small. Experimental observations and analytical predic

tions have shown that em¢ is larger than e mr· . 

Considering the foregoing characteristics of the transfer phenomena, the radial and cir

cumferential transfer of momentum may be .considered independently of each other. 

B. 3. 3 Circumferential y elocity Distribution 

The model to be consid·ered is shown in Figure B-3. This model is obhined by taking 
advantage of the symmetry in the entire geometry (Figure B-2). 

Consider a volume element dA · dz such as that shown in Figure B-4. In this Figure, dA is 

the flow area for the region between the rod surface and the outer boundary for a differential 
segment d¢ . Let y 

0 
be the distance from the rod surface to the outer boundary at a given 

angle </> • 

The momentum balance can be written in the form: 

I rate of l j rate of l 
momentu~ = 1mom.entum -

. accumulatiOn ~ m I rate of l 
momentum 

out lsum o_f forces) 
+ actmg on j( 

system 

The· rate of momentum accumulation for a steady-state system is zero. Since the radial 
and circumferential velocities are zero and the flow is fully developed, the net rate Of momentum 

by convection will also be zero. Therefore, the net change of momentu~ is due to molecular and 
eddy transport by the stresses on the bounding surfaces of the element. 

Neglecting gravity effects, the forces acting on the· system are the pressure forces C and 

D in Figure B-4. Using the notation of Figure B-4, the momentum balance equation becomes: 

A+.B-C+D+E-F=O (B-7) 

The momentum flux A can be expressed in terms of the shear stress along the rod surface by 

A::= Tn. Rd¢dz 
'I' 1 . 

where: 

Shear stress at rod surface at position </> • 

Radius of fuel rod. 

In a similar manner 

B-6 
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~ 

21T' cp=-
3 

cp = O __ __.., ..._ ____ _,. LENGTH=x* \-

1 

X*+R -. ---•• t•.._ __ P/2 ----l-1~ 
COS 30° 

FIGURE B-3. MODEL FOR VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION CALCULATIONS 

dz 

FIGURE B-4. \MOMENTUM BALANCE ON ELEMENTAL VOLUME dA· dz 
. I 

B-7~ 
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where: 

Shear stress at channel wall at position cp • 

= Length of channel for differential angle dcp . 

The variable ct serves the following purpose: When the outer boundary is the channel 
wall, (Regions I and II of Figure B-3), ct has a value of unity. When the outer boundary is a line 
of symmetry (Regions III-V in Figure B-3). it carries the value of zero. Therefore, the term 

may be included in the general formulation and is valid for any circumferential position. 

The pressure force C is simply 

C = PdA (B-10) 

where: 

P =, Pressure. 

In a similar manner 

. (B-11) 

The ll10mentum flux E can be expressed in terms of the circumferential shear stress by 

where: 

Tcp cp = Circumferential shear stress at position cp • 

Assuming the molecular and eddy effects are additive: 

1 du 
r dcp 

(B-12) 

(B-13) 

Since the circumferential transfer occurs predominately in the central region where 

molecular effects are small, one may assume an average value of e mcp acting at a mean radius. 
One may also neglect the molecular diffusivity 11. This also requires that a mean velocity be 

considered for the differential segment. 

Then: 

T r: cpcp 
p -

- E "' g m't' 
c 

1 

r 
du 

dcp 
(B-14 
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Let the mean radius be defined by: 

Therefore, Equation (B.-12) can be expressed by: 

Then in a similar manner: 

F 

Substitution of the preceding equations into equation (B-7) yields: 

du) dcp 
dcp 

T n-.
1
. Rdcpdz + ca "'

2 
dQdz- PdA + [P + ddzP dz] dA + P e ( dz Yo )· du. 

'~' '~' gc mcp \R + y
0
/2 dcp 

(B-15) 

(B-16) 

(B-17) 

::)d·] = 0. (B-18) 

Equation (B-18) can be reduced directly to: 

Dividing by dcp : 

T"' 1 R + CJ.T "'2 dQ + dP dA - __£_ E "' 
'~' '~' · dcp dz dcp gc 111 '~' 

du) dcp 
dcp 

::)= 0 

0 (B-19) 

(B-20) 

Consider a momentum balance on an elemental volume t:..A · dz as shown in F1gure B-5. As 

in the elemental volume dA. dz the rate of accumulatio~ of momentum and net rate of -momentum 

by convection will he zero. Then the momentum balance becomes: 

A'- B' + C' + D' 0 (B-21) 

The pressure forces A' and B' are: 

A' ;;:: -Pt:..A (B-22) 
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A' 

FIGURE B-5·./ FORCES ON ELEMENTAL VOLUME AA elf 
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(B-23) 

The momentum flux C' can be expressed in terms of th·e average shear stress along the 
rod surface by 

C' 11Rdz 

where: 

T av Average shear stress at rod surface. 
1 

In a similar manner 

D' 

where: 

T av =· Average shear stress at channel wall. 
2 

Q
0 

= Length of channel wall. 

Omitting details of the derivation given in the Fifth Quarterly Report, GEAP-5684, 

the desired result is obtained 

__ R ___ dy o d7J _ 13. 7565 

y
0 

(R+y
0
/2 dcf> dcf> d 2 

e 

Q ] = 0 
710.875 

The boundary conditions may be transformed directly to: 

~I 
dcf> </> = 0 

0 

:;·I 
</> := 1T 

= 0 

The continuity relation yields: 

t:.A 

f 
0 

dA 
1]-

t:.A 
l 

B-11 
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(B-27) 
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Solution of Equation (B-26) subject to the boundary conditions, continuity equation and shear 

stress ratio Q will yield a dimensionless velocity profile. This profile when multiplied by the 

bulk velocity ub will give the circumferential distribution of the local mean velocity u . The use 

of this distribution will be described in the following section. 

B. 4 RADIAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 

In Section B. 3, the methods for determining the circumferential distribution of the local 

mean velocity u were discussed. The results of that analysis can be used to determine the rad~al 

distribution of velocity and eddy diffusivity for mdmentum. 

The method to be used is to consider each circumferential segment separately. Each cir

cumferential segment is assumed to be adequately approximated by an annulus with mean velocity 

equal to the local mean velocity u for that segment from the circumferential analysis. 

For the segments in Regions I and II (Figure B-3), the annulus is assumed to be defined by 

an inner radius equal to the fuel pin radius and ah outer radius equal to the radial distance from 

the pin center to the channel wall at the midpoint of the se~ment. For the segments in Regions 

III-V, a fictitious annulus is defined such that the zero shear plane in this annulus is at the same 

radius as the average radius of the actual outer boundary. 

The technique advanced by Levy,(~·- 4) which is a semi-empirical procedure, is then used 

for each equivalent annulus: 

B. 5 CIRCUMFERENTIAL DIFFUSIVITY DISTRIBUTION 

The eddy diffusivities of momentum in the radial and ci;rcumferential directions are assumed 
to act according to a mixing length model. Following the procedure of Bender, Switick and 
Field,(B-1) the following expressions can be written: 

where: 

Q 2 au 
c ar 

Q 2 _! au 
c r ad 

Q c = Turbulent characteristi.c mixing length. 

(B-30) 

(B-31) 

One could attempt to obtain an expression for the mixing length using the method of 

Hooper.<B-5) However, the complexities caused by the nonsymmetrical geometry make this 

infeasible. Since the radial diffusivity components are known, a simpler procedure is available. 

B-12 
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Assuming that the mixing lengths in the radial and circumferential directions are equal, 

one may write: 

emr au/a¢ 

r au/ar 

' . , 
{.B-32) 

Therefore once the velocity profiles in the radial and circumferential directions ·and the 

radial components of diffusivity are known, the circumferential diffusivity components can ·be 

determined by Equation (B-32). The derivatives are evaluated by using .a first order central 

difference scheme. 

B. 6 METHOD FOR CALCULATION OF HEAT TRANS·FER INP.UT PARAMETERS 

B. 6. 1 Determination of Eddy Diffusivities of Heat 

It is assumed that the heat transfer by turbulent mixing is proportional to the momentum 
transfer by turbulent mixing. Then, 

(B-33) 

where: 

'iP "' Constant of proportionality 

eH Eddy diffusivity of heat 

eM Eddy diffusivity of momentum . 

Using the correlation of Dwyer~B- 6) the constant. of proportionality in the radial direction is·: 

1 - 1. R?. 
(R-~4) 

(
e mr)l. 

4 
PR --
. v max 

where: 

PR = Prandtl number. 

In a similar· analogy, the constant of proportionality for the c ircu~ferential heat transfer is: 

(B-35) 
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Therefore the equations for the radial and eddy diffusivities for heat are: 
. . . -, ... 

eHr 

r- PJ:iJ emr (B-36} 

eHcf> = 
[' - 1. 82 ] 

e met> 

·. PR(':•):~ 
(B-37) 

The maximum values of e mrfv and e mcfJ /v are determined from the calculated values 
from the velocity distribution analysis. 

B. 6. 2 Effective Sodium Conductivity 

An effective conductivity for the sodium coolant can be defined by: 

Keff = Kviscous + Kturbulent . 

Since the thermal diffusivity (a) is defined by 

~iscous 
P cP 

and defining Kturbulent by . 

Kturbulent 

P cP 

yields an expression for Keff of: 

(B-38} 

(B-39) 

(B-40) 

(B-41} I 

Since the assumption of additive diffusivities is commonly used, this expression should be 

adequate. 

B. 6. 3 Temperature Calculations 

The calculations of temperature distributions will be accomplished by use of the generalized 
nodal heat transfer computer code "THTD.·"(B-3) . . ,. 

. . 
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The input·to "THTD" will be the nodal velocity .field as well as ail· effective .conductivity for 

both radial and circumferential directions for each node. 

The "THTD" computer code is basically a two-dimensional, transient, ana ·steady ·state• heat 

transfer code. This code allows each node to have a different conductivity between. adjacent· nodes. 

This code does not allow for axial conduction; however, axial variations can be consider.ed as the 

code allows for heat addition between axial segments. 

The basic geometry is as .shown in Figure B-6. 

FIGURE B-6. MODEL 'FOR TEMP.ERAlURE DISTRIBUTION CALCULATIONS 

B-l5 
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B. 7 NOMENCLATURE 

ENGLISH SYMBOLS 

.SYMBOL 

AA 

cP 
d 

dA 

de 

d.Q. 

dz 

dc/J 
f 

gc 

Keff 

ki 

ko

.Q.c 

.Q.o 

NRe 

p 
p 

PR 

Q 

u 

u.+ 
1 

DESCRIPTION 

Total flow area (ft2) 

Specific heat of coolant (Btu/lbm - oF) 

Diameter of fuel pin (ft) 

Flow area of circumferential segment (ft2) 

Hydraulic diameter of total section (ft) 

Differential length of channel wall 

Differential distance in axial direction 

Differential distance in circumferential direction 

Fanning friction factor 

Gravitational cons~ant (lb:n -ft/lbc sec2) 

Effective cooiant ·conductivity (Btu/h-ft) 

Nondimensional mixing length in inner region of annulus, 

Nondimensional mixing length in outer region of annulus 
.. - • ' • . 2 ~· • 

Turbulent characteristic mixl.ng length (ft) 

Length of channel wall (ft) 

Reynolds number for equivalent annulus . ·. . ' .. 
Pitch or rod to rod center distance (ft) 

Pre~sure (psial" 

Prandtl number of coolant 

Ratio of shear stresses - r /r av u 

Radial position (ft) 

Radius of zero shear (ft) 

Radius of fuel pin (ft) 

Reynolds number of total section 

Inner radius of annulus (ft) 

Outer radius of annulus (ft) 

Ratio of zero shear radius to inner. radius of annulus 

Ratio of zero shear radius to outer radius of annulus 

Coolant velocity in axial direction (ft/sec) 

Local mean coolant velocity in circumferential segment (ft/sec) 

Bulk coolant velocity (ft/sec) · 

Nondimensional coolant velocity in- inner region of annulus 

Nondimensional coolant velocity in outer region of annulus 

Radial component of cooiant velocity (ft/sec) 
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Ucp 

I 
'uz 

' X* I 
I 
I y 
I Ye I 
I 
! Yo I 

I 

i y.+ 

I 
1 

j y + 
I. 0 
I 
l z ! 

GREEK SYMBOLS 

SYMBOL 

Cl' 

f3i 
(3 . 

0 

EHr 

e Hcp 

emr· 

emcp 

1J 
v 
p 

7 av 

7 av 1 

7 av . 2 

rr. 
1 

Tr 
0 

TR. 
1 

TR 
. 0 

Tu 

T cp 1 
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DESCRIPTION 

Circumferential component of coolant velocity (ft/sec) 

Axial component of coolant velocity (ft/sec) 

Distance from rod surface to channel wali'· at angle of 30° (ft) 

Distanc.e ·from rod surface to position r (ft) 

Local equivalent hydraulic diameter (ft) 

Distance from rod surface to outer bound<~:ry at position cp {ft) 

Nondimensional distarice from rod surface in annulus 

Nondimensional distance. from outer wall in annulus 

Axial position 

DESCRIPTION 

Zero when outer boundary is line of symmetry-1. 0 when outer boundary 
is channel wall. 

Defined by rm- r/rm- Ri 

Defined by r - r m/R
0 

- r m 

Radial component of eddy diffusivity of heat (ft2 /sec) 

Circumferential component of eddy diffusivity of heat (ft2 /sec). 

Radial component of eddy diffusivity of momentum (n2/sec) 

Circumferential component of eddy diffusivity of momentum (ft2 /sec) 

Nondimensional ratio of local mean velocity to bulk velocity of c.oolant 

Kinematic viscosity of coolant (ft2/sec) 

Density of coolant (lbm./ft3) 

Shear stress averag.ed over rod surface and channel wall (lbrfit2) 

Shear stress averaged over rod surface (lbf/ft2) 

Shear stress averaged over channel wall (lbr/ft2) 

Shear stress at position r in inner regiorr of arml!lus (lbf/ft2) 

Shear st~ess at position r in outer region of annulus (lbflit2) 

Shear stress on inner surface of annulus (lbrfft2) 

Shear stress on inner surface of annulus (lbf/ft2) 

I 2' 
Average shear stress in uniform geometry - annulus (lbf/ft.) 

' ' 2 Local shear stress on rod surface (lbr/ft ) 
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DESCRIPTION 

Local shear stres~ on cpannel wall (lbrfft2) . 

Circumferential shear stress due to eddy diffusivity (lbrfft2) 

Circumferential position 

Circumferential position at which channel wall ends (radians) 
" . 

Ratio of eddy diffusivity of heat to eddy diffusivity of momentum -
r:tdial component 

Ratio of eddy diffusivity of heat to eddy diffusivity of momentum -
c.ircumferential component • 

•.• ' 't :· 

.; 

~-18 
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APPENDIX C 

RESULTS OF THERMAL HYDRAULIC 

PARAMETER STUDY-cORE CHARACTERISTICS 

The variations in core pressure drop (plenum to plenum) and core linear power for FFTF 

were investigated as functions of core height, fuel pin diameter, fuel cladding thickness and 

pitch to diameter ratio. The results of this study influenced the reference thermal hydraulic 

characteristics given in Section 4. 7. 

The plenum to plenum pressure drop was calculated for the "hot" fuel bundle shown in 

Figure C-1. Two driver fuel pin lengths of 36 inches and 33 inches with gas plenum lengths 

equal to fuel pin lengths were investigated. The wire spacers have a pitch of 1 wrap per foot. 

The sodium coolant velocity through the core is shown in Figure C-2. 

The reactor power distribution has 95% of the rated power (400 MWt) generated by the core. 

The linear power results for the following conditions are shown in Figure C-3. Only the results 

for the 36-inch fuel pins are shown as fuel linear power did not change noticeably for the 33-inch 

pins. The fuel pellet density is 95% of theoretical and the pellet-to-clad radial gap is 0. 002 inches. 

The melt temperature for new fuel is taken as 5200 ° F. The curve of the J Kdli is shown in 

Figure C-4. The axial and radial peak..:to-average power factors chosen are 1. 20 and 1. 40, re

spectively, and the core overpower factor is 1.20. The peaking factor due to all secondary effects 

is 1. 09. The overall peak-to-average (1. 2 x 1. 4 x 1. 2 x 1. 09) is 2 .19. 

The plenum to plenum pressure drop is a composite of fuel , reflector, and entrance-exit 

region pressure drop. The pressure loss inventory may be summarized as follows : 

a. Expansion loss from circular hydraulic hold down area to the hexagonal fuel bundle area 

b. Extrance and exit losses in the axial blankets 

c. Frictional losses in the axial blanket 

d. Entrance and exit losses to fuel and gas plenum section 

e. Frictional losses in fuel and gas plenum section (including wire wrap losses) 

Figure C-5 summarizes the total pressure loss from plenum to plenum. Figure C-6 

presents the frictional, entrance, and exit losses for the fuel and gas plenum sections only 

(Items d. and e.). 
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APPENDIX D 

SINGLE PISTON MODEL FOR CONTROL BUNDLE DECELERATION 

. D.l NOMENCLATURK USED IN DERIVATION 

~p 

c 

f 

L 

Da 
m 
p 

A G 

vs 
Ap 

w 

m 

s 

vf. 

vo 

a 

A 

Fnet 
o.s. 
we 

·-

Pressure drop across the hydraulic orifice 

Entrance and exit loss coefficient 

Friction factor 

Characteristic length in which the pressure drop is calculated· 
Equivalent hydraulic diameter of the ·orifice 

Displaced ·coolarit flow rate 

Sodium density 

Area of orifice 

Velocity of piston or control rod 

Area of piston of the cushion 

Total weight of co~trol rod and upper extension rod 

Total mass same as ab9ve 
Incremental dis.tance tr·av~rsed by the control rod 

Final velucily ov~i· 'incremental distance 

Initial velocity of the beginning of increment 

Acceleration of the control rod 

Constant 

Net force exerted by the pneumatic piston on the upper extension rod. 
Offset length 

Weight of upper extension rod 

D. 2 ZERO SCRAM FORCE 

The pressure drop across the hydraulic snubber can be expressed as 

The coolant flow, m, is defined as the displaced coolant 

(D-.1) 

m = pVpAp (D-2) 

The hydraulic force· exerted on the snubber piston _is 

(D-3) 

c·ombining Equations (D-1, D-2, andD-3) the following relationship is obtained 

D-1 
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.(D-4) 

which is the hydraulic force exerted on the piston. 

From the equations of linear motion 

F- W rna (D-5) 

2 v0 + 2as . · ,;(D-6) 

Equating Equations (D-5) aild (D-6), the resultant force of motion is 

( 
v2 v2) F=Wl+ O-f 

. 2sg 
(D-7) 

which is the force required to decelerate the col').trol rod. 

The hydraulic force and the force of motion are equated to determine the velocity of the 

control rod. EquatingEquations(D-4) and (D-7), rearranging, and defining 

k 

vP 
VQ + Vf 

-
2 

A 
sgkp AP3 

4wgcAG 
2 

and implicitly _expressing in terms of v f' 

0 (D-8) 

.. '!.ransient analysis is approximated from Equati?n (D-8) by calculating the incremental 

velocity change for an increme_ntal distance change. 

D. 3 SCRAM FORCE NOT EQUAL TO ZERO 

The hydraulic force exerted on the pis tori is equation (D-4). The equation of linear motion 

is now 

F- w + Fnet == ·- rna (D-9) 

D-2 
·.1 
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Combining Equations (D-9) and (D-6), and solving for the force, 

2 2 
vo - vf 

F = 
2s 

And agairi defining 

k 
(c + f :G) 

A = 
ksg pAP3 

4gc Aa 
2 

and solving for vf implicitly after equating Equations (D-4) and (D-10), 

(D-10) 

(D-11) 

Transient analysis is simulated by Equation (D-11) to obtain the velocity profile. The force. 

is calculated by equation (D-10). 

The moment exerted on the offset is determined by 

(D-12) 
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APPENDIX E 

ANALYSIS OF PNEUMATIC PISTON MOTION IN THE CONTROL. DRIVE 

SCRAM 
·.··rANK 

. 'FIGURE E-1. DYHAMIC COHTR.OL.DRIVE MODEL. SCHEMATIC 

Figur~ E-1 shows the model of the drive used in the analysis :of the ·drive:dyn:amics. The 

following was assumed: 

a. Gas flow is adiabatic and reversible 
b. No gas .leakage from the system 
c. Friction and viscous forces are constants 
d. · · Perfect gas law can be used to calculate pressur.e in .each chamber 

e. . Gas compression in cylinde.z is an.adiabatic process. 

The energy equation assumes an adiabatic process: 

. . 
Neglecting elevation and· energy added or subtracted: 

E-1 

(E-1) 

(E-2) 
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From the thermodynamic relationship of steady flow adiabatic process: 

kR 
- k-1 

En - E = kk1 (p1 - p2) = kk-R1 (T1- T2) 
1 n2 - 'Y 1 'Y 2 

·Combining Equations (E-2) and (E-3): 

From the continuity equation: 

m = Al v 1 'Y 1 

p1 p2 

yk - 'Y k 

[ ·-·n ~ 
1 2 

2 

1-(:~)· .. m 
=V1Y1 

y2 
(k~1) A1 y 

1 
1 

= { 2gP1 

.. j ' . 
(k~1) :. [(:~)2/k -(=~) •;'1} 

2

. m = v1 Y 1 Al. = (gPl 

E-2 

(E-3) 

(E-4) 

(E-5) 

(E-6) 

(E-7) 

(E-8) 

(E-9) 

(E-10) 
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Ideal gas relationship: 

.1 
The flow equation ;s' [

2

gk 

m1-2 = A1 p1 k-1 

k+1 ]2 
Ril { (::) 2/k _ ( ::) k} . 

Maximum discharge is : 

(
p2) = (__!_) k/k-1 
p1 k+1 . 

For argon, k = 1. 668 

1. 668 

(
. p2) ;, (-2-) 0. 668 
p1 c 2. 668 

(0.75) 0· 25 = 0.487 

Rewriting Equation (E -11) in terms of critical pr.essure ratio: 

k+1 
. 2gk. ( 2 )2/k-1 (k-1)·2 

(Am) = . k-1 (P1 Y1) 'k+1 k+1 · 1 max· 

The mass· of the gas in the chamber: · 
,t 

m2 = m02 + J ni1-2 dt 
0 

Gas Pressure required to calculate the flo~ rate: 

p2 
m2 RT 2 

v2 

p3 
m3 RT3 

v3 

The niass .calculated in the previous incremental step is used: 

E-3 

(E-ll) 

(E-12) 

(E-13) 

(E-14) 

(E-15) 

(E-16) 

(E-17) 

(E-18) 
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. m .. 
T _ T _ cr X X 
2- 02 m 2 cpJ (E-19) 

V 2 = V 02 ·+ A2 X (E-20) 

V3 = V03 - A3 X (E-.21) 

(E-22) 

m .. 
T _ T + cr X X 

3 - 03 m3 cp J. (E-23) 

From Equations (E-16), (E-19), and (E-20): 

(E-24) 

Mass flow exiting out the bottom of cylinder:. 

V2 v32 . 4 
2g ' 2g = En3 - En4 '•' 

v2 v2 
k (p3 p4) 4 3 

2g 2g = k-1 y 3 - y 4 

= p4 (p3 y4 - 1) k 
y 4' p4 y3 k-1 

i>3 
P4 ·C4) 

k 
p4 

yk y~ y3 - p3 
3 

1 

y4 
= (:~) k y3 

E-4 
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V 4 = 0 atmospheric 

Flow equation out of the lower section of the cylinder: 

k+1 k 

(
p3) k ( 2 ) k-1 
p 4 = k+1 . 

k+1 . k+1 2/k ~ ~ _2_ 

T = (__!__) k-1 (P3) = (_i)· k k-1 = (_!..)k-1 
k+1 p 4 k+1 k+1 

__!__ ~~~ - (__!__) k!1 2. ). k~ 1 [( 2 ). k;
1 

] 
k+1 k+1 . = (k+l . k+1 -

1 
. 

2 k+1·. . . 2. k+1 

= (__!__) k-1 ( 2 _ k _ 1)2 = (-2 ) k-1 ( 1 _ k)T 
k+1 k + 1 . . k+1 k + 1 

~;to~] 
Rmcr X X 

m3 R To3 + cp J · · 

Vo3 - A3X p3 ~ 

(E-25) 

(E-26) 
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Force equation: 

F = m dv 
dt 

Combine with Equation (E-27): 

p 2 Equ~tion (E:-24) 

P 3 Equation (E-26) 

A2 m2 R T02 

(V02 + A2X) 

A2 R mer X X 

cpJ(Vo2+A2X) 

A m R (T., + ·-=m:-'c-'-:r::-::x:-· ::-X\ 
3 3 03 m3 cp J J 

(V03 - A3 X)-

A3 m3 R T03 

(Vo3- A3X) 

E-6 

. A 3 R mer X X . i 

cpJ(Vo3-A3X) 

(E-27) 

(E-28) 
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APPENDIX F 

CORE TEMPERATURE, FLOW AND BOILING DETECTION 

F.1 INTRODUCTION 

The instrumentation evaluation was divided into the following four parts: 

• Temperature measurements 

• Flow measurement 

• Acoustic measurements 

• Conceptual probe design 

The state-of-the-art of temperature measurements in reactors is well advanced and a 

variety of vendor hardware is available. Therefore, the analysis can be very specific. Flow 

.instrumentation for liquid sodium is, in general, available; however, it is not suited to the 

unique requirements of FFTF. ·Therefore, the analysis consists of review and selection of the 

most promising techniqu~s for further evaluation. 

The measurement of acoustic noise to detect boiling is again not new; however, the unique 

requirements of this <,tpplication necessitates a feasibility study to determine the applicability 

of this technique. The work described below reflects this degree of development of each of 

the tasks. 

F. 2 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 

:Thermocouple instrumentation is needed to measure the subassembly outlet ·sodium tempera

ture. Nominal instrumentation requirements are shown in Table F-1. 

Based on this evaluation, the recommended ~Hoy combination is chromel-alumel in an un

grounded sheathed configuration. The sheath material should be 304 stainless steel with a 

. minim~m wail thickness of 0. 010 inch and a diameter of between 0. 050 inch and 0. 065 inch. The 

insulating material should be densely compacted magnesium oxide or equivalent heat conductor. 

The thermocouple should be no smallerthan 30 gauge. 

In the First Quarterly Report, GEAP-5550, a preliminary recommendation·to use Chrome!-
. Constantan was made based primarily on the high sensitivity of this combination over the tempera

ture range of futerest. The chromel-·alumel (type K) thermocouple is now recommended even 

though it is less sensitive. · Chromel-alumel has better stability especially .to radiation effects. 

· .Special grade thermocouples and pre-aging are recommended for this .application. One 

Sl,l.Ch special grade is the type 3G-187, by Hoskins Mariufacturi.ng Company. This special grade 

chromel-P and alumel wire was developed to n'leElt the requirements of ·sheathed thermocouples . 

usedfor nuclear reaclur aJ:Jplicatiot1S operating nt temperatures up to 1000°F. It is especially 

selected and processed to mmimize emf drift during the long time aging treatment prior. to . . . . . 

actual service. 

F-1 
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TABLE F-1 

NORMAL INSTRUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS 

Temperature range: 

Accuracy: 

Resolution: 

Response time: 

Length of leads: 

Life: 

Environment: 

Location: 

Number of units: 

Wall thickness: 

Radiation Environment: 

±5 °F over range desirable· 
±15°F over range tolerable 

3°F 

1. 0 second time constant 

21 feet to top of reactor cover 
50 from T /C to amplifier 

12, 000 hours with possible recalibration at 2, 000 
·hours intervals 

Liquid sodium at above temperature, flow rates from 
11 to 22 feet per second. 

Thermocouples extend through wall near bottom end of 
1. 7-inch diameter instrument tube 

4 T /C per instrument unit (3 for measurement, plus 
1 spare) 

0. 010 inch minimum wall thickness exposed to liquid 
sodium 

. ( . . 11 2; 
Fast neutrons ) MeV) = 2 x 10 n per em sec 

Thermal neutrons = 3 x 109 n per cm2 /sec 

Total neutrons = 3 x 1011 n per cm2 /sec 

Gamma = 8. 6 x 10 7 per mR/h 

The factors leading to a short response time of a sheathed thermocouple are (a) the mass 

of the thermocouple and sheath should be small and the (b) thermal path from the sheath to the 

thermocouple should be short. 

Sheathed thermocouples as small as 0. 010 inch in diameter are commercially available 

and would be very fast for this application. They would,· however, present mechanical problems 

. because of their small size and wall thickness. Thus, a compromise must be made between 

response time and mechanical size considerations. 
. . .. 

Gro~nded thermocouples ~ve a direct thermal path between the sheath and thermocouple 

element and thus are most desirable from the standpoint of response time. However, because 

of hoiseeffeds to be.discussed later, ungrounded ti:J.ermocouples are preferred in this application. 

Many factors can contribute small errors in the thermocouple system. The ISA standard 

limit of error for chromel-alumel thermocouples ·over a temperature range of 530°F to 1400°F 

is ±3/~% (by special order, ISA standard ± 3/8%). Th~se standard limits of error refer to re

placeability and represent a wo'rse case where a length of chromel-P wire of maximum 

F-2 
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deviation might be paired with a length of alumel wire also of maximum deviation and opposite 

.Polarity. Thus, it is reasonable to expect a replacement thermocouple to match the temperature

emf values of the previous thermocouple to a better degr.ee than the limit of error. The limit of 

error takes into account such things as non-homogeneity and non-uniformity of the wires and of 

variations in the junction between thermocouples. 

Aging affects the accuracy, because the calibration tends to change as a function of time 

at elevated temperatures. A typical aging pattern of a standard thermocouple is to drift 

4 or 5 °F upwards in temperature over the first several 'hours and then stabilizing. ;While both 

wires change in emf, most changes take place in the chrome!- P wire at temperatures between 

700°F to 1000°F. Thus the aging process during use·can be minimized if the thermocouple is 

pre-aged at a temperature of 1000°F or more be.fore calibration. 

It is difficult to predict the actual amount of aging because mechanisms would be involved 
in the FFTF application: 

• evaporization--changes in alloy composition result from evaporiza:tion of so·me 
constituants at high temperature 

• diffusion-emf drift can result from diffusion of alloying element from one leg 
to the other 

Diffusion effects will be small or negligible because the temperature gradient is small near 

the thermocouple junction. Thus, we can predic-t the main cause of aging in this application to 

be caused by evaporation effects which are largely non-reversible and can be eHectively minimized 

by pre'-aging. 

The instrument unit containing the thermocouples extends about 12 feet in:to the liquid sodium 

at a nominal uniform temperature of 1000°F. A total of about 20 feet of thermocouple is used up 

to the multipin connector located near the cover. The top of the connector is exposed to ambient 

air. Extension wires also of chromel-.alumel are used for some 25 feet between the connector 

and the amplifier. 

The connector will contain a number of materials other than chrome! and alumel which will 

produce local thermal emfs,. some positive and some negative. However, as long as the connector 

is at a uniform temperature between the incoming and outgoing conductors, which are of the same 

thermocouple materials, there will be no net ·emf error measured at the amplifier. A temperature 

difference of 2°F or 3°F across the connector will produce no more than 1 °F error in reading and 

is tolerable within the accuracy requirements of the system. Note, this does not mean that the 

absolute temperature of the connector has to be maintained, only that the difference in tempera

ture at points around the connector be kept to a minimum. 

The cold junction is most conveniently located a:t the amplifier. T~e input terminals of the 

amplifier are maintained at constant temper.ature by use of a temperature controller. A commer

cially available cold junchon reference may be suitable or a special temperature reference unit 

could be built in the integrated circuit a"mplifier section of the electronics. The cold junction 

temperature is typically controlled to 32°F, but another temperature, such as+ 100°F, is also 

satisfactory, provided the· calibration is corrected accordingly. Temperature control to± 1/2°F 

should be feasible. 
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F. 2. 1 Electrical Circuit Considerations for Temperature Measurement 

F:. 2. 1. 1 Lead Resistance 

A simplified electrical circuit is shown in Figure F-1. 

TIC JUNCTION 
I, ___ ___, 

I 
I 

OUTPUT 

l2HEAT.!!_ _ --.-

FIGURE F-1. SIMPLIFIED THERMOCOUPLE ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT 

The thermocouple emf, e 1, does not appear at the input terminals of the amplifier because 

of IR drops in the leads. However, if the input resistance, Rin' to the amplifier is very large, 
the thermocouple current can be kept to a minimum so as to make the IR drops negligible. R1 
and R2 represent the thermocouple lead resistance over the entire distance from the T /C 

junction to the amplifier. The fixed resistance R 1 is the lead resistance at the lower range 

temperature of 700°F. Resistance R2 represents the additional resistance as a funCtion of tem

perature over the measurement range of 700°F to 1200°F. R2 is zero at 700°F. 

The resistances R1 and R2 can be calculated to determine .the requirements on Rin 

as follows: 

.. R - pL 
-A 

p 

L 

A 

resistivity 
(chrome! 425 ohm/emf at 68°F) 
(alumel177 ohm/emf at 68°F) 

length (ft) 

area (ei:reular mils) 

Total length: 21feet No. 30 (100.·5 circular mils) plus 25 feet No. 26 extension 
(254. 1 circular mils) 

.[ 21 :68°F chrome! resistance = 425 -- + 
100.5 

25 J 
254.1 

= 130 ohms 

= 177 [-2_1 - + 25 J 
' 100. 5 .254. 1 

68°F alumel resistance 54.3 ohms 

Tofal resistance at 68°F is 184. 3 ohm. 
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As an approximation, as·sume that only the 12-foot portion of thermocouple wire emersed 

in the liquid sodium is at high temperature and that the rest remains at 68°F. 

Therefore, the total resistance at 700°F is: 

R1 = 184.3 + 9. 2 + 13. 1 =. 206. 6 ohms 

Next, the maximum value of R2 for a temperature of 1200°F can be estimated to be 9. 3 ohms. 

Knowing resistances R1 and R2, the amplifier input resistance can be specified. First, 

consider how large Rin must be to make R1 + R2 negligible ·so that e3 = e 1. The temperature 

er:ror should not be greater than. 1 to 3 oF at 1000° F so that Rin = 1000 X (R1 + R2) = 207 kilomh. 

Thus, if Rin can be as large as 207 kilohm, the thermocouples will not have to be calibrated 
to compensate for lead errors since·the thermocouple emf will appear at e3 within an allowable 

error of l °F. Since it is desirable to keep the ratio of R. to R1 + R2 at 1000 or greater to m . 
avoid having to re-calibr.ate the thermocouples, the high input impedance of the amplifier should 

be one of its requirements. If an amplifier cannot be found with R. large enough, R1 -1: R2 . m 
might be lowered by the choice of a larger thermocouple wire, say a No. 28. : 

U the ratio of Rin to R 1 + R2 ·cannot be· made high enough to satisfy the above requirements 

then Rin can be reduced to a minimum of Ri.n/R2 = 1000 or 

Rin = 10 kilohms. 

In this case, the thermocouple will· have to be calibrated to determine the proper values of 

e3 versus temperature since the lead resistance R1 is not neglibible. Rin must be large compared 

to R2 so that e3 = e2 within the allowable error over the range of 700 °F to 1200 °F. 

F. 2. 1. 2 Amplifier Stability 

Another requirement of the amplifier is its gain stability. Since drift in the amplifier 

contributes directlY: to measurement errors, the gain stability must be consistant with the system 

requirements. · Voltage gain stability of 0. 1% with .27 m V input would be equivalent to 1 °F (at 

1000°F liqtiid .sodium temperature) measurement error and should be adequate for the application. 

In addition, the actual gain of all the amplifiers must be matched to one another within 0. 1%. 

· If this later requirement cannot be met, it may be necessary to calibrate each thermocouple 

circuit before or after installation by trimming the gains of each amplifier. 

Gain and stability are not required over a wide temperature range, however. Since the 

amplifier also is the cold junction for the thermocouple circuit, its temperature will remain 

constant and the gain and stability requirements are with reference to that temperature only. 

F. 2. 1. 3 Noise Effects 

It is impossible to.completely isolate the thermocouple circuits from adjacent instrumenta

tion a~d other effects that produce el~cfrical noise.. This, coupled with the fact that the 
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thermocouple is inherently a lpw output device makes noise an important design consideration. 

The thermocouple output is only 23 m V at a temperature of 1000 °F. A resolution of 1 °F or 

23 microvolts is desirable in the system. Assuming the amplifier has an input impedance of 

200 kilohm, this ·corresponds to a current resolution of only 0. 21 nano amps. 

Because of the noise consideration, we recommend the ungrounded type of shielded thermo

couple where the two thermocouple wir~s are electrically isolated from the sheath. Others, such 

as either the grounded sheath or the coaxial type, would be unsatisfactory from a noise standpoint. 

The sheath of the thermocouple is in direct contact with the liquid sodium. Since liquid sodium 

is a good electrical conductor, all the thermocouple sheaths and many other parts of the reactor 

which come in contact with the sodium are electrically shorted together. Under this condition 

some ground loop currents can be expected because of differences in ground po.tential at various 

points in the system. These d-e potential differences will be effectively isolated from the 

thermocouple in an ungrounded. sheath type configuration. 

A- C induced voltages are not completely eliminated even in an ungrounded configuration 

because of capacitance between the sheath and the thermocouple wires. It is recommended that 

two steps be taken to further reduce the effects of these a-c induced voltages. First, the electri

cal response of the circuit should be limited by putting a low pass filter in the amplifier. The 

amplifier should attenuate beyond 5 Hz. Second, the amplifier should be a differential input type 
having common mode rejection. Common mode rejection is important because the a-c induced 

voltage will appear as a common mode potential at both wires of the thermocouple. 

The effect of nuclear radiation on the electrical cable is an important factor that must be 

accounted for in the detailed design evaluations. 

F. 2. 2 Thermocouple Design Recommendation.Summary 

The following is a summary of the design requirements for the sodium temperature measur

ing system. These conclusions are a result of the design specifications and considerations for 

all of the factors discussed above. 

a. Thermocouple (approximately 21 feet, inside reactor to connector) 

Type: chromel-alumel (Omega; Conax; or equivalent) 

Configuration: sheath type, ungrounded 

Sheath diameter: 0. 062 inch (or between 0. 050 inch.and 0. 065 inch) 

Sheath wall thickness: 0. 010 inch minimum 

Sheath material: 304 stainless steel 

Inductor: density compacted MgO 
.. Thermocouple wire type: Hoskins type 3G-187 or equivalent. Special wire for 

reactor application, pre-aged to 1000°F (prefer pre-aging to 1200°F) 

. Wire size: 30 gauge· (prefer 28 gauge tf it can be assembled in sheath size and 
give fast response) . . · · · . 
Mounting: Recommended approximately 0. 3 inch of thermocouple extend into 
liquid sodium environment through wall of instrument tube. Four thermocouples 

. per instrument tube .. Location selected per convenience. 

Response time: Time constant of 1 second or less for specified mounting and 
size in liquid sodium at velocity of 11 fps. . ' · 
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b. Connector (vessel head): Recommend separate connector for thermocouple wires. 

The temperature gradient a~ross the connector must be low (2°F or less). 

The thermocouple sheaths should be brought physically close to the connec.tor but 
need not be electrically shorted to the connector. 

c. Thermocouple extension (approximately 25 feet, connector to amplifier) 

Type: chromel-alumel (Omega; Conax; or equivalent) 

Wire size: 26 gauge 

All extension thermocouples from each connector should be in a common shield 
referenced to amplifier 'common'. 

d. · Amplifier and cold junction reference 

Cold junction reference at input to amplifiers: ± 1/2 °F temperature control at 32 °F 
recommended (other reference point up to 100 °F could be used if preferred) .. 

Amplifier type: differential input with common mode rejection, single ended output 

Input impedance: 

207 kilohm minimum if standard T /C calibration is to be used 
10 kilohm minimum if thermocouples are to be recalibrated 

Gain: fixed gain, approximately 100 

Gain stability: 0. 1% at coldjunction temperature, ± 1/2°F 

Gain conformity between amplifiers: 0. 1% at cold junction temperature, ± 1/2°F 
(if gain varies between amp~ifiers, individual thermocouple calibration will be required.) 
Frequency response: 0 to 5 Hz 
Input noise level: less than 10 microvolts. 

The design recommendations given above are the result of an attempt to meet all of the 
specification requirements as stated earlier. These stringent specifkations place. burdens in 

several areas of the design. 

The specification on response time determines the maximum thermocouple wire size, 

sheath diameter, thermocouple mounting, and amplifier bandwidth. Thermocouple wire size 

and temperature resolution determines the input impedance of the amplifier. Resolution and 

accuracy place additional design burdens on the entire temperature measurement system notably 

the thermucuu!)le itself and tho amplifier. Fnr instance, the design recommendations specify a 

·combinatio.n of amplifier requirements that will be difficult to meet. If met, however, the 

. system specifications for both resolution and response time are attainable. Since the question 

of system accuracy involves more detailed information about the performance of the system when 

. b1.1ilt, such as aging under actual environmental conditions, one cannot say with confidence at 

this time that the design will meet the specified accuracy. 

F. 3 FLOW MEASUREMENTS 

Present plans for the FFTF backup reactor program specify that the velocity of the sodium 

. coolant flowing through each of the fuel ~hannels be ~ontinuously monitored. An instrumentation 

section in the flow duct is provided just above the upper termination of the control rods within 

the hexagonal flow duct. This duct is circular in cross ·section, having. a diameter of 2. 7 inches 
and a length of 5-3/4 inches. An instrumentation probe (1. 5 inches maximum diameter.with a· 

minimum wall thickness of 0. 010 inch) is inserted into the outlet section of the fuel subassembly. 

The instrumentation probe, c~ritainingtem.pe~ature and flow sensors; will be inserted into the 
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instrumentation portion of the coolant flow duct as the reactor plug is placed into position. 

The flow sensor must be designed to function in an off-center position and with significant 
. bypass flow. 

The· performance, environmental and physical requirements of the FFTF in-core flowmeter 

are listed in Table F-2. 

TABLE F-2 

STATEMENT OF REQUIREMENTS FOR FFTF FUEL CHANNEL FLOWMETER 

Full Range: 

Response: 

Accuracy: 

Life: 

Physical: 

Output: 

Operating Temperature: 

Maximum Pressure Loss (PL): 

Static Head (:P8): 

Static Pres.sure (P 8 ): 

Total Static Pressure: 

Radiation Environment: 

Varies from 10. 9 to 22. 7 fps depending on location within 
the reactor at rated power 

Response tinie of 1. 0 second or less 

. Target = ± 5% full scale 
Acceptable = ± 10% full scale 

12, 000 hours 

Maximum diameter of 1. 5 inch~s 

Final signal to be electrical 

350°F to 1200°F (nominal 1000°F) 

5 psi 

· 12 to 15 feet of sodium· 
·At 300°F = 4. 8 psi to 6. 0 psi 
At 1000 °F = 4. 3 psi to 5. 3 psi 

10 inches of water (0. 36 psi; gas blanket) 

Approximately 9. 7 to 11. 4 psi (PL + P8 + PB) 

Fast neutrons () 1 MeV) = 2 x 1011 n per cm2 /sec 
. 9 2 

Thermal neutrons = 3 x 10 n per em /sec 

Total neutrons 

Gamma 

= .3 x 1011 n per cm2 /sec 

= 8. 6 x 107 per mR/h 

Nine different principles of fluid flow sensing which appear appropriate, have been 

selected for discussion and evaluation for FFTF in-core application. These are as follows: 

• Drag Plate 

·• Eddy Current 
. • Magnetic - Permanent Magnet 

• Magnetic - Electromagnet (de) 

· • Moving Vane 
• · · Restriction (Variabie Head). 

· • Rotameter 

. • Stagnation Pressure 
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• Thermal - Differential Thermocouple 

e · Ther,mal - Resistance Bridge 

• Turbine 

F. 3. 1 Drag Plate Flowmeter 

For the drag plate flowmeter, a bonded strain gauge bridge translates fluid forces into an 
electrical output which is proportional to the square of fluid velocity. The describing equation is 

2 . . 
E = K 1 F = K 2 Ap ~ , where E = volts output, K 1 = calibration constant, F =force on plate, 

2g 
K2 =drag coefficient,. A =area, p =fluid density, V =fluid velocity, and g.= acceleration 
of gravity. 

a. Advantages: 

1. Simple.design 

2. Low maintenance 

3. Fast response 

· 4. Unaffected by system static pressure variations 

5. Requires two leads. 

b. Disadvantages: 

1. Output varies as the square of fluid velocity· 

2. Unreliable with currently available strain gauges 

3. Target can be readily damaged during insertion and withdrawal of instrument 
tubes 

4. Calibration depends on spring rate of. flexure tube, which will vary with 
temperature. · 

. . . 

Flow transducers using this principle are commerciaily available for application at 

temperatures up to 600°Y. Lack of suitable strain gauges limits higher temperature ratings. 
The Liquid Metal E11gineering Center is developing a gan~P. for 1200°F application. Evaluation 
tests show promise for this unit. 

A drag plate flowmeter using an "E" core and armature design for transduction has proved 

to. be suitable for measuring fluid velocity transients (10 msec.) in a high pressure and high 
·temperature (625°F) water system. (F- 1} Development may be required to obtain a radiation 

hardened "E" core and coil for 1200°F exposure .. 

F. 3. 2 Eddy Current Flowmeter· 

The eddy current flow sensing principle is an adaptation of the Lehde and Lang induced 
. field flowmeters. (F- 2) It is cylindrical in form, consisting of a primary coil mounted on a tube 

with two similar secondary coils mounted one on either .end of this coil. The primary coil is 

energi:z;ed by an a-c source o.f constant voltage and frequency. When immersed in a stationary 

liquid metal, symmetrical currents are generated in the liquid metal by the primary coil. 

These currents. induce equal voltages info ·each of the secondary coils, Since the secondary 
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coils are cQilnecteq in serie·s...:bucking, their output is zero. When the,liquid metal is moving, 
' ' I ' ' 

however, ifad~s;im indue~ component into the eddy current distribution which disturbs the 
' . ' ::~ ' . . 

. symmetry of the distribution ·about the primary coil. The field of this current then couples 

the two secondary coils un.equally causing unequal voltages to be induced within them .. The 

external field penetrates only a small distance into the liquid metal because of skin-depth effects. 

A large velocity gradient exists in the fluid near the surface of the flowmeter. Popper states, 

however, that empirical calibrations have shown that the output varies very nearly linearly 
with local mean fluid velocity. (F-3) Shercliff states that exact theoretical analysis of output 
sensitivity is usually difficult and that empirical calibration is inevitable. (F- 2) . 

A flow transducer using this principle has been applied to serve as a liquid sodium pump 

failure monitor in the British Prototype Fast Reactor on a go,· no-go basis. Coils of this unit 

are wound on a ceramic form and the unit is "canned" in a stainless steel housing. No operating 

experience is known regarding this type of sensor. 

a. Advantages: · 

1. No moving parts 

2. Fast response 

3. Requires no special materials (no ferromagnetic materials) 

4. Low pressure loss 

5. Sensor ·can be embodied within the instrumentation tube without contour 
discontinuities. · 

b. Disadvantages: 

l. Calibration is sensitive to the electrical resistivity of sodium which varies 
hum 11 mlcrulum;-cm al 284nl' lu 27 mlcrohms-cm at 932nF(F.,.R) (cannot 

calibrate in a water system) 

2. Coil alignment critical 

3. Requires development of eleCtronics 
. 4. Requires four leads 

. F. 3. 3 Magnetic Flowmeter-Permanent Magnet 

The operating principle of the magnetic flowmeter is similar to that of a ·d-e generator. 

·. Liquid flowing through a pipe placed between the poles of a permanent magnet cuts the line of 

magnetic flux and generates a d-e voltage in the pipe. The generated voltage is in a direction 

normal·to both the direction of the flux and the fluid flow. The flow equation for this flowmeter is, 
Q B K

1 
K

2 
. 

E = , where E =output (mV), Q =fluid flow (gal/min), B = magnet flux density (gauss), 
3160 D 

K1 =pipe material arid flowing fluid resistivity correction factor, K2 =end loss correction factor, 
and D = pipe inside diameter (in.). · · . · · 

Permanent magnet.flowmet~rs have now been suc~essfully used for measuring fluid velocity 

in liquid metal systems for the past 20 years. Possible appiication of permanent magnet flow

meters for FFTF in-core s'odium coolant velocity measurements has been reviewed in much detail 
by Popper, Weigand and Glass. (F-3) Their report indicates that suitable permanent magnets are 
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available for 1000°F service, based on works reported by· Kronenberg and Bohlman;. (F- 7) 

.and Tenzer. (F-S) Data submitted by Tenzer lists various measurement of remnance at.room 

temperature of Alnico V magnets after exposure. to 1022"F for 1000 hours. In these tests, 

losses of remnance (primarily magnetic changes) of up to 4. 5_% were noted. Tenzer further 

states that when Alnico V has reached metallurgical equilibrium at 1022 °F; it is not necessarily 

stable atlower temperatures. Information regarding magnet stability after exposure to a 1200°F 

environment at high radiation levels would be of real interest. 

Gordon (F- 9) reports that Alr.ico V is suited for use in environmental temperatures of up tc 

932°F and .is insensitive to nuclear radiation of up to 1017 fast neutrons/cm 2 (nvt) whiCh is 

somewhat lower than FFTF's target radiation of 1019 fast neutrons/cm2. He reports that this 

information has been obtained by studying these effects individually and. that very little data are 

available on the combined environmental effects. 

Popper(F- 10) and Knox(F- 11) report on an in-core permanent magnet flowmeter using 

Alnico V B magnets which will be investigated fo;r in-c<?re application in FFTF. It is 10-inches 

long and will be completely contained within a fuel assembly, hence its hexagonal cross section .. 

Since it is not to be withdrawn with the reactor core plug as in the FFTF· Backup De;:;ign, it is 

not subject to significant bypass flow. A flux density of approximately 340 gauss has been 

measured in the magnet gap. This flux provides an output signal of about 0. 42 mV per ft/sec. 

Equivalent in the FFTF "low-flow" channels (10. 9 fps) to approximately 4 .. 6 m V output at full 

range flow. However; maximum length available in the FFTF flow channel is nominally 5 inches 

ai1d the· outputs· would be substantially less .. Popper and. Knox did not report performance data 

for this flowmeter which is intended to operate at 1200°F in a high radiation environment. 

A prominent manufacturer of permanent magnet flowmeters (M.S. A.) believes that 

Alnico V can be stablized within± 10% for 1200°F exposure but that the magnitude of flux density 

will be temperature sensitive. Of greater concerrr to this vendor is the effect on permanent 

magnets of simultaneous exposure to both high temperature and severe {ast neutron radiation. 

For application to FFTF, the flowmeter. must be designed to permit easy insertion into 

the reactor flow duct. The spacing provided for this purpose will permit unmetered.coolantflow 

. to bypass the flow sensing element which will reduce measurement accuracy and will make it 

· diffic111t to calibrat~ by calculation. 

Calibration is also affected by variations in the electrical resistivity of sodium which 

: v·aries considerably over the temperature range of interest.· 

a. Advantages: 

L No moving parts 

· 2. Approach conditions of the fluid have small effect on the calibration 

:3. Fast re·sponse . 

4. Output signal. is linear _with fluid velocity -

5. No power required to energize 

6. · Callb;ratiun Inay· b~ possible ·by calculation 

7. Requires two leads. 
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b. Disadvantages: 

1. Sodium must wet the flowmeter pipe wail for proper calibration · 

2. Calibration is sensitive to temperature variations 
3. Output signal is small. 

F. 3. 4 Electromagnetic (d-e) Flowmeter (Saddle Coil Flowmeter) 

In an effort to reduce the size of the permanent magnet flowmeter, a d-e electromagnetic 
flowmeter was developed for use in the secondary circuit of the Prototype Fast Reactor. (F- 4) 

In this report, no information is given regarding application environment nor performance for 
this flowmeter~· 'Fhe principle of this flowmeter is the same as that of the permanent magnet 

flowmeter except that the magnetic field is supplied by· coils energized with direct current. 

These coils take the form oJ rectangular spirals and are curved to conform to the pipe 

section through which. the fluid being measured is passed. When ·two of these "saddle" form 
coils, placed on opposite sides of the flow duct are energized, an essentially ·homogeneo·us 

. . 
magnetic field is generated within the duct. 

a. Advantages: 

1.' Smalle;r size than permanent magnet flowmeters 
· 2. Calibration can be calculated to better than·± 5% 

3. · No moving parts 
4. Fast response 
5. Approach conditions of the fluid have small effect on the calipraticin 
6. Output signal varies linearly with fluid velocity. 

b. Disadvantages: 

· i. Requires a large amount of power 
2. · Requires large coils 

· 3. Requires four leads 

· 4. Sodium must wet the inner wall of the flowmeter for proper calibration 

5. Output signal is small 

6. The flowmeter must be fastened as an appendage to the instrumentation tube. 

F. 3. 5 .Moving~ Vane Flowmeter (Special Case of Drag Plate Flowmeter) 

General design of the moving vane· flowmeter being considered for I"FTF application consists 
of a "U" shaped magnetic yoke provided with a coil and a magnetically· permeable moving vane 

mounted in close proximity to the open end of the yoke. Flowing fluid _exerting a force on the 

vane, moves it toward the yoke tips reducing the gap between them and thereby decreasing the 

reluctance of the magnetic circuit· and hence changfug both the magnitude and phase of the coil 

current. 

For FFTF application the yoke and coil ca:n be placed within· the instrumentation tube with 
the movin:g va~e fastened in close proxf~ity but outside of the tube and in the path of the sodium 
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flow stream. A number of different configurations are possible. For example, .a 'force ·amplifying 

.disc can be attached·tp a rectangular moving vane. Force exerted.against the disc, having a 

comparatively large area, is transmitted to the moving vane causing a greater :motion than is 

obtained without it. With the moving vane fastened at only one end, force-to-deflection sensi

·tivity can ·be significantly increased, ·but stability may be reduced. 

No known information exists .regarding experimental or field .e:Jq>erience'for :units of this 

type. FFTF application will.require .a review of suitable materials and material joining techniques. 

a. Advantages: 

1. ' Simple design (all welded, no bonding) 

2. .Unaffected by system static pressure 

3. Can be calibrated in a water system 

4. Fast response 

5. Can determine reverse fluid flow 

6. Requires two leads. 

b. Disadvantages: 

1. Output varies as the square of fluid velocity 

2. Has external moving part 

3. Calibration depends un spring rate of ·moving vane, which will vary with 
temperature. 

F. 3. 6 Restriction Type Flowmeter (Variable Head} 

·Restriction type flowmeters (variable head) are probably the oldest known and still most 

commonly used fluid flow sensors. Consequently, a great deal of experimental and analytical 

investigation have been devoted to determining the associated proper techniques, tolerances, and 

equations to permit calibration of fluid velocity by computation. As their name imp~ies, they 
con~ist essentially of a restriction placed into the path of a flowing fluid whose velocity is to be 

measured. Orifice plates, nozzles, and venturi tubes are .the. common forms of thts meter . 

. · The _pressure differential across the r~striction varies as the square of the fluid V.elocity. 

Consideration of the venturi tube shows that serious .problems exist in .its .application to 

the FFTF. ·Although awkward, pressure measurement at the venturi throat is possible. 

However, pressure measurement at the entry presentsca very.serious problem. ·Further, the 

fit of the venturi within the fuel channel flow duct cannot be snug, since it must be withdrawn 

with the reactor instrument tube-plug assembly. Variable bypass flow will preclude calibration 

by computation and will introduce uncertainties into the calibration . 

. An inverted venturi offers ·significant advant3:ges over the conventional venturi since 

insertion and w·ithdrawal of the flow sensor element in the flow channel are.no longer a problem. 

a. Advantages: 

1. Simple design 

2. No moving parts· 
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3. Low pressure loss 

4. May be calibrated by computation 

5. Can be calibrated. in a water system 

6. Less sensitive to fluid velocity distribution. 

b. Disadvantages: 

1. Pressure transducers may be too large to fit available space 
2. Can fail unsafe* 

3. Requires four leads. 

F. 3. 7· Rotameter (Variable Area Flowmeter) 

The fluid enters at the bottom of a tapered meter tube and exits at the top. In the rotameter, 
fluid flow is restricted by the spacing between the float and the wall of the. tube. Force exerted 
on the float by the flowing fluid is proportional to the fluid flow rate. The float holds a fixed 
position i.n the tube for any given flow rate. An increase in fluid flow rate will cause the float 
to rise higher in the tapered tube, and increases the area between the float and the tube wall, 
thus permitting a greater flow of fluid. The space between the float a.nd tube wall varies propor
tionally with fluid flow rate, hence the calibration (float displacement versus rate of flow) is linear. 

a. Advantages: 

1. Linear calibration 
.2. Fluid approach characteristics have minor effect 

3. Unaffected by system static pressure 

4. Can be calibrated in a water system. 

b. Disadvantages:· 

1. Unit is large 

2. Pressure loss i~ high 
3. Two close fitting moving elements are required 
4. . Deposits of foreign material can be critical and can fail unsafe 
5. Requires five leads. 

F. 3. 8 Stagnation-Pressure Type.Flowmeter 

Stagnation pressure is a measure of the energy represented by the velocity of a flowing fluid. 
The pitot tube is the most commonly used flow sensor to make use of this· .principle. The following 
. . f2g (P - P ) . · · · · 
relationship.exists, V = C .._J · T S , where V =fluid velocity, g =acceleration of gravity, 

p . . . 

PT =total pressure, Ps = static,pressure, p. =fluid density, C =calibration constant, and 

P stagnatibn = PT - Ps · 

* Accumulation of foreign materials at or upstream of the pointof constriction may cause an 
increase in pressure, erroneously indicating an increase in ~luid flowrate. · 
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A number of possible configurations of such flow.sensors for application to FFTF~.exists. 

· .The sensor for these units is a pressure transducer of proper range: The nominal· concept 

· responds to total pressure (static plus dynamic) so variations in static ·pressure w~ll introduce 

flow measurement error. In an effort to improve the output s·ignal of. the transducer, a force 

disc may be added. The disc, being of larger area than the pressure transducer .. diaphragm, 

will tend to increase the transducer output response ·related to the dynamic· pressure· and. hence 

· reduce the effect of system static pressure on the output signal. 

a. Advantages: 

1. Simple design 

2. Can be calibrated in a water system 

3. Not significantly affected by foreign material depo·sits 

4. Fa·st response 

5. Requires two leads. 

b. Disadvantages: 

1. Calibration is affected by system.static pressure 

2. Cal~bration: varies with system fluid temperature 

3. Calibration sensitive to system fluid approach characteristics. 

F. 3. 9 · Thermal Flowmeter-Differential Thermocouple 

Two forms of the· differential thermocouple type thermal flowmeter are considered. In one 
concept, the difference in temper.ature ·between a heated and unheated thermocouple; is affected 

by the rate of environmental fluid flow. 

Using the thermal principle, two possibilities exist for flow measurement .. Either to hold 

the heat flow constant and permit the differential temperature to vary with changing fluid flow 

rates or to hold the differential temperature constant and vary the amount of power supplied to 

the heate·r.for. changing flow rat'es.· If the former is chosen,. differential: temperature is a 

· decreasing function with .increasing fluid ve~ocity. In the latter. case, power. supplied tO' hold 

· differential pressure constant is an increas·ing function which soon responds.linearly .with.fluid 

flow rate. The latter system appears preferable. 

a. Advantages: 

1. 
2, 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Small size 

No. moving parts 

Not significantly affected by deposit. of foreign materials 

Low sensitivity to· system .te~perature variations 

Low pressure loss . . . . 
Not affected by system static pressur.e. 
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b. Disadvantages: 

1. ·Requires substantial power 
2. Output signal may be low 

.3. Measures point flow and is significantly aifected by the fluid approach 
. characteristics 

4. ;Response is slow 

5. Cannot be calibrated in a water system 
6. Requires five leads. 

F. 3. 10 . Thermal Flowmeter-Heated Resistance Bridge 

The heated resistance bridge flowmeter consists essentially of resistance elements which 

are heated to a temperature slightly higher than the maximum temperature of the fluid whose 

flow rate is to be measured. All arms of the bridge do not have the same electrical resistance. 

With constant power supplied to the resistance element bridge, the temperature of the elements, 

hence resistance, vary differently with the velocity of the fluid into which they are immersed. 

A manufacturer of this type of flowmeter believes that he can supply a flow sensing element 
suitable for FFTF application. The .. resistanc'e grids of this flowmeter are made of platinum 

and are insulated from and fastened to the metal tube with ceramic and have an overlay of ceramic. 
This complete system includes compensation of output for system temperature variations in order 
to hold ·nonlinearity to a maximum of 8%. A similar sensor is currently in use at the Georgia

Pacific Corporation to measure flow of molten sulphur and is performing satisfactorily. 

a.. Advantages: 

1. Simple design 
2. No moving parts 

3. Low pressure loss 
4. Reasonably linear output 

· 5. Moderately fast response 
· 6. Not affected by system static pressure 
· .7. .Not significantly affected by deposit ·offoreign ·materials. 

b. Disadvantages: 

1. Flowing fluid must wet sensor wall 

2. Cannot be calibrated in a water system 

3. Cannot determine reverse flow 
4. Requires four leads 

· 5. Relatively insensitive to flow chai?-ges. 

F. 3. 11 Turbine Flowmeter 

A ·typical turbine ·flowmeter· consists of a housing with a cylindrical bore which contains a 
hydraulically, self-positioned rotor .. A per.manent magnet is sealed within the rotor. The pick-up 
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coil mounted' on the housing does not penetrate the inner bore. Fluid passing through the flow

meter, spins the rotor. The speed of spin is a function of fluid velocity. As the 'rotor spins, 

· an a-c voltage is generated in the pick-up coil by the magnets.. The frequency of this voltage 

is a function of the fluid velocity, Typical ranges offered by manufacturers vary from 1/8-inch 

(1. 4 gpm) size, to 12-inch size (26, 000 gpm). 

A turbine flowmeter has been used to measure liquid-metal flow rates in out-o'f-reactor 
systems operating at 800°C (1427°F). (F- 10) Problems were en~ountered with the bearings 

and magnets. 

A turbine flowmeter was designed to be completely contained within a FARE.T fuel 
assembly. (F- 10). This flowmeter uses molydenum guide bearings, Hastelloy C shaft material, 

and Alnico- V B magnets. No tests were performed to the time of the reference report. 

a. Advantages: 

1. Linear output 

2. Requires no power to energize 

3. Frequency output 

4. Not significantly affected by moderate deviations from straight-line flow 
of entry fluid 

5. Fast response 

6. Fails safe 

7. Unaffected by system static pressure 

8. Can be calibrated in a water system. 

b. Disadvantages: 

1. Design contains delicate parts· 

2. Rotor continually spins (suitable bearings· are not available) 

3. Pressure loss is high 
4. Foreign material deposits can cause unit to fail. 

F. 4. IN-CORE SODIUM BOILING DETECTION BASED ON ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT 

With the development of fast flux liquid sodium cooled reactors, an increasing number of 

investigators are. looking to boiling noise as a means of detecting dangerous coolant boiling 

conditions in the reactor. Groups bOth in this country and in England have reported some 

successes with bOiling noiso detection,. but invariably the research has been performed in the 

audible frequency range on nucleate boiling. ·Numerous difficulties have arisen in practically 

all reports, the primary one being the high level of mechanical background noise, particularly 

from coolant pumps. Furthermore, the detection of fully developed nucleate boiling may be too 

late to prevent core damage. 

With these problems in mind, a preliminary survey of the noise generated prior to the 

onsP.t of nucleate boiling and an investigation of the frequency range 'above 20kHz, where 

mecbanical background noise would not play such a significant part, were made. An analytical 
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prediction of the propagation characteristics of this noise from the boiling core to the instru

mentation region in the top of the reactor was also attempted. 

The following aspects have been considered with respect to the detection of boiling noise 

in a liquid sodium cooled reactor: 

a. Boiling generates wide band noise which is in general indistinguishable from back

ground noise in the reactor. The problem is to separate the boiling noise signal 

from noise generated by pump, hydraulic flow, etc. 

b. Practical considerations require that the sensor be located far from the boiling source. 

How is the boiling noise atfected as it is propagated toward the sensor location? 

_c. The sensor must withstand high temperature and radioactive environments. What 
sensors meet these requirements? 

Other resea~chers have suggested that the high frequency components of boiling noise would 

have a better signal to noise ratio than the audible range sound which is mashed by b::tckground 

noise. Experiments in water have shown that the acoustic signature of boiling is strongest, in 

the regions above 1000 Hz, before fully developed nucleate boiling exists. High frequency. 

transients, ·between 20 and 60kHz were generated in water early in the pre-boiling stage and 

peaked at least a full minute before nucleate boiling o<;curred. 

From an analytical standpoint, it appears that high frequency boiling noise will be propagated 

almost exclusively directly up the channel in which it originates. This will allow a single detector 

in the top of each chaimel to accurately localize the source of boiling and is another factor favor

ing the high frequency components of the noise. References F-12 to F-21 are pertinent to the 

discussion of sodium boiling and detection. 

----·-----
F. 4. 1 Correlation of Water Tests to Liquid Sodium Boiling ____ ,------- · -------

While there is every reason to believe, based on the experiments performed here and else

where on boiling noise detection, that subcooled boiling noise in the high frequency range can be 

detected in the· reactor core, there are many questions yet to be answered. Not the least of these 

is the question whether subcooled boiling can be expected under all circumstances of boiling 

occurrences. It is possible, given the high thermal conductivity of sodiu,n, that no bubble 

collapse would occur until a large bubble had reached the cooler liquid above the channel. 

Pump cavitation noise will be indistinguishable from boiling noise, where it exists. More 

study is needed to determine the level of cavitation generated by pumps and the effects on this 

noise by distance, geometry, and superheat. 

The density and viscosity of warm water are comparable to those of liquid sodium. In 

terms of the propogation of sound, the warm water model is a fair approximation. · The .unique 

characteristics of liquid sodium make extrapolation from water difficult or questionable in the 

case of the mechanics and thermodynamics of nucleation. 
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F. 4. 2 Noise Generated By Boiling in Water 

Our experiments with subcooled water have shown boiling noise to have very broad band· 

frequ~ncy characteristics. There are strong signals generated in the audible range associated 

with bubble oscillation, container resonances, and bubble collap·se. As we look at increasingly 

higher frequencies, the intensity appears to drop off, but a significantly strong signal is still 

detected at 60kHz. Off-setting this decrease in intensity is the corresponding decrease in 

intensity of the background noise, which in this application is due primarily to pump and flow 

noise. At frequencies between 20 and 60kHz there seems to be a much better signal to noise 

ratio than at audible ranges. 

An experiment was performed to determine the spectral characteristics of boiling noise 

in a column of water. Since the high frequency .range above 20kHz was of particular interest, 

equipment was used which allowed the detection and recording of up to 100 kHz signals. The 

column containing the boiling water was a glass tube 30 em long and 3 .. 5 em in diameter. Heat 
was applied to the bottom of the tube by a gas flame. The water could be brought from room 

temperature to a full boil in about 2-1/2 .to 3 minutes. 

In the first test performed, the output of the accelerometer was fed into a band pass 

filter with a range of 20 kHz to 60 kHz .. Intermittent spikes were observed 5 to 10 seconds after 

the heat was applied, even though no bubbles could be seen. The amplitude and rate of occurrence 
of these spikes increased to a maximum at about 30 to· 45 seconds, then the amplitude decreased 

as the water approached a full boil. At full ~oil there were very few strong signals in this range. 

The observed transient responses are attributed to the formation and subsequent immediate 

collapse of small bubbles as the liquid is heated at the container wall and cooled by the surround

ing liquid. As the temperature of the surrounding liquid increases, the collapses are less 

severe and the peak amplitudes are observed to decline: 

A second run was tape recorded, with. no filtering, and the tape was then used in subsequent 

analyses. The results of Figure F-2 were obtained by first rectifying and squaring the signal 

and. then summing the signal over a 5 second interval. A band· pass filter gave a 1 octave range 

at 250, 500, 2000, and 4000 Hz and a 1/3 octave range at 20 kHz and 40 kHz. The waves above 

5ooHz show an increase in energy as.bubbles form in the bottom of the tube and immediately 

collapse, The maximum occurs at about 70 seconds, where bubbles of about 3mm in diameter 

are formed but collapse before they can be carried upward in the tube. The energy then decreases 

as the boiling becomes more vigorous in ali but the 500 Hz range, which continues at a constant . 
rate until about 110 seconds. Here bubbles of about 4mm diameter are observed to remain in.

tact several centimeters above the bottom of the tube. As more of these bubbles are formed, the 

low frequency energy increases, but t.he higher frequencies. drop off. 

Since reiatively high peaked transients were o.bserved in the initial test, it seemed desirable 
to obtain sofue indication of the intensities of these. peaks for the different frequency bands. This 

was accomplished by triggering a pulse generator with the filtered noise signal and counting 

pulses in 1 second intervals on a digital counter. The pulse generator had a variable trigger 

sensitivity which permitted the peak amplitude thre'shold to be varied. Figure F-3 shows a 

large number of peaks above the thres~old centered around the 60 second point. 
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Raising the threshold eliminated the low frequency noise (500 Hz). It- also decreased the 

40 kHz signal relatively more than the signals in the 2 to 8 kHz range, illustrating the short-

. ringing transient nature of the high frequency signal. 

The results of this brief experiment suggest that a practical boiling detector might be 

designed on the principle of detection of high frequency. transient peaks. The threshold of a 

triggering input could be set well above the. normal continuous noise -level and would give a 

null readout except when sharp spikes cause the generation of a countable pulse. Observation of 

this characteristic would certainly indicate the onset of boiling. 

F. 4. 3 Transmission Characteristics of Liquid Sodium 

Liquid sodium, at reactor temperatures, has a density of approximately 8. 11 x 10- 1 gm/cm3. 

The velocity of sound in sodium will be approximately 2. 35 x 105 em/sec giving an acoustic 

impedance of 1. 9 x 1.05 g/cm2sec. In contrast, the impedance of steel is 4. 56 x 106 g/cm2 sec. 

The normal sound transmission coefficient from one hexagonal channel to an adjacent 

ha 1 . . b (F-22) c nne 1s g1ven y: 

4 

where r 12, r 21 , are ratios of acoustic impedances between sodium and steel, and steel and 

sodium respectively. The wall thickness between two channels is l. 

For frequencies below 20 kHz, the walls· are sufficiently thin to allow almost unobstructed 

passage of ·the sound throughout the reactor. But at frequencies between 20 and 60kHz, 91 percent 

of the incident sound on the wall is reflec.ted back into the coolant. Furthermore, in this range 

where the thin wall approximation is not valid, the critical angle, given by: 

e c 

where C 1 and C 2 are velocities of sound in sodium and steel, is approximately 14 o from the line 

. normal to the wall. Thus, it can be ex~ected that almost all the boiling noise in this range will 

be propag;ated directly up the channel in which it originates. Absorption in the liquid sodium 

itself ·is· expected to be extremely small over the short distances of propagation under consid

eration here. 

F. 4. 4 Sensor Location 

Takin·g advantage of the properties of the boiling sound in the 20 to 60 kHz range, it appears 
most desirable to locate one sensor directly in the top of each channel in the reactor, coupled 

dir:ectly to the coolant. In this configuration, e·ach sensor will detect boiling originating in its 

channel, allowing the locati~n of the boiling source to be precisely pinpointed. Depending on the 

actual characteristics of st:r:uctural members and other reflectors in the reactor, the sensors 
immediately surrou~ding a boiling.channel may.detect the boiling, but at a greatly reduced intensity. . . 
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.Currently, there is one sensor which appears to meet many of the requirements of the 

reactor envir~nment and is commercially available. This is a pressure transducer manufactured 

by Kaman Nuclear Corporation, Model No. K-1900, designed to tolerate a 1000°F environment 

with high radiation and electromagnetic pulse fields. The sensor is 1. 12 inches in diameter and 

2. 31 inches long, with a 5/8-inch diameter diaphragm resonant at 50 kHz. The signal processing 

system and transducer design make this sensor usable up to the resonant frequency. At p.resent, 

the sensitivity is somewhat less than might be desired, but modifications can be made. to increase 

the sensitivity. 

F. 5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

T~s study emphasizes key technical areas of the instrumentation probe for the GE backup 

FFTF system. Measurement systems for liquid sodium coolant temperature, flow, and acoustic 

· noise were investigated,· and design recommendations are included for each system. This 

preliminary information is presented so as to provide a basis for more deta.iled analysis and 

design leading toward the development of the complete instrumentation probe for the FFTF system . 

. The state-of-the-art in sensor systems for temperature, fluid flow, and acoustic noise 

measurements are not at equal levels of' development for thi~ application. Because of the unique 

requirements of this application and the degree of development in the past in similar applications, 

the order of development is temperature, flow, and acoustic noise. Thus it was possible to 

specify the thermocouple system design in more detail than the other two systems. 

The three measurement areas appear, however, in the same order in terms of their weighted 

contribution to the present concept for reactor instrumentation. In this concept, the thermocouple 

outputs are the first to be considered in a decision to scram the reactor, with the flowmeter being 

second. Thus the ove.rall instrumentation system is not being jeopardized now because-of the 

differences in the state-of-the art in development for the three measurements. 

Present plans ca.ll for the development of a:probe containing four thermocouples for· tern-

. perature me~surements, a flowmeter and, if practical, an acoustic sensor for boiling noise 

detection.· A. backup probe should also be developed for the measurement of temperature and 

flow only. This approach has several significant advantages. The acoustic sensor has the poten

tial for adding instrumentation of advanced design. The alternate design containing only tempera

t.ure and flow sensors can be deveioped in parailel with the first to give technical flexibility to the 

program. For instance, if size and configuration are important considerations in the final 

selection of a flow sensor, the alternate design may .have a different choice of flowmeter since 

the packaging dcs.ign will be less stringent with only two measurements to consider. The program 

. approach is a· practical one of combining techniques that insure maximum likelihood of success 

with techniques for advanced measurement capabilities. 
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APPENDIX G 

SHIELDING DESIGN METHODS 

The MAC (G- 1, G- 2) removal-diffusion computer .program .was· used almost exclusively for 

the survey calculations carried out in this preliminary shielding design analysis. A major limita

tion of this program is its provision to calculate only one- dimensional, infinite slab geometry. 

Approximate geometric corrections can be made to somewhat compensate for this limi.tations~ 
Its principal advantage is its low computer cost. It is agood survey tool for evaluating the rela

tive advantage of one shield composition over another. For deep neutron penetration, the results 

of neutron flux calculations are approximate. Transport theory and Monte Carlo programs, with · 

higher computing costs, are required arid should be used to verify r·esults for deep penetration 

and streaming problems. 

Corrections to the iron cross sections were received at the tim·e the work reported here 

was nearing completion. Accordingly, c-heck calculations were performed to estimate the direc-. 

tion an~ magnitude of this correction on calculated neutron flux and gamma dose rate distributions. 

At the same time, this check also provided a means of evaluating the effect of doingthe shielding 

analyses with the 15-group cross section set, as compared to the more costly 31-group set. 

Figures G-1, G-2, G-3 and G-4· show that the magnitude of the difference was approximately a 

factor of 2, with the 31-group set giving results that are higher than obtained with the 15-group 

set. Hence, the effect of using the older cross section set and 15 in lieu of 31 groups is not large 
compared to the error that results from making all calculations in one-dimensional infinite slab 

geometry. 
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APPENDIX H 

DBA CONTAINMENT 

To design the containment system, the quantitative methods to establish the following are 
required: 

1. Energy absorption of head hold down mechanism 

2. Static strength of head hold down mechanism 

3. Thickness of reactor vessel and additional blast cyliriders 

4. Energy absorption of bottom of vessel and backup structure 

5. Post-DBA cooling requirements 

6. Radiological release to Equipment and Refueling Cell atmospheres 

7. Pressure in Equipment Cell Atmospheres 

During the DBA transient,, a signi.ficant fractton of the fuel in the core may become 

vaporized~ The resulting expansion is the :;;ource of mechanical loading. The analytical method 
. . . 

used assumes an ideal expansion (isentropic) of the ftie~ in computing the mechanical work availa-
ble. The following distribution of energy is assumed: 

1. Energy is stored in vaporized fuel prio~ to its exp~sion (excluding heat of vaporiza
tion and heat required to raise fuel to its vaporization point). 

2. Mechanical energy is extracted by isentropic expansion of vaporized fuel. 

For mechanical loading it has been the accepted approach to de~ine an equivalent chemical 

· explosion for the energy release. The deficiencies o.f such an approach are the rate of energy 
. \ . . . 

release may be overestimateq for the shock wave strength and the incondensibility of the vapors 

formed may be overestimated for the pressure loadings following the shock wave. However, in 

lieu of an acceptable alternative, it is assumed that the "TNT Rationale" is a requirement for 

mechanical-loadings during the "explosion." 

.An ample margin between calculated energy release values and des-ign values is recom

mended since potential energy extraction processes such as transfer of thermal energy to the 

sodium that generates a sodium vapor bubble is not included .because of the complexity .of defining 

the heat transfer processes which are highly geometry dependent. 

Hicks and Menzies, Reference· H-1, indicate the secondary processes in Which vapor l:t.t!u 

sodium becoming the working fluid may be explosive in nature and extract about 10% of the re

sidual heat energy as expansion work of sodium vapor; 1n additio~ to the 'work of expanding fuel 

vapor. The.following analysis illustrates an application of the ~NT rationale. 

H. 1 RECOMMENDED DESIGN APPROACH 

To proviut! .:Ui ample margin·, the energy absorption requi.rements of the design for the 

equivalent TNT explosion is selected as 750.pounds, which. corresponds to 1500 MW seconds 

mechanical energy release and defined as the preserit reference DBA. The discussion of available 

H-1 
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test data on explosive tests on similar designs resulted in making ultra-conservative 

assumptions to establish the head loading leads to very severe energy absorption require-

ments. By not including design features and configur'ations whiCh tend to reduce the head loading, 

·it is possible to direct from 15% to 20% of the charge energy into the head. (For a 1500 MW sec

ond, a mechanical energy release of 1% would require forty-eight 3-1/2 inch diameter bolts to be 
18 inches long. This gives a perspective of magnitude for holddown requirements.) Selecting a 

vessel wall thickness as small as practical and providing space between the vessel wall and addi
tional external blast cylinders for the vessel to expand into is a recommended design feature. In 

addition to this the vessel internals should not be designed with more radial rigidity than neces
sary in the form of support cylinders·. The mass of shielding will inevitably tend to direct energy 

upwards in the expanding bubble process. The above features will make it possible to reduce the 

design level of energy absorption on the head from abcmt 15% to less than iO% of the charge 
energy. 

Another major consideration is the effect of a gas gap between the sodium surface and the 
underside ~f the head. Tests(H- 2) indicatethe water hammer loading from the expanding gas 

bubble are more than the shock wave loading even when a "weak" tank is used. Unfortunately 
the only test data on a configuration with no gap was taken with a strong tank. It is probable that 
a combination of weak tank and no gap is the best configuration since (1) the shock-wave loading 

would be due to a direct reflection which is smaller than shock-wave loading due to the spray

impact loading across a small gap, and (2) the water hammer loading should be small since the 
bubble pressure should be relieved by vessel deformation. This is a tentative conclusion since 

. . 
applicable test data is not available; it is probable that such an arrangement can limit the head 

loading to a small fraction (1 to 3%) of the charge energy. The energy transmitted by a direct 
shock impact is calculated to be approximately 1/_2% of the charge energy. The loading during 

the bubble expansion phase will be controlled by the hoop resistance of the vessel. Three percent 
(3%) of charge energy is selected as a design value on total kinetic energy imparted to the head. 

The head must be able to withstand a static pressure loading equal to the pressure required to 
deform the vessel. The loading on the head during t~e ·expansion of the vessel will drop from an 
initial high value of about 20, 000 psi (for TNT) down to about 400 psi. During this loading phase, 
yielding of the hold down will occur and kinetic energy will be imparted· to the head. This yield
ing decreases as the yield strength of the hold down increases. A preliminary review indicates 
a numerical method of solution will be required. As a reference, it is recommended the head 
.hold down be designed to absorb 3% of the energy released. A development program will be re
quired to establish the adequacy of this recommendation. An analytical evaluation of the loading 

mechanisms of an expanding bubble of uo2 vapor will give an indication of the probable margin 
of safety in the design against a more realistic model of the accident. 

H. 2 DISCUSSION OF LOADING MECHANISMS 

H. 2. 1 Shock Wave at Liquid-Solid Interface 

For no gap, the head acts essentially as a rigid boundary, and upon impact.of the compres

sion shock, a compressive wave is reflectedback into the liquid, leaving the liquid essentially 
at rest. The loading on the head for a normal reflection· is the impulse associated with the pres
sure across the shock front. This can be computed(H- 3): 

H-2 
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. ( 1/3)0. 89 
I 1. 46 w1f 3 WR. lb-sec for TNT 

sq. in 

where: 

W Weight of charge-lb 

R Distance from charge-ft 

The velocity of the head associated with this is V 

where: 

M Mass of head 
A Area of head 

Kinetic energy of head 

H. 2. 2 Shock Wave-Liquid Gas Interface 

1/2 (AI)2 
M 

For a design in which there is a gas gap between the surface and the head, the shock 
strength of the refracted wave through the gas is very small due· to the gas compressibility. The 
reflected wave is a tensile wave, ~nd the. upward ··velocity behind the initial shock front iS in-

creased further by the reflected tension resulting in a layer of fluid leaving the surface with an 
upward velocity. A numerical evaluation of this effect has not been performed; it is dependent 
upon a reasonably precise knowledge of -the cavitation pressure which is required to determine 
the depth of liquid which can be set in motion and transmit kinetic energy by impact on the head. 

Interpretation of measurements of Reference H-4 indicates this is ~ 2. 5 times the energy trans
mitted by direct shock impact. 

H. 2. 3 Bubble Expansion 

For no gas gap the loading from the expanding bubble will be initially very high.· Under such 
pressure,. the head or the vessel or both will deform by plastic flow and create volume to relieve 

the pre~sure. If the static strength of the head and hold down is less than the vessel, the head 
hold-down will take most. ofthe exp~sion, ·and some kinetic energy associated with the rate of the 

·expansion will also be delivered from the sodium and head to the hold down. 
. . 

For the. situation in which a fr~e volume exists for the gas to expand into·the static pressure, 
.loading is determined by this volume, but the transmittal of kinetic energy to the sodium ahead of 
of the expanding bubble provides a loading mechanism .. The amount of .energy in the sodium di

rected upward to impact the head is dependent upon the radial resistance to deformation of the 
vessel internals and the vessel wall. From the experimental·daJa of Reference H-2, the head 

loading in a rigid tank was much higher than in a·weak.tank. Therefore, it appears that an ex

panding vapor bubble is a stronger loading source than the shock wave. Fro~ this discussion it 
is dear that an analytical approach which adequately predicts head loading must take into account 

several compleJ{ time.,.dependent interrelated mechanisms. 
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H. 3 PRELIMINARY HEAD LOADING ANALYSES 

. H. 3. 1 Static Pressure Loading on Head 

The quasi-static pressure loading on the head will be limited by the hoop strength of the 
vessel. 

Hoop strength of vessel, 

a = pr or p 
h t 

For 304 stainless steel at 900° F ay 

(J 
u 

r - 100 in. 

p = 60, 000 t = 600 t 
100 

20,000 

60,000 

.•. 

where t is the v~~sel thickness. The. 900° F was chosen to be representa.tive of .the minimum 

upper pool temperature at !)Ower and .is ~onservative with respect to, the head loadings (as related 
to vessel deformation). 

For: 

t 3/4 in. p 450 psi 

t 1 in. p 600 psi 

t 2 in. p 1209 psi 
t 3 in. p 1800 psi 

H.3. 2 Shock Wave Loading on Head 

The mass of head was ~ssumed to }?e 150,· 000 pounds for this analysis. Actually, the head 
and its appurtenances (lead shielding) are considerably heavier than this value. This is a con-. ' . . . . 

. servative assumption with respe_ctto the head-bolt ~pecifi~ations. 

Free ·impulse at he;:td .16 ft from charge. 

··----· -------- .. , . 

. , ( 1/3)0. 89 
Isp - 1.46 w 113 

· ~ . . . . 

. . ( 1/3)0. 89 
1.46 X 7501/~ ~ : ... 
. . . . . .· 20 .. 

. !.: 

·.· .. 
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where: 

W = Weight of TNT-lb 

R Distance froi:n charge'-ft 

Kinetic energy of head after impact, 

1' w ( 2' 
2 g ~g) 

A Area of head 

1 (7.0 X 3.14)2 
X 386 X 108 

2 150,000 

Percent of .charge ~nergy (as) 

62. 2 X 106 
X 106 

1500 X 8. 85. 
0.47% 

Say = 1/2% 

GEAP-5722. 

62. 2 x 106 in-lb 

H. 4. HOLD DOWN BOLT REQUIREMENTS. 

H. 4. 1 static Press.ure. 

For: 

Vessel thickness t 

Static pressure Ps 
D~sign st.rP.Rs in bolt 

. Bolt area required 

Assume. 48 bolts 

0. 75 in. 

450 psi 

a yield = 30, 000 psi 

= pA = 450.x 3.14 x.104 

a ·. 30 x 103 

= 465 sq in .. 

= 9~ 65 sq in. 

Bolt diameter = J: x 9.65 

3. 5· in. di!i.ni. 
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H. 4. 2 Length Required 

. · Energy absorption per inch with 20% elongation 
Average stress =·50, 000 psi Strain = 0. 2 

Us= creA = 50,000x0.2x9 . .65 = 96,500in.-lb./ftbolt 

= 48 x 96,5oo = 4.65 x 106 in.-lb./ft 

Energy delivered to head 3%~ 1500 x 8.85 x 106 396 X 106 

Length 396 X 106 

4. 65 X 106 
85 in. 'Say, 7 ft 

H. 5 DISCUSSION OF AVAILABLE TEST DATA . 

Reference H- 2 reports experimental information taken on model tests in a 24-inch diameter 

tank 24 inches high with a central roof plug 7.:3/4 inches in diameter and a weight of 50 pounds. 
Tests were performed using a bare charge and also a charge surrounded by a simulated' core 
structure. From velocity measurements of the plug, the kinetic energy imparted to it is 

established. 

Strong Tank Bare Charge 
Strong Tank Enclosed Charge 
Weak Tank Bare Charge 

Weak Tank Enclosed Charge 

KE of Plug as % 
of Charge Energy 

0.2% 
1.5% 

0.2% 
0.6%' 

The percentage of charge en~rgy imparted to the. plug from direct shock wave impact can 

be computed using Reference H-3 as follows: 

Energy release quoted is 203, 000 ft lb 

Corresponding weight of TN~ W = 0.138 lb 

Distance from charge to undersurface of head 

· R = t6.6 in. = L3s n 

Specific impulse Isp 
. 1/3 (w. 1/3)0. ~9 

1.46 w --
R . . 

= o·. 32 lb sec/sq in. 

Head area A = 47 in. 2 

Impulse on head = Isp x A = 15 lb-see 
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Kinetic energy of head 1 W v2 1 12 
-g 

2 g 2 w 

1 152 
-X- X 32. 72 ft-lb 
2 50 

P h d d 72 ercent c arge energy imparte to hea by direct shock wave· impulse = --- u. 035%. 
203,000 

Reference H-4 reports on similar tests in which the impulse on the head due to shock wave 
effects was separated out from the total loading. For tests using three different charge weights, 

the impulse on the head in which a gap existed between the surface and .the bottom of the head was 

from two to three times the impulse obtained from the direct. impact as calculated above-using 

Reference H-3. So, for the tests of Reference H-2, the percentage of charge energy delivered 

to the plug by the shock wave is approximately 3 x 0. 035% ""0.1%. 

The major part of the energy transmitted to the roof is associated with the expanding vapor 
: ;. 

bubble of explosion products. and is strongly depend~n~- upon the radial restraint by the rigidity of 
the vessel internals and vessel wall. 

The area of the model plug is approximately 10% of the roof area. For the strong tank, the 
impulse on the roof was approximately'!. 25 x the impulse on the plug. The kinetic energy im
parted to the roof is approximately 10 x i. 25 x e~ergy imparted to the small central plug. 

PerGent of Energy Given to Head 

Tank-Charge Total Shock Wave Gas Bubble 

Strong-barf' 25% 1% 24% 
Strong-enclosed 17% 1% 16% 
Weak-bare 2.5% 1% 1.5% 
Weak-enclosed 7.5% 1% 6.5% 

::imce 50% ur lh~ energy rclcuoo is in the gas hnhhle 3 to 50%-of this- can be transmitted to 

the head depending upon the system ge~metry. For the FFT F the percentage of charge energy 
absorbed by the head and its hold-down· structure will also depe'nd upon the radial constraints to . . 
bubble growth. A weak tank with the radial stiffness of the core interna~s minimized is desired 
to ·minimize energy absorption requir.ements in the head~ 

In the above experiments, the internal structure inducted a mockup of a relatively· massive 

graphite shield. It is not anticipated that the FFTF design would offer as much restraint. The 
height to diameter ratiu of the reactor vessel is greater than in the tests quoted. The effect of 
this is not clear; however, it is most likely that if the vessel is designed to be relatively weak, 
the gun barrel effect will be offsE)t by deformation of the vessel, creating a volume for the gases 

to expand irito. 

H. 6 H,J!:AD LOADING FROM SH0CK WAVE ·wiTH A GAP BET~EEN SUR.F.ACE AND HEAD 

Heference H-4 r~ports the foll~wi,ng initial- impulse data as~odated ~ith shock wave with 

a gap: 
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Impulse 
W, grams of Hexogene (psi-msec) 

15 570 

30 715 
60 900 

4 4 4 . 
The charge energies were reported as 2 x 10 , 4 x 10 and 8 x 10 calories. Since TNT 

releases 1050 cal/gm, the equivalent weights of TNT are 19, 38, and 76 grams or 0.042, 0.084 
and 0.168 pounds. ·From Reference H-3 the impulse is: 

. f, 1/3)0. 89 
I = 1. 46 w113 

\W R . . lb sec/in
2 

R is estimated to be 1.1. Therefore, 

I 1.35 w0· 63 

= 184 psi-msec for' 15 gm Hexogene 

- 284 psi-msec for 30 gm Hexogene 
= 439 psi-mse~ for 60 gm Hexogene · 

H. 7 RADIAL BLAST .~~IELD REQUIREMENTS 

570/184 

715/284 

900/439 

3.1} 
2.5 

2.1 

ratio of measured im
pulse with a gap to 
.calculated impulse based 
on no gap. 

For TNT the thickness of a single cylinder required to contain a charge without rupture (or 
to a prescribed maximum deformation) can be calculated using the method of Reference H-5. 

W = [1.407~·(<rt)e] 0 · 811 
w-0.85 105 

where the geometry factor A is; 

A = 

w 
(Jy 

au 

e 
R 

h 

w 

( 
2 2)1. 85 

(3.41 + 0. i17 R/h0 ) Re - Ri 

= 

= 

Weight of. TNT-lb 
Yield stress psi 

Ultimate stress psi 

Hoop strain, e = Ultimate·elongation · u . 
Cylinder radius, i = i~side, e. = outsid~, ft 
Cylinder thickness, ft 

. Material den,sity, lb/ft3 · 
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For Ri = 8, Re = 8 + h 

A 

16,000; au 

(3.41 + 0.936/h) 124.8 h1. 85 

(1..47 + 0. 298/h)0 · 15 

(0.16 + 1.6e) 

(500)0. 85 197 

60, 000; eu 

Maximum radial deflection Re 100 e , in. 

1 

w0.811. 

1· 

7500.811 3600 

ur 
(0. 16 + 0. 016 u ) -

r 100 

0.44 

For h = 1, 2, 4 in.; A 14.4, 34.8, and 89.4, respectively. 

Thus for. h. 
respectively. 

3600 
1. 407 (197 A) 

1300 

A 

1, 2, and 4 in., the radial expansion would be·73, 44, and 25.6 inches; 

Figure. H-1 shows this expansion as a function of vessel thickness. 

It Is clear that.additional radial support will be required for. the vessel _t.,o reduce the 
expansion. 

H. 8 DOWN BLAST REQUIREMENTS 

Downloads from the shock wave and blast pr.essure may be absorbed ·by elongation of the 

'vessel; however, the difficulty from theoretical calculations is showing_ that the stress levels at 
the knuckle region between the bottom· head. and the·cylinders wm·not cause fracture. Tests will 

establish this; ,however; it is recommended that. the assumption~ be made until test.data is availa
ble to indicate to the contrary that the kiluckle. ·does fail." Crush structure beneath the vessel is 
recommended as. a means of absorbing .the kinetic energy im~~r.ted. t.o the .. l~wer head. Preliminary 
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calculationS using the direct impulse of a shock wave on the grid plate of '20 lb-.sec/sq .in. {based 

upon 6 ft from 750 lb chargeh?how that the energy absorption requirements of ·the crush structure= 
9 . . 

1.4 X 10 ln.-lb. 

H. 9 POST DBA COOLING 

The agglomerate of material which accumulates in the bottom of the ·vessel following the 

DBA generate heat due to decay of fission products. The heat level is 20 MW initially, decaying 
to 4 MW after three hours, and about 1 MW after one day. The temperature rise of the sodium 
in the reactor is approximately 350°·F in the first three hours assumiTJ.g .no cooling. A decay 

heat remov,al-system capable of removing 5 MW would appear to·be adequate. A 10 MW system 

has been suggested to permit redundancy to be incorporated. 

H. 9. 1 Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis of Graphite Collection Pan 

In the analysis the following conditions were assumed. 

. . 
· 1. The conglomerate consists of a homogeneous mixture of half the fuel and .an equal 

volume of molten metal (i.e.' 5 ft3 of uo2 + 5 ft3 ~f stainless steel). 

2. . The decay power density of the conglomerate is 0. 5 .MWt/ft3 and the thermal . 
conductivity of the conglomerate is·S Btu/h-ft- °F~ · 

3. The conglomerate forms· a pancake-shaped pool 0. 5 ft high on the catch· pan. 

4". . The' thermai conductivity of the graphite catch pan is "20 Btu/h-ft- °F. 

5. The cell cavity is flooded with sodium·and the temperature of the conglomerate .. at 
the sodium interrace is 1700°F. 

6. The conglomerate is cooled by sodium boiling at its top surface and conduction 
_through the catch pan on the bottom surface. {Figure H- 2) 

U02 AND MOLTEN STAINLESS STEEL 
·CONGLOMERATE ON THE GRAPHITE CATCH PAN 

FIGURE H-2. FUEL· MELTDOWN THERMALMODEL 
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Assuming steady state conditions, the temperature at the conglomerate-catch pan interface 

is given by: 

where; 

z 

. 0 
g 

u 

0 

-~ 
2U 

0. 5 ft (height of con~lomeration) 

6 3 . 
1. 706 (10 ) Btu/h-ft (decay power density) 

80 Btu/h-rt2- °F (Admittance of catch pan) 

8 Btu/h-ft-.°F (thermal conductivity of conglomeration) 

1700°F (sodium-conglomeration interface temperature) 

= .1600°F (catch pan temperature at level of NaK cooling coils) 

(Corresponds to bulk temperature of 400°F for the NaK.) 

The level of the maximum temperature in the conglomeration is given by: 

0. 2913 ft below the sodium-conglomeration interface. 

The maximum temperature in the conglomeration is given by: 

Tmax 

With the above temperature distribution, 2. 9 MWt of decay heat is transferred to the boil
. ing sodium and 2. 1 MWt is conducted through the catch pan tothe NaK cooling coils. 

The two inch. diameter NaKloops on fou1; iiich· centers can easily handle the 2. 1 MWt. In 

fact, the NaK loops can handle much greater.heat loads, but the graphite catch pan would not be 

able to stand the higher temperatures. 

H-12 
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. All of the above results indicate the severity of the heat removal problem. The decay 
power density of 0. 5 MWt/rt3 corresponds to the decay heat rate 10, 000 sec (2. 78 h) after the 

·accident. This factor ·along with the height of the conglomerate pool have the greatest effect 

· on the temperature distribution. 
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